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FOREWORD 

The papers in this volume were presented at the 2nd Workshop on Algorithm Engineering 
(WAE'98) held in Saarbrücken, Germany, on August 20-22, 1998. The Workshop was devoted 
to researchers and developers interested in the practical aspects of algorithms and their implemen
tation issues. In particular, it brought together researchers, practitioners and.developers in the field 
of algorithm engineering in order to foster cooperation and exchange of ideas. Relevant themes of 
the Workshop were the design, experimental testing and tuning of algorithms in order to bridge the 
gap between their theoretical design and practical applicability. 

There were 32 submissions, all in electronic format. The Program Committee selected 18 papers 
in adeliberation conducted via an "electronic meeting" that ran from June 1 to June 14, ·1998. 
The selection was based on perceived originality, quality, and relevance to the subject area of the 
workshop. Submissions were not refereed, and many of them represent preliminary reports of con
tinuing research. A special issue üfthe ACM Journal on Experimental Algorithmics will be devoted 
to selected papers früm WAE'98. 

We wüuld like to thank all those who submitted papers for consideration, the Program Committee 
members and their referees für their invaluable contribution, and the members of the Organizing 
Committee für all their time and effort. We are grateful to Pino Italiano, Salvatore Orlando, and 
Fabio Pittarelo für their generous help with the software of the submissions and program committee 
Web servers. 

We gratefully acknowledge support from ALCOM-IT (a European Union ESPRIT LTR Project), 
and the Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik. 

Saarbrücken, August 1998 

Kurt Mehlhorn 
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ABSTRACT 

We consider a problem of reconstructing a discrete structure from unstructured numerical data. 
The problem arises in the computer-aided design ofmachines, motor vehicles, and other technical 
devices. A CAD model consists of a set of surface pieces in the three-dimensionalspace (the so
called mesh elements). The neighbourhoods of these mesh elements, the topology of the model, 
must be reconstructed. The reconstruction is non-trivial because of erroneous gaps between 
neighboured mesh elements. 

However, a look at the real-world data from various applications strongly suggests that 
the pairs of neighboured mesh elements may be (nearly) correctiy identified by some distance 
measure and some threshold. In fact, to our knowledge, this is the main strategy pursued in 
practice. In this paper, we make a first attempt to design systematic studies to support a claim 
of failure: we demonstrate empirically that human intuition is misleading here, and that this 
approach fails even for "innocent-looking" real-world data. In other words, it does not suffice 
to look at individual pairs of surface pieces separatelYj incorporating discrete relations between 
mesh elements is necessary. 

1. Introduction 

1 

Computer-aided design plays an important role in today's engineering. In this paper, we deal 
with CAD data models such as the one shown in Figure 1. Such a model consists of mesh elements 
and approximates the surface of the workpiece. In general, the mesh elements are not parts of a 
plane, and their edges are not straight lines. To give a concrete example: in the data available to 
us, trimmed parametric surface patches were used (see [8]). . 

One of the tasks which is to be done automatically is the reconstruction of the so-called topology 
ofthe CAD data model, Le. the information whether and where two mesh elements are to be regarded 
as immediately neighboured (Figure 7). Many wide-spread data formats for CAD models do not 
provide the neighbourhoods. The topology of a CAD model is important, since almost every furt her 
step of the CAD process relies on this information. Section 2 gives examples of such steps . . 

Pictures such as Figures 1 and 4 suggest that the edges of neighboured mesh elements fall together 
geometrically. This is generally not the case. There are normally gaps between the mesh elements 
- gaps that can be as large as in Figures 2and 3. These gaps are sometimes even larger than mesh 
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Figure 1: This mudguard (workpiece 8) is a typical example of our 
. real world instances. It consists of surfaces patches (the so-called mesh 

elements). The black curves indicate the edges of the mesh elements. 

2 

elements in the same workpiece. They are the reason why the problem is non-trivial, since we have· 
no knowledge whether an edge is neighboured to one, several or no other edges (Figure 8). Consider 
two edges that are situated next to each other. The gap between them may have been intended by 
the engineer who designed of the workpiece to separate them, but the two surface patches might also 
be regarded as parts of one closed surface. The automatic tools have to guess the intention of the 
engineer. The problem is thus inherently subjective and not mathematical in nature. In particular, 
the quality of the output is the point of interest. In fact, time and space consumption is negligible 
compared to certain other steps of the CAD process. 

In this paper, we focus on a common approach, which is highly suggested by Figures 1 and 4: 
to define a distance measure of two edges and choose a threshold value1 . An example of a distance 
measure is the maximal distance between two points on the respective edges, or the sum of the 
distances . between the end points. Only pairs of edges whose distance is smaller than the threshold 
value are considered as neighboured. This may be viewed as estimating the absolute error of the 
placement of the edges. 

To refine this approach, one can replace the absolute error with the relative error. Properties such 
as the lengths of the edges, or the area or perimeter of the mesh elements seem reasonable scalings 
for such a: scaled distance measure. To our knowledge, these approaches with scaled or unscaled 
distance measures are the main strategy in today's industrial practice [7, 8]. Even Figures 2 and 3 
suggest that this approach yields a very good approximation of the right neighbourhoods. Thus the 
problem does not seem to deserve fuIther research. 

The main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate empirically that in general this approach 
fails against all expectations - even if we assurne that the algorithm automatically finds thebest 
threshold value for each edge (of course, this assumption is far too optimistic). We have examined a 
variety of unscaled distance measures and possible extensions to scaled distance measures. Naturally 
our investigations only CQver a subset of all possible di~tance meaSures. However, we believe that 
the most logical ones were treated and that they are good representatives for all useful distance 
measures, because our results are not too sensitive to the choice of the distance measure. This will 
be discussed further in Section 4. 

Our results imply that an algorithm that is based solelyon some measure for the (relative 
or absolute) error cannot determine a satisfying approximation of the topology. In other words, 

lWe produced many more pictures than are shown in this paper. All oE them give the same impression. 
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Figure 2: An example of a sloppy de
sign (workpiece 15). 

Figure 3: An extreme gap from the in,terior of Figure 4. The black, 
semicircular hole does not make any sense from an engineering 
point of view and might be a serious case of sloppy design. 

unstructured information such as the position, size, and shape of mesh elements does not suffice 
to decide whether or not two mesh elements are neighboured. One seems forced to look at the 
problem from a more abstract point of view and use discrete techniques. By that we mean that 
rules are applied in which geometrical and numerical details are abstracted away: some kind of 
logical inference rules, which incorporate more than two mesh elements in their reasoning. A simple 
example is the rule that the relation of neighbourhoods has to be transitive: if patches A and B as 
well as patches B and C are neighboured, then A and C must also be neighboured. Such a rule might 
add missing neighbourhoods along branchings like in FigUre 8. Furthermore, an algorithm may use 
meta-information about the structure, the topology, of the workpiece. The special case where the 
CAD model is the surface of a (connected) solid object or aplane deformed by a press is an example 
of strong meta-information: the graph induced by the mesh elements and neighbourhoods is planar. 

In [10] we presented an algorithm for the reconstruction of the topology, which relies on structural 
techniques and wh ich produced acceptable results for our benchmarks. As a by-product, the results 
presented here in retrospect justify the choice of a discrete approach in [10]. 

In summary, we were faced with a practical problem that does not seem to be mathematical in 
nature: the dirtiness of the problem cannot be abstracted away, since it is at the heart of the problem. 
This paper is a first attempt to design systematic studies onreal-world data to support negative 
claims. It demonstrates that the dirtiness is not limited to artificial and pathological examples. 
Errors that caused the common approach to fall were found all over the test set. Cleaning the 
problem up to a (mathematically) nice one would make a completely different problem of it -
actually, the real problem would vanish. 

2. Background 

Need for topology. The topology of a CAD model is essential for most automated tasks. For 
example, applying finite element methods only makes sense when forces or heat flow are transmitted 
correctly from element to element. The topology is also necessary to refine or coarsen the mesh 
of a workpiece. Figure 4 shows an example of a CAD data model that was constructed manually, 
and a refined mesh of the same workpiece that was automatically produced by the algorithm in [5]. 
Furthermore, the topology isneeded for smoothing surfacesor replacing several mesh elements by 
others of a simpler type. See [7] for a list of further tasks. 

Reasons for gaps. As already stated in Section 3, the unintented gaps are the main reason 
why the reconstruction of the topology is difficult. The gaps in Figures 2 and 3 are obviously not 
due to mere numerical rounding errors. We have found several explanations why these and other 
gaps exist. 
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Figure 4: A CAD model of a pump (work
piece 13). 

Figure 5: The same workpiece refined by the al
gorithm in [5). 

• While creating a workpiece, the designer can position the edges freely in the three dimensional 
space. In panicular, two edges can be neighboured on parts of their fulllength. The low order 
of the polygons that model the edge makes gaps unavoidable then. 

• Conversions between non-isomorphie data formats sometimes make the approximation of a 
free form surface by another type necessary. 

• Automatie tools that create CAO models from input devices like computer tomographs or 
3D scanners do not have any knowledge ab out the topology of the workpiece. Errors and an 
inaccurate precision of measurement may then lead to gaps. 

See [3] for a detailed discussion of these issues. 

Existingapproaches. Some rest riet ions on the input format as weIl as much cleaner CAD 
models sometimes allow the use of a distance measure in combination with a threshold value. Sheng 
and Meier examined in [8] the case when the surface is the boundary of asolid object. They also 
faced the problem of gaps that are as large as mesh elements. Their solution was to interact with 
the user in cases of doubt. 

Knowledge ab out the discrete structure is used in very few existing approaches. In [2] B0hn and 
. Wozny restricted the problem to workpieces where the topology isknown except for a few holes 

(which may be viewed as another kind of discrete pre-knowledge). This is of course less difficult 
than a total reconstruction of the topology. Apart from this, their approach is heavily based on the 
assumption that the mesh elements form the surface of asolid object. It incorporates the fact that 
the closed surface is orientable and uses the knowledge on which side of the surface the solid object 
is situated. However, their algorithm can only find a special kind of gap. The same problem was 
also treated by Barequet and Sharir in [1], but heir approach is not limited to a special kind of gap. 
We presented an algorithm· in [10] for the problem in the generality we describe in Section 3. In 
contrast, in our problem variant, the topology - or any other kind of meta-infonnation - is not even 
partially available. 

3. Problem Description and Discussion 

Input. To give a concrete, illustrative example, we will describe the format of the data that is 
available to uso A CAD model consists of a set of parametrie surface patches. In our case, a patch 
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edge 
(parabolic cUlVe) 

Figure 6: A tri angular mesh element with six sup
porting points and a quadrilateral mesh element 
with eight supporting points on the boundary and 
one (optional) point in the interior. 

Figure 7: Two neighboured mesh elements and the 
segments S1 and S2 that constitute this neighbour
hood. 

can be three or four sided (Figure 6). The edges are parabolic curves, and the whole element is 
a special case of a bicubic patch as it is defined in chapter 5 of [9]. BaSically this means that the 
restrictions imply that the three sided patch is uniquely determined by six points. The four sided 
mesh elements exist in two versions, which are defined with eight or nine points. 

Figure 7 demonstrates that edges need not be neighboured on a whole edge. On the other hand, 
not only two, but even three or more mesh elements may have an edge in common (Figure 8) . 
Figure 8 also shows a rim and a hole as two exemplary configurations where a mesh element is not 
neighboured to any other mesh element on an edge. 

Figure 8: (workpiece 10) A mesh element can have edges that are not neigh
boured to any other edge. They may be around a hole or a10ng a rim. Edges 
can also have more than one neighbour a10ng so-called branchings. 

Gaps. The main problem when finding neighbourhoods is that usually the CAD models contain 
significant gaps . These gaps have to be distinguished from holes that are intended by the designer 
of the CAD model. Consider two edges that are situated next to each other. The algorithm has 
to decide whether they are intended to be neighboured or just two separate edges with a hole in 
between. Since the gaps can be as large as in Figure 2 or 3, this decision becomes a serious problem. 
(A Jew possible reasons why gaps ofthis size may occur were discussed in Sectiön 2.) The problem is 
made even more difficult by the occurrence of branchings: if for one of a pair of edges a neighbour has 
already been found, this does not exclude the possibility that the edges arenevertheless neighboured . 

. Discrete information. We have found gaps that are larger than mesh elements of the same 
workpiece. This has some unpleasant consequences, which are depicted in Figure 9. On the left side 
the upper and lower mesh elements are neighboured, whereas this is not the case on the right side, 
owing to the triangle between them. 
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Figure 9: On the left side, the mesh elements are 
neighboured, but their mirror-symmetric counter
parts on the right side are not, due to the tri angle 
between them. 

Figure 10: Two gaps of the same width and 
length. The surrounding mesh elements are a hint 
that the upper one is probably intended whereas 
the lower one is an error. 

REMARK: The detection of this kind of configuration has been applied in [10]. It remarkably 
reduced the number of errors in the results of our algol'i.thm. 

Not only a mesh element between an examined pair of edges, but also the surrounding mesh 
elements must be incorporated into the interpretation of a loeal eonfiguration. For example, in 
Figure 10 two gaps of the same length and width are shown. But in the upper ease the gap eontinues 
on both sides and in the lower case the gap closes. This is a good indieation that the first gap is 
intended as opposed to the seeond one. Roughly speaking, all of these eonsiderations are examples 
of what we mean by ineorporating discrete information. 

Claim. We have seen that in eertain situations diserete information must be used. Based on 
a systematic eomputational study, we will show that such situations occur too often to be ignored. 
They are typieal, not pathologieal. 

4. Methodology 

Test cases. The workpieees that we have examined stem from industrial applications. Unfortu
nately it is quite diffieult to get such instanees because industrial tompanies keep them eonfidential. 
We do not even know which CAD applications they have used, and we are not allowed to distribute 
the CAD data sets to other researchers. However, the number of test eases is still high enough to 
demonstrate the trend to a negative result. We also know that the test eases were ereated with 
,diverse applications in various eompanies. 

We believe that it is impossible to systematieally generate artificial instanees that model realistic 
workpieees: a random set of parametrie surfaee patches might never resemble a workpieee like a 
pump or a eonsole. If we had introdueed artificial gaps into closed surfaees to imitate the dirtiness 
of the data, we would not have examined the nature of eommon errors, but our interpretation of 
them. 

Examined dass of algorithms. In this paper, we eonsider the class of algorithms that work 
aceording tothe following pattern: an algorithm decides whether or not a pair of edges is neighboured 
by eomparing the distanee of the edges with a threshold value. ' The algorithms differ only in the used 
distanee measure. Furthermore, we assume that the algorithms always find the best threshold value 
for each workpieee. In the ease of sealed distance funetions, we even assume that the algorithms 
ehoose the best threshold value for each single edge. Both assumptions are by far more than one 
ean expeet from an algorithm without human interaetion. 
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Reference neighbours. We use a set of reference neighbours for making statistics and assessing 
the output of different algorithms. Since the problem is so ill-posed, it is impossible to automatically 
check the output of an algorithm otherwise. The reference neighbourhoods were produced by a 
commercial CAD tool [4] and our algorithm in [10]. The result was checked manually using the 
method described in [10] . Where necessary the neighbourhoods were corrected in this project and 
the project of [5]. 

Potential neighbours. It does not suffice to count the number of reference neighbourhoods 
missed by an algorithm; we also have to test for pairs of edges that an algorithm erroneously 
considers as neighboured. For a fair test, we do not examine all pairs of edges, but only those 
that are not obviously wrong. For a more precise explanation, recall that each parametric surface 
patch is bordered by its trimming curves. Each edge is a segment of such a parameterized curve. 
The segment is defined by a parameter interval of the parameter of the .curve. If the projection of 
another edge onto the curve does not intersect with this interval, we exclude this pair of edges from 
our investigations. 

\~-/ 
li 1I 

Figure 11: The distances .between the end points are added to the distance 
between the middle points of the segments weighted by w to calculate the 
weighted distance. 

Distance measures. We have examined two kinds of distance measures. The first kind of 
distance measures is computed by finding the mean value of the distances at ten pairs of mutually 
opposite points. These points are equidistant according to the parametrisation of the edge. We call 
this distance measure uniform. 

The distance measures of the second kind are weighted. They result from the insight that an 
engineer sets the end points of an edge manually, whereasthe interior of the edge is interpolated 
automatically. Therefore, the end points might be more precisely positioned than the interior of the 
edge. We measure the distance between two edges at three pairs of points. As in Figure 11, the 
distances at the end points are incorporated with weight 1 for the sakeof symmetry. We refer to 
the individual distance measures by the weight w of the third distance, which is the only difference 
between them. We will discuss at the end of this section whywe think these distance measures are 
good representatives. 

Exarnined minima. For each distance measure and workpiece we produced a diagram like 
Figure 12. The threshold value varies on the abscissa. The decreasing curve shows the number of 
reference neighbours that aremissed by using the specified threshold value, whereas the increasing 
line documents the number of pairs of edges that are incorrectly found to be neighboured. 

There are two points of special interest in these diagrams. The first one is the total minimum 
number of faults - reference neighbours that are missed plus false neighbourhoods. The second 
interesting point is the minimum number is of wrong neighbours, subject to the condition that all 
reference neighbourhoods are found. In [10] we discussed why this minimum can be more important 
than the first one. For each distance measure and workpiece, we determined both values. This 
is what we meant above by claiming to assume that an algorithm always implicitly finds the best 
threshold value for every workpiece. 
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Figure 12: The number of reference neighbours that fail (decreasing line) and the 
number of pairs of edges that would be considered erroneously as neighboured (in
creasing line) for workpiece 8 and the uniform distance measure. 
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Relative error. Our experiments have shown that estimating the relative error with respeet to 
geometrie attributes does not produee better results than using the absolute error. For a meaningful 
visualization of the results, the estimation 

was replaeed by 

distanee < threshold 
seaJing -

distanee ::; threshold . sealing 

in the pictures and tables. We then determined all feasible threshold values for the (unsealed) 
uniform distanee measure for every edge: 

• The minimal feasible threshold value is the maximum of the distanees to all referenee neigh
bours . 

• The maximal feasible, thteshold value is the minimum of the distanees to all other edges. 

A sealed threshold value for an edge between these bounds separates the eorrect neighbours of this 
edge from its false neighbours. We have examined the following four sealings: 

1. the length ofthe edge, 

2. the perimeter of the mesh element , 

3. the area of the mesh element, and 

4. the extent of the edge above a straight line through the end points of the edge, as shown in 
Figure 13. We eall this distanee the curvature of the edge . 

.----=:=::= j ~ 

Figure 13: The curvatuTe of an edge is measured by the distance from the supporting 
point in the middle of the edge to a line through the points at the ends of the edge, 
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We have generated a diagram for every scaling and workpiece. For every edge a vertieal interval 
occurs in such a diagram. The intervals are positioned on the abscissa according to the value of 
the scaling for the partieular edge. The lower and upper bound of the threshold determine the end 
points of the interval. An example is shown in Figure 14. 

Our goal is to decide whether there is a reasonably simple relationship between geometrie char
acteristies and feasible threshold values. In our opinion, a suitable visualization produces the most 
convincing arguments about the complexity of a possible interrelation. By that we mean a function 
that passes through all intervals. In partieular, we determined the curve with minimal length in the 
set of continuous functions that pass between the permitted bounds. 

This function with minimallength can be constructed automatically: the upper and lower bounds 
for each appearing value generate a polygon in the two dimensional plane. We seek the shortest 
path from the leftmost segment to the rightmost one. According to [6] Section 8.2.1, a shortest path 
in a polygon is a subpath of the visibility graph of the vertices of the polygon. If we replace the 
startand end points by segments, this solves our problem. 

Representative distance measures. For performing our tests we had to choose different 
distance measures. We think that our distance measures are good representatives and include the 
most logieal ones. It is obvious that the distance measure should rely on a metricof the three 
dimensional space. The metric has to be invariant under translation and rotation of the workpiece. 
Since the algorithm should produce the same result for a workpiece after scaling, the distance must 
be scalable, and thereby only those metrices that are derived from a norm are reasonable. Since all 
of those metries are equivalent in asense, we selected the Euclidean distance as a representative. 
A natural extension of the Euclidean distance between two points to a distance measure of edges is 
the (discrete approximation of the) area between the edges. 

In this paper, we consider some related distance measures. Scalings other than the length are 
treated, and different weights are used. Nevertheless, our results provide a strong argument that 
this does not improve the situation. 

Of course, one might argue that a significantly more complieated and less natural distance 
measure could solve the problem. However, the conclusions from the empirieal results turned out 
not to be very sensitive to variations of the distance measure. Switching to another distance measure 
can improve or impair the quality of theoutput for a single workpiece, but on average the result 
does not change dramatieally. 
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5. Computational Results 

Absolute errors. We first discuss the quality of the output for distance measures that represent 
the absolute error estimation. All of these distance measures failed for some workpieces. The errors 
are out of magnitude for the subsequent tasks in the CAD process that use the neighbourhoods. 
Furthermore, none of the distance measures turned out to be generally preferable over the others. 

In Table 1, the minima according to Section 4 are listed for individual distance measures and 
workpieces. The occasional great differences between good and bad results can only be explained 
by the size of the gaps in the workpieces: if gaps that are larger than mesh elements occur in a 
workpiece, the results are considerably worse. There are no other structural differences between the 
workpieces that could explain this effect. For model no. 6, the number of reference neighbours that 
were considered as wrong for a giVE!D threshold value did not drop to zero in the observed interval 
[0, 10] for the uniform distance measure. 

No. # elements neighbours uniform weighted weighted weighted weighted 
ref. . pot. 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

1 34 55 1025 4 7 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
2 103 210 7860 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 295 676 35134' 13 56 12 ·S3 13 34 13 40 12 41 
4 68 128 2304 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 251 573 23338 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
6 156 321 11525 26 18 72 18 72 20 72 22 72 
7 342 823 48689 7 447 7 27 5 35 5 33 5 37 
8 131 222 8669 2 55 0 0 0 0 1 5 2 11 
9 530 1205 129596 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 608 1280 198055 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 24 40 567 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 179 409 20537 12 968 9 749 8 831 9 853 11 889 
13 154 321 28860 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 
14 237 446 29072 4 10 2 13 2 13 2 13 4 13 
15 158 341 19085 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 156 261 17695 4 101 35 293 27 193 7 76 4 268 

Table 1: Minimal number of wrong neighbourhoods for different distance measures. The weighted distance 
measure is determined according to Figure 11. For each distance measure, the first column lists the minimal 
number of false neighbourhoods - missing reference neighbours plus additional false neighbours. The second 
column contains the minimal number of errors, when all reference neighbours are found. 

Number of supporting points. We first compare the uniform distance measure to a distance 
measure with only three measured distances, two at the end points and one in the middle öf the 
edge. The results for the latter are listed in the column labelled "weighted 1.0". By comparing the 
two mentioned columns, the reader sees that the more fine-grained uniform distance measures does 
not lead to a better result. This realization explains furthermore why we did not consider more than 
three supporting points for weighted distance measures. . 

Weighted distances. We chose four different values for the weight in the middle of the edge . . 
The search for a favorable weight appears fruitless: for every distance measure there is at least 
one data file where this weight does not seem appropriate. In most cases however, the choice of 
the weight only marginally inßuences the quality of the output: the results are similar for all four 
weights. 
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Relative errors. We now present the upper and lower bounds for the tbreshold value and 
discuss a possible relationship with scaling values of the mesh elements. In the data that is available 
to us, we even found some cases where the upper bound was smaller than the lower bound. To be 
able to proceed with our investigations, we increased the upper bound to match the lower one in 
those cases in which no feasible threshold value exists at all. 

The appendix contains diagrams for all four scalings. They are typical in the sense that all of 
these functions "zigzag" irregularly, if there is no feasible unscaled threshold value for the workpiece. 
There are not even two functions that reveal any resemblance. These and all other diagrams show 
that there is probably not any interrelation between a suitable threshold value and the examined 
scalings. 

6. Conc1usion and Outlook 

Summary. The common approach of using a distance measure and a global threshold value 
seems to fail for a variety of unscaled distance measures. Beyond this, we have seen that a relative 
error estimation does not improve the situation, even if the threshold value is individually chosen for 
each edge. The empirical results suggest that, without additional discrete information, the problem 
cannot be solved completely. 

Source of discrete structure. Unfortunately, the topology is not available to an algorithm, 
since it is the output of the algorithm itself. As presented in [10], this conflict can be resolved. We 
first generated a rough approximation of the topology with a conventional approach. This source 
of a discrete structure was still good enough to be used by a discrete algorithm that applied logical 
inference rules as described above to correct errors in the tOP9logy. This dramatically improved our 
result. 

Global properties. In some special cases, there · exist global characteristics that can help 
reconstruct the topology. For example, in some applications we know that each edge is neighboured 
to at most or maybe even exactly one other edge. For instance, the surface of asolid object cannot 
contain any intended holes. A program processing such input can 'therefore safely elose each gap 
since it knows that all gaps are errors. 

Final remark. In analysing this problem, a difficulty becomes apparent that seems to be 
inherent to some practical problems. The standard stategy of analysing a problem, that is raising 
it to an abstract, mathematical model and solving the abstract problem efiiciently, does not work 
here. One has to "stay in the mud." 
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ABSTRACT 

In all-optiCal networks with wavelength division multiplexing several connectionscan share a 
physiCal link if the signals are transmitted on different wavelengths. As the number of available 
wavelengths is limited in practice, it is important to find wavelength assignments minimizing 
the number of different wavelengths used. This path coloring problem is N'P-hard, and the 
best known polynomial-time approximation algorithm for directed tree networks achieves ap
proximation ratio 5/3, which is optimal in the dass of greedy algorithms for this problem. In 
this paper the algorithm is modified in order to improve its running-time to O(Tec(N, L)) for 
sets of paths with maximum load L in trees with N nodes, where Tec(n, k) is the time for edge
coloring a k-regular bipartite graph with n nodes. The implementation of this efficient version 
of the algorithm in C++ using the LEDA dass library is described, and performance results are 
reported . 

1. Introduction 

13 

Data can be transmitted through optical fiber networks at speeds that are considerably higher 
than in conventional networks. One wavelength can transmit signals at a rate of several gigabits 
per second. Furthermore, an optical fiber link can carry signals on different wavelengths simultane
ously (waveiength division multiplexing). In order to fully exploit the bandwidth offered by optical 
networks, efficient wavelength assignment algorithms are required. For an optical network and a 
set of connection requests, each connection request must be assigned a transmitter-receiver path 
and a wavelength, such that connections using the same directed fiber link are assigned different 
wavelengths. Such a wavelength assignment shouldbe computed efficiently, and it should use as few 
distinct wavelengths as possible. 

For directed tree networks, the best known polynomial-time wavelength assignment algorithm 
uses at most (5/3)L wavelengths [4, 8], where L is the maximum load of a directed fiber link and, 
thus, a lower bound on the optimal number of wavelengths. The exact optimization problem is 
known to be NP-hard even for binary trees [2]. 

In this paper, we present modifications ofthe algorithm from [4] that allow a more efficient imple
mentation. Furthermore, we describe an implementation of the modified algorithm in C++ using the 
LEDA dass library [10]. Finally, we present performance results obtained with the implementation. 

lsupported by DFG contract SFB 342 TP A7 
2 partially supported by the EU ESPRIT LTR Project NO. 20244 (ALCOM-IT) 
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2. Preliminaries 

The optical network with directed tree topology is represented by a directed tree T = (V, E) 
with lVI = N. Here, a directed tree is the graph obtained from an undirected tree by replacing 
each undirected edge by two directed edges with opposite directions. Each connection request in 
T is given by a transmitter-receiver pair (tl , v) with tl,V E V and tl:F v, and it corresponds to the 
directed path from tl to v in T. We view the process of assigning wavelengths to connection requests 
as coloring the corresponding paths~ Two paths intersect if they share a directed edge. A feasible 
coloring of a set R of directed paths is an assignment of colors to paths in R such that intersecting 
pathsreceive different colors. A path p touches anode v E V if it starts at v, ends at v, or contains 
v as an internal node. ' 

Given a directed tree T = (V, E) and a set R of directed paths in T, the path coloring problem 
is to find a feasible coloring of R minimizing the number of distinct colors used. 

For a set R of directed paths in T, the load Lee) of edge e E Eis the number of paths in R using 
edge e. The maximum load maxeEE L(e) is denoted by L. Obviously, L is a lower bound on the 
optimal number of colors in a feasible coloring for R. 

We express the running-time of path coloring algorithms in tenns of parameters N (number 
of nodes of the given tree network) and L (maximum load of a directed edge). Given these two 
parameters, the size of the input (which consists of the tree network and the set of connection 
requests) can still vary between 0(N + L) and 0(NL). Our implementation does not try to make 
use of optimization opportunities for inputs whose size is substantially less than 0(N L). In fact, 
our algorithm assumes that the load on all edges is exactly L. If this is not the case, it adds dummy 
paths between neighboring nodes until tbis requirement is satisfied. 

The undirected version of the path coloring problem, where colors must be assigned to undirected 
paths in an undirected tree, has been studied -as weIl [13, 3]. In the directed version, coloring the 
paths touching one node is equivalent to edge-coloring abipartite graph, which is easy, and the 
difficulty lies in combining the colorings obtained for different nodes. In the undirected version, 
coloring the paths touching one node is equivalent tö edge-coloring a general graph, which is NP
hard, and it is easy to combine the colorings obtained for paths touching different nodes to obtain 
a coloring of all paths without using additional colors. Therefore, any approximation algorithm 
for edge-coloring with approximation ratio p directly translates into a p-approximation algorithm 
for path coloring in undirected graphs. The best known edge-coloring algorithm has asymptotic 
approximation ratio 1.1 [12]. In the present paper, we deal only with the directed path coloring 
problem. 

2.1. Greedy algorithms 
It is known that the path coloring problemis NP-hard even for binary trees [2]. Therefore,one 

is interested in polynomial-time approximation algorithms. All such algorithms studied so far are 
in the cl~ of greedy algorithms [11, 7, 9, 8, 4]. Here, the term "greedy algorithm" refers to a path 
coloring algorithm with the following properties: 

• Initially, the algorithm picks astart node s E V and assigns colors to all paths touching s. 
(Initial Coloring) 

• Then the algorithm visits the remaining nodes of the tree T in dfs-order; when it visits node v, 
it assigns colors to all paths touching v that have not been assigned a color at a previous node. 
(Coloring Extension) 

• Once a path has been assigned a color, its color is not changed at a later node. 

Individual greedy algorithms known so far differ only in the implementation of the coloring 
extension substep. It is known that every greedy algorithm has approximation ratio at least 5/3 
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Figure 1: Construction of the bipartite graph Gv 

in the worst case [6]. The algorithm from [4] achieves approximation ratio 5/3; therefore, we refer 
to the algorithm as an optimal greedy algorithm. Greedy algorithms can be implemented efficiently 
in a distributed setting: once the start node in the network has assigned wavelengths to all paths 
touching that node, it can transfer control to its neighbors, who can proceed independently and in 
parallel. 

2.2. Constrained bipartite edge-coloring 
The problem of coloring paths touching anode v can be reduced to the problem of coloring edges 

in abipartite graph Gv . Denote by no the parent öf v and by nl, n2,"" nk the children of v. The 
bipartite graph Gv has left and right vertex set U:=O{Xi, v~.} and U:=o{Xi, V~.}, respectively. Each 
path touching v contributes one edge to Gv as follows: 

• A path coming from anode ni and heading for anode nj contributes an edge (Xi,Xj) . 

• A path coming from anode ni and terminating at node v contributes an edge (Xi, V",.). 

• A path starting at node v and heading for anode ni contributes an edge (v~;, Xi). 

Note that all vertices Xi and Xi have degree L (recall that we have assumed load L on every edge 
of T), whereas the vertices v~; and V~ ; may have smaller degree. In order to make Gv L-regular, 
dummy edges are added between vx ; vertices on the left side and V~; vertices on the right side, 
if necessary. (More precisely, for every edge (Xi , X j ) a dummy edge (v~;, V",J is added.) Figure 1 
illustrates this construction, with dashed lines indicating dummy edges. 

It is easy to see that two paths touching v must be assigned different colors if and only if the 
corresponding edges in Gv share a vertex. Hence, any valid edge-coloring of Gv constitutes a valid 
coloring for the paths touching v. 

If v is the start node, all paths touching v are uncolored, and any valid edge-coloring of Gv can 
be used to find the initial coloring of paths touching v. Otherwise, the paths touching v and no have 
been colored at a previous node, andthe edges incident to Xo and X o in Gv have already received 
a color. We refer to these edges as pre-colored edges. In this case, the algorithm must find an 
edge-coloring of G v that is consistent with the pre-colored edges. Hence, it must solve a constrained 
bipartite edge-coloring problem in order to carry out the coloring extension substep. 

Eacb pair (Xi, Xi) or (v~p V",.) constitutes a row of G v . The row (xo, X o) is called the top row 
of G v . The vertices in a row are said to be opposite each other. Note that vertices in the same row 
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of Gv (Le., vertices that are opposite each other) can not be adjacent. A row sees a color c if an 
edge incident to avertex of that row is colored with c. Two opposite vertices share a color c if each 
vertex in the row has an incident edge colored with c. 

The colors that appear on pre-colored edges of G v are called single colors if they appear only 
once, and double colors if they appear twice (Le., they are shared by %0 and Xo). Denote by S 
the number of single colors, and by D the number of double colors. Recall that only the 2L edges 
incident to Xo and Xo are pre-colored. H there are f different colors on these 2L edges, we have 
S + D = f and S + 2D = 2L. 

2.3. Edge coloring 

Abipartite p-aph with maximum degree ß can be edge-colored using ß colors. Such an edge- ., 
coloring can be computed in time O(mlogm) [1] or in time O(ßm} [14], where m is the riumber 
of edges in the graph. The edges of aß-regular bipartite graph can be partitioned into ß perfect 
matchings. One perfect matching or the whole partitioning can be computed in time O(ßm) using 
the algorithm from [14]. In particular, a 3-regular bipartite graph with n vertices can be partitiöned . 
into three perfect matchings in time O(n). This is necessary for coloring triplets (see Section 3) in 
linear time. 

In the remainder ofthis paper, let Tec(n, k) denote the time for edge-coloring a k-regular bipartite 
graph with n nodes. We have Tec(n,k) ~ nk/2 (as the graph contains nk/2 edges) andTec(n,k) = 
O(min{k2n, knlog(kn)}). 

3. Algorithm Description 

The greedy algorithm for path coloring in directed trees from [4] maintains the following two 
invariants: 

Invariant 1: For any pair (u, v) of neighboring nodes in T, the number of different colors assigned 
to paths using the edge (u,v) or the edge (v,u) is at most (4/3)L. 

Invariant 2: The number of different colors assigned to paths is at most (5/3)L. 

The initial coloring at start node s is obtained by computing an edge-coloring with L colors for the 
L-regular bipartite graph Gs . Obviously, Invariants 1 and 2 are satisfied at this point. Now, each 
coloring extension substep must maintain the invariants. Before the coloring extension substep at 
node v, the paths touching v and its parent are colored using at most (4/3)L colors. Hence, the 
pre-colored edges of Gv are colored using at most (4/3)L colors. 

Recall that S is the number of single colors and D is the number of double colors on pre-colored . 
edges of Gv . Invariant 1 ensures that S + D :::; (4/3)L. Since we assume that every edge has load 
L, we have S + 2D = 2L and, consequently, D ~ (2/3)L. Furthermore, one can assume that D is 
exactly (2/3)L. The reason is that, if Dis greater than (2/3)L, one can simply "split" an appropriate 
number of double colors by assigning one of ,the two pre-colored edges colored with the same double 
color a new color for the duration of this coloring extension substep. Aseries of color exchanges 
can then re-establish the original colors on the pre-colored edges without violating the invariants. 
With D = (2/3)L, S + 2D = 2L implies S = (2/3)L. Hence, among the 2L pte-colored edges of Gv , 

S = (2/3)L are colored with single colors and 2D = (4/3)L are colored with double colors (each 
double color appears on exactly two pre-colored edges). ' 

The goal of the coloring extension substep at node v is to find an edge-coloring of Gv that is 
consistent with the c610rs on pre-colored edges, that uses at most (1/3)L colors not appearing on 
pre-colored edges (so-called new colors), and that uses at most (4/3)L colors in each row of Gv 
(implying that Invariant 1 is maintained). This is achieved as folIows: 

(1) partition Gv into L perfect matchings 
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(2) group the matchings into chains and cydes 

(3) select L/3 triplets, i.e., subgraphs consisting of three matchings each 

(4) color the uncolored edges of ~ triplet using at most one new color and such that every row 
except the top row sees at most four colors 

Every perfect matching obtained in step (1) contains two pre-colored edges: one pre-colored edge 
incident to xo, and one incident to Xo. (Recall again that only the edges incident to Xo and Xo 
are pre-colored.) The matchings are classified according to the colors on their pre-colored edges: a 
matching is an SS-matching, if these colors are two single colors; an ST-matching, if one color is a 
single color and the other is a double color; a TT-matching, if the colors are two distinct double 
colorsj and a PP-matching, if both pre-colored edges have been assigned the same double color. 

The original version of the algorithms in [4] required that the matchings obtained in step (1) 
contain a maximal number of PP-matchings, in the sense that the union of all SS-, ST-, and TT
matchings does not contain an additional PP-matching. However, whereas an arbitrary partitioning 
into L perfect matchings can be computed very efficiently using one of the algorithms from [1] 
or [14], it is not dear how this additional property can be achieved without substantial increase 
in running-time. In particular, a straightforward implementation (checking for each double color 
whether tpe union of all SS-, ST-, and TT-matchings contains a PP-matching with that double 
color) would require O(L) calls to a maximum matching algorithm, and the maximum matching 
algorithm from [5] has running-time O(Jnm) for bipartite graphs with n vertiees and m edges. The 
main improvement of the algorithm presented in this paper is a modification that allows step (1) to 
compute an arbitrary partitioning into L matchings. 

At anode v with degree 8(v), the bipartite graph C v has n = 48(v) vertices and nL/2 edges. 
Using an arbitrary edge-coloring algorithm for bipartite graphs, step (1) can be performed in time 
Tec(n, L). Step (2) can be performed in time O(n + L), and the triplets can be selected and colored 
in time O(nL) in steps (3) and (4). Hence, the r~ning-time for the coloring extension substep is 
dominated by step (1) and amounts to O(Tec(n, L)). Note that, by the reasoning above, the time 
required for step (1) in the original version [4] of the algorithm is O(n1.5 L 2 ). Hence, the modified 
algorithm with running-time Tec(n, L) = O(min{nL2 , nLlog(nL)}) yields a significant improvement. 

3.1. Grouping into chains and cycles 
We say that two ma,tchings are adjacent if the same double color appears on a pre-colored edge 

in each of the two matchings. Every matching is adjacent to at most two other matchings, because 
it contains only two pre-colored edges and each color appears on at most two pre-colored edges 
of C v . Therefore, this adjacency relation can be used to group the matchings into chains (a chain 
is a sequence of at least two adjacent matchings, starting anq. ending with an ST-matching and 
consisting of TT-matchings in between) and cycles (a cyde is a sequence of at least two adjacent 
TT-matchings such that the first and the last matching are also adjacentj in a cyde consisting of 
two matchings, both matchings have the ' same two double colors on pre-colored edges). A cyde or 
chain consisting of i matchings is called i-cyde or i-chain, respectively. Hence, the L matchings are 
grouped into chains, cydes, SS-matchings, and PP-matchings. This grouping can be implemented 
to run in time O(L). 

Next, the chains and cydes are preprocessed so that the resulting chains and cydes do not 
contain parallel pre-colored edges. If the i-th and j-th matching in a cyde or chain contain parallel 
pre-colored edges incidentto, say, xo, then the parallel pre-colored edges can be exchanged, and this 
resultsin a shorter cyde or chain (or SS-matching) and an additional cyde. This preprocessing can 
be implemented to run in time O(n + L). 

3.2. Coloring the triplets 
Before we describe how the triplets are selected, we present the coloring method used for each 

triplet, because this coloring method determines the requirements for the selection of the triplets. 
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As introduced by Kumar and Schwabe in [9], we consider 3-regular subgraphs H of G" with the 
following property: among the six pre-colored edgel5 of H, two are colored with the same double 
color d, two are colored with single colors s and s', and two are colored with double colors a and b, 
possibly a = b; more precisely, colors s, a and d appear on edges incident to xo, and colors s', band 
d appear on edges incident to Xo. We refer to such subgraphs as KS-subgraphs. Generalizing the 
coloring methods from [9] and [4}, we obtain the following new result: 

Lemma 3.1. Let H be a KS-subgraph with n vertices. 1J no row except the top row sees more than 
Jour colors on pre-colored edges, then the uncolored edges 0/ H can be colored in time O(n) using at 
most one new color and colors d, sand s' such that no row except the top row sees more than Jour 
colors. 

Sketch of Proof. Using the algorithm from [14], we can in time O(n) either partition H into a 
gadget (a subgraph in which Xo and Xo have degree 3 and all other vertices have degree 2) and a 
matching on all vertices except Xo and Xo, or into a PP-matching and a cycle cover. In the former 
case, the coloring method from [9} is applicable; in the latter case, the uncolored edges of the PP
matching can becolored with its double color, and the cycle cover can be colored using s, s' and a 
new color such that opposite vertices share at least one color. • 

Hence, the algorithm tries to select triplets satisfying the condition of Lemma 3.1 whenever 
possible. As cycles and chains have been preprocessed to contain no parallel pre-colored edges, 
any KS-subgraph containing two matchings from the same cycle or chain satisfies the condition of 
Lemma 3.1. In other cases, the coloring methods from the following lemmas in [4] are used. 

Lemma 3.2. Let H1 be ,a subgraph oJ G" that is a gadget with single color s emd double colors a 
and a' incident toxo, and with single color s'and double colors band b' incident to X o. Assume 
that H 1 does not contain parallel pre-colored edges. Furthermore, assume that the set 0/ pre-colored 
edges oJ G" with colors in {a, a' , b, b/} does not contain parallel edges. Then H 1 can be colored in 
time O(n) without using any new color such that opposite vertices (except Xo and Xo) share at least 
one color. 

Lemma 3.3. Let C be a cycle cover obtained as the union oJ an SS-matching and a TT-matching 
without parallel pre-colored edges. Denote its single colors by sand s', and its double colors by a 
and b. C can be colored in time O(n) using only sand a new color such that every pair %pposite 
vertices (except Xo and Xo) shares at least one color. 

3.3. Selecting the triplets 
Recall that Gt • contains (2/3)L pre-colored edges with single colors and (4/3)L pre-colored edges 

with double colors. Every triplet selected contains 2 pre-colored edges with single colors and 4 
pre-color~d edges with double colors, ensuring that the ratio between pre-tolored edges with double 
colors and with single colors remains 2 : 1. This implies that there are always sufficiently many 
SS-matchings ~nd 2-chains to form such triplets. 

The rules for choosing triplets are as folIows. From a cycle of even length, combine two consecutive 
TT-matchings with an SS-matching, as long as SS-matchings are available, and group each remaining 
TT -matching with a 2-chain. If at least one 2-chain ' is available, a cycle of odd length can also be 
handled like this. From achain of odd length, combine the first two matchings and the last one, and 
treat the remainder like a cycle of even length. If there are two chains of even length, the first of 
which has length > 2, combiIie the first two matchings of the first chain and the last matching of the 
second chain, combine the last two matchings of the first chain and the first matching of the second 
chain, and treat the remaining sequences of even length like cycles of even length. A 2-chain and a 
PP-matching, or an SS-matching and two PP-matchings, cau be combined and colored as required 
without using any new color. 
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Having dealt with these easy cases, we are left with SS-matchings, at most one PP-matching, at 
most one chain of even length > 2, and a number of cydes of odd length. Pairs (Cl, Cz) of cydes of 
odd length are handled as folIows. First, pick an arbitrary SS-matching M. Then find a matching 
MI from Cl and a matching M 2 from C2 such that neither Cl nor C2 contains a pre-colored edge 
that is parallel to a pre-colored edge of M. (Such matchings exist because Cl and C2 do not contain 
parallel pre-colored edges after preprocessing and because both have length at least three.) Let the 
colors on pre-colored edges of MI be al and bl , and those on pre-colored edges of M 2 be a2 and 
bz. The algorithm checks whether the set of pre-colored edges in Gv with colors in {al,bl,a2,b2} 
contains parallel edges. H this is the case, exchanging two edges turns Cl and C2 into one cyde 
C of even length, and C can be handled by combining pairs of consecutive TT-matchings with an 
SS-matching, taking care that all resulting triplets satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.1. Otherwise, 
the triplet (M, MI, M 2 ) can either be partitioned into a gadget (for .which Lemma 3.2 is applicable) 
and a matching (that can be colored with a new color), and the remaining parts of Cl and C2 can 
be handled like cydes of even length, or MI and M2 can be rearranged into two new matchings M{ 
and M~ with double colors al and bz in M{, and a2 and bl in M~, so that Cl and C2 are again 
turned into a single cycle of even length that can be handled as above. 

Handling an odd cyde C and an even chain A is done as folIows. Pick an arbitrary SS-matching 
M. H C and A contain TT-matchings Me and MA, respectively, that do not have pre-colored edges 
parallel to pre-colored edges in M, the algorithm proceeds similar as in the case of pairs of odd 
cydes described above. HA does not contain a TT-matching without pre-colored edges parallel to 
a pre-colored edge in M, A must have length four and each of its two TT -matchings must have 
exactly one pre-colored edge parallel to a pre-colored edge in M. In that case, exchanging parallel 
pre-colored edges turns Au M into a 3-chain (for which Lemma 3.1 is applicable) and either a 
2-chain (which can be combined with the odd cycle C as described above) or an SS-matching and a 
PP-matching. 

After combining pairs of odd cydes and (possibly) one odd cyde and one even chain, what 
remains (except SS-matchings) is one of the following: a PP-matching and an odd cyde, or a PP
matching and an even chain. H there is a PP-matching Mp and an odd cycle C, pick an arbitrary 
SS-matching M and a matching Me from C such that M and Me dö not have parallel pre-colored 
edges. Color the triplet (Mp, Me, M) by coloring Mp with its double color and coloring (M, Me) 
using Lemma 3.3. Handle the remainder of C like a cyde of even length. 

If there is a PP-matching Mp and an even chain A, again pick an arbitrary SS-matching M. 
If A contains a TT-matching M A such that M and MA do not contain parallel pre-colored edges, 
proceed as above. Otherwise, the chain A must have length four, and each of its two TT-matchings 
MI and M 2 has exactly one of its two pre-colored edges parallel to a pre-colored edge of M. In 
this case, (Mp, MI, M) and the three remaining matchings of A each constitute a KS-subgraph for 
which Lemma 3.1 is applicable. 

Implementing the algörithm as outlined above, itis not difficult to achieve running-time O(nL) 
for selecting and coloring all triplets. 

3.4. Total running-time 
The initial coloring at start node s takes time O(Tec (8(s), L». Each co16ring extension step at a 

node v takes time O(Tec (8(v), L». Hence, the total running-time T is 

T = O(LTec (8(v),L)}= O(Te~(N,L». 
vEV 

Using the edge-coloring algorithrq from [1), a running-time of O(NL(logN + 10gL» is achieved. 
Using the algorithm from [14), a running-time of O(NL2) is obtained. 
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4. Implementation 

We have implemented the approximation algorithm for path colqring in directed trees as outlined 
in the previous Section. The implementation was carried out in C++ using the LEDA dass library 
[10]. The performance results in Section 5 were obtained using LEDA 3.5.2, but the implementation 
has also been tested with LEDA 3.6.1. In addition to the algorithm itself, a graphical user inter
face allowing demonstration of the algorithm has been implemented (see Section ' 4.2). Schrijver's 
algorithm [14] has been used as the edge-coloring subroutine, implying that the implemented path 
coloring algorithm has a worst-case running-time of O(N L2 ) for inputs consisting of a tree with N 
nodes and paths with maximum load L. No efforts have been made to tune the implementation and 
gain a constant factor in running-time by standard techniques. In particular, alt validity tests (see 
Section 4.1) and debug routines have been left in the code. 

The various parts of the implementation of the algorithm are as folIows: 

• Coloring triplets according to Lemma 3.1: 3,500 lines of code (83,000 bytes) 

• Coloring gadgets according to Lemma 3.2: 1,000 lines of code (25,000 bytes) 
. . 

• Schrijver's edge-coloring algorithm [14] : 600 lines of code (11,500 bytes) 

• Constrained bipartite edge-coloring algorithm (using the three subroutines above; including 
preprocessing of chains and cycles, and selection of triplets): 3,600 lines of code (97,000 bytes) 

• Main control structure of algorithm (visiting the nodes of the tree in D FS order and construct-
ing the bipartite graphs): 500 lines of code (11,500 bytes) 

This adds up to 9,200 lines of code (228,000 bytes). The comparatively big code size is mainly 
caused by the huge number of similar cases that must be distinguished and treated in a slightly 
different way in the coloring routines. The user interface of the algorithm is provided by a function 
assign_wavelengths, which takes as arguments a tree T and a list L of connection requests (pairs 

, of nodes) in T. It returns the list of wavelengths (colors) assigned to the requests by the algorithm . 

.. {1. Testing and debugging 
The components of the algorithm (in particular, subroutines for coloring different cases of triplets 

or gadgets) were implemented and tested independently before they were put together. Right from 
the start, assertions (using the C++ assert-macro) and validity tests were inserted into the code . 
at numerous points. Almost every subroutine checks the consistency of its input and of its output, 
and the validity of certain assumptions about the data at various points during its execution. All 
these tests and assertions could be implemented without increasing the asymptotic running-time of 
the algorithm. We found this technique (adding assert statements and validity tests) extremely 
helpful, because it allowed us to recognize, pin down, and fix bugs very efficiently. 

When the path coloring algorithm appeared correct and gave reasonable output on sampie in
stances, we employed an automated test routine that repeatedly generates random requests in a tree 
and checks whether the output of the path coloring algorithm is consistent (number of colors used 
is below (5/3)L, intersecting paths are assigned different colors) on these inputs. This automated 
test revealed several more bugs, but again these bugs could be pinned down and fixed very quickly 
mainly because of the assertions and tests inserted in the code. The automated test routine didnot 
reveal any further bugs in the present version of the implementation. 

4.2. Graphical User Interface 
The graphical front-end used for demonstration of the path coloring algorithm contains the 

following features: 

1. edit the tree network using the graph editor supplied by the LEDA dass GraphWin 
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Figure 2: Screenshots displaying an instance with maximum load 3 for which the algorithm found an optimal 
assignment with 3 wavelengths (right side shows requests assigned wavelength 0) 

2. enter connection requests manually by clicking transmitter and receiver node, or generate a 
number of requests randomly (transmitter and receiver are picked randomly according to a 
unifonn distribution) 

3. let the algorithm assign wavelengths to the requests 

4. display the requests and their wavelengths as colored paths in the tree, either allrequests 
simultaneously (for request sets with sm all maximum load) or only all requests that were 
assigned a certain wavelength 

In addition, a "continuous" mode has been iniplemented that repeatedly generates random requests, 
assigns wavelengths, and displays the resulting assignments without any user interaction. Figure 2 
shows screenshots of arequest set that could be colored optimally with three wavelengths. The 
screenshot on the right side shows those requests that were assigned vyavelength O. 

5. Performance Results 

The performance of the implementation has been evaluated empirically with respect to two 
criteria: running-time, and number of wavelengths used. The left plot in Figure 3 shows how the 
running-time (CPU time) depends on the ilUmber N of nodes in the tree for fixed maximum load L; 
the right plot shows how the running-time depends on L if the nu mb er of nodes is kept fixed (here, 
N = 100 was used). The experiments were conducted on a Pentium PC (MMX, 166 MHz) running 
the Linux operating system. The variation of running-time between several runs with the same 
parameters was negligible. As expected, the plots confirm the linear dependency of the running
time on N and the super-linear (although not obviously quadratic) dependency on L. The possibly 
surprising ups and downs in the right plot are caused by the effect 'of the number of ones in the 
binary representation of L on the performance of edge-coloring algorithms for L-regular bipartite 
graphs (including the implemented algorithm from [14]) that' use Euler partition in the case of even 
~~. . 

The trees used for the experiments were nearly balanced 5-ary trees, so that the number . of 
internal nodes is approximately 1/5 of the total number of nodes. Each internal node has 5 children 
(except at most one internal node, wh ich may have fewer children, so that the total number of 
nodes is N), and in the case of L = 100, for example, the resulting bipartite graphs Gv have 
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Figure 3: CPU times measured on a Pentium PC (MMX, 166 MHz) running Linux 

4·6 = 24 vertices and 1200 edges. (Changing the degree of the trees did not affect the running-time 
significantly; this observation is in agreement with the theoretical time bound O(N L2), which does 
not depend on the degree of the nodes in the tree. Our algorithm is even faster for 100-ary trees than · 
for 5-ary trees with the same number of nodes, because only 1/100 of the nodes are internal nodes 
and the bipartite graphs G" must be constructed only for internal nodes.) The sets of connection 
requests were generated randomly according to two different methods: the random load method 
creates a set R of requests by generating a given number of random requests (a random request is a 
request where sender and receiver are chosen randomly among all nodes of the tree according to a 
uniform distribution) and inserting all of them into the set R; the fuilload method generates a given 
number of random requests and inserts each request into R only if it doesn't make the maximum 
load greater than a given bound L, and then adds requests between neighboring no des until the load 
on every directed edge is exactly L. The plots in Figure 3 were obtained using inputs generated by 
the ju.llioad method. 

The number of wavelengths used by the algorithm was-elose to (5/3)L in all experiments with in
puts generated by the fuilload method, and elose to (4/3)L in a11 experiments with int>uts generated 
by the random load method. The former observation can be explained by the "worst case affinity" 
of die algorithm: if the number D of double colors is more than (2/3)L for a coloring extension 
substep, the algorithm gives away this possible advantage by temporarily splitting the double colors 
into single colors. The latter observation is caused by the special characteristics of load generated by 
the random load method: it is likely that the maximum load appears only on a few edges incident 
to the root of the tree, whereas the remainder of the tree is loaded only very lightly. For the same 
reason, the running-times for inputs generated by the random load method were also slightly smaller 
than for the juli load method for the same values of N and L. Furthermore, we observed that the 
ratio between the number of colors used by the algorithm and the maximum load L became slightly 
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Figure 4: Approximation ratio achieved by the simple greedy algorithm and by the (5j3)-approximation 
algorithm for random requests in a balanced binary tree with 100 nodes 

smaller when L was increased. 
For comparison, we have also implemented the most simple greedy method for path coloring in 

directed trees: the nodes of the tree are visited in dfs-order, and at each node the uncolored paths 
touching that node are considered one by one and assigned the smallest available color. It is known 
that this simple greedy algorithm requires 2L -1 colors in the worst case. However, our experiments 
show that it performs substantially better on randomly generated inputs. Figure 4 shows the ratio 
between the number of colors used by each of the two algorithms (the simple greedy algorithm and 
our (5j3)-approximation algorithm) and the maximum load L in experiments that were done with 
a (nearly) balanced binary tree with 100 nodes. The requests were generated according to the juLI 
load method. While the (5j3)-approximation algorithm used elose to (5j3)L colors (at least for 
small values of L), the simple greedy algorithm required only approximately (4j3)L colors. Hence, 
for achieving good results in practice one should run both algorithms and use the better of the 
two colorings obtainedj this way, the (5j3)L worst-case guarantee can be combined with better 
average-case behavior. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have shown how the approximation algorithm for path coloring in directed trees 
from [4] can be modified so as to allow an efficient implementation whose running-time is dominated 
by the time for edge-coloring bipartite graphs that are constructed at each node of the network. 
Furthermore, we have presented an implementation of the algorithm in C++ using the LEDA elass 
library. The observed CPU times match the theoretical bounds on the running-time. The number 
of colors required by the algorithm on fully loaded networks with randomly generated load is very 
elose to the worst-case number of (5j3)L. Suspecting that the optimal number of colors for such 
instances is much eloser to L (supported by the observation that the simple greedy method uses 
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only approximately (4/3)L colors on these inputs), we think that additional heuristics are required 
to improve the number of colors used by the algorithm in the average case. (Itis known that every 
greedy algorithm requires (5/3)L colors in the worst case [6].) In particular, a promising approach 
might be to make better use of double colors if the numbex: of colors appearing on pre-colored edges 
before a coloring extension step is smaller than (4/3) L. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present an order-preserving general purpose data structure for binary data, the LPC-trie. 
The structure is a highly compressed trie, using, both level and path compression. The memory 
usage is similar to that of a balanced binary search tree, but the expected average depth is 
smaller. The LPC-trie is weIl suited to modern language environments with efficient memory 
allocation and garbage collection. We present an implementation in the Java programming 
language and show that the structure compares favorably to a balanced binary search tree. 

1. Introduction 

25 

We describe a dynamic main memory data structure for binary data, the level and path com
pressed trie or LPC-trie. The structure is a dynamic variant of a static level compressed trie or 
LC-trie [2]. The trie is a simple order preserving data structure supporting fast retrieval of elements 
and efficient nearest neighbor and rangesearches. There are several implementations of dynamic 
trie structures in the literat ure [5, 6, 8, 17, 23]. One of the drawbacks of these methods is that 
they need considerably more memory than a balanced binary search tree. We avoid this problem by 
compressing the trie. In fact, the LPC-trie can be implemented using the same amount of memory 
as a balanced binary search tree. 

In spatial applications trie-based data structures such as the quadtree and the octree are exten
sively used [30]. To reduce the number of disk accesses in a secondary storage environment, dynamic 
order-preserving data structures based on extendible hashing or linear hashing have been introduced. 
Lomet [22], Tamminen [33], Nievergelt et al. [24], Ot60 [26, 27], Whang and Khrishnamurthy [35], 
Freeston [13], and Seeger and Kriegel [31] describe data structures based on extendible hashing. 
Kriegel and Seeger [19] and Hutfiesz et al. [15] describe data structures based on linear hashing. All 
of the data structures mentioned above have been designed for a secondary storage environment, but 
similar structures have also been introduced for main memory. Analyti and Pramanik [1] describe 
an extendible hashing based main memory structure, and Larson [20] a linear hashing based one. 

In its original form the trie [12, 14] is a data structure where a set of strings from an alphabet 
containing m characters is stored in a m-ary tree and each string corresponds to a unique path. In 
this artide, we only consider binary trie structures, thereby avoiding the problem of representing 
large internal nodes of varying size. Using a binary alphabet tends to increase the depth of the trie 
when compared to character-based tries. To counter this potential problem we use two different 
compression techniques, path compression and level compression. 

The average case behavior of trie structures has been the subject of thorough theoretic analy
sis [11, 18, 28, 29]; an extensive list of references can be found in Handbook of Theoretical Computer 
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Science [21]. The expected average depth of a trie containing n independent random strings from 
a distribution with density function f E L2 is e(logn) [7]. This result holds also for data from a 
Bernoulli-type process [9, 10]. 

The best known compression technique for tries is path compression. The idea is simple: paths 
consisting of a sequence of single-child nodes are compressed, as shown in Figure Ib. A path 
compressed binary trie is often referred to as a Patricia trie. Path compression may reduce the size 
of the trie dramatically. In fact, the number of nodes in a path compressed binary trie storing n keys 
is 2n - 1. The asymptotic expected average depth, however, is typically not reduced [16, 18]. 

Level compression [2] is a more recent technique. Once again, the idea is simple: subtries that 
are complete (all children are present) are compressed, and this compression is performed top down, 
see Figure lc. Previously this technique has only been used in static data structures, where effi.cient 
insertion and deletion operations are not provided [4]. The level compressed trie, LC-trie, has proved 
to be of interest both in theory and practice. It is known that the average expected depth of an 
LC-trie is O(log log n) for data from a large dass of distributions [3}. This should be compared to 
the logarithmic depth of uncompressed and path compressed tries. These results also translate to 
good performance in practice, as . shown by arecent software implementation of IP routing ta.bles 
using a static LC-trie [25]. · 

One of the difficulties when implementing a dynamic compressed trie structure is that a single 
update operation might cause a large andcostly restructuring of the trie. Our solution to this 
problem is to relax the criterion for level compression and allow compression to take place even 
when a subtrie is only partly filled. This has several advantages. There is less restructuring, because 
it is possible to . do a number of updates in a partly filled node without violating the constraints 
triggering its resizing. In addition, this relaxed level compression reduces the depth of the trie 
even further.In some cases th.is reduction can be quite dramatic. The price we have to pay is the 
potentially increasing storage requirements. However, it is possible to get the beneficial effects using 
only a very small amount of additional memory. 

2. Compressing binary trie structures 

In this section we give abrief overview of binary tries and compression techniques. We start 
with the definition of a binary trie. We say that astring w is the i-suffix of the string u, if there is 
astring v of length i such that u = vw. 

Definition 2.1. A binary trie containing n elements is a tree with the /ollowing properties: 

• I/ n = 0, the trie is empty. 

• I/ n = 1, the trie consists 0/ anode that contains the element. 

• I/ n > 1, the trie consists 0/ anode with two children. The lejt child is a binary trie containing 
the I-suffixes 0/ all elements starting with 0 and the right child is a binary trie containing the 
I-suffixes 0/ all elements starting with 1. . 

Figure la depicts a binary trie storing 15 elements. In the figure, the nodes storing the actual binary 
strings are numbered starting from O. For example, node 14 stores a binary string whose prefix is 
11101001. . 

We assume that all strings in atrie are prefix-free: no string can be aprefix of another. In 
particular, this implies thatduplicate strings are not allowed. If all strings stored in the trie are 
unique, it is easy to insure that the strings are prefix-free by appending a special marker at the end 
of each .string. For example, we can append the string 1000 ... to the end of each string. A finite 
string that has been extended in this · way is often referted to as a semi-infinite string or sistring. 

A path compressed binary trie is a trie where all subtries with an empty child have been removed. 
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Figure 1: (a) A binary triej (h) a path eompressed triej (e) a perfect LPC-trie. 

Definition 2.2. A path compressed binary trie, or Patricia trie, containing n elements is a tree 
withthe /ollowing properties: 

• I/ n = 0, the trie is empty. 

• I/ n = 1, the trie consists 0/ anode that contains the element. 

• I/ n > 1, the trie consists 0/ anode containing -two children and a binary string s 0/ length 181. 
This string equals the longest ptejix common to all elements stored in the trie. The left child is 
a path compre8sed binary trie containing the Cisl + 1)-suffixes 0/ all elements starting with sO 
and the right child is a path compressed binary trie containing the Cisl + 1)-suffixes 0/ all 
elements starting with si. 

Figure 1 b depicts the path eompressed binary tiie corresponding to the binary trie of Figure la. A 
natural extension of the path compressed trie is to use more than one bit for branching. We refer 
to this structure as a level and path compressed trie. 

Definition 2.3. A level and path compressed trie, or an LPC-trie, containing n elements is a tree 
with the /ollowing properties: 
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• 1/ n = 0, the trie is empty. 

• 1/ n = 1, the trie consists 0/ anode that contains the element. 

• 1/ n > 1, the trie consists 0/ anode containing 2i children /or some i 2: 1, and a binary string s 
o/length Isl. This string equals the longest prefix common to all elements stored in the trie. 
Por each binary string x o/length lxi = i, there is a child containing the (isl + Ixl)-suffixes 0/ 
all elements starting with sx. . 

A perfect LPC-trie is an LPC-trie where no empty nodes are allowed. 

Definition 2.4. A perfect LPC-trie is an LPC-trie with the /ollowing properties: 

• The root 0/ the trie holds 2i subtries, where i 2: 1 is the maximum number /or which all 0/ 
the subtries are non-empty. 

• Each subtrie is an LPC-trie. 

Figure Ic provides an example of a perfect LPC-trie corresponding to the path compressed trie in 
Figure Ib. Its root is of degree 8 and it has four subtries storing more than one element: a child of 
degree 4 and three children of degree2. 

3. Implementation 

We have implemented an LPC-trie in the Java programming language. Java is widely available, 
has weU defined types and semantics, offers automatic memory management and supports object 
oriented program design. Currently, the speed of a Java program is typically slower than that of 
a carefuUy implemented C program. This is mostly due to the immaturity of currently available 
compilers and runtime environments. We see no reason why the performance of Java programs 
should not be competitive in the near future. 

We have separated the details of the binary string manipulation from the trie implementation by 
introducing an interface SiString that represents a semi-infinite binary string. To adapt the data 

. structure to a new data type, we only need to write a dass that implements the SiString interface. 
In our code we give two implementations, one for ASCII character strings and one for short binary 
strings as found in Internet routers. 

One of the most important design issues is how to represent the nodes of the trie. We use different 
dasses for internal nodes and leaves. The memory layout of a leaf is straightforward. A leaf contains 
a reference to a key, which is a sistring, and a reference to the value connected with this key. 

An internal node is represented by two integers, a reference to a SiString and an array of 
references to the children of the node. Instead of explicitly storing the longest common prefix string 
representing a compressed path, we use a reference to a leaf in one of the subtries. We need two 
additional integers, pos that indicates the position of the first bit used for branching and bits that 
gives the number of bits used. The size of the array equals 2bits . The number bits is not strictly 
necessary, since it can be computed as the binary logarithm of the size of the array. 

The replacement of Ion gest common prefix strings with leaf references saves us some memory 
while providing us access to the prefix strings from internal nodes. This is useful during insertions 
and when the size of anode is increased. An alternative would be to remove the references altogether. 
In this way we could save some additional memory. The drawback is that insertions might become 
slower, since we always need to traverse the trie all the way down to a leaf. On the other hand, a 
number of substring comparisons taking place in the path-compressed no des of the trie would be 
replaced with a single operation finding the first conflicting bit in the leaf, which might weH balance 
the extra cost oftraversing longer paths. The doubling operation, however, would clearly be more 
expensive if the references were removed. 
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Figure 2: Node doubling. 
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Figure 3: Nöde halving. 

The search operation is very simple and effieient. At each internal node, we extract from the 
search key the number of bits indicated by bits starting at position pos. The extracted bits are 
interpretedas a number and this number is used as an index in the child array. Note that we do not 
inspect the longest common prefix strings during the search. It is typically more efficient to perform 
only one test for equality when reaching the leaf. 

Insertions . and deletions are also straightforward. They are performed in the same way as in a 
standard Patricia trie. When inserting a new element into the trie, we either find an empty leaf where 
the element can be inserted or there will be amismatch when traversing the trie. This mismatch 
might happen when we compare the path compressed string in an internal node with the string to 
be inserted or it might occur in a leaf. In both cases we insert a new binary Ilode with two children, 
one contains the new element and the other contains the previous subtrie. The only problem is that 
we may need to resize some of the nodes on the traversed path to retain proper level compression 

. in the trie. We use two different node resizing operations to achieve this: halving and doubling. 
Figure 2 illustrates how the doubling operation is performed and Figure 3 shows the halving. 

We first discuss how to maintain a perfect LPC-trie during insertionsand deletions. Ha subtrie 
of an internal node is deleted, we need to compress . the node to remove the empty subtrie. If the 
node is binary, it can be deleted altogether, otherwise we halve the node. Note that it may also be 
necessary to resize some of the children of the halved node to retain proper compression. 

On the other hand, it may be possible to double the size of anode without introducing any new 
empty subtries. This will happen if each child of the node is fuH. We say that anode is jull if it 
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has at least two children and an empty path compression string. Note that it may be possible to 
perform the doubling operation more than once without introducing empty subtries. 

When anode is dQubled, we must split all of its full children of degree greater than two. A split 
of a child node of degree 2i leads to the creation of two new child nodes of degree 2i - 1 , one holding 
the I-suffixes of all elements starting with 0 and one the I-suffixes of all elements starting with 1. . 
Once again, notice that it may also be necessary to resize the new child nodes to retain the perfect 
level compression. . 

In order to efficiently .check if resizing is needed, we use two additional numbers in each internal 
node. One of the numbers indicates the number of null references in the array and the other the 
number of fuH children. 

If we require that the trie is perfect1y level compressed, we might get very expensive update 
operations. Consider a trie with a root of degree 2i . Further assurne that all subtries except one 
contain two elements and the remaining subtrie only one. Inserting an element into the one-element 
subtrie would result in a complete restructuring of the trie. Now, when removing the same key, we 
once again have to completely rebuild the trie. A sequence of alternating insert ions and deletions of 
this particular key is therefore very expensive. 

To reduce the risk of a scenario like this we do not require our LPC-trie to be perfect. Anode is 
doubled only if the resulting node has few empty children. Similarly, anode is halved only if it has 
a substantial number of empty children. We use two thresholds: low and high. Anode is doubled if 
the ratio of non-empty children to all children in the doublid node is at least high. Anode is halved 
if the ratio of non-empty children to all children in the current node is less than low. These values 
are determined experimentally. In our experiments, we found that the thresholds 25% for low and 

. 50% for high give a good performance. 
A relatively simple way to reduce the space requirements of the data structure is to use a different 

representation for internal nodes with only two children. For sm all nodes we need no additional data, 
since it is cheap to decide when to resize the node. This will give a noticeable space reduction, if 
there are many binary nodes in the trie. In order to keep the code clean, we have not currently 
implemented this optimization. 

4. Experimental results 

We have compared different compression strategies for binary tries: mere path compression, 
path and perfect level compression, abd path and relaxed level compression. To give an indication 
of the performance relative to comparison-based data structures, we also implemented a randomized 
binary search tree, or treap [32]. A study of different balanced binary search trees is beyond the 
scope of this article. We just note that the update operations of a treap are very simple and that 
the expected average path for a successful ~arch is relatively short, approximately 104 logz n - 1.8. 

A binary . trie may of course hold any kind of binary data. In this study, we have chosen to 
inspect ASCII character strings and short binary strings from Internet routing tables. In addition, 
we evaluated the performance for· uniformly distributed binary strings. 

We refrained from low-level optimizations. Instead, we made an effort to make the code simple 
and easy to maintain and modify. Examples of possible optimizations that are likely to improve the 
performance on many current Java implementations include: avoiding synchronized method calls, 
avoiding the instanceof operator, performing function inlining and removing recursion, performing 
explicit memory management, for example by reusing objects, and hard codiIig string operations. 
All of these optimizations could be perförmed by a more sophisticated Java environment. 

4.1. Method 
The speed of the program is highly dependent on the runtime environment. In particular, the 

performance of the insert and delete operations depends heavily on the quality Qf the memory 
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management system. It is easier to predict the performance of a search, since this operation requires 
no memory allocation. The search time is proportional to the average depth of the structure. The 
timings reported in the experiments are actual dock times on a multi-user system. 

When automatie memory management is used, it becomes harder to estimate the running time 
of an algorithm, since alarge part of the running time is spent within a machine dependent memory 
manager. There is dearly a need for a standard measure. A simple measure would be to count 
the allocations of different size memory blocks. This measure could be estimated both analytically 
and experimentally. Accounting for memory blocks that are deallocated or, in the case of a garbage 
collected environment no longer referenced, is more difficult but dearly possible. To interpret these 
measures we need, of course, realistic models of automatie memory managers. We take the simple 
approach of counting the number of objects of different sizes allocated by the algorithm. That is, 
the number of leaves, internal nodes, and arrays of children pointers. Even this crude information 
turned out to be useful in evaluating the performance and tuning the code. 

It -is also a bit tricky to measure the size of the datastructure, since the interna! memory 
requirements of references and arrays in Java are not specified in the language definition. The given 
numbers pertain to an implementation, where a reference is represented by a 32-bit integer, and an 
array by a reference to memory and an integer specifying the size of the array. 

We used the JOK (Java Oevelopment Kit) version 1.1.5 compiler from SUN to compile the 
program into byte code. The experiments were run on a SUN Ultra Sparc II with two 296-MHz 
processors and 512 MB of RAM. We used the JOK 1.1.5 runtime environment with default settings. 
The test data consisted of binary strings from Internet routing tables and ASCII strings from the 
Calgary Text Compression Corpus, a standardized text corpus frequently used in data compression 
research. The code and test data are available at URLhttp://www.cs.hut.firsni 

4.2. Discussion 
Table 1 shows the average and maximum depths and the size of the data structures tested. We 

also give timings for inserting alI. of the elements (Put), retrieving them (Get), and deleting them one 
by one (Remove). The timings should be carefully interpreted, however, because the insertion and 
deletion tirnes in particular depend very much on the implementation of the memory management 
system. 

We use two variants of the relaxed LPC-trie. In the first variant, the low value 50% indieates 
the upper bound of the ratio of null pointers to all pointers in the current node and the high value 
75% the lower bound of the ratio of non,.null pointers to all pointers in the doubled node. In the 
second variant, the low and high values are 25% and 50%, respectively. Note that in all test cases 
the second variant outperforms the first one for our test data, even though the second variant has 
a poorer fill ratio. There is an interesting tradeoff between the number of null pointers and the 
number of internal nodes. 

The trie behaves best for uniformly distributed data, but even for English text the performance 
is satisfactory. Interestingly, our experimental results agree with theoretical results on the expected 
number of levels for multi-level extendible hashing with uniformly distributed keys [34]. Level 
compression leads to a significant reduction of the average path length. The path compressed 
(Patricia) trie does not offer any improvement over the treap for our test data. 

Figure 4 shows memory profiles for a sequence of insert and delete operations for English text. 
The amount of memory allocation needed to maintain the level compression -is very small: The 
number of internal no des allocated only slightly exceeds the number of leaves. However, we see that 
the algorithm frequently allocates arrays containing only two elements. This comes from the fact 
that to create a binary node, two memory allocations are needed: one to create the object itself and 
one to create the array of children. If we used a different memory layout for binary no des we would 
reduce the number of allocated arrays considerably. For deletions very little memory management 
is needed. Comparing with Table 1 we may conclude that the level compression reduces the average 
depth of the trie structure from 20 to 9 using very little restructuring. 
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bookl (16622 lines, 16542 unique entries, 768770 characters) 

Treap 
Patricia 
Perfect LPC 
Relaxed LPC (50/75) 
Relaxed LPC (25/50) 

Depth 
Aver Kax 

16.2 30 
20.2 41 
14.3 28 
10.4 23 
9.0 18 

Put Get 
(sec) (sec) 

1.5 
3.9 
3.3 
2.6 
2.4 

1.3 
1.3 
1.1 
0.9 
0.7 

uniform random (50000 unique entries) 

Treap 
Patricia 
Perfect LPC 
RelaxedLPC (50/75) 
Relaxed LPC (25/50) 

Depth 
Aver Kax 

18.5 34 
16.0 20 
3.7 8 
2.0 5 
1.6 4 

Put Get 
(sec) (sec) 

3.4 
9.6 
4.3 
2.9 
2.1 

2.5 
2.0 
0.7 
0.5 
0.5 

Remove 
(sec) 

1.3 
2.6 
2.1 
1.7 
1.5 

Remove 
(sec) 

2.7 
5.5 
3.6 
1.5 
1.2 

Size 
(kB) 

323 
388 
658 (382) 
596 (403) 
571 (391) 

Size 
(kB) 

977 
1171 
1635 
1246 
1128 

(1076) 
(943) 
(908) 

mae-east routing table (38470 entries, 38367 unique entries) 

Treap 
Patricia 
Perfeet LPC 
Relaxed LPC (50/75) 
Relaxed LPC (25/50) 

Depth 
Aver Kax 

17.5 32 
18.6 24 
5.8 13 
3.7 7 
2.9 5 

Put Get 
(sec) (sec) 

2.1 
4.9 
4.0 
5.3 
4.5 

1.3 
1.6 
0.7 
0.5 
0.4 

Remove 
(sec) 

1.6 
4.1 
3.3 
2.5 
2.1 

Size 
(kB) 

749 
899 

1235 (825) 
1006 (814) 
955 (823) 

32 

Table 1: Some experimental results. The size figures in parentheses refer to a more compact trie represen
tation. 
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Figure 4: Memory profiles for book1 (16622 entries). 
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Figure 5: Memory profiles for mae-east (38470 entries). 
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For the routing table data the situation is different. In Figure 5 we see that the number of internal 
nodes and arrays alloeated clearly exeeeds the number of leaves. However, the extra work spent in 
restrueturing the trie pays off. As ean beeseen in Table 1, the av'erage depth for of the Patricia tree 
is 18, the perfect LPC-trie has depth 6, and the relaxed LPC-trie depth 3. In this particular Java 
environment this reduction in depth is enough to eompensate forthe extra restrueturing eost. The 
insertions times are, in fact, slightly faster for the level eompressed tries as eompared to a tree using 
only path eompression. We also note that the naive implementation of the doubling and halving 
algorithms results in more memory alloeation than would be strictly necessary and there seems to 
be room for improvement in running time by coding these operations more carefully. 

In our implementation, the size of the trie structure is larger than the size of a eorresponding 
binary seareh tree. However, using a more eompact memory representation for binary nodes as 
diseussed in Section 2 would give memory usage very similar to the treap. There are many other 
possible further optimizations. For data with a very skewed distribution such as the English text, 
one might introduce a preproeessing step, where the strings are eompressed, resulting in a J;Ilore even 
distribution [4] . For example, order preserving Huffman eoding eould be used. 

5. Conclusions and Further Research 

For both integers and text strings, the average depth of the LPC-trie is mueh less than that of 
the balaneed binary seareh tree, resulting in better seareh times. In our experiments, the time to 
perform the update operations was similar to the binary search tree. Our LPC-trie implementation 
relies heavily on automatie memory management. Therefore, we expeet the performance to improve 
when more mature Java runtime environments become available. The spaee requirements of the 
LPC-trie are also similar to the binary search tree. We believe that the LPC-trie is a good ehoiee 
for an order preserving data strueture when very fast seareh operations are required. 

Further research is still needed to find an efficient node resizing strategy. Doubling and halving 
may introduee new dlild nodes that also need to be resized. In the eurrent implementation, we 
reeursively resize all of the new childnodes that fulfill the resizing eondition. This may beeome too 
expensive for some distributions of data, because several subtries may have to be reeursively resized. 
One way to avoid too expensive resizing operations is to delimit resizing to the nodes that lie along 
the seareh path of the update operation. This will make searches more expensive, but in an update 
intensive environment this might be the right thing to do. It is also possible to permit resizing to 
oeeur during searehes in order to distribute the eost of resizing more evenly among operations. 

Automatie memory management supported by modern programming language environments 
frees the applieation programmer from low level details in the design of algorithms that rely heavily 
upon dynamic memory. When the run time environment is responsible for memory management, 
it is possible tc: tailor and optimize the memory manager to take full advantage of the underlying 
machine architecture. This makes it possible to implement algorithms efficiently without explicit 
knowledge of the particular memory architeeture. On the other hand, it is more diffieult to take 
advantage of the faet that many algorithms need only a limited form of memory management that 
eould be implemented more efficiently than by using a general purpose automatie memory manager. 
It also beeomes more difficult to benehmark algorithms, when a large part of the run time is spent 
within the memory manager. There isclearly a need for a standardized measure to aceount for 
the eost of automatie memory management. A very interesting project would be to colleet memory 
alloeation and dealloeation profiles for important algorithms and ereate performance models for 
different automatie memory management schemes. This should be of interest both to designers of 
general purpose data structures and automatie memory management schemes. 
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ABSTRACT 

We study the effects of caches on basic graph and hashing algorithms and show how cache 
effects inßuence the best solutions to these problems. We study the performance of basicdata 
structures for storing lists of values and use these results to design and evaluate algorithms for 
hashing, Breadth-First-Search (BFS) and Depth-First-Search (DFS). 

For the basic data structures we show that array-based lists are much faster than linked list 
implementations for sequential access (often by a factor of 10). We also suggest a linked list 
variant which improves performance. For lists of boolean values, we show that a bit-vector type 
approach is fast er for scans than either an integer or character array. We give a fairly precise 
characterization of the performance as a function of list and cache size. Our experiments also 
provide a fairly simple set of tests to explore these basic characteristics on a new computer 
system. . . 

The basic data structure performance results translate fairly weil to DFS and BFS imple
mentation. For dense graphs an adjacency matrix using a bit-vector is the universal winner 
(often resulting in speedups of a factor of 20 or more over an integer adjacency matrix), while 
for sparse graphs an array-based adjacency list is best. 

We study three classical hashing algorithms: cha!ning, double hashing and linear probing. 
Our experimental results show that, despite the theoretical superiority of double hashing and 
chaining, linear probing often outperforms both for random lookups. We explore variations on 
these traditional algorithms to improve their spatial locality and hence cache performance. Our 
results also suggest the optimal table size for a given setting. 

More details on these experiments can be found at : http://theory.cs.ucdavis.edu/ 

1. Introduction 

37 

Helping programmers create efficient code is an important goal of the study of algorithms. Many 
major contributions have been made in algorithm design, but some of . these results need to be 
revisited to account for characteristics of modern processors. Design and analysis which focuses 
solelyon instruction countmay lead to faulty designs and misleading analysis. Caching as weIl as 
other features of the machine architecture may change the best strategies for designing algorithms. 
The importance of these effects is increasing as processor speeds outstrip memory access time with 
the cache-miss penalty now over 100 machine cycles on high-performance processors. 

By measuring and analyzing the performance of fundamental data structures and algorithms we 
hope to provide a basic foundation for the design and evaluation of more complex algorithms. In 
this paper we study two fundamental topics using this approach: graph algorithms and hashing. 

IThis work was supported by NSF grant CCR 94-03651. 
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We show that significant performance improvements can be gained by using data structures and 
algorithms which take architectural features into account. We first study the performance of basic 
data structures in isolation and then use the indicated structures for Breadth-First-Search (BFS) 
Depth-First-Search (DFS) [7] and hashing. We also consider ways to predict performance and give 
indications of the effectiveness of these predictions by measurements of both actual run time and 
other statistics such as cache misses and number of instructions executed. 

Our results show that the data structures for graphs found in almost all the standard texts 
often have much worse performance than simple alternatives. Since the extra overhead for usmg the 
standard data structure can be a factor of ten or more, it is weIl worth considering the performance 
effects we study when efficiency is important. 

The Dictionary problem, where keys may be inserted, deleted and looked up, is one of the most 
fundamental uses of computers, and hashing is often the method of choice for solving it. Thus it 
is important to find the best practical hashing schemes and to understand the empirical behavior 
of hashing. While hashing algorithms have been studied extensively under traditional cost models, 
there has been little prior work focusing on their cache effects. 

The desire to understand how different algorithms perform in practice has led to arecent increase 
in the experimental study of algorithms. There have been a number of experimental studies of graph 
algorithms which focus on important problems such as shortest paths [9, 5], minimum spanning 
trees (MST) [17], network Bow and matching [1,4, 10, 19], and min-cut algorithms [6] . These 
experiments provide valuable insight into the performance of different algorithms and can suggest . 
new algorithmic choices. The authors of these studies reasonably spend most of their effort on the 
higher level algorithm details, so these papers have typically had a very limited discussion of the 
basic representation issues we discuss in this paper. In addition, we hope our results will help future 
experimental studies by suggesting good supporting data structures. 

When doing experiments it is important to understand which variables can affect results. In many 
experimental papers (including all ofthose listed in the prior paragraph), the cache characteristics of 
the machines used are not even listed. In addition, in some of these studies different data structures 
were used for different algorithms which were being compared (for example linked lists for one and 
arrays for another). This shows the general lack of focus on these issues by experimenters. 

1.1. Related W ork 
Because of its importance, compiler writers have spent considerable effort on generating code with 

good locality [3], however substantial additional improvements can be gained by proper algorithm 
design. Moret and Shapiro discuss cache effects on graph algorithms in their MST paper [17]. They 
comment that data caching and performance is affected by the method used to store a graph. They 
attempt to normalize for machine effects by using running times relative to the time needed to scan 
the adjacency structure. More recently, several researchers have focused on designing algorithms 
to improve cache performance by improving the locality of the algorithms [16, 13, 14]. Lebeck and 
Wood focused on recoding the SPEC benchmarks, and also developed a cache-profiler to help in the 
design of faster algorithms. LaMarca and Ladner came up ·with improved heap and later sorting 
algorithms by improving locality. They also developed a new methodology for analyzing 'cache effects 
[15]. While we didn't directly use their analysis tools since they were for direct-mapped caches and 
somewhat different access patterns, our analysis does use some of their ideas. 

These papers show that substantial improvements in performance can be gained by improving 
data locality. Our results are similar in spirit to these but tackle different data structures and target 
different algorithms. Also, our approach focuses more on trying to understand the basic effects 
architectural features can have by studying them in simple settings. 

Arecent hashing paper [20] develops a collision resolution scheme which can reduce the probes 
compared to double hashing for some very specialized settings. However, since they only look at 
prob es rather than execution time they don't address the effects we study here. 
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1.2. Result Summary 
We start with the most basic data structures and compare arrays and linked lists (LL) for storing 

a sequence ofintegers when the basic operation is to scan consecutive elements in the list (with stans 
of an adjacency list structure or linear probing/chaining in mind). In this case reading all elements 
of an array can be 10 times faster than the equivalent LL scan. In addition, the performance gap 
is larger for mOre recent machines compared with older ones, so this disparity may grow in the 
future. By studying the architecture and compiler effects which slow down the LL implernentation 
we develop LL variants which are much faster (though still slower than an array). 

For lists of boolean values (with an adjacency matrix for an unweighted graph as our target) 
we compare integer, character and bitpacked airays (where all the bits in a 32 bit word are used 
to store individual data elements). We show that even though the bitpacked array scans have 
higher instruction counts (due to overhead for extracting the bits), they outperform the integer and 
(usually) character arrays when the non-boolean list is too large to fit in cache. The bit matrix is 
often twice as fast as alternatives for large lists. 

We study algorithms for Depth-First-Search (DFS), Breadth-First-Search (BFS), and hashing. 
For the graph algorithms we show that using a bitpacked array always outperforms an integer array 
(often by a factor of 20+ for BFS). In addition, the bitpacked array outperforms an adjacency list 
except for sparse graphs. Our experiments also confirm thesubstantial gain from using an array 
rather than a linked list to represent an adjacency list. Our results suggest that the best data 
structure depends largely on graph sizeand average node degree but not on graph topology. 

In our hashing experiments we show that among traditional schemes Linear Probing is a clear 
winner over double hashing and chaining for both successful and unsuccessful search when the access 
pattern is uniform and multiple table entries fit in a single cache line. We suggest alternatives to 
double hashing and chaining which reduce cache misses and improve performance. We are able to 
model some of these settings to predict performance and the optimal size of a hash table. 

2. Experimental Setting 

We ran our experiments on five platforms: two DECstations, a 5000/25 and a 5000/240 (hence
forth referredto as DECO and DECl), two types of DEC Alphas: an older one with a 21064 processor 
and a newer one with a 21164 processor (AlphaO and Alphai) and a Pentium II (Pentium). We list 
the cache characteristics of the machines below since those are used directly in our analysis. DECO 
and DECI have a 64K byte cache and use 16-byte cache blocks. Both Alphas have an 8K byte 
on-chip direct mapped LI data-cache and a 96K 3-way set-associative L2 cache (21064 is off-chip, 
21164 is on-chip) and both use 32-byte cache blocks [8]. The Pentium runs at 266 Mhz, has an 11 
cache of 16K for instruction and 16K for data, both 4-way associative with32-byte line size. The 
L2 cache is 512K bytes and has a direct 133 MHz bus. There is also a prefetch buffer which fetches 
cache block k + 1 whenever the current access is to block k. 

Our programs were all written in C and compiled under highest optimization using cc. We did 
try alternative compilers but found there wasn't too much variation in results. In reporting the 
results we focus primarily on the Alphai and Pentium II results since they are the most relevant for 
current (and likely future) machines. However, we also report results on the older AlphaO and the 
DECstations to show the changes which occur with the move to newer architectures. Fortunately 
the best design choice varies little between the five machines, though the degree of benefit varies 
considerably. 

3. Basic Data Structure Results 

The following experiments study basic algorithms and data structures. This allow us to study 
the performance effects closely, and also to suggest simple and robust structures for others to use. 
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Finruly, it also gives a set of benchmark routines which test the relative performance on different 
machines. 

9.1. Arrays versus Linked Lists 
We start by comparing two data structures for holding the integers 1 through n when our goal is 

to scan these numbers. The main data structures we consider are a length n array of 32.,bit integers 
(ARRAY) and a linked list of n nodes each of which contains a 32-bit integer and apointer to 
the next node (LL) (32-bit pointers on the DECstations and Pentium, 64-bit pointers on the two 
Alphas). Each LL node is allocated by a call to mallocO . 

. Once the data structures are allocated and initialized, we repeatedly process the elements in 
. order and add up all the numbers in the list. This is used as a simple surrogate experiment to 

represent a sequence of consecutive memory reads (but no memory writes). The goal with respect 
to graph algorithms, is to represent the operation of scanning all neighbors in a node's adjacency 
list where the list might be represented by an array or linked list. 

Table 1 summarizes our basic data structure timing results. We list the per-element time in 
nanoseconds and the range of values of n (the number of items in the data structure) for which 
this time holds (when times were similar over a range we reportonly the median value). LL-12 isa 
linked list with 12 integers and one pointer per node. 

Times in N anoseconds per Element . 
DECO DECI AlphaO AlphaI Pentium 

Integer List Results (Time followed by n = list size) 
Time Tl Time n Time n Time n Time n 

Array 114 to 16K 71 to 16K 19 to 2K 10 to 2K 12 to 64K 
410 > 16K 114 > 16K 35 3-128K 13 3-16K 26 128K 

60 > 128K 17 32-128K 36 > 256K 
30 >1M 

LL 144 to 4K 90 , to 4K 34 to 256 10 to 256 24 to 1024 
1339 > 7K 400 > 7K 141 512-16K 34-70 to 4K 49 2K-8K 

387 > 16K 121-167 to 65K 119 32K 
229 > 128K 160 ~ 64K 

LL-12 131 to 8K 81 to 8K 27 to 1K 14 to 1K 27 to 16K 
358 ' at 16K 115 at 16K 39 at 2K 17 2-16K 30 to 64K 
529 > 16K 141 > 16K 50 to 64K 26 to 128K 49 128K 

86 > 128K 34 > 128K 58 > 128K 
" n Boolean list results 

) 

Char 114 to 64K 71 to 64K 41 to 8K 27 to 8K 9 to 256K 
184 > 64K 81 > 64K 45 to 512K 28 to 128K 15 ~ 512K 

51 > 512K 30 to 1M 

11 Bit 149 to 32K 93 all 35 a11 12 all 15 all 

11 __ L __ 15L.~~ ------ .----.l __ 1_- -

Table 1. Timings of Basic Data Structures ror 5 Processors 

. For example, the top left entry shows that for an array of integers, the per-element time on 
DECO is 114 nanoseconds per-element for lists of up to 16K integers (which occupy 64K bytes), but 
jumps to 410 nanoseconds per element when the list is much above 16K elements and exceeds the 
64K byte cache. 

11 
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The integer list results show ARRAY is strictly better than LL and can be more thanlO times 
!aster on the AlphaI (13ns versus 128ns at n = 8K, 17ns versus 229ns at n = 128K) or Pentium (12ns 
versus 160ns for n = 64K). This performance gap is almost entirely explained by cache effects. When 
both data structures are small enough to fit entirely in the fastest (LI) cache they have comparable 
running times (except on the Pentium where LL is twice as slow even on smalllists). However, as 
soon as the size exceeds that of the LI cache for LL, its performance jumps. This is particularly 
serious since the LI cache is exceeded for quite smalllists. 

A elose look explains this effect quite elearly. Recall that the Alpha and Pentium LI cache use 
32-byte blocks. Each cache miss brings eight 4-byte integers into the cache, and on the Pentium 
a prefetch starts for the next eight. The LL uses more space per data element, particularly since 
malloe 0 allocates 32 bytes on the Alphas and 16 bytes on the DECstations and Pentium, even 
though only 12 and 8 are needed. Thus, each node access is in a separate cache line (except 2 per 
line on the Pentium) and only one data element is brought into the cache on a miss. On all machines 
the better spatiallocality of the array structure greatly reduces its total cache misses when the array 
is too large to be contained in the LI cache. . 

For an array, on the Alpha the total number of LI cache misses is roughly nJ8 when the array 
exceeds the LI cache size, while LL has almost exactly n cache misses. The 32-bytesJnode for LL 
also explains why its performance degrades significantly when n goes to 512 on the Alpha and its 
memory use exceeds the size of the LI cache, while the Array performance does not drop until n 
goes above 2048 (since 512 x 32 bytes = 2048 x 4 bytes = 8K = size of LI cache). There is also a 
second (expected) drop in performance when the data structure exceeds the size of the L2 cache (at 
96K bytes) on the Alphas. 

On the Pentium we also see the LL performance drop when the size exceeds the LI cache size 
(1024 x 16 bytes), and again when its size exceeds the L2 cache size of 512K = 32K x 16. However, 
the ARRAY performance does not drop when its size exceeds the LI cache size, but only when it 
reaches the L2 cache size (at 128K x 4 bytes). This is a strong statement on the effectiveness of the 
prefetching for sequential access. Each time we enter a new cache line, those data are already in the 
prefetch buffer. 

Despite the large difference in running times, profiling shows that the array and linked list scans 
use the same number of instructions. Thus the time difference is due to memory effects. 

We also stored multiple data values in a single linked list node. This packing of data values can 
greatly improve the performance of the LL structure. When two data items are stored in each node, 
the number of cache misses is roughly cut in half since the LL nodes have the same size as in the 
single data-item case. 

On AlphaI two-item-packing cuts the sean time in half (when the data exceed the LI cache size). 
In fact up to four 4-byte integers can be put in anode without increasing the 32-byte size allocated 
by mall oe 0 . Using nodes with four data-items per node results in an almost 4-fold speedup. We 
also tried using 12 data items per node (12 is the maximum number for a 64 byte allocation by 
malloe 0). This resulted in a 7-fold speedup compared to the single node LL, but this still makes 
it almost 50% slower than ARRAY. 

Our experiments using Atom [21] to study the cache misses on AlphaI shows very much what 
we predicted. When n exceeds the cache size there are almost exactly nJ8 cache misses for ARRAY 
reflecting the 8-word cache block brought in by each miss. For LL there are almost exactly n cache 
misses since each node uses an entire 32-byte cache line. Similarly, when we pack four data items 
per node, we now get four data items per cache line and nJ4 cache misses. 

3.2. Boolean Arrays o/Integers, Characters and Bits 
We study the best way to store a boolean array. Our motivation is for an adjacency matrix of 

an unweighted graph (as in BFS, topological sorting, and matching) . We tested: an arr~y of 4-byte 
integers (INT), an array of I-byte characters (CHAR), and an array of bits (BIT) with 32 boolean 
values packed into a 4-byte integer. 
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As in the prior section, our test is to step through the array sequentially and add up all the values 
(in this case the bits). Profiling this code shows that the bit scan takes 50% more instructions than 
for the integer array. However, the improved locality more than makes up for this extra work. We 
could have also sped up the bit extraction by exploiting word-Ievel parallelism (e.g. by table lookup 
for 8 or 16 bit blocks), but we avoided this since it may not generalize to other uses of the boolean 
array. 

3.3. Results 
The boolean list results of Table 1 show the timing effects for our settings. INT had the same 

results as Array (top table line). The only difference is adding ones instead of integers 1 through 
n. For the bit array the time per element is almost constant on each of the machines for all array 
sizes. This is not surprising since a caChe line brings in 128 (DEC) or 256 (AlphasjPentium) bits so 
any cache miss penalty is amortized over so much work it has a negligible effect. For CHAR there 
is only a small variation in per-element cost on the Alphas and DEC1, and a 50% change in cost on 
the DECstation and the Pentium. The higher CHAR cost on the Alphas reflects their extra cost for 
byte-level operations. We expect only a small change in cost as n varies since 32 data elements ate 
being brought in with a cache line on the Alphas and Pentium. 

Thus BIT is an attractive solution for large boolean arrays, and has its biggest gains over an 
integer array on the newer machines. Two other plus factors for BIT: (1) accesses to BIT will be 
less likely to evict other data items in the cache, and (2) accesses may be able to exploit word
level parallelism to reduce running time (as we do in our BFS and DFS programs). However, if an 
application only uses a few bits of the word in a window of time, then the performance may be worse 
than in our tests. 

4. Graph Algorithm Results 

Our graph experiments focused on the main graph travers al algorithms: DFS and BFS. We show 
. that the performance predicted by the analysis above is exhibited by these algorithms. 

We ran experiments on graphs from Knuth's Stanford GraphBase [12] and internally generated 
random graphs. GraphBase generates a variety of graphs which are both standard and available. 
We considered a range of graphs, but there was little difference in performance between random 
and structured graphs of the same size and density. This suggests that our results are largely 
independent of topology and rest primarily on the graph's density as discussed below. Thus we 
present here a representative subset taken from random undirected unweighted graphs with edges 
uniformly distributed over the vertices. 

We focused on five data structures to represent our graphs: three adjacency lists, and two were 
adjacency matrices. The three adjacency list implementations were (1) a linked list, called "LL" 
above, (2) an array-based adjacency list [9], and (3) a "blocked" linked list where each node of the list 
contains multiple data items. The two adjacency matrix implementations were (1) a two-dimensional 
array of integers, and (2) a two-dimensional array of bits. 

Results were collected on all platforms, but we focus on the Alphai results, noting significant 
differences where they occur. 

In BFS when we visit a vertex we check all of its neighbors to determine which are unvisited 
(and add these to a queue). This operation is elose to the scans discussed in section 3, so we expect 
the performance to generally reflect the results we saw for those basic data structures. In DFS we 
check neighbors until we hit an unvisited vertex, then change vertices, so we see less spatiallocality 
than with BFS. DFS is further from the basic experiments, but still elose enough for those results 
to provide go?d indications of performance. 
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4.1. Overall Results 
For an n node graph with average vertex degree d our experiments showed that d and nld 

were the overriding factors affecting the relative performances of the algorithms on the various data 
structures. Because DFS and BFS each look at an edge only once, the issue of whether the graph 
fits in cache is ·less important than if the algorithm examined edges multiple times. The degree d 
affects the spatiallocality (when a block of data is brought into cache, how many are neighbors of 
the current node), and when dis sm all the fraction of time spent on edge scanning is also smaller, 
so the total speedup of the algorithm due to improving the edge sc ans isreduced. The ratio nld is 
critical for the classic tradeoff between adjacency matrix structures and adjacency list structures. 

We did experiments on a rangeof graphs, but present here a representative set of data for a 
family of random graphs, all having 1,000 nodes and between 6,000 and 20,000 edges and generated 
by the SGB. We present figures for these relatively sm all graphs for several reasons: (1) the SGB 
allows a standard widely-available source for graphs, and we were not able to produce much larger 
random graphs with it on our platforms, (2) we were able to run experiments on all data structures 
at this size (we could not test an integer-based adjacency matrix for a 20,000 node graph since we 
don't have 160M of memory to store it), and (3) experiments on larger graphs exhibited consistent 
performance with these sm aller graphs: using our internal graph generators (which are fast and 
memory-efficient) we tested random graphs with 5,000, 10,000, and 20,000 nodes; these graphs had 
nld values in the neighborhood of their tradeoff points (see below). For example, on the Alphal 
platform, we tested graphs of 20,000 no des and from 5.6 million to 6.4 million edges. 

On all platforms the relative speedups between competing structures remained constant and the 
,ni d tradeoff point discussed below also remained constant, for a given platform. On the Alphai the 
tradeoff constant was about 33, while on the Pentium it was about 29. 

By holding the number of no des constant and varying the number of edges in the experiments 
presented, we were able to find which of the various data structures performed best for each of the 
graph densities. A plot of the running times on Alphai is presented in Figure l. 

The Y axis is the time, in seconds, for a BFS traversal. The integer adjacency matrix results are 
omitted since they would plot a horizontalline at 0.055 level, weH off the top of our figure. 

Times for BFS on Alphai for Random 1000 Node Undirected Graphs 
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4.2. Bitpacked versus Integer Adjacency Matrices 
Our bitpacked representation does vastly better than an integer array for all graphs tested, 

typically running in 1/20 the time or less. There are several reasons for this large disparity. 
A principal cause is cache effects as discussed in section 3.2. The bitpacked representation also 

allows us to use several optimizations which exploit the inherent parallelism of word-level operations. 
For example, when visit the neighbors of a vertex, we can mark these as visited by a bitwise-OR 
of the adjacency bits into the bit array wh ich tracks the visited vertices. We potentially mark 32 
neighbors as visited in parallel. 

The time required for packing and unpacking bits can be reduced substantially by a few tricks, 
which we also employed. It is not always necessary to shift and mask bits: we used techniques which 
extract a piece of the bit array (typically 4 or 8 bits) and then use a table lookup to quickly finish 
the operation. 

4.3. Simple LL versus Array-Based and Blocked LLs 
In Figure 1, we see that an array-based adjacency list always beats the LL structures, and a 

blocked LL beats a simple LL. The gains in adopting the array-based or blocked LLs are not as 
large as they were in section 3, since a smaller portion of the overall running time of this test is 
involved with scanning the adjacency lists. In section 3 the only task was to scan the list and add 
up numbers. 

4.4. LLs versus Bitpacked Adjacency Matrix 
The last two sub-sections gave clear indications regarding the correct choice of dafa structure 

when deciding between the pair being compared. In this setting, however, the better performer 
depends on the graph. This is completely expected: for sparse graphs with large n/d, the LL imple
mentations need to scan only d items on average to process a given vertex whereas any adjacency 
matrix representation will require a scan of n objects. However, as we see from Figure 1, as n/d falls, 
the times for the LL structures increase linearly while the adjacency matrix times remain roughly 
constant. For our experiments the break-even point for the simple LL and the blocked LL is when 
n/d is about 70 (this is 7000 on the horizontal axis of Figure 1) and for the array-based LL the 
break-even point occurs at around n/d = 33. These numbers held constant over all graphs tested 
on Alphai. On the other platforms there were similar constant trade-off points. 

We should note that the algorithms tested here, BFS and DFS, were quite simple and perhaps 
atypical of many graph algorithms in that each data object was read only once. Although we did 
not experiment with other algorithms, we suspect that algorithms wh ich access objects more than 
once, particularly'with good spatiallocality, would benefit even more from the nice behavior of the 
bitpacked adjacency matrix. This requires further exploration. 

5. Hashing 

Chaining, double hashing and linear probing [7, 11J are the three most classic hashing algorithms. 
Traditionally, chaining and double hashing are considered superior to linear probing because they 
disperse the keys better and thus require fewer probes. Our experiments show, however, that at 
least for uniform accesses, linear probing is fastest for insertions, successful searches and unsuccessful 
searches. This is true unless the table is almost 100% fuH or can be stored entirely in the LI cache. 
Since it is rarely a good idea to have the hash table that fuH, linear probing seems to be the clear 
winner in the settings we considered. 

5.1. Experimental Setting 
We did experiments on both Alphas and the DECstations, but we focus here on the results 

for Alphai (the results for the other machines were generally similar). We used 8-byte keys on the 
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AlphaI and our tables contained only keys (plus 8-byte pointers for chaining). We chose hash(key) = 
key mod T as the hash function, where T is the table size. Table size is the maximum number 
of keys a table can hold. We distinguish table size from table space, which is the memory space a 
table occupies. To get a table with n keys we generate n random 32 bit integers and insert them 
into an empty table using the appropriate hashing scheme. Since we used random keys, the modulo 
function sufficed as our hash function. 

5.1 .1. Comparing Different Schemes 
The performance of a hashing scheme will largely be determined by the number of probes and 

the number of cache misses. Double hashing (DH) and Chaining (C) do a good job of randomly 
distributing keys through the table. This reduces their number of probes, but also gives them very 
poor spatial locality. Successive probes looking for a key are almost certain to be in different cache 
blocks. Linear probing (LP) has excellent spatial locality but uses more probes. Figure 2 shows 
clearly that LP beats both DH and C for random insert ions as long as the table is less than 80% 
fuH . The same results hold for successful search since the same probe sequences are used, and LP is 
also the best scheme for unsuccessful search, though its margin is somewhat smaller. Linear probing 
contimied to be the best scheme over a wide range of table sizes where the number of keys did not 
fit into LI cache but the table fit in main memory. When the key set size was small enough to fit 
entirely in LI cache LP lost its advantage. LP's performance is weH explained by its fewer cache 
misses which is detailed in the next section and by the analysis in section 5.3.2. 

5.2. Analysis 0/ the Number 0/ Cache misses 
We used Atom [21] to simulate our·algorithms' cache behavior. We simulated a direct-mapped 

single-level cache which is the same as the DECstation cache. We chose to simulate the DECstation 
cache because a single-Ievel cache would make our experimental results easier to analyze. 

The number of cache misses roughly tracked the timing performance in Figure 2 and the analysis 
we do in section 5.3.2. Linear probing is a bit better than the cache-miss curves suggest and chaining 
somewhat worse. This may be due to the simpler address calculations in linear probing or due to 
easier optimizations of non-pointer based code by the compiler. 

5.3. New Hashing Schemes 
We designed variants on DH and C to improve their spatial locality. In packed double hashing 

PDH, we hash a key to a table entry which contains multiple key slots. The number of key slots in 
a table entry is set so that a table entry has exactly the same size as a cache block. When a key x is 
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hashed to entry i, the slots in that entry are examined sequentiaIly. If x is not found and the entry 
has no empty slots, we compute a second hash function h2(X) as in double hashing, and examine 
entries (i + increment) mod T, (i + 2increment) mod T, .;., until x oran empty slot is found 
(note that now T represents the number of table entries, each of which contains multiple key slots). 

In Packed Chairiing (pe), instead of storing one key and one pointer in a table entry or list node, 
we store multiple keys and one pointer, so that a table entry or list node has the same size as ,a 
cache block. When a key is hashed to a table entry, the key slots in that table entry are examined 
sequentially. lf the the' key or an empty slot is not found, we next checksuccessive nodes in the 
associated linked list. 

Figure 2 also reports the performance of PDH and PC. We see that they both improve on their 
normal versions, but they still perform less weIl thari LP for moderate load factors. Measurements 
show that PDH and PC have thefewest cache misses of any of the scheines, however, they use more 
probes than linear probing for load factors below 0.8. However, these schemes do have the advantage 
that their performance is more stable · as the load factor increases compared to LP. 

Our successful and unsuccessful search results assume . uniform access patterns. If the access 
pattern is skewed (as is true in many real applications) the number of cache misses will decrease and 
therefore chaining and double hashing may perform better. Minimizing probes will also be more 
important if key · comparison is more expensive,· and locality for linear probing will be reduced if 
other data is in the hash table or the keys are larger. . 

5.3.1. Optimal Table Size 
In addition to the collision resolution scheme, the other main design choice in hashing is the 

table size. In a cache setting thereis a tradeoff since a larger table will reduce the number of probes 
but may also increase the percentage of probes which are 'cache misses.' We see in Figure 2 that the 
performance of all the hashing schemes monot.onically decrease as the load factor increases. This 
same trend was seen for successful and unsuccessful search and for a wide range of key set sizes 
which did not fit in LI cache. However, as in Figure 2, the performance was usually fairly Hat for 
load factors in the 0.1 to 0.4 range. 

lt is also worth noting that since each scheme is best at relatively low load factors, and linear 
probing is a clear winner at these low load factors, linear probing looks to be a clear winner when 
one can predict the number of keys, and the desired hash table size is bigger than the LI cache but 
fits in main memory. 

5.3.2. Theoretical Analysis 
The expected number of probes for uniform hashing is weIl analyzed [11), but adding a cache 

complicates things. However an approximate analysis helps explain the performance in Figure 2. 
Assume we have n keys in a table of size T, and cache capacity C in units of table entries. Let 

a: = n/T be the load factor and P the cache miss penalty. We assume a memory system with a 
single cache, where B is the number of table entries which fit into a cache block (so B = 4 on the 
Alphai if we store 8-byte keys in the table). 

If T is much larger than C we assume that each access to a new cache block is a miss. Thus every 
probefor DH and C is a miss, and for LP if we do k prob es in a single lookup, the first probe is a 
miss and subsequent probes have a 1/ B chance of hitting a new block. Thus the expected number 
of misses is 1 + (k - 1)/ B; 

We now consider DH and LP using the classic results for their expected number of probes for 
successful search. When n/T = .5 the expected number of probes (and cache misses) for DH is 
about 1.386 and 1.5 probes for LP. Thus if B = 4 as in our experiments, the expected number of 
cache misses for LP is 1 + .5/4 = 1.125. When n/T = .8, DH takes 2 probes and LP 3, so LP has 
1.5 expected misses compared to DH's 2. Thus it is not surprising LP is faster at both these load 
factors. A similar analysis can be done for chaining as weIl. 
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We can analyze unsuccessful searches for Double Hashing more exactly since each probe can be 
viewed as hitting a random location in the hash table., and each location in the hash table is equally 
likely to be in cache (these properties are not true for any other setting). For T > C, the probability 
that each location probed is not in the cache is approximated by (TTC ) (*). The expected number of 
probes for a random unsuccessful search is I~Q [11]. So the expected cost of a random unsuccessful 

lookup is I~Q (1 + TiPP) 
To study the behavior of this nmction with respect to T we take its derivative which is 

PC - (P + l)n 
(T - n)2 

The most interesting feature of the derivative is that it is always negative when n > C. Therefore 
if the keys do not fit in the cache, the expected cost keeps decreasing as we make the table bigger. 
This is true regardless of P, the cache miss penalty. We can extend this analysis to a two level cache 
as weIl, which shows that if n is larger than the size of the L2 cache it is optimal to keep increasing 
the table size (presumably up to the point where paging effects start and'the models break down). 
H the key set is bigger than the LI cache but smaller than the L2 cache, the models suggest setting 
T to the size of the L2 cache. 

To test the predictions of the models, we used a key set which was larger than the L2 cache and 
varied the table size. The expected time for a random unsuccessful search did decrease as the table 
size increased, and at approximately the rate suggested by the models. 

Unfortunately, other settings are more complex to model exactly. Consider random successful 
searches in double hashing. The expected number of probes for a random successful search is weIl 
known, but the probability that a probe will be a cache hit is more complicated than in the prior 
case. First, only those cache blocks which contain at least one key will ever be accessed during a 
successful search. Thus equation (*) is immediately invalid if we perform only successful searches. 
In addition, cache blocks which contain different number of keys have different probabilities of being 
in the cache. Consider the case ·where there is room for 4 keys in a cache block. A block B4 with 
four keys is approximately four times as likely as a block BI with only one key to be in the cache, 
since it is almost four times as likely a key in B4 was hit recently than the key in BI. 

6. Conclusions 

We show that experimental studies of basic data structures provide useful insight into· perfor
mance. This can be used to choose (and design) the proper data structures for larger applications. 

There is considerable interesting foIlowup work suggested by our results. For graphs the most 
immediate is to apply our design suggestions to other graph algorithms. Matching and unit Net
work flow are the most direct uses of our work since they use multiple scans of the ares in an 
unweighted graph, possibly with multiple calls to BFS/DFS. Yet another extension is to apply a 
similar investigation to other basic data structures. 

For hashing there are several important additional areas to study. First, it is important to 
consider various data sizes associated with the keys and larger keys such as strings. Second, it would 
be good to consider skewed access patterns, which occur quite often in real applications. Third, it 
would be good to study hashing when other memory intensive operations are being used. 
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ABSTRACT 

We report on the implementation and performance evaluation of greedy parsing with lookaheacls 
for dynamic dictionary compression. Specifically, we consider the greedy parsing with a single 
step lookahead which we call Flexible Parsing (FP) as an alternative to the commonly used 
greedy parsing (with no-lookaheacls) scheme. Greedy parsing is the basis of most popular com
pression programs including UNIX compress and gzip, however it does not necessarily achieve 
optimality with regard to the dictionary construction scheme in use. Flexible parsing, however, 
is optimal, i.e., partitions any given input to the smallest number of phrases possible, for dictio
nary construction schemes which satisfy the prefix property throughout their execution. There 
is an on-line linear time and space implementation of the FP scheme via the trie-reverse-trie 
pair data structure [MS98). In this paper, we introduce a more practical, randomized data struc
ture to implement FP scheme whose expected theoretical performance matches the worst case 
performance of the trie-reverse-trie-pair. We then report on the compression ratios achieved by 
two FP based compression programs we implemented. We test our programs against compress 
and gzip on various types of data on some of which we obtain up to 35% improvement. 

1. Introduction 

49 

The size of data related to a wide range of applications is growing rapidly. Grand challenges 
such as the human genome project involve very-large distributed databases of text documents, 
whose effective storage and communication requires a major research and development effort. From 
DNA and protein sequences to medical images {in which any loss of information content can not 
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be tolerated) vital data sources that will shape the information infrastructure of the next century 
require simple and efficient tools for lossless data compression. 

A (lossless) compression algorithm C reads input string T and computes an output string, T', 
whose representation is smaller than that of T, such that a corresponding decompression algo
rithm Cf- can take T' as input and reconstruct T . The most common compression algorithms used 
in practice are the dictionary schemes (a.k.a. parsing schemes [BCW90], or textual substitution 
schemes [Sto88]). Such algorithms are based on maintaining a dictionary of strings that are called 
phrases, and replacing substrings of an input text with pointers to identical phrases in the dictionary. 
The task of partitioning the text into phrases is called parsingand the pointers replacing the phrases 
are called eodewords. 

A dictionary can be constructed in static or dynamic fashion. In statie schemes, the whole 
dictionary is constructed before the input is compressed. Most practical compression algorithms, 
however, use dynamie schemes, introduced by Ziv and Lempel [ZL77, ZL78], in which the dictionary 

. is initially empty and is constructed incrementally: as the input is read, some of its substrings 
are chosen as dictionary phrases themselves. The dictionary constructed by most dynamic schemes 
(e.g., [ZL77, ZL78, Wel84, Yok92]) satisfy the prejix property for any input string: in any execution 
step of the algorithm, for any given phrase in the dictionary, all its prefixes are also phrases in the 
dictionary. 

In this paper we focus only on the the two most popular dictionary based compression methods: 
LZ78 [ZL78] , its LZW variant [We184], and LZ77 [ZL77]. A few interesting facts about LZ78 and 
LZ77: 

• >rhe LZW scheme is the basis for UNIX compres~ program, gif image compression format, and 
is used in the most popular faxand modem standards (V42bis). LZ77 algorithm is the basis 
for all zip variants. 
Both algorithms: (1) are asymptotically optimal in the information theoretic sense, (2) are 
efficient, with 0(1) processing time per input character, (3) require a single pass over the 
input, and (4) can be applied on-line. 

• LZ78 (and the LZW) can be implemented by the use of simple trie data structure with space 
complexity proportional to the number of codewords in the output. In contrast, a linear time 
implementation of the LZ77 builds ci more complex suffix tree in an on-line fashion, whose 
space complexity is proportional to the size of the input text [RPE81]. 

• It is recently shown that LZ78 (as weIl as LZW) approaches the asymptotic optimality faster 
than LZ77: the average number of bits output by LZ78 or LZW, for the first n characters of an 
input string created by an i.i.d. source is only 0 (1/ log n) more than its entropy [JS95, LS95]. A 
similar result for more general, unifilar, sources has been obtained by Savari [Sav97] - for the av
erage case. For theLZ77 algorithm, this redundancy is asmuch as O(loglognjlogn} [Wyn95]. 
Also, for low entropy strings, the worst case compression ratio obtained by the LZ78 algorithm 
is better (by a factor of 8/3) than that of the LZ77 algorithm (KM97]. 

• The practical performances of these algorithms vary however depending on the application. 
For example the LZ77 algorithm may perform better for English text, and the LZ78 algorithm 
may perform better for binary data, or DNA sequences. 4 

4 A simple counting argument shows that there cannot exist a single dictionary construction scheme that is superior 
to other schemes for all inputs. If a compression algorithm performs weil for one set of input strings, it is likely that 
it will not perform weil for others. The advantage of one dictionary construction scheme over another can only 
apply with regard to restricted classes of input texts. Indeed, numerous schemes have been proposed in the scientific 
literat ure and implemented in software products, and it is expected that many more will be considered in the future. 
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AlmostaB dynamic dictionary based algorithms in the literature including the Lempel-Ziv meth
ods ([ZL77, ZL78, We184, MW85, Yok92]) use greedy parsing, which takes the uncompressed suffix 
of the input and parses its longest prefix, which is a phrase in the dictionary. The next substring to 
be parsed starts where the currently parsed substring ends. Greedy parsing is fast and can usually 
be applied on-line, and is hence very suitable for communications applications. However, greedy 
parsing can be far from optimal for dynamic dictionary construction schemes [MS98]:for the LZW 
dictionary method, there are strings T which can be (optimally) parsed to some m phrases, for which 
the greedy parsing obtains n(m3/ 2 ) phrases. 

, For static dicti6naries -as weB as for the off-line version of the dynamic dictionary compression 
problem-, there are a number of linear time algorithms that achieve optimal parsing of an input 
string, provided that the dictionary satisfies the prefix property throughout the execution of the 
algorithm (see, for example, [FM95]). More recently, in [MS98], it was shown that it is possible to 
implement the one-step lookahead greedy parsing (or shortly flexible parsing -FP) for the on-line, 
dynamic problem, in amortized 0(1) per character. Thisimplementation uses space proportional to 
the number of output codewords. It is demonstrated that FP is optimal for dictionaries satisfying the 
prefix property in every execution step of the algorithm: it partitions any input string to minimum 
number of phrases possible while constructing the same dictionary. (For instance, the algorithm 
using the LZW dictionary together with flexible parsing inserts to the dictionary the exact same 
phrases as would the original LZW algorithm with greedy parsing.) The implementation is based 
on a rather simple data structure, the trie-reverse-trie-pair, which has similar properties with the 
simple trie data structure used for greedy parsing. It is hence expected that FP would improve over 
greedy parsing without being penalized for speed or space. 

In this study, we report an experimental evaluation of FP in the context of LZW dictionary 
construction scheme. We implement compression programs based on FP (the implementations 
are available on the WWW [Sou]), and study to what extent the theoretical expectations hold on 
"random" or "real-life" data. In particular, we consider the foBowing questions: 

1. Is it possible to obtain a new dictionary construction scheme based on FP? If yes, how would 
it perform in comparison to FP with LZW dictionary construction or the LZW algorithm 
itself - both asymptotically and in practice? (Note that the general optimality property of FP 
does not apply once the dictionary construction is changed.) 

2. The trie-reverse-trie-pair is apointer based data structure whose performance is likely to suffer 
from pointer jumps in a multi-Iayer memory hierarchy. Are there alternative data structures to 
obtain more efficient implementations of FP - in particular can we employ hashing to support 
dictionary lookups without all the pointer jumps? 

3. What are the sizes of random data on which the better average case asymptotic properties of 
, the LZ78 over LZ77 start to show up? 

4. Does the worst case optimality of FP translate into improvement over greedy parsing on the 
average case? 

5. Do better asymptotic properties of LZW in comparison to LZ-77 and FP in comparison to 
LZW show up in any practical domain of importance? Specifically how weB does FP perform 
on DNA/protein sequences .and medical images? 

We address each one of these issues as foBows: 

1. We consider a data compression algorithm based on FP, which constructs the dictionary by 
inserting it the concatenation of each of the substrings parsed with the character foBowing them 
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- as in the case of LZW algorithm. We will refer this algorithm as the FP-based-alternative
dictionary-LZW algorithm, or FPA. The dictionary built by FPA on any input still satisfies 
the prefix property in every execution step of the algorithm . . In our experiments we consider 
the implementation of FPA as weIl as the implementation of the compression algorithm which 
builds the same dictionary as LZW, but uses FP for output generation which we refer as 
LZW-FP. We compare the compression ratios obtained by LZW-FP and FPA with that of 
UNIX compress and gzip. 

2. We present an on-line data structure based on Karp-Rabinfingerprint~ [KR87], which imple
ments both LZW-:FP and FPA in expected 0(1) time per character, by using space propor
tional to the size of the codewords in the output. We are still in the process of improving the 
efficiency of our implementations; we leave to report our timing results to the fuIl version of 
this paper. We note, however, that our algorithms run about 3-5 times slower than compress 
which is the fastest among all algorithms, both during compression and decompression. We 
also note that all the software, documentation, and detailed experimental results available on 
the WWW [Sou]. The readers are encouraged to check updates to the web site and try our 
software package. 

3. We first demonstrate our tests on pseudorandom (non-uniform) i.i.d. bit strings with a number 
of bit probabilities. We observe that the redundancy in the output of each of the four programs 
we consider approach to the expected asymptotic behavior very fast - requiring less than lKB 
for each of the different distributions, and better asymptotic properties of LZW in comparisOn 
to LZ77 can be very visible. For files of size > 1MB, compress can improve over gzip up 
to 20% in compression achieved. A next step in our experiments will involve pseudo-random 
sources of limited markovian order. 

4. We report on our experimens with several "rea;l-life" data files as weIl; those include DNA/protein 
sequences, medical images, and files from the Calgary corpus and Canterbury corpus bench
mark suites. These results suggest that both LZW-:FP and FPA are superior to LZW (UNIX 

compress) in compression attained, up to 20%. We also observe that both LZW-FP and FPA 
are superior to gzip for most non-textual data and all types of data of size more than 1MB. 
For pseudo-random strings and DNA sequences the improvement is up to 35%. On shorter 
text files, gZip is still the champion, which is followed by FPA and LZW-:FP. 

2. The Compression Algorithms 

In this section we describe how each of the algorithms of our consideration, i.e" (1) the LZ77 
algorithm (the basis for gzip), (2) the LZW variant (the basis for UNIX compress) of the LZ78 
algorithm, (3) LZW-:FP algorithm and (4) FPA algorithm, work. Each of the algorithms fit in a 
general framework that we describe below. 

We denote a compression algorithm by C, and its corresponding decompression algorithm by 
C+-o The input to Cis astring T, of n characters, chosen from a constant size alphabet E; in our . 
experiments Eis either ascii or is {O, I}. We denote by T[i], the i th character of T (1 ~ i ~ n), and 
by T[i: j] the substring which begins at T[i] and ends at TU]; notice that T = T[1 : n]. 

The compression algorithm C compresses the input by reading the input characters from left 
to right (Le. from T[I] to T[n]) and by partitioning it into substrings which are called blocks. 
Each block is replaced by a corresponding label that we call a codeword. We denote the jth block 
by T[bj : bj+l - 1], or shortly Tj , where bl = 1. The output of C, hence, consists of codewords 
C[I], C[2], ... , C[k] for some k, which are the codewords of blocks Tl, T2 , •• • , Tk respectively. 
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The algorithm C maintains a dynamic set of substrings called the dictionary, V. Initially, V con
sists of all one-character substrings possible. The codewords of such substrings are their characters 
themselves: As the input T is read, C adds some of its substrings to 1) and assigns them unique 
codewords. We call such substrings of T phrases of V. Each block Ti is identical to a phrase in V: 
hence C achieves compression by replacing substrings of T with pointers to their earlier occurrences 
in T. 

The decompression algorithm C+- that corresponds to C, takes C[1 : k] as input and computes 
T[1 : n] by replacing each CU] by its corresponding block Ti. Because the codeword CU] is a 
function of T[1 : bi - 1] only, the decompression can be correctly performed in an inductive fashion. 

Below, we provide detailed descriptions of each of the compression algorithms. 

Description of the LZW Algorithm. The LZW algorithm reads the input characters from left 
to right while inserting in 1) a11 substrings of the form T[bm : bm+d. Hence the phrases of LZW are 
the substrings obtained by concatenating the blocks of T with the next character following them, 
together with all possible substrings of size one. The codeword of the phrase T[bm : bm+d is the 
integer lEI + m, where lEI is the size of the alphabet E. Thus, the codewords of substrings do not 
change in LZW algorithm. LZW uses greedy parsing as weIl: the m th block Tm is recursively defined 
as the longest substring which is in 1) just before C reads T[bm+l - 1]. Hence, no two phrases can 
be identical in the LZW algorithm. 

Description ofthe LZW-F'P Algorithm. The LZW-F'P algorithm reads the input characters 
from left to right while inserting in V all substrings of the form T[b~ : b~+l], where b~ denotes the 
beginning location of block m if the compression algorithm used were LZW. Hence for dictionary 
construction purposes LZW-:FP emulates LZW: for any input string LZW and . LZW-:FP build 

. identical dictionaries. The output generated by these two algorithms however are quite different. 
The codeword ofthe phrase T[b~ : b~+l] is the integer IEI+m, where lEI is the size ofthe alphabet E. 
LZW-:FP uses flexible parsing: intuitively, the m th block Tm is recursively defined as the substring 
which results in the longest advancement in iteration m + 1. More precisely, let the function f be 
defined on the characters of T such that f(i) = i where T[i : i] is the longest substring starting at 
Tri], which is in V just before C reads T[i]. Then, given bm, the integer bm+l is recursively defined 
as the integer a for which f(a) is the maximum among all a such that T[bm : a - 1] is in V just 
before C reads T[a - 1]. 

We demonstrate how the execution of the LZW and LZW-:FP algorithms differ in the figure 
below. 

LZWparsing 

Input: a b a b a b a a b a a b a a a b 

LZW Output: 0 2 4 5 3 o 

LZWFP parsing 

Input: a b a b a b a a b a · a b a a a b 
--

LZWFP Output: 0 I 2 4 4 5 2 

Figure 1: Comparsion of :FP and greedy parsing when used together with the LZW dictionary construction 
method, on the mput string T = a, b, a, b, a, b, a, a, b, a, a, b, a, a, a, b. 
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Description of the FPA Algorithm. The FPA algorithm reads the input characters from left 
to right while inserting in V all substrings of the form T[bm : I(bm) + 1], where the function I is 
as described in LZW-FP algorithm. Hence for almost all input strings, FPA constructs an entirely 
different dictionary with that of LZW-FP. The codeword of the phrase T[bm : I(bm) + 1] is the 
integer lEI + m, where lEI is the size of the alphabet E. FPA again uses flexible parsing: given bm , 

the integer bm +1 is recursively defined as the integer 0: for which 1(0:) 1S the maximum among all 0: 

such that T[bm : 0: - 1] is in V. \ 

Description of the LZ77 Algorithm. The LZ-77algorithm reads the input characters from 
left to right while inserting all its substrings in V. In other words, at the instance it reads T[i], all 
possible substrings of the form T[j : l], j :5 l < i are in V, together with all substrings of size one. 
The codeword of the substring T[j : l], is the 2-tuple, (i - j, l- j + 1), where the first entry denotes 
the relative locationof T[j : l], and the second entry denotes its size. LZ77 uses greedy parsing: the 
m th block Tm = T[bm : bm +1 - 1] is recursively defined as the longest substring which is in V just 
before C reads T[bm+1 - 1]. 

3. Data Structures and Implementations of Algorithms 

In this section we describe both the trie-reverse-trie data structure, and the new fingerprints 
based data structure for efficient on-line implementations of the LZW-FP, and FPA methods. The 
trie-reverse-trie pair guarantees a worst case linear running time for both algorithms as described 
in [MS98]). The new data structure based on fingerprints [KR87], is randorilized, and guarantees 
expected linear running time for any input. 

The two main operations to be supported by these data structures are (1) insert a phrase to V 
(2) search for a phrase, i.e., given a substring S, check whether it is in V and return apointer. The 
standard data structure used in many compression algorithms including LZW, the compressed trie 
T supports both operations in time proportional to ISI . A compressed trie is a rooted tree with the 
following properties: (1) each node with the exception of the root represents a dictionary phrase; (2) 
each edge is labeled with a substring of characters; (3) the first characters of two sibling edges can 
not be identical; (4) the concatenation of the substrings on a path ofedges from the root to a 'given 
node is the dictionary phrase represented by that node; (5) each node is labeled by the codeword 
corresponding to its phrase. Dictionaries with prefix properties, such as the ones used in LZW and 
LZ78 algorithms, build a regular trie rather than a compressed one. The only difference is that in a 
regular trie the substrings of all edges are one character long. 

In our data structures, inserting a phrase S to V takes O(ISt) time as in the case of a trie. 
Similarly, searching Stakes O(ISI) time if no information about substring S is provided. However, 
once it is known that S is in V, searching strings obtained by concatenating or deleting a character 
to/from both ends of Stakes only 0(1) time. More precisely, our data structures suppor~ two 
operations extend andcontract in 0(1) time. Given a phrase S in V, the operation extend(S, a) for 
a given character a, finds out whether the concatenation of Sand a is a phrase in V. Similarly, the 
operation contract(S), finds out whether the suffix S[2 : ISI] is in V. Notice that such operations 
can be performed in a suffix tree, if the phrases in V are all the suffixes of a given string as in the 
case of the LZ77 algorithm [RPESl]. For arbitrary dictionaries (such as the ones built by LZW) our 
data structures are unique in supporting contract and extend operations in 0(1) time,' and insertion 
operation in time linear with the size of the phrase, while using O(IVI) space, where lVI is the 
number of phrases in V. 
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Trie-reverse-trie-pair data structure. Our first data structure builds the trie, T , of phrases 
as described above. In addition to T, it also constructs Tr, the compressed trie of the reverses 
of all phrases inserted in the T. Given astring 5 = SI, S2, ••• ,Sn, its reverse 5r is the string 
Sn, S";-I, ... ,82,81. Therefore for each node V in T, there is a corresponding node vr in Tr which 
represents the reverse of the phrase represented by v. As in the case of the T alone, the insertion of 
a phrase 5 to this data structure takes 0(151) time. Given a dictionary phrase 5, and the node u 
wh ich represents 5 in T, one can find out whether the substring obtained by concatenating 5 with 
any character a in is V, by checking out if there is an edge from u with corresponding character a; 
hence extend operation takes 0(1) time. Similarly the contract operation takes 0(1) time by going 
from u to u', the node representing reverse of 5 in Tr, and checking if the parent of u' represents 
5[2: 15W. 

Fingerprints based data structure. Our second data structure is . based on building a hash 
table H of size p, a suitably large prime number. Given a phrase 5 = 5[1 : 151l, its location in H 
is computed by the function h, where h(5) = (s[llIEllsl + s[211EI'SI~1 + .. . + s[l51]) mod p, where 
s[i] denotes the lexicographic order of 5[i] in E [KR87]. Clearly, once the values of lEik mod p aie 
calculated for all k up to the maximum phrase size, computation of h(5), takes 0(151) time. By 
taking p sufficiently large, one can decrease the probability of a collision on a hash value to some 
arbitrarily small f value; thus the average running time of an insertion would be 0(151) as weH. Given 
the hash value h(5) of astring, the hash value of its extension by any character a can be calculated 
by h(5a) = (h(5)IEI + lex(a)) mod p, where lex(a) is the lexicographic order of a in E. Similarly, 
the hash value of its suffix S[2 : 151J can be calculated by h{5[2 : 151]) = (h(5) - s[I]IEIIS I) mod p. 
Both operations take 0(1) time. 

In order to verify if the hash table entry h(5) includes 5 in 0(1) time we (1) give unique labels 
to each of the phrases in V, and (2) in each phrase 5 in H, store the label of the suffix 5[2 : 151J 
and the label of the prefix 5[1 : 151- 1]. The label of newly inserted phrase can be lVI, the size of 
the dictionary. This enables both extend and contract operations to be performed in O( 1) expected 
time: suppose the hash value of a given string 5 is hs, and the label of 5 is i. To extend 5 with 
character a, we first compute from hs, the hash value hsa of the string 5a. Among the phrases 
whose hash value is hsa , the one whose prefix label matches the label of 5 gives the result of the 
extend operation. To contract 5, we first compute the hash value hs' of the string 5' = 5[2 : 151]. 
Among the phrases whose hash valueis hs', the one whose label matches the suffix label of 5 gives 
the result of the extend operation. Therefore, both extend and contract operations take expected 
0(1) time. 

Inserting a phrase in this data structure can be performed as foHows. An insert operation is done 
only after an extend operation on some phrase 5 (which is in V) with some character a. Hence, 
when inserting the phrase 5a in V its prefix label is already known: the label of 5. Once it is 
decided that 5a is going to be inserted, we can spend 0(151 + 1) time to compute the suffix label of 
5a. In case the suffix 5[2 : 15IJa is not a phrase in V, we temporarily insert an entry for 5[2 : 15IJa 
in the hash table. This entry is then filled up when 5[2: 151] is actuaHy inserted in V. Clearly, the 
insertion operation for a phrase Rand all its prefixes takes O(IRI) expected time. 

A linear time implementation of LZW -FP. For any input T LZW -FP inserts to V the 
same phrases with LZW. The running time for insertion in both LZW and LZW-FP (via the data 
structures described above) are the same; hence the total time needed to insert all phrases in LZW
FP should be identical to that of LZW, which is linear with the input size. Parsing with FP consists 
of aseries of extend and contract operations. We remind that: (1) the function fon characters of 
T is described as f(i) = i where T[i : i] is the longest substring starting at T[i], which is in V. (2) 
given bm , the integer bm +l is inductively defined as the integer 0: for which f(o:) is the maximum 
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among all Q such that T[bm : Q - 1] is in V. In order to compute bm+h we inductively as~wne 
that f(bm) is already computed. Clearly S = T[bm : f(bm)]is in V and S' = T[bm : f(bm) + 1] 
is not in V. We then contract S by i characters, until S' = T[bm + i : f(bm) + 1] is in V. Then 
we proceed with extensions to compute f(bm + i). After subsequent contract and extends we stop 
once bm + i > f(bm). Tbe last value of i at which we started our final round of contracts is the 
value bm+l. Notice that each character in T participates to exacdy one extend and one contract 
operation, each of which takes 0(1) time via the data structures described above. Hence the total 
running time for the algorithm is O(n). 

A linear time implementation of FPA. Parsing in FPA is done identical to LZW-.F'P and 
hence takes O(n) time in total. Thc phrases inserted in V are of the form T[bm : f(bm) + 1]. 
Because in parsing step m, the phrase T[bm : f(bm)] is already searched for, it takes only 0(1) time 
per phrase to extend it via our data structures. Hence the total running time for insertions is O(n) 
as well. 

Linear time implement at ions ofdecompression algorithms for LZW-FP and FPA. The 
decompression algorithms for both methods simply emulate their corresponding compression algo
rithms hence run in O(n) time. 

4. The Experiments 

In this section we describe in detail the data sets we used, and discuss our test results testing 
how weH our theoretical expectations were supported. 

4.1. The test programs 

We used gzip, compress, LZW-FP and ' FPA programs for our experiments. The gzip and 
compress programs are standard features of UNIX operating system. In our LZW-FP implemen
tation we limited the dictionary size to 216 phrases, and reset it when it was fuH as in the Case of 
compress. We experimented with two versions of FPA, one whose dictionary was limited to 216 

phrases, and the other with 224 phrases. 

4.2. The data sets 

Our data sets come from three sources: (1) Data obtained via UNIX drand480 pseudorandom 
number generator. (2) DNA and protein sequences provided by Center fOT BioInformatics, University 
of Pennsylvania and CT and MR scans provided by the St. Thomas Hospital, UK [Sou]. (3) Text 
files from two data compression benchmark suites: the new Canterbury corpus and the commonly 
used Calgary corpus [Sou]. 

The first data set was designed to test the theoretical convergence properties of the redundancy in 
the output of the algorithms and measure the constants involved. The second data set was designed 
tomeasure the performance of our algorithms for emerging bio-medical applications where no 10ss of 
information in data can be tolerated. Finally the third data set was chosen to demonstr'ate whether 
our algorithms are competitive with others in compressing text. 

SpecificaHy, the first data set includes three binary files generated by the UNIX drand48 () func
tion. The data distribution is Li.d. with bit probabilities (1) 0.7 - 0.3, (2) 0.9 - 0.1, and (3) 
0.97 - 0.03. The second data set includes two sets of human DNA sequences from chromosome 23 
(dna1, dn(2), one MR (magnetic resonance) image of human (female) breast in uncompressed pgm 
format in ASCII (mr.pgm) , and one CT (computerized tomography) scan of a fractured human hip 
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ct.pgm in uncompressed pgm format in ASCII [Sou]. The third set ineludes the complete Calgary 
corpus, which is the most popular benchmark suite for lossless compression. It ineludes a bibliog
raphy file (bib), two complete books (bookl, book2), two binary files (geo, pie), source codes in c, 
lisp, pascal (proge, progi, progp), and the transcript öf alogin session (trans). The third set also 
also ineludes all files of size > 1MB from the new Canterbury corpus: a DNA sequence from E-coli 
bacteria (E.coli), the complete bible (bib.txt) , and (world192.txt). 

4.9. Test results 

In summary, we observed that FPA implementation with maximum dictionary size 224 performs 
the best on all types of files with size > 1MB and shorter files with non-textual content. For shorter 
files consisting text, gzip performs the best. Also the theoretical expectations for the convergence 
rate in the redundancy ofthe output for i.i.d. data were consistent with the test results. We observed · 
that the constants involved in the convergence rate for FPA and LZW-FP were smaller than that 
ofLZW, and gzipwas worse than all. 

Our tests on the human DNA sequences with LZW-FP and FPA show similar improvements 
over compress and gzip - with a dictionary of maximum size 216 , the improvement is about 1.5% and 
5.7% respectively. Some more impressive results were obtained by increasing the dictionary size to 
224, which further improved the compression ratio to 9%: The performance of LZW-FP and FPA 
on mr and ct scans differ quite a bit: LZW-FP was about 4% - 6% better than compress and was 
comparable to gzip; FPA's improvement was about 15% and 7% respectively. As the image files 
were rather short, we didn't observe any improvement by using a larger dictionary. One interesting 
observation is that the percentage improvement achieved by both FPA and LZW-FP increased 
consistently with increasing data size. This suggests that we can expect them to perform better in 
compressing massive archives as needed in many biomedical applications such as the human genome 
project. 

Our tests on pseudorandom sequences were consistent our theoretical expectations: the asymp
totic properties were observed even in strings of a few K B size. In general, all LZW based schemes 
performed better than gzip, which is based on LZ77. Our plots show that the redundancy in the 
output is indeed proportional to 1/1ogn with the smallest constant achieved by FPA - in both 
cases, the constant is very elose to 1.0; the constant for LZW-FP and LZW are about 1.5 and 2.0 
respectively. This suggests that for on-line entropy measurement, FPA may provide a more reliable 
alternative to LZ78/LZW or LZ77 (see [FNS+95] for applications of LZW and LZ77 for entropy 
measurement in the context of DNA sequence analysis). 

Our results on text strings varied depending on the type and size of the file compressed.· For 
short files with long repetitions, gzip is still the champion. However, for al1 text files of size > 1MB, 
the large dictionary implementation of FPA scheme outperforms gZip by 4.7% - 8.5%, similar to 
the tests for DNA sequences. 
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ABSTRACT 

We describe a robust, exact, and eflicient implement at ion of an a1gorithm that computes the 
width of a three-dimensional point set. The a1gorithm is based on eflicient solutions to problems 
that are at the heart of computational geometry: three-dimensional convex hulls, point location 
in planar graphs, and eomputing interseetions between line segments. The latter two problems 
have to be solved for planar graphs and segments on the unit sphere, rather than in the tw<r 
dimensional plane. The implementation is based on LEDA, and the geometrie objects are 
represented using exact rational arithmetic. 

1. Introduction 
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StereoLithography is a relatively new technology which is gaining importance in the manufac
turing industry. (See e.g. the book by Jacobs [7].) The input to the StereoLithography process is 
a surface triangulation of a CAD model. The triangulated model is sliced by horizontal planes into 
layers, and then built layer by layer in the positive z-direction, as follows. The StereoLithography 
apparatus consists of a vat of photocurable liquid resin, a platform, and a laser. Initially, the plat
form is below the surface of the resin at a depth equal to the layer thickness. The laser traces out 
the contour of the first slice on the surface and then hatches the interior, which hardens to a depth 
equal to the layer thickness. In this way, the first layer is created, wh ich rests on the platform. Next, 
the platform is lowered by the layer thickness and the just-vacated region is re-coated with resin. 
The next layers are then built in the same way. 

An important step in this process is choosing an orient at ion for the model, i.e., the btiild direction. 
Among other things, the build direction affects the number of layers needed to build the model, a 
factor which impacts the time of the manufacturing process. 

In our recent papers [8, 9], we have studied the problem of computing an optimal build direction 
for (combinations of) several design criteria from a theoretical point of view. 

In this paper, we discuss an implementation and experimental results of an algorithm that 
computes all build directions that minimize the number of layers. This problem turns out to be 
equivalent to computing the width of a polyhedron [1, 6], and it leads to several problems that are 
at the heart of computational geometry: three-dimensional convex hulls, point location in planar 
graphs, and computing intersections between line segments. The latter two problems, however, have 
to be solved for graphs and segments (more precisely, great arcs) on the unit sphere rather than in 
the two-dimensional plane. . 
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1.1. The width problem 
Throughout this paper, P denotes a polyhedron, possibly with holes, and n denotes the number 

of its facets. We denote the unit sphere by 52. The upper hemisphere is defined as . 

5! := 52 n {(x,y,z) E m.3 
: z ~ O}. 

Similarly, we define the lower hemisphere as 
5: := 52 n {(x,y,z) E m.3 : z ~ O}. 

Finally, the equator is the intersection of 52 with the plane z = O. We will represent directions in 
m.3 as points d on the unit sphere. . 

Often, layer thickness in the StereoLithography process is measured in thousandths of an inch. 
As a result, the number of layers needed to build a model can run into the thousands if the part is 
oriented along its longest dimension. H the layer thickness is fixed, then the number of layers for a 
given build direction d is proportional to the smallest distance between two parallel planes that are 
normal to d, and which enclose P. We call this smallest distance the width of P in direction d, and 
denote it by w(d). Note that w(d) = w(-d). 

The width W(P) of the polyhedron P is defined as the minimOm distance between any two 
parallel planes that enclose P, Le., 

W(P) = min{w(d) : d E 52}. 

In this paper, we will consider the following problem: Given the polyhedron P , compute all build 
directions d for which w(d) = W(P). Houle and Toussaint [6] gave an algorithm which solves this 
problem. We have implemented a variant of their algorithm. nur implementation uses LEDA [10], 
exact arithmetic,and efficient data structures. This implementation solves the problem exactly, and 
is robust, in the sense that it is correct even for adegenerate polyhedron (e.g., several neighboring 
facets can be co-planar). As far as we know, this is the first exact and robust implementation of an 
algorithm for computing the width of a three-dimensional point set. 

Why do we use exact arithmetic? Our implementation uses data structures such as binary search 
trees, that are based on non-trivial ordering relations. The order of two objects is determined by 
making one or more orientation tests. hnplementing these tests using exact arithmetic guarantees 
that our compare functions define "real" ordering relations, i.e. , they are reftexive, anti-symmetrie, 
and transitive. As a result, data structures whose correctness heavily depends on properties of an 
ordering relation can use these compare functions without having to worry about rounding errors. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the algorithm. Section 3 
discusses the implementation, especially the primitive operations where two objects on the unit 
sphere are compared. In Section 4, we present the results of our experiments on randomly generated 
point sets of size up to 100,000. We conclude in Section 5 with dir'ections for future work. 

2. The algorithm 

The asymptotically fastest known algorithm for computing the width of a three-dimensional 
point set is due to Agarwal and Sharir [1]; its expected running time is roughly O(nl.S). Our 
implementation is based on the algorithm of Houle and Toussaint [6], which has O(n2 ) running time 
in the worst case. The reason we implemented the latter algorithm is that(i) it is much simpler, 
(ii) in practice, the running time is much less than quadratic, as our experiments show (Tables 1 
and 2), and (iii) it finds all directions that minimize the width. (Finding all optimal directions has 
applications when computing a build direction that minimizes a multi-criteria function, see [9].) 

To compute the width of the polyhedron P , we do the following. First, we compute the convex 
hull eH (P) of (the vertices of) P. It is clear that the set of directions that minimize the width of 
P is equal to the set of directions that minimize the width ofCH(P). 
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Let V be avertex and F a facet of CH(P). We call (V, F) an antipodal vertex-Iacet pair (or 
VF-pair), if the two parallel planes containing V and F, respectively, enclose CH(P). We say that 
these parallel planes support CH(P). 

Similarly, two non-parallel edges Ein and el of CH(P) are called an antipodal edge-edge pair (or 
EE-pair), if the two parallel planes containing eo and eI, respectively, encIose CH(P). Again, we 
say that these parallel planes support CH(P). 

In [6], it is shown that any direction minimizing the width ofP is perpendicular to the parallel 
planes associated with some VF- or EE-pair. Therefore, we compute all VF- and EE-pairs, and 
for each of them compute the distance between the corresponding supporting parallel planes. The 
smallest distance found is the width W(P) of the polyhedron P. 

We now describe how the VF- and EE-pairs can be coinputed. The dual graph Gof CH(P) is 
the planar graph on the unit sphere 52 that is defined as folIows. The vertices of G are the facet 
outer unit norm als of CH(P), and two vertices are connected by an edge in G, if the corresponding 
facets of CH(P) share an edge. Note that edges of this dual graph are great arcs on 52. Moreover, 
edges (resp. faces) of G are in one-to-one correspondence with edges (resp. vertices) of CH(P). 

We transform G into a planar graph G' on 52, by cutting all edges that cross the equator, and 
"adding" the equator to it. Hence, G' contains all vertices of G, and all edges of G that do not cross 
the equator. Additionally, each edge e of G that crosses the equator is represented in G' by two 
edges that are obtained by cutting e with the equator. Moreover, by following edges of G', we Can 
completely walk around the equator. Note that edges of G that are on the equator are also edges 
in G'. (Adding the equator is not really necessary-in fact, in our irilplementation, we do not even 
add it. Adding the equator makes the description of the algorithm cleaner, because all faces of the 
graphs that are defined below are bounded by "real" edges.) 

Let G~ be the subgraph of G' containing all vertices and edges that are in the upper hemisphere 
5!. Let G? be the subgraph of G' containing all vertices and edges that are in the lower hemisphere 
5:. (Hence, all edges and vertices of G' that are on the equator belong to both G~ and G?) Finally, 
let G~ be the mirror image of G?, i.e., the graph obtained by mapping each vertex v in G? to the 
vertex -v. Note that both graphs G~ and G~ are in the upper hemisphere 5!. 

2.1. Computing VF-pairs 
Consider a vertex V and a facet F of CH(P) that form a VF-pair. Let Iv be the face of G that 

corresponds to V, and let d F be the vertex of G that corresponds to F. 
Case 1: dF is on or above the equator. Then dF is a vertex of G~. Let It be the face of G? that 

is contained in Iv. (Face Iv is completelyor partially contained in the lower hemisphere. If Iv was 
not cut when we transformed G into G', then It = Iv. Otherwise, I~ is that part of Iv that is in 
the lower hemisphere.) Let Iv be the face of G~ that corresponds to It. Since the (unique) parallel 
planes that contain V and F are supporting, vertex dF of G~ is contained in face Iv of G~. 

Case 2: dFis strictly below the equator. Then dF is avertex of G?, and -dF is avertex of G~. 
Let Iv be the face of G~ that is contained in Iv. Since the (unique) parallel planes that contain V 
and F are supporting, vertex -dF of G~ is contained in face Iv of G~. 

It follows that we can find all VF -pairs, by performing a point location query with each vertex 
of G~ in the gnl.ph G~, and performing a point location query with each vertex of G~ in the graph 
G' · U· 

We consider some special cases for Case 1. First assume that dF is strictly above the equator, 
and is in the interior of an edge of G~ bounding Iv . Let 9 be the other face of G; that has this 
edge on its boundary. Let W be the ve.rtex of CH(P) that corresponds to g. Then the distance 
between V and the plane through F is the same as the distance between W and the plane though 
F. Therefore, when locating vertex dF in G;, it does not matter if we get V or Wasanswer. 

Next . assume that dF is on the equator, and is in the interior of an edge bounding Iv· Since G~ 
is considered as a graph in the upper hemisphere, the face of G; containing dF is uniquely defined. 
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Finally, consider the case when dF coincides with avertex dv of f{;. Let 9 =f: f{; be an arbitrary 
face of Gf having dv as a vertex on its boundary. Let W be the vertex of CH(P) that corresponds 
to 9. Then the distance between V and the plane through F is the same as the distance between W 
and the plane though F. Therefore, when locating vertex dF in Gf, it does not matter if we get V 
or Wasanswer . 

2.2. Computin9 EE -pairs 
Consider two edges eo and e1 of CH(P) that form an EE-pair. Recall that these edges are not 

parallel. Let 90 and 91 be theedges of G that correspond to eo and e1, respectively. Then 90 and 
91 are not both on the equator, and they can only have one point in common. 

Assume w.l.o.g.that 90 is (completely or partially) contained in the upper hemisphere, Then 91 
is (again, completely or partially) contained in the lower hemisphere. Let 90 be the part of 90 that 
is contained in S!. Then 90 is an edge of G~. Let 9~ be the part of 91 that is contained in S:, and 
let 9~ be its mirror image. Then 9~ is an edge of Gf. Since the (unique) parallel planes that contain 
eo and e1 are supporting, the edges 90 and 9~ intersect. 

We consider some special cases. Assume that one endpoint, say do, of 90 coincides with one 
endpoint, say d 1, of 9~. Note that da = d 1 is a vertex in both G~ and Gf. Hit is also a vertex in G, 
then do and d 1 correspond to two facets Fo and F1 of CH(P) . In this case, the distance between 
the planes containing Fo and F1 is equal to the distance between the parallel planes through eo and 
el . Let V be any vertex of F1 • Then we have found the direction d o already because of the VF -pair 
(V, Fo). Hence, we do not have to worry about intersections of this type. So assume that da is not 
a vertex of G. Then it is on the equator. In this case, we have to find the intersection between90 
and 9~. 

Next consider the case when one endpoint, say do of 90' is in the interior of 9~. Assume that da 
is avertex of G. Let F be the facet of CH(P) that corresponds to do. Also, let V be one of the 
endpoints of edge e1. Then the distancebetween V and the plane through F is equal to the distance 
between the parallel planes through eo and el. Hence, we have found this distance already because 
of the VF-pair (V, F). So assume that do is not a vertex of G. Then do is on the equator, and 9~ is 
also on the equator. In this case the edge el is orthogonal to the planez = 0, and we have to find 
the intersection between 90 and 9~. 

Hence, we can find all necessary EE-pairs, by computing all edge pairs (90' 9D such that (i) 90 is 
an edge of G~, (ii) 9~ is an edge of Gf, and (iii) 90 and 9~ intersect in their interiors or the common 
point of 90 and 9~ is on the equator. 

2.3. The running time of the al90rithm 
Houle and Toussaint show in [6] that the entire algorithm can be implemented such that the 

worst-case running time is bounded by O(n2 ). Moreover, they show that the number of directions 
minimizing the width can be as large as 0(n2 ) . 

In order to get a better understanding of the performance of our implementation, we express the 
running time as a function of (i) the number n of facets of P, (ii) the number h of facets of CH(P), 
and (iii) the number k of intersections between edges of G~ and edges of Gf. 

We compute the convex huH of P using LEDA, in O(n log n) time. The graphs G~ and Gf have 
total size O(h). For each of these graphs, we build a point location data structure that is based on 
the slab method of Dobkin and Lipton [5]. (See also Section 2.2.2.1 in [12].) These data structures 
can be computed in O(h2 ) worst-case time, using a sweep algorithm. Note that this upper bound . 
of O(h2 ) is tight only if a large number of edges cross a large number of slabs. Given the data 
structures, one point Iocation query can be answered in O(Iog h) time. Hence, the total time for 
computing a1J VF-pairs is bounded by O(h2 ) in the worst-case. .' 

We compute the intersections between edges of G~ with edges of Gf in O(h log h + k log h) time, 
using a variant of the implementation of Bartuschka et al. [3] of the Bentley-Ottmann algorithm [4], 
adapted to great arcs on the unit sphere. This gives aH EE-pairs. 
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The overall worst-case running time of our algorithm is thus bounded by 

O(nlogn +'h2 + klogh). 

Remark 2.1. We have reduced the problem of computing the width to problems on the upper 
hemisphere. The reader may wonder why we do not use central projection [12] to map points and 
great arcs on 52 to points and line segments in the plane, respectively. The problem with this 
approach is that points on the equator are projected to points at infinity. As a result, we need 
compare functions that determine the order of different points at infinity. 

3. The implementation 

We now give some more details about our implementation. As mentioned already, it is based on 
LEDA and exact arithmetic. The program takes as input a set S of three-dimensional points (which 
are the vertices of the polyhedron P). TM coordinates of these points are represented using exact 
rational arithmetic (d3_rat_point) from LEDA. 

First, we use the LEDA· implementation of an incremental algorithm that computes the convex 
hull of the points of S. Given this convex huH, we compute an implicit representation of the graph 
G. Recall that each vertex v of G is a unit outer normal vector of a huH facet, and is a point 
on the unit sphere. This point can be computed from the cross product of three of the vertices 
of the huH facet. Instead of normalizing this point v, we represent it as a non-zero vector having 
the same direction as the ray from the origin through v. That is, this vector does not necessarily 
have length one. In this way, we avoid using expensive and inexact arithmetic operations such as 
square roots. Moreover, all our geometricprimitives-which actually operate on unit vectors-can 
be implemented using these vectors. 

The graph G is stored as a planar _map from LEDA. Given G, the graphs G~ and G; can easily be 
computed. Again, the vertices of these two graphs are represented as vectors that do not necessarily 
have length one. 

As explained before, we can now compute all width-minimizing directions, by (i) locating all 
vertices of G~ in G; aild vice versa, and (ii) computing intersections between edges of G~ with edges 
ofG;. 

We do this by using the algorithms of Dobkin-Lipton, and Bentley-Ottmann. Both these al
gorithms are based on the plane sweep paradigm-in particular, they both use the same types of 
primitive operations. Because our objects are on the unit sphere, however, we have to adapt these 
algorithms. 

In aplane sweep algorithm for two-dimensional objects, we solve the problem at hand by sweeping 
a vertical line from left to right over the scene. Sweeping on the upper hemisphere can be thought 
of as foHows. Let the z-axis be vertical. Moreover, let the x-axis be in. the horizontal plane z = 0, 
going from left to right. Finally, let the y-axis be in the plane z = 0, going from bot tom to top. 
When sweeping on the upper hemisphere, we move a half-circle from the left part of the equator, 
along the upper hemisphere to the right part of the equator, while keeping the two endpoints of 
the half-circle on the y-axis. Since we represent points on 52 as non-zero vectors having arbitrary 
lengths, we can also regard this as rotating a half-plane around the y-axis. It suffices to implement 
two types of compare junctions. 

3.1. Comparing two points 
We are given two non-zero vectors u and v, which represent points on the unit sphere, and want 

to decide which vector is visited first when rotating a half-plane around the y-axis clockwise by 360 
degrees, starting from the negative x-axis. Assume u and v are visited simultaneously, and l~t H be 
the corresponding half-plane. That is, H is the half-plane that contains the y-axis, and the vectors 
u and v. Then the order of u and v is determined by rotating a ray in H-starting at the negative 
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y-axis-around the origin. Note that this is equivalent to rotating a half-plane that is orthogonal to 
H and that contains this ray. 

To compute the VF - and EE-pairs, it suffices to be able to compare two vectors that are on or 
above the equator. For completeness, however, we define our compare function for any two non-zero 
vectors u and v . 

Note that vectors that represent the directions (0, -1,0) and (0,1,0) are always contained in the 
rotating half-plane. It is natural to define (0, -1,0) as the minimum of all directions, and (0,1,0) 
as the maximum of all directions. 

The basic tool used when comparing two vectors is an orientation test, i.e., deciding whether 
a point is to the left, on, or to the right of a three-dimensional plane. The complete code for the 
compare function can be found at the end öf this paper. 

We now briefly discuss this code. A non-zero vector u is given as an instance u of type 
sphere_point. This point has homogeneous coordinates u.XO, u.YO, u.ZO, and u.WO, which 
are of LEDA-type integer. The value of u. W 0 is always positive. 

Consider the two points u and v. First, it is tested if one of u and v is the minimal or max
imal direction. H this is not the case, then we compute sweep, which is aplane of LEDA-type 
d3_rat_plane containing u and the y-axis. The normal vector sweep. normal 0 of thisplane is "in 
the sweep direction" . 

Assume thatu.ZO is positive. Using LEDA's orientation test sweep.side_of(v), we find the 
position of v w.r.t. the plane sweep. 

Case 1: sweep. side_of (v) is positive. Then u comes before v in the sweep process . 
. Gase 2: sweep.side_of(v) is zero. Then v is contained in the plane sweep. 
Assume that v. Z 0 is positive. We compute sp, which is a point of LEDA-type d3_rat_point 

having the same coordinates as u. Then, we compute Nsweep, which is the plane through the origin 
and sp, and that is orthogonal to the planesweep. The result of the comparison follows from the 
position of v w.r.t. Nsweep. 

Otherwise, v. Z 0 is less than or equal to zero. Since v is not the minimal or maximal direction, 
and sweep is not the plane z = 0, point v is below the plane z = 0, i.e., v. Z 0 is negative. Hence, u 
comes before v in the sweep process. 

Gase 3: sweep. side_ of( v) is negative. In this case, the result of the comparison follows from 
the position of v w.r.t. the plane z = O~ 

The cases when u. Z 0 is negative or zero are treated in a similar way. 

3.2. Gomparing two edges 
Here, we are given two edges SI and S2, which represent great ares on the upper hemisphere. 

Each edge is specified by its two endpoints, which are given as instances of type sphere_point. 
Both these edges have at least one point in common with the sweep half-circle, and at least one of 
their endpoints is on the sweep half-circle. We want to determine the order of SI and S2 along the 
sweep half-circle. 

The implementation of this compare function is based on the corresponding function in [3] . It 
uses orientation tests, and the compare function of Seetion 3.1. 

Having implemented these two compare functions, we can immediately use LEDA for building 
and querying the point location data struciures. Since the implementation of Bartuschka et al. [3] 
works for line segments in the plane, we had to recode this implementation. Our implementation, 
however, closely follows that of [3], and it uses the above compare functions. 
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n h k I -min I max I average I 
1,000 132 67 6.2 8.7 7.9 
5,000 211 98 10.7 15.1 13.2 
10,000 231 109 11.4 17.0 14.7 
20,000 260 114 13.0 19.0 17.5 
30,000 277 128 -15.0 23:4 19.6 
40,000 283 126 18.8 24.0 21.0 
50,000 276 123 19.5 23.8 21.5 
60,000 276 128 19.7 25.6 22.9 
70,000 275 125 21.6 24.3 23.4 
80,000 277 123 23.1 26.2 24.9 
90,000 282 123 23.8 28.0 26.3 
100,000 283 122 23.6 29.8 27.2 

Table 1: Performance of our implementation for points randomly chosen in a cube. For each value of n, we 
randomly generated ten point sets of size n . h and k denote the average number of convex hull facets, and 
the average numberof EE-pairs, respectiveIy. Although k could be 9(h2

), this table shows that in practice, 
it is slightly less than hj2. min, max, andaverage denote the minimum, maximum, and average time in 
seconds, respeCtively. 

4. Experimental results 

Since we only have a limited number of polyhedral models, we tested our implementation on 
point sets of size n E {103 , .•• , 105} on a SUN Ultra 1 (143 MHz, 128 MByte RAM). 

In our first experiment, we used LEDA's point generator random_points_in_cube to generate 
the points from a uniform distribution in the cube [-1000, 1000p. For each value of n,. we generated 
ten point sets. We measured the time after these points were generated. Table 1 shows the running 
time in seconds. Also, the average values of h (the number offacets of the convex hull), and k (the 
number of EE-pairs) are given. Note that for this distribution, the expected value of his' bounded 
by O(log2 n), see Section 4.1 in [12]. 

Although the worst-case running time of the algorithm can be quadratic in the number n of 
points, our experimental results show that on random inputs, the algorithm is much faster. As we 
saw before, the actual worst-case performance isbounded by O(n log n + h2 + klogh). As we can 
see in Table 1, the value of his much smaller than n . Also, the vd.lue of k-which could be as large 
as 9(h2)-is in fact slightly less than h/2. The running times in Table 1, however, show that the 
running time is not proportional to n logn: otherwise, doubling n should at least double the running 
time. This implies that the constant factors corresponding to the terms h2 and k log h are large, and 
these two terms basically determine the running time in practice. This is not surprising, because 
our compare functions are fairly complex. 

In our second experiment, we generated the points from a uniform distribution in the ball cen-
-tered at the origin and having radius 1000, using LEDA's point generator random_points_in_ball. 
Again, for each value of n, we generated ten point sets, and measured the time after these points 
were generated. The results are given in Table 2. For this distribution, the expected value of h is 
bounded by O(fo), see Section 4.1 in [12]. In this case, the value of k is slightly larger than h/2. 
Again, the running time is not proportional to n logn, but is determined by the terms h2 and k logh, 
which have large constants. 
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n h k min max I average I 
1,000 156 86 8.8 10.5 9.7 
5,000 348 189 21.1 24.8 23.2 

10,000 491 259 32.0 35.5 33.5 
20,000 699 379 45.7 51.4 49.9 
30,000 844 451 58.9 64.6 62.4 
40,000 988 528 69.6 76.9 74.9 
50,000 1102 596 80.6 92.2 85.6 
60,000 1209 644 92.7 98.1 95.2 
70,000 1310 693 98.9 107.6 104.2 
80,000 1401 752 107.4 116.7 113.1 
90,000 1495. 803 117.5 129.5 123.0 
100,000 1564 844 124.4 134.0 130.8 

Table 2: Performance of our implementation for points randomly chosen in a ball. For each vaIue of n, we 
randomly generated ten point sets of size n. h and k denote the average number of conv~ hull facets, and 
the average number of EE-pairs, respective1y. In this case, the vaIue of k is slightly larger than h/2. min, 
max, and average denote the minimum, maximum, and average time in seconds, respective1y. , 

5. Concluding remarks 

We have given a robust, exact and efficient implementationof an algorithm that solves an im
portant problem in eomputational geometry. This problem has applieations to rapid prototyping 
and motion planning. 

Our eurrent implementation solves point loeation queries using Dobkin and Lipton's data strue
ture. Sinee in the worst-ease, this data strueture takes 0(h2 ) time and space to build, we plan to 
replace it by persistent seareh trees [13] . These ean be built in O(h log h) time, need only O(h) 
spaee, and ean be used to solve point loeation queries in O(log h) time. Basieally, persistent seareh 
trees give a space-eeonomie implementation -of the slab method. The algorithms that have to be 
implemented follow the same sweep principle as in our eurrent implementation. Henee, we ean use 
our primitive operations of Seetions 3.1 and 3.2. 

Determining a good build direction in . rapid prototyping leads to several other problems for 
objeets on the unit sphere. For example, in [9] , we show how spherical Voronoi diagrams ean be 
used to eompute among all direetions that minimize the width, a direetion for which the so-called 
stair-step error is minimal. We plan t6 implement these Voronoi diagrams, again by implicitly 
representing points on 52 as vectors. 

Our implementation of the algorithm for eomputing the interseetions between the edges of G~ 
and those of G, only works for edges that are great arcs. We plan to extend this such that it ean 
handle arbitrary ares on 52 .. For this, we need to design a more eomplex function that eompares 
two edges. (See Andrade and Stolfi [2] for a first step in this direction.) 

The ideas presented in this paper ean be used to solve problems involving line segments in the 
plane that are possibly unbounded (e.g. , point loeation queries in a Voronoi diagram): Using eentral 
projeetion, we map these segments to great ares on the upper hemisphere. Then, we ean apply our 
techniques for solving the problem at hand on the unit sphere. 

In [11], Mehlhorn et al. argue that program checking should be used when implementing geometrie 
algorithms. We leave open the problem of designing a fast algorithm that cheeks whether the output 
of a width-minimizing algorithm is eorreet. 
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int compare(const sphere_pointl u. const sphere_pointl v) 
{ 

if( u.X() -= 0 II u.Z() == 0) 
{ 

} 

if( u. YO < 0 ) 
{ 

// is u the minimal point? 

} 

else 

if( v.X() =- 0 II v.Y() < 0 II v.Z() == 0 ) 
{ 

return(O); // u == v 
} 

else 
{ 

return(-l); // u < v 
} 

{ // u.Y() > 0 u is the maximal point 
if( v.X() == 0 II v.Y() > 0 II v.Z() 0 ) 

{ 

return(O); // u == v 
} 

else 
{ 

return(l); // u > v 
} 

} 

if( v.X() == 0 II v.Z() == 0 ) 
{ 

if( v.YO<O) // is v the minimal point? 
{ 

return(1) ; // u > v 
} 

else 
{ 

return(-1) ; // u < v 
} 

} 

d3_rat_plane sveep( d3_rat_point(O.1.0.1). 
d3_rat_point(O.-1.0.1). 
u.rat_point() ); 

if(u.ZO > 0) 
{ 

if( sveep.side_of( v.rat_point() ) > 0 ) 
{ 

return(-l); // u < v 
} 

else 
{ 

if( sveep.side_of( v.rat_point() 0 ) 
{ 

if( v.ZO > 0 ) 
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} 
else 

{ 

} 

} 

{ 

} 

else 
{ 

d3_rat_point sp( u.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), u.W() ); 
d3_rat_plane Nsveep( sp + sveep.normal(), 

d3_rat_point(O,O,O,l), 
sp ); . 

return(Nsveep.side_of(v.rat_point(»); 

return(-l); // u < v 
~ 

else // sveep.side_of(v) < 0 
{ 

} 

if( v.ZO < 0 ) 
{ 

return(-l); // u < v 
} 

else 
{ 

return(i); / / 'u > v 
} 

if( u.Z() < 0 ) 
{ 

if( sveep.side_of( v.rat_point() ) < 0 ) 
{ 

} 

else 
{ 

return(l); // u > v 

if( sveep.side_of( v.rat_point(» 0) 

{ 

} 

if( v.ZO < 0 ) 
{ 

} 

else 
{ 

} 

d3_rat_point sp( u.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), u.W() ); 
d3_rat_plane Nsveep( sp + sveep.normal(), 

d3_rat_point(O,O,O,l) , 
sp ); 

return(Nsveep.side_of(v.rat_point(»); 

return(l); // u> v 

else // sveep.side_of(v) > 0 
{ 

if( v.ZO < 0 ) 
{ 

return(-l); // u < v 
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} 
} 

} 

else 
{ 

return(l); // u > v 
} 

} 

} 

} 

else // u.Z() -- 0 
{ 

} 

if( u.XO < 0 ) 
{ 

} 

else 
{ 

} 

if( v.Z() == 0 tt v.X() < 0 ) 
{ 

} 

else 
{ 

} 

d3_rat_point sp(u.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), u.W(»; 
d3_rat_plane Nsveep( sp + sveep.normal(), 

d3_rat_point(O,O,O,l) , 
sp ); 

return(Nsveep.side_of(v.rat_point(»); 

return(-l); // u < v 

if( u.XO > 0 ) 
{ 

} 

if(v.ZO < 0) 

{ 

} 

else 
{ 

} 

return(-l); // u < v 

if( v.Z() =~ 0 ~ v.X() > 0 ) 
{ 

} 

else 
{ 

} 

d3_rat_point sp(u.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), u.W(»; 
d3_rat_plane Nsveep( sp + sveep.normal(), 

d3_rat_point(O,O,O, 1) , 
sp ); 

return(Nsveep.side_of(v.rat_point(»); 

return(l); // u > v 
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ABSTRACT 

The Oistributed Systems Platform (DSP) is a software platform that has been designed for 
the implementation, simulation and testing of distributed protocols. It offers a set of subtools 
which permit the researcher and the protocol designer to work under a familiar graphical and 
algorithmic environment. In this work we use the OSP and study the pursuit evasion problem 
in distributed environments: Members of a team of guards (e.g. antivirus software) traverse 
the links of the network in pursuit of the fugitive (e.g. worm) which moves along the links 
of the graph without any other knowledge about the locations of the guards than whatever 
it can collect as it moves (i.e. the worm is oblivious to dynamic network behaviour). The 
fugitive's purpose is just to read local information at each node and to stay in the network as 
long as possible. When a guard meets a fugitive the fugitive is destroyed. We state the problem 
in detail, compinatorially characterize it and compare various solutions in [Spirakis et al. 95]. 
[Spirakis, Tampakas 94), [Spirakis, Tampakas 98). The use of the OSP tool gave us considerable 
input and permitted us to improve and extend the design of our protocols and algorithms, 
experimentally· test them, validate their performance, and investigate the problem considering 
more practical (and thus more applied) variations. 

lThis work was partially supported by the EU ESPRIT LTR ALCOM-IT. (contract No. 20244). 
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1. Introduction 

Generally, there is a considerable gap between the theoretical results of Distributed Computing 
and the implemented protocols, especially in the case of networks of thousands of nodes. On the 
other hand, well-designed tools would possibly off er to the researchers a more practical view of the 
existing problems in this area, and this, in turn, could give better (in the content of flexibility and 
efficiency) protocol design. Our work shows that a platform, suitably designed, can become a flexible 
tool for the researcher and offer a valuable help both in the verification and the extension of his 
theoretical results. 

The Distributed SystemsPlatform (DSP) is a software tool developed during the sequel of AI;. 
COM projects and took its current form as a platform during the ALCOM-IT project. It provides 
an integrated :environment for the implementation, simulation and testing.of distributed systems and 
protocols. The DSP offers an integrated graphical environment for the design and implement at ion 
of simulation experiments of various ranges. It can provide visualization (animation) for networks 
of restricted number of nodes, or support experiments with networks of hundreds or thousands of 
nodes. It provides a set of simple, algorithmic languages which can describe the topology and the 
behaviour of distributed systems and it can support the testing process (on-line simulation man
agement, selective tracing and presentation of results) during the execution of specific and complex 
simulation scenarios. The DSP tool can support the hierarchical simulation of more than one type 
of protocols at the same exec.ution. The latter is suggested in the case of pipelined protocols (the 

. protocols of the upper level use the final output of the protocols of the lower case, e.g. leader elec
tion and counting protocols) or layered protocols (the protocols of the upper level call and use in 
every step the protocols of the lower case, e.g. synchronizers). Moreover, in its last version DSP 
supports the simulation of mobile protocols. The reader can find more about DSP in section 2 and 
in [DSP design 96], [DSP specs 96]. 

In this work we use DSP tool for the design, testing and verification of distributed protocols 
related with network security. Security of networks has triggered a number of fundamental studies 
in recent years. [Franklin et al. 93] considered the problem of maintaining privacy in a network that 
is threatened by mobile eavesdroppers, Le., by an adversary that can move its bugging equipment 
within the system. Mobile adversaries in the context of secure computation were introduced in 
[Ostrovsky, Yung 91]. 

We also adopt the notion of a mobile "eavesdropper" which moves in the network without having 
available to it an instaritaneous description of the whole network state. Our goal is to implement and 
simulate network protocols which result in the elimination of the mobile adversary. Our assumption 
is that the network links can also traversed by mobile guards (e.g., antivirus software), any of which 
will eliminate the bug if they are both at the same node at the same time. We consider the case of 
a single mobile bug. Note that, due to the mobility of the bug, the actual number of nodes being 
targeted can change over time (e.g., in each network round). Once at anode, the (non-disrupting) 
bug gets to learn all incoming and outgoing messages and the memory contents. The bug can flow 
with message traffic to neighbours only, during one computation step. It can not forge messages 
originating by guards (some form of electronic signature service is guaranteed by the network at a 
lower level). 

The guards (mobile antivirus software) are assumed each to have their own on-line source of 
randomness (Le. they can independently of each other drawrandom numbers)and are also assumed 
to be able to emse information: Thus, when a guard departs from anode, it makes sure that nothing 
remains in the node which would tell anybody later on (in particular the eavesdropper) that the 
particular guard was there. The code of each guard contains internal data structures and variables 
(in an object - like form) able to be used only by the guard itself. According to our model, if a guard 
is at a neighbour node to the current position of the fugitive and if, in addition, the guard decides to 
move to the position of the fugitive next, then the fugitive is able to sense this (by reading incoming 
messages at the node it currently occupies) and will escape in a direction different than that of the 
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incoming messages (alerting guarrJ). Note that the eavesdropper does not know the current values 
of the loeal variables of any guard and it cannot, in particular, guess the random choices made 
by the guards or even read them. The network nodes are assumed to have distinct id's and the 
timing is synchronous. The interested reader can find more information ab out the problem and our 
theoretieal results in [Spirakis, Tampakas 94], [Spirakis et al. 95], [Spirakis, Tampakas 98]. 

2. The Basic Protocol of the Guards 

The main idea of the protocol is to partition the guards into two groups: the waiting guards 
and the searchers. 'rhe waiting guards are spread over the network by a distributed randomized 
protocol, occupy some (randomly selected) final positions and stay there. They act as traps. If the 
fugitive passes through any of these positions, it is eliminated. The searchers are also spread over the 
network by the same randomized protocol. Both searchers and waiting guards do not communicate 
among themselves, in order to prevent the bug from learning thcir " plans" . This part of the protocol 
is called the spreading protocol. 

Due to the randomized nature of the spreading protocol the fugitive catmot guess the final 
positions of the waiting guards even if it knows the protocol. Noticethat the final positions of 
the waiting guards partition the network into statistically similar pieces. Since the fugitive may 
stay inside such a piece (or even oscillate between two nodes ) forever , the searChers are used to 
counteract this. 

Each searcher is doing a random walk on the graph. The collection of random walks will intercept 
any position, that the fugitive could keep, in short time (polynomial in the size of the network). The 
fugitive cannot guess the current positions of the searchers, due to the random, independent, choices 
that they make during their walks. (It can, however, sense if one or more neighbouring searchers 
have decided to move to its position next). 

By trying to escape, the fugitive may either coincide at anode with another searcher, or fall into 
anode trapped by a waiting guard. In both cases, the fugitive will be elimiIiated. (Actually the 
fugitive may also be eliminated by having the searchers accidentally occupy all neighbours of the 
node that the fugitive is currently in and then mOve one searcher into that node. This is similar 
to the traditional graph searching paradigm but our analysis indicates that the formerly described 
cases have higher prob ability tö happen earlif:ir). 

We give below the basic protocol. 

Basic Protocol 
A. Waiting guard 

visited..nodes : array [Ln] of Boolean; j*init. all entries false * j 
i, x : Ln; 
procedure: move..guardsO; 
begin choose randomly an adjacent vertex x; 

move to x; 
visited..nodes[x]:= true; 
if (3 i : visited..nodes[i]=false) then move-f;uardsO; end; 

move..guardsO; 
repeat for ever 
begin 

search memory for fugitive and eliminate it 
end. 

B. Searcher 
visited..nodes : array [Ln] of Boolean; j*init. all entries false * j 
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i, x : Lnj 
procedure : move...searchersOj 
begin choose randomly an adjacent vertex Xj 

move to Xj 
visitedJlodes[x]:= truej 
if (3 i : visitedJlodes[i]=false) then move...searchersOj endj 

begin move...searchers()j 
repeat for ever (in each clock tick) 

begin search memory for fugitive and eliminate itj 
choose randomly an adjacent vertex Xj 
move to Xj 
end. 

end. 

3. Abrief description of the DSP tool 

DSP is a software tool that provides an integrated environmentfor the simulation and testing of 
distributed protocols. The DSP aims in providing a simple, general model, which is weIl accepted by 
algorithm designers and seems to be a viable candidate for the role of a bridging model of distributed 
computation. The adoption of such a model canbe expected to insulate software and hardware 
developments from one another and make possible both general purpose distributed systems and 
transportable software. The DSP model follows the principles proposed by the books of G. Tel 
([Tel 94])and N. Lynch ([Lynch 96]) and aims in describing precisely and concisely the relevant 
aspects of a whole class of distributed computing systems. A distributed computation is considered 
to be a collection of discrete events, each event beingan atomic change in the state of the whole 
system. This notion is captured by the definition of transmission systems. What makes such a 
system distributed is that each transmission is only influenced by, and only influences, part of the 
state, basically the local state of a single process. In DSP, each process is represented by a finite 
state machine with a local transmission table. Events 'affecting transmissions include the arrival 
of a message at anode, time-outs, node (and link) failures and mobile process movement. The 
power of the processes is not limited in any other way since they are allowed to have local memory 
and . (unbounded) local registers. The general model adopted by DSP supports many interesting 
variations (all are tuneable by the user) : 

• Non determinism (by allowing the designer of a protocol to specify a time distribution for the 
processing steps of anode and/or the message transmission delays of links). 

• General topologies of networks (node interconnections). 

• Asynchronous, perfectly synchronous or limited asynchronous computations with clean seman
tics in each case. 

• A clean and abstract failure model for nodes and links (permanent, temporary or malicious 
failures). 

• Clear semantics for fairness in computations, safety and liveness. 

• A simple message passing subsystem with clean robustness properties and user-defined message 
types. 

The platform allows in addition the modelling of mobile processes, the calling of a DSP library 
protocol from another user protocol and user control oflocal (virtual) clocks. The DSP platform thus 
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differs from all existing "simulators" or "languages" of distributed systems because of its generality, 
algorithmic simplicity and clarity of semantics of its supported features. It aims in providing to 
the distributed algorithms designer a suitable environment of what a general distributed system "is 
expected to be" . 

The basic components of the platform include: 

1. A set of algorithmic languages that allow the description of a distributed protocol and the speci
fication of a distributed system: 

1. Protocol description language. Using the protocol description language, the distributed proto
col is specified as a setof processes residing on nodes (static processes) or moving throughout 
the network (mobile processes). These processes comIl!.unicate by messages defined by the user 
or shared memory. . 

2. Topology description language. The distributed system is specified as a set of nodes connected 
with links. The user is able to define several types of nodes with different characteristics (e.g. 
computation step, size of message queues) and links (e.g. transmission delay, FIFO or non
FIFO link, link with confiicts or not) and complex structures constructed by these items such 

. as rings, trees and complete graphs. The size of the specified networks is unlimited. 

3. Initialization language. The user is able to define the initial settings of a simulation experi
ment(assign a static process on anode, place mobile processes on Dodes, define the initialization 
time of each node) and call a protocol from the DSP library that will be executed first and 
will return the results (e.g. an elected leader) to the user protocol. 

4. Actions language. The user is able to define external events (actions) applied to the system 
during the simulation (such as interrupts on nodes, node and link failures). 

11. A discrete event simulator that simulates the execution of a specified distributed protocol on a 
specified distributed system. The simulator models each process as acommunicating finite state 
automatonwhich changes its state triggered by simulator events. ·It supports synchronous, asyn
chronous and limited asynchronous timing,several types of faults for nodes and links. 

111. A data base for distributed protocols that can also be used as a distributed protocollibrary. For 
each protocol, the data base keeps the protocol specification as described by the protocol specification 
language, information about the environment required for the protocol e~ecution (e.g. timing, 
communication model, topology) and other related information (e.g. authors, abstract, publication 
date etc.). 

IV. Graphical user interface. The user interface provides text editors for the languages described 
(protocol and topology specification, initialization and action definition). The topology specification 
is also supported by a graphical editor. The user interface also supports communication with the 
data base. The visualization of a simulation experiment is supported by an interactive graphical 
environment. 

4. The implementation of the protocol under the DSP environment 

Protocol specification 
The implementation is based on the protocol description language of DSP. This language provides 
the ability to describe a protocol in an algorithmic form, similar to the one met in the literature for 
distributed systems. It includes usual statements met in programming languageslike C and Pascal, 
and special structures for the description of distributed protocols (e.g. states, timers) and communi
cation primitives (e.g. shared variables, messages). The statements of the language support the use 
of these structures du ring the specification of a distributed protocol in the areas of data modelling, 
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communication, queuing, process and resource management (e.g. send a message through a link, ex
ecute a function as an effect of a process state transition). Some of the language statements support 
the interface of the specified protocol with the DSP graphical environment (e.g. show anode or a link 
with different color). The BNF notation of this language is presented in [DSP: BNF semantics, 96] 
and a more detailed description is given in the user manual ([DSP manual 98]). 

The basic object of the DSP protocol description language is the process. The processes can be 
static (residing permanently on anode) or mobile (moving throughout the network). The eaves
droppers protocol involves three types of mobile processes, namely Waiting Guards, Searchers and 
Fugitives. Each one of them is described separately in the protocol file as a distinct object. The 
implementation is presented in the Appendix (see Figure 10) and refers to the simpler form of the 
protocol (with a single spreading process) including the not ion of the alerting guards. 

The protocol starts with the TITLE definition. It is followed by the definition of the message 
Searcher_Coming which are used in order to simulate the behaviour of the alerting searcher. The 
waiting_guard is 'defined to be a mobile process. Thebasic structure of this process is the array 
visited_nodes keeping track of visited nodes (in order to know when the random walk is completed) . 
The INIT procedure is executed during the initialization of the process and includes the initialization 
of the process variables by assigning them constant values, or values created by specific language 
statements. In this case all entries of the visited_nodes array are initialized to false and the process 
stores its identity in local memory. 

The procedure move_guards() is used to select a random neighbour of the current node (the 
node that the waiting guard currently resides) and then move to that neighbour. The procedure 
PROTOCOL includes the core algorithm executed by the process. It is an event-driven procedure, 
which means that for every specific event that the process isexpected to handle, a corresponding set 
of statements is executed. The waiting_guard process handles only the events WAKKUP (which is 
automatically scheduled by the simulator at the beginning in order to initialize the process, causing 

. the waiting_ guard to begin its random walk) and the MOBILKPROCESS_ARRIVAL which occurs 
whenever the process arrives on anode or another process (a searcher or a fugitive) has arrived 
on its current node. The logical structure of the statements executed by the waiting_guard in this 
case is the following: If the arriving process is the waiting guard itself, it examines whether it has 
completed the random walk. If not, it continues the walk. If the arriving process is a fugitive, the 
specific fugitive is removed and the simulation ends. 

The implementation of the searcher process is similar. The major difference is that the searcher 
continues its random walk infinitely. The searcher sends also a Searcher_Coming message to anode 
before it moves to that node, in order to simulate the notification of a fugitive for the arrival of an 
alerting searcher. The strategy followed by the fugitive is an infinite random walk. Note that in 
this case the notion of the alerting searchers has no effect, since the fugitive moves on each round 
regardless the arrival of a searcher on its hOOt node. 

Protocol initialization 
The initialization language of DSP provides statements that assigns process types (as specified in 
the protocol) to no des of the topology and createand pi ace mobile processes on nodes. An instance 
of an initialization file used during a simulation can be found in the Appendix (see Figure 8). It is 
used to create two processes of type searcher, two processes of type waiting_guard and one process 
of type jugitive. All processes are initiated at arbitrary time instances (the fugitive is initiated at a 
time instance that the waiting guards are expected to have completed their random walks) . 

Topology generation 
The topologies used for the experiments were generated using the topology description language of 
the DSP. This facility supports the generation of large topologies using both a randomized andjor 
a hierarchical approach. In the first case the user specifies the number of nodes and the existence 
probability of every edge of the graph, according to the Gn,p model. Since such random graphs have 
proven to be very regular, the hierarchical approach was used for the generation of more irregular 
graphs. According to this approach, a graph is described as a collection of interconnected subgraphs. 
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An instanee of a DSP topology file is presented in the Appendix (see Figure 9). 

5. The steps towards a more efficient Protocol. Refinements and vermcation 

The implementation of the · algorithm allowed the eollection of testing results using the DSP 
debugging facilities. Aseries of interesting observations verified the applied enhaneements, improving 
the algorithm's effieieney. 

5.1. Gase 1: Fugitives moving in sm all cycles 
H the mobile bug has fixed loeal memory, able to hold only (part of) the eontents of any single 

node but not able to loeally store global network information, then there is a possible optimal 
strategy for the fugitive: instead of seleeting the next node randomly among the neighbours of the 
eurrent node, the Fugitive eould try to deteet eydes of small length (say thtee or four) that do 
not eontain no des oeeupied by waiting guards and keep eycling on the deteeted eyde forever, This 
strategy requires a small amount of memory and prevents the Fugitive from running into a waiting 
guard. 

In order to eonduet the experiment, the fugitive protoeol was modified as follows: The Fugitive 
has limited memory (the array cycle) of size 3. By using this memory the fugitive tries to discover 
safe (without waiting guards) "eydes" of length 3. Whenever a fugitive discovers such a eyde it 
stops the random walk and starts moving into the eyde infinitely (see Figure 1). 

JNT ...• cycle_pO • • Dext .. node; BOOLEAN do_cycle; cycle AR.ftA,Y (0.2] OF INT: 

PROCEDURE .hirt..cyclc(): 
BEGIN cycl.[2jacyclc[lj; cycle[lj=cyclc[Oj; END: 

INIT(); 
BEGIN 

FOß i=-1 TO 3 
cycle{i)_.l: 

do-cyc:lezFALSE; cyc1c_poa=O; PUT _MY..lD TO my..id: 
END; 

PROCEDURE movc(): 
BEGIN 

JF do .. cycle=_TRUE THEN 
BEGIN next_node=eycle{cycle_poa); cycle_poa=(cycle_poa+l) MOD 3; END; 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

PUT_RANDOM_NEIGHBOUR TO x: 
IF x==cycle(O) THEN BEGIN ,- A cycle h ... been detected ./ 

do..c:ycle::aTRUE: next-node::wx: cyc1c_poa=(cyclc_poa+l) MOD 3; END; 
ELSE ,- Thc next node does not form G. cycJe with the two previoualy vi.ited Dodea - / 

BEGIN CALL .hih_cycle(); cycle{OJ=x ; next-ftode-=xi END: 
END: 

END: 
MOVE_TO Dext-ftode; 

END: 

Figure 1: The modified fugitive protocol . 

Both versions of the protoeol were run 100 times eaeh on 5 different topologies of 100 nodes. In 
all eases the protoeol was initialized with 5 Waiting Guard and 2 Seareher proeesses .. All topologies 
were dense (- 1000 links). The experimental results obtained are presented in Figure 2. The 
extermination time represents simulation rounds after the initialization of the fugitive proeess and 
does not indude Waiting Guard spreading time. The results show that the eyding Fugitive has 
a fair advantage over the simple one. In all eases, the Fugitive managed to survive mueh longer, 
especially in more irregular topologies. The very large mean values in the topologies 3 and 5 were 
eaused by runs where the Fugitive managed to survive very long. 

In order to observe the effeet of the number of Waiting Guards on the eycling Fugitive extermi
nation time, the following experiment was eondueted: Both vers ions of the protoeol were run on the 
first of the 5 topologies for different number of Waiting Guards. The average extermination time of 
100 runs for eaeh ease is presented in Figure 3. 
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Topology Memoryless Cycling 
1 145.224 4.581.776 
2 113.044 5.609.807 
3 122.197 8.802.905 
4 167,581 3.098.712 
5 232.912 9.871.445 

Figure 2: Average extermination time of 100 experiments for memoryless and cycling fugitive 

#WGs Memoryless Cycling· 
2 283.391 7.559.827 
8 97.463 6.895.322 
12 86.833 5.328.830 
16 45.938 6.146.287 
20 37.782 4.681.611 

Figute 3: Average extermination time of 100 experiments for different number of Waiting Guards 

The results show that the Cycling Fugitive, unlike the memoryless one, is not affected seriously 
by the number of Waiting Guards. In fact, the only cases where a Fugitive was exterminated by a 
Waiting Guard, were the ones where the Fugitive run into a Waiting Guard before finding a triangle. 

The only way for the guards to get over the fugitive strategy is toeliminate its advantage. This 
cari be achieved by allowing the waiting guards to move repeatedly. In order to adopt this strategy 
without loosing the advantages obtained by being static, the notion of the "epoch" is introduced. 
After the spreading phase, the Waiting Guards remain idle for an epoch, namely a fixed or randomly 
chosen amount of steps. After this period, the Waiting Guard performs again a random walk and 
gets a new position. This procedure is repeated forever. By allowing the Waiting Guards to get 
new positions after the end of an epoch, the Fugitive can not rely on the knowledge of a Waiting 
Guard-free cycle anymore, since Waiting Guards may be placed on its way. On the other hand, the 
duration of each epoch would not allow the Waiting Guard to reside long enough on anode, thus 
remaining harmless for long periods of time, while a long epoch would omit the advantage of the 
Waiting Guards movement. 

The implementation of the new strategy lead to the following changes to the protocol of the 
Waiting Guard process: The waiting guard process starts a timer (epoch_timer) whenever it com
pletes a random walk. After epoch_duration rounds, the timer causes a TIME_OUT event and the 
waiting guard starts a new random walk (see Figure 4). 

The results obtained for different epoch selections are presented in Figure 5. It is clear that 
regardless the epoch duration selection, the fugitive gets caught earlier. As expected, the average 
extermination time varies, depending on the epoch duration. It is interesting to observe that the 
obtained results suggest the existence ofan optimal epoch duration, depending on the underlying 
graph. For this optimal epoch duration, the cycling fugitive extermination time is slightly longer, 
as compared to the one of the memoryless fugitive. 

5.2. Gase 2: Irregular graphs 
A ciucial issue of the protocol behaviour is the positioning of Waiting Guards. During the 

spreading phase, Waiting Guards perform a random walk in order to get a random position on G. 
The random walk is interrupted as soon as the Waiting Guard has visited all nodes at least once. 
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... CONST epoch .. dufaCion=200000; TJMER epoc:h ... timer; 
PROCEDURE Init-random_walk(); 

BEGIN 
FOR i_I TO NODES 

vi.ited-node.(i}=FALSE; 
END; 

INIT() ; 
BEGIN CALL init-random .. walk(); PUT_MV..JD TO my.Jd : END; 

PROTOC01.(); 
BEGIN 

ON EVENT INITIA1.IZE CO CA1.1. mOYe4!>u •• d.(); 
ON EVENT TIME_OUT DO r' An epoc:h h .. fini.hed .• tart the Dew ,an dom wAlk ., 

BEGIN CALL init_random_walk(): CALL move..guard.() ; END; 
ON EVENT MOBI1.E-PROCESS..ARRIVA1. CO 

BEGIN 
id_GET JD_OF ..ARRIVlNG-PROCESS; 
IF id __ my..id. THEN 

BEGIN 
PUT -MV _NODE...JD TO hod: vi.ited...node.{ho.t]=TRUE: 

FOR i=1 TO NODES 
IF vi.ited-node.{i]==FALSE THEN 

CALL move..guard.() ; . 
ELSE START epoc:h_timer TIMEOUT epoc:h_duration ; ,- Th. random walk i. completed, .tAft thc epoc:h_t imer 

1.0 remain iD thc cun.nt po.ition tor an epoeh • / 
END; 

E1.SE 
BEGIN 

type=GET _ TYPE_OF ..ARRIVING-PROCESS; 
IF type_-=fugitive THEN 

BEGIN DESTROY_MOBI1.E-PROCESS id; SIMU1.ATION..END; END; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

Figure 4: Modified waiting guard protocol spreading in epochs 

Topology Epoch = 200.000 Epoch=2.000.000 Epoch = 6.000.000 
1 1.304.327 284.796 833.484 
2 1.784.585 346.658 . 943.221 
3 2.164.738 183.563 1.531.374 
4 1.947.302 528.993 1.374.664 
5 3.317.633 834.479 4.265.494 

---- ---

Figure 5: Average extermination time of 100 experiments 

I 
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However, our theoretical and experimental results show that the distribution of the Waiting Guards 
on the nodes is not uniform. In fact, depending on the regularity of the graph, Waiting Guards 
tend to reside on nodes that have low degree and are not "central" to G. The intuition behind 
this observation is that the Waiting Guards tend to remain for long periods on clusters with many 
connections, while nodes with low connectivity are visited rarely. Consider, for example, an extreme 
case, the line graph. In this case, a random walk that starts from a random node will reside with 
probability 1/2 on one of the end nodes. This weakness of the Waiting Guard spreading process 
could be used by the fugitive by adopting a strategy that prefers nodes with high degree and avoids 
possible dead ends. In order to observe the distribution of Waiting Guards, 10 different topologies 
of 1000 nodes with descending regularity were used. The topologies varied from a 50-regular graph ( 
Top010gy 1) to a graph with many sm all clusters and 10 dead ends (Topology 10). For each topology, 
the spreading of 100 Waiting Guards was repeated for 100 times. The m,ean values over 100 runs 
of the variances of the distribution of Waiting Guards for the different topologies are presented in 
Figure 6. 

As can be observed, the experiments verified that regular graphs show a more uniform distribution 
of the Waiting Guards. In most experiments on Topology 1, about 90% of the Waiting Guards 
occupied different nodes. There were on1y two cases where four Waiting Guards ended their random 
walk on the same node. For the most im~~gular topology, in all simulation at least 95% of the Waiting 
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Topology Variance 
1 0,12412 
2 0,15229 
3 0,15740 
4 0,20020 
5 0,27042 
6 0,48511 
7 0,84313 
8 1,00501 
9 1,66106 
10 1,82583 

. Figure 6: Variance of number of Waiting Guards resicling on each one of the 1000 nodes (mean value over 
100 runs) . 

Guards ended their randorn walks on a dead end. 
The previous observations lead to the following alteration of the Waiting guard strategy: Instead 

of interrupting the randorn walk as soon as all no des are visited, the Waiting Guard chooses a 
nurnber randornly frorn 1 to N and starts a randorn walk. The randorn walk is interrupted as soon 
as the Waiting Guard reaches the randomly chosen node. It is easy to observe that according to this 
strategy, the distribution of the final position of the Waiting .Guards is uniform. Furthermore, the 
altered Waiting Guard requires less memory (since there is no need to keep track of visited no des 
anymore) and leads to a simpler irnplernentation. 

The modifications to the waiting guard protocol are presented in Figure 7. The process chooses 
randornly anode whenever it starts a new randorn walk in a new epoch (procedure init_random_walk). 
Whenever it reaches this node the randorn walk is interrupted. 

The previous experiment was repeated for the new spreading algorithm. As expected, the spread
ing of the Waiting Guards was uniform and. the variances were smali, ranging frorn 0, 11 to 0, 13 for 
all topologies . 

. . . CONST epoch ... durat ion=lQOOOOO; VAR . .. aelected_node; TIMER epoch_timer: 
PROCEDURE init..random_walk() : 

BEGIN PUT ... MY-ID TO m y ..id : PUT-RANDOM_BETWEEN 0 AND NODES·l TO aelected.node ; END: 

INITO ; 
BEGIN CALL init..random_walk() ; END: 

PROTOCOLO ; 
BEGIN 

ON EVENT INITIALIZE 00 CALL move..guarda(); 
ON EVENT TIME_OUT 00 

BEGIN CALL initJandom_walk() ; CALL move..guards(): END; 
ON EVENT MOBILE..PROCESS..ARRIVAL 00 

BEGIN 
;d = GET-ID.OF ..ARRIVING..PROCESS; 
IF id==my.,id THEN 

BEGIN 
PUT-MY.NODE-ID TO ho.t; 
IF hoat<>aeleeted_node THEN 

CALL move..,guard.(); 
ELSE START epoch ... timer TIMEOUT epoch_duration; ,- The tarset node hu been rea.ched . the random walk l. fini.he d "': 

END; 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
t y pe=GET _TYPE_OF ..ARRIVING..PROCESS; 
IF ty pe==lusitive THEN 

BEGIN DESTROY.MOBILE..PROCESS ;d ; SIMULATION-END; END; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

Figure 7: Waiting guard protocol spreading in epochs with randomly selected destination 
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Appendix 

~
NITIALIZATION FILE "init filel" FOR PROTOCOL "di.tributed protoc:ols .se.inet mobile etlveadroppeu" 
UT MOBILE PROCESS waitinS-8uard ON NODE 0.14 
UT MOBILE PROCESS •• arche< ON NODE 7.8 
UT MOBILE PROCESS fugitive ON NODE 2 

NIT MOBILE PROCESSES OF TYPE waiting-auard RANDOMLY FROM 5 TO 12 
NIT MOBILE PROCESSES OF TYPE ... rcher RANDOMLY FROM 2 TO 40 
NIT MOBILE PROCESSES OF TYPE fugitiv. RANDOMLY FROM 10000 TO 12000 

~
OPOLOGY "Topology I" 

ODE nodel 
ROCESSING STEP 5 
NDNODE 

INK linkl 

. IDIRECTIONAL 
NDLINK 

Figure 8: An initialization file for a topology with 15 nodes 

~
RANSMITION DELAY 5 

ANDOM GRAPH OF 60 NODES nodel AND LINKS linkl WITH EDGE-PROB 0.2 WITH IDS 0·59 
ANDOM GRAPH OF 40 NODES nodel AND LINKS linkl WITH EDGE_PROB 0.1 WITH IDS 60·89 
ODE 90-92 nodel 
INK 60< .- >90 link 1 
INK 40< '- >80 link 1 

iLINK 90< - >91 Iinkl 
INK 91< - >92 linkl 

Figure 9: A topology generated by the DSP topology description language 



bnplementation and testing eavesdropper protocols using the DSP tool 

ITL!: "Di.trib ... ted protocol •• ,.inst mobile eaveadroppeu" ; 

MESSAGE Seal'cher_Comin, END; 

M_OBILE PROCESS waitiina-a:ua.rd 
BEGIN 

VAR 
INT i,x . id.my..id,type,hoe:ti viaited_nodea ARRAY [l.NODESl OF BOOLEAN; 

INIT(); 
BEGIN 

FOR i=l TO NODES 
viaited-nodeali]=FALSE; 

PUT _MY _ID TO ,my..id ; 
END ; 

PROCEDURE move ... uarda(); 
BEGIN PUT_RANDOM_NEIGHBOUR TO x; MOVE_TO x ; END; 

PROTOCOL(); 
BEGIN 

ON EVENT INITIALIZE DO CALL movc~uard.(); 
ON EVENT MOBILEJ>ROCESS..ARRIVAL DO 

BEGIN 
id_GET ..ID_OF ..ARRIVINGJ>ROCESS; 
IF id=::zmy..id THEN 

BEGIN 
PUT _MY -NODE-ID TO host; viaited-nodea[hoatJ_TRUE : 

FOR i=l TO NODES 
IF viait. d.node.[i]==FALSE THEN 

CALL move..guarda(): 
END; ,- Ir.11 nodea have been vi.ited do nothing (the wa.lk i. completed) , else move to next node • / 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

type=GET _TYPE_OF ..ARRIVINGJ>ROCESS; 
IF type==fusit ive THEN 

B 'EGIN DESTROY_MOBILEJ>ROCESS id ; SIMULATION-END; END; 
END; 

END ; 
END; , 

END; 

M_OBILE PROCESS aearcher 
BEGIN ' 

VAR 
INT i,x.id.my..id,ty pe,hoat ; , 

INIT(), 
BEGIN PUT..MY..ID TO my..id , END; 

PR.OCEDURE move ... earchera() j 
BEGIN PUT_RANDOM..NEIGHBOUR TO x ; SEND_NEW..MESSAGE Searcher_Coming TO x ; MOVE_TO x; END; 

PROTOCOL(); 
BEGIN 

ON EVENT INITIALIZE DO CALL move-8earcheu (): 
ON EVENT MOBILEJ>ROCESS..ARRIVAL DO 

BEGIN 
idcGET ..ID_OF ..ARRIVINGJ>ROCESS : 
IF id==my..id THEN CALL move ... emrcheuO: 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
PUT_MY_NODE..ID TO hoot ; type=GET_TYPE_OF..ARRIVING_PROCESS : 
IF type_ =lusitive THEN 

BEGIN DESTROY_MOBILEJ>ROCESS id : SIMULATION_END; END; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

MOBILE PR.OCESS lusitive 
BEGIN 

VAR 
INT i.x .id ,my.Jd.type,hoat ; 

INIT() : 
BEGIN PUT_MY..ID TO m y ..id : END; 

PROCEDURE move(); , 
BEGIN PUT_RANDOM..NEIGHBOUR ,TO x ; MOVE_TO x ; END; 

PROTOCOL(); 
BEGIN 

ON EVENT INITIALIZE DO CALL move() : 
ON EVENT MOBILEJ>ROCESS..ARRIVAL DO 

BEGIN 
id=GET ..ID_OF ..ARRIVINGJ>ROCESS; 
IF id _ _ my,.jd THEN CALL move() ; 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
PUT_MY_NODE..ID TO ho.t; typ ... GET_TYPE_OF..ARRIVINGJ>ROCESS; 
IF type __ .earcher THEN 

BEGIN DESTROY _MOBILEJ>ROCESS id; SIMULATION_END ; END; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

Figure 10: The implementation of the protocol in the DSP protocol description language 
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ABSTRACT 

We present a case study on the design of an implementatiori of a fundamental combinatorial 
optimization problem: weighted b-matching. Although this problem is well-understood in theory 
and efficient algorithms are known, only little experience with implementations is available. This 
study was motivated by the practical need for an efficient b-matching solver as a subroutine in 
our approach t6 a mesh refinement problem in computer-aided design (CAD). The intent of this 
paper is to demonstrate the importance of ßexibility and adaptability in the design of complex 
algorithms, but also to discuss how such goals can be achieved for matching algorithms by the 
use of design patterns. Starting from the basis of Pulleyblank's blossom algorithm we explain 
how to exploit in different ways the ßexibility of our software design which allows an incremental 
improvement. of efficiency by exchanging subalgorithms and data structures. 

1. Introduction 

86 

Given an undireeted graph G = (V, E) with edge weights Ce for eaeh edge e E E and node 
eapacities bv for each node v E V, the b-matching problem is to find a maximum weight integral 
vector xE 7lE satisfying Le:::(v,w) Xe ~ bv for all V E V. If, in addition, equality is required to hold 
in these inequalities for all nodes, the b-matching problem is ealled perfect. 

Weighted b-matching is a eornez:stone problem in eombinatorial optimization. Its theoretical 
importance is due to the faet that it generalizes both ordinary weighted matching (i. e. matching 
with all node capacities equal to one, I-matching) and minimum eost flow problems. There are 
excellent surveys on matching theory, see for example Gerards [11] or Pulleyblank [25]. 
Applications. Important applieations of weighted b-matching include the T -join problem, the Chi
nese postman problem, shortest paths in undireeted graphs with negative eosts (but no negative 
eycles) , the 2-factor relaxation for the symmetrie traveling salesman problem (STSP), and eapaci
tated vehicle routing [16]. For numerous other examples of applieations of the special cases minimum 
eost flow and 1-matehing we refer to the book of Ahuja, Magnanti, and Orlin [1] . 

lThe fuU version of the paper can be obtain~d from ftp:/ /ftp.math.tu-berlin .de/pub/Preprints/combi/Report-591-
1998.ps.Z 

2Both authors were partially supported by the special program "Efficient Algorithms for Discrete Problems and 
Their Applications" of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) under grants Mo 446/2-2 and .Mo 446/2-3. 
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Figure 1: The model of a Bange with a shaft and its refinement by our algorithm. 

A somewhat surprising new application of weighted b-matching sterns from quadrilateral mesh 
refinement in computer-aided design [19]. Given a surface description of some workpiece in three
dimensional space as a collection of polygons (for example, a model of a Hange with a shaft, see 
Fig. 1), the task to refine the coarse input mesh into an all-quadrilateral mesh can be modeled 
as a weighted perfect b-matching problem (or, equivalently, as a bidirectetl How problem). This 
class of problem instances is of particular interest because unlike the previous examples, the usually 
occurring node capacities bv are quite large (in principle, not even bounded in O(IVI)) and change 
widely between nodes. 

Both authors have been engaged in a research project together with partners in industry where 
this approach to mesh refinement has been developed. To the best of our knowledge, there is no 
publicly available code for weighted b-matching problems. Therefore, we first took the obvious 
formulation of weighted perfect b-matching problem as an integer linear program (ILP) and used 
CPLEX and its general purpose branch & and bound facilities to solve our instances. The corre
sponding experiences allowed us to conclude that the modeling of the mesh refinement problem as 
a weighted perfect b-matching problem captures the requirements of a high-quality mesh refinement 
very successfully [20]. The drawback, however, of such an ad-hoc solution was manifold: first, we 
encountered instances which could not be solved with CPLEX to optimality within reasonable time 
and space limits; second, we found the average running time too large for a convenient use in an 
interactive CAD-system, and third, our partners in industry prefer a software solution independent 
from commercial 'third-party products like CPLEX. Hence, the practical need to solve the mesh 
refinement problems in an efficient and robust way led us to work on our own implementation of 
weighted b-matching. 

Design goals and main features of our implementation. As mentioned above, matching prob
lems are weIl-understood in theory. Nevertheless the implementation of an algorithm for weighted 
b-matching is areal 'chalIenge' . An efficient and adaptable implement at ion requires a sophisticated 
software design. Arecent systematic discussion of this design problem in the general context of 
graph algorithms'can be found in [26]. In his paper, Weihe uses Dijkstra's algorithm as a running 
example to demon!,>trate what flexible adaptability of an algorithm component really means. Com
plications which arise in our context are due to the fact that we have to perform quite complex 
graph operations, namely shrinking and expanding of subgraphs, the famoJs "blossoms." 

Design patterns capture elegant solutions to specific design problems in object-oriented software 
design which support reuse and Hexibility. See the book of Gamma et al. [10] for an excellent 
introduction to design patterns. Our approach uses the design patterns strategy, observer and 
iterator which are weIl-known from [10] as weIl as data accessor and adjacency iterator introduced 
by Kühl & Weihe [13, 14]. The present paper serves as an empirical case study in the application of 
design principles. 

As there are many promising variants of b-matching algorithms, but not too much practical 
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experience with them, we decided to develop a general framework which captures all of these vari
ants. This framework enabled us to do a lot of experiments to improve the performance of our 
code incrementally by exchanging subalgorithms and .data structures. We thereby got an efficient 
code which solves .all instances from our mesh refinement application very weIl, hut seems to be also 
fast on other classes ofinstances. Details can be found in an accompanying computationalstudy [21]. 

Previous work. Most .work on matching problems is based on the pioneering work of Edmonds [8]. 
"Blossom I" by Edmonds, Johnson, and Lockhart [9) was the first implemeritation for the bidirected 
ftow problem" (which is, as mentioned above, equivalent to the b-matching problem). Pulleyblank [24] 
worked out the details of a blossom-based algorithm for a mixed version ofthe perfect and imperfect 
b-matching in his Ph. D. thesis and gave a PLI implementation, "Blossom !I". His algorithm has a 
complexity of O(IVIIEIB) with B = L:tlEv btl , and is therefore only pseudo-polynomial. The first 
polynomial bounded algorithm for b-matching has been obtained by Cunningham & Marsh [15) by 
scaling techniques. 

Anstee [3] suggested a staged algorithm. In a first stage, the fractional relaxation of the weighted 
perfect b-matching is solved via a transformation to a minimum cost flow problem on abipartite 
graph, a so-called Hitchcock transportation problem. In stage two, the solution of the transportation 
problem is converted into an integral, but non-perfect b-matching by rounding techniques. In the 
final stage, Pulleyblank's algorithm is invoked with the intermediate solution from stage two. This 
staged approachyields a strongly-polynomial algorithm for the weighted perfect b-matching problem. 
The best strongly polynomial time bound for the (uncapacitated) Hitchcock transportation problem 
is O((IVllog IVI)(IEI + IVI log lVI) by Orlin's excess scaling algorithm [22], and the second and 
third stage of Anstee's algorithm require at most O(1V1 2 IEI). Derigs & Metz [7] and Applegate & 
Cook [4] reported on"the enormous savings using a fractional "jump start" of the blossom algorithm 
for weighted I-matching. Miller & Pekny [17) modified Anstee's approach. Roughly speaking, 
instead of rounding on odd disjoint half integral cycles, their .code iteratively looks for alternating 
paths connecting pairs of such cycles. 

Padberg & Rao [23) developed a branch & cut approach for weighted b-matching. They showed 
that violated odd cut constraints can be detected in polynomial time by wlving a minimum odd 
cut problem. However, with present LP-solvers the solution time required to solve only the initial 
LP-relaxation, i. e. the fractional matching problem, is often observed to be in the range of the total 
run time required for the integral optimal solution by a pUre combinatorial approach. Therefore, we 
did not follow this line of algorithms in our experiments. 

With the exception of the paper by Miller & Pekny [17} we are not aware of a computational 
study on weighted b-matching. However, many ideas used for I-matching can be reused and there
fore strongly influenced our own approach. For example, Ball & Derigs [5} provide a framework for 
different implementation alternatives, but focus on how to achieve various asymptotical worst case 
guarantees. For arecent survey on computer implementations for I-matching codes, we refer to [6) . 
In particular, the recent "Blossom IV" code of Cook & Rohe [6) seems to be the fastest available 
code for weighted I-matching on very large scale instances. We believe that almost all previous 
approaches for I-matching are not extendible to b-matching. One reason is that one usually exploits 
for efficiency reasons the fact that each node can have at most one incident matched edge. Some 
implementations also assurne that edge costs are all non-negative. The mesh refinement application, 
however, uses arbitrary cost values. It seems that, in general, implementation studies focus on per
formance issues and do not address reuseability. 

Overview. The rest of the paper is organized as folIows. In Section 2 we give a brief review of 
Pulleyblank's blossom algorithm. It will only be a simplified high-level presentation, but sufficient 
to discuss our design goals in Section 3 and to outline our solution in Section 4 afterwards. Finally, 
in Section 5 we summarize the advantages and disadvantages of our approach. 
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Figure 2: The structure ol the blossom algorithm. 

2. An Outline of Pulleyblank's Blossom Algorithm 

In this section, we give a rough outline of the primal-dual algorithm of Pulleyblank [24) . The 
purpose of this sketch is only to give a basis for the design issues to be discussed later, and to point 
out some differences to the I-matching case. A self-contained treatment is given in the full version of 
this paper. For an edge set F ~ E and a vector xE lN IEI , we will often use the implicit summation 
abbreviation x(F) := LeEF Xe· Similarly, we will use b(W) := LVEW bv for anode set W C V. 

Linear programming formulation. The blossom algorithm is based on a linear programming 
formulation of the maximum weighted perfect b-matching problem. To describe such a formulation, 
the blossom description, let 0 := { S C V IISI ~ 3 and Ib(S)1 isodd } and qs := ~(b(S) - 1) for all 
S E O. Furthermore, for each W C V let 8(W) denote the set of edges that meet exactly one node 
in W, and ')'(W) the set of edges with both endpoints in W. Then, a maximum weight b-matching 
solves the linear programming problem maximize cT x subject to (PI) x(8(v)) = bv for all v E V, 
(P2) Xe ~ 0 for all e E E, and (P3) x(')'(S)) ~ qs for all S E O. 

The dual of this linear programming problem is minimize yTb + yT q subject to (Dl) yu + yv + 
Y(O-y(e)) ~ Ce for all e = (u,v) E E, and (D2) Ys ~ 0 for all S E 0, with O-y(e) := { S E 0 leE 
')'(S) }. We define the reduced costs as Ce := Yu + Yv + Y(O-y(e)) - Ce for all e E E. Ab-matching 
x and a feasible solution (y, Y) of the linear program above are optimal if and only if the following 
complementary slackness conditions are satisfied: (CSl) for alle E E, Xe > 0 implies Ce = 0, and 
(CS2) for all S E 0, Ys > 0 implies x(')'(S)) = qs. 

A primal-dual algorithm. The primal-dual approach starts with some not necessarily perfect 
b-matching x and a feasible dual solution (y, Y) which satisfy together the complementary slackness 
conditions (CSl) and (CS2). Even more, the b-matching x satisfies (P2) and (P3). Such a starting 
solution is easy to find, in fact, x == 0, Yv := ~ max{cele E 8(v)} for all v E V and Y == 0 is a feasible 
choke. 

The basic idea is now to keep aU satisfied conditions as invariants throughout the algorithm 
and to work iteratively towards primal feasibility. The latter means that one looks for possibilities 
to augment the current matching. To maintain the complementary slackness condition (CSl) the 
search is restricted to the graph induced by edges of zero reduced costs with respect to the current 
dual solution, the so-called equality subgraph G=. In a primal step of the algorithm, one looks for a 
maximum cardinality b-matching within G=. We grow a forest F wh ich consists of trees rooted at 
nodes with a deficit, i. e. with x(8(v)) < bv . Within each tree T E F the nodes are labeled even and 
odd according to the parity of the number of edges in the unique simple path to the root r (the root 
r itself is even). In addition, every even edge of a path from the root r to some node v E T must be 
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Figure 3: A sampie blossom with' an odd circuit 
of length seven. Each shaded region corresponds 
to a petal. 

----~~:.,:: -------1 
-------->~:J\ 

Figure 4: Example of an augmenting forest con
sisting of three trees. Even (odd) nodes are filled 
(non-filled), root nodes equipped with an extra 
cirde, non-forest edges are dashed, matched (un
matched) edges are drawn with thick (thin) lines. 

matched, i. e. xe > O. Candidate edges to grow the forest are edges where one end point is labeled 
even and the other is either unlabeled or labeled even. Augmentations are possible if there is a path 
of odd length between two deficit no des on which we can alternatively add and subtract some c5 from 
the current matching x without violating primal feasibility. Observe that we can augment if there 
is an edge between two even nodes of different trees of F. In some cases, an augmentation is also 
possible if we have such an edge between even nodes of the same tree, but not always. It is the latter 
case which is responsible for complications. If no augmentation is possible and there is no further 
edge available to grow the forest, the forest is called Hungarian forest. 

Edmonds' key insight was the observation that by shrinking of certain subgraphs (the blossoms) 
one can ensure that the tree growing procedure detects a way to augment the current b-matching, if 
the matching is not maximum. The reverse operation to shrinking is expanding. Hence, we are always 
working with a so-called surface graph which we obtain after aseries of shrinking and expanding 
steps. The main difference to 1-matching lies in the morecomplicated structure of the blossoms 
which we have to shrink into pseudonodes. Roughly speaking, when blossoms ,in the 1-matching 
case ate merely formed by odd circuits C for which x(r(C)) = qc, a blossom B in the b-matching 
case contains such an odd circuit C but also the connected components of matched edges incident 
to nodes of C, the so-called petals. The additional complication is that C must be the only circuit 
of the blossom. (See Figure 3 for a sampie blossom.) 

Hence, in order to detect such blossoms efficiently it is suitable to maintain additional inv<\l"iants 
on the structure of the current non-perfect b-matching which are trivially fulfilled in the 1-matching 
case. Namely, each connected component M of matched edges in the surface graph contains no even 
circuit, at most one odd circuit and at most one deficit node. Even more, if such a component M 
contains an odd circuit, then M contains no deficit node. 

If the primal step finishes with a maximum cardinality matching which is perfect, we are done 
and the algorithm terminates the primal-dualloop. Otherwise, we start a dual update step. Roughly 
speaking, its purpose is to alter the current dual solution such that new candidate edges are created 
to enter the current forest F. Oepending on the label of anode and whether it is an original node or 
a pseudo-node we add or subtract some € (but leave unlabeled nodes unchanged to maintain (CS1)) 
which is chosen as the maximum value such that the reduced cost of all edges in the forest P remain 
unchanged (i. e. they remain in G=), all other edges of the original G have non-negative reduced 
costs (01), and the dual variables associated to pseudo-nodes remainnon-negative (02). If the dual 
variable associated tö an odd pseudo-node hecomes zero after a dual update, the pseudo-node will be 
expanded. This guarantees that no augmenting paths will be missed. After finis hing the primal-dual 
loop, all remaining pseudo-nodes are expanded, and the algorithm terminates. See Figure 2 for an 
overview. on the structure of the primal-dual algorithm. 
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3. Design Goals 

Specialized to our application, the most important general requirements on thß flexibility of a 
design imply that the implementation of the blossom algorithm framework should have the following 
features. 

• Exchangeable subalgorithms. There are two good reasons: 

1. Problem variants. Suppose we apply our framework to a special case of b-matching, 
for example to ordinary I-matching, to cardinality b-matching, or use additional edge 
capacities, in particular for factor problems where all edge capacities are set to one. For 
all such variants, the standard implementation of some subalgorithms (but only few!) 
should be exchangeable with an adapted version which is fine-tuned towards efficiency. 

2. Algorithmic variants. As software is often (in particular in our case) implemented first 
as a prototype, but later refined step-by-step to improve efficiency, the necessary modifi
cation should only affect small pieces of the code. In our example, we would like to test 
different dual update strategies, or exchange a forest with a single tree implementation, 
or apply heuristics·to avoid the shrinking of blossoms. 

• Exchangeable data structures. A basic design decision concerns the representation of 
graphs. The difficulty lies in the fact that the view on the graph objects changes throughout 
the algorithm: simultaneously, we have the original input graph, (moreover, in case of dense 
graphs it is useful to work on a sparse subgraph), then we have the equality subgraph (induced 
by edges of zero reduced costs), and finally the current surface graph, which is derived from 
the equality subgraph by blossom shrinking operations. 

• Evaluation strategies. Certain mathematical functions and terms have to be evaluated so 
often during the execution of an algorithm, that different evaluation strategies may reduce 
the overall computational costs significantly. Well-known techniques such as "lazyevaluation" 
(calculate a value only when it is needed), "over-eager evaluation" (calculate a value before it 
is needed), and "caching" (store each calculated value as long as possible) can, for example, 
be applied to the evaluation of reduced costs, maintaining dual potentials or node deficits. 

• Separate initialization and preprocessing. A blossom algorithm either starts with an 
empty matching, some greedy matching, or it uses a jump-start solution. In many applications, 
the size of an instance can be reduced in a preprocessing step, for example by a special handling 
of isolated or degree-l nodes, parallel edges or morecomplicated special structures. 

• Exchangeable graph classes. The framework has to be adaptable to special graph classes. 
The standard implementation does not assurne anything about special properties of the graph 
classes, However, if it is known in advance, that one wants to solve matching problems on 
special graph classes, such as planar graphs, Eucledian graphs or complete graphs, it should 
be possible to exploit the additional structure of such a class. 

• Adding statistics. We want to be able to get statistical information from the execution of our 
code. Operation counting [2] is a useful concept for testing algorithms, as it can help to identify 
asymptotic bottleneck operations in an algorithm, to estimate the algorithm's running time 
for different problem sizes, and to compare algorithmic variants. Furthermore, such statistics 
gives additional insight into the relationship of a class of instances and its level of difficulty 
for a blossom algorithm, for example by counting the number of detected blossoms or the 
maximum nesting level of blossoms. 

• Robust, self-checking. A robust algorithm should (be able to) check all inVariants and pre
and postconditions. It has to terminate with a deterministic behavior in case of a violation. 
In particular, each violation of one of these conditions that indicates an implementation bug 
is found immediately. This reduces the total time spend with debugging dramatically. 
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4. An Object-Oriented Implementation 

In this seetion we will ou~line our solution with respeet to the desired goals. This discussion does 
not exhaust all of our design goals, but will highlight those aspeets which might be most interesting. 

Decoupling algorithms from data structures: Iterators. The primal-dual algorithm uses 
different eategoriesof graphs, namely the original graph, the equality subgraph and the surface 
graph. A doser look into the algorithm shows that we do not need to represent the equality graph 
explicitly. However, the internal representation of a graph where the node set "remains statie through
out the graph's lifetime is eertainly different from a graph which must provide shrink and expand 
operations on its own subgraphs. Henee, we use two basic graph dasses for the different eases 
(unshrinkable.graph and surface.graph). Below, we will give an example where the same algo
rithm is onee used with with an instanee of unshrinkable.graph and onee with surface.graph. 
As shrinking of no des can be nested, it is useful to have a map between an original node u and the " 
eorresponding pseudo-node or node in the surface graph, denoted byouter(u). 

An iterator provides a way to aeeess the elements of an aggregate object sequentially. The 
underlying representation of the aggregateobjeet remains hidden. Kühl & Weihe [13J applied this 
idea to graph algorithms. They introdueed adjacency iterators. An adjacency iterator iterates over 
all edges and nodes which are adjaeent to a fixed node. It provides operations for requesting if there 
is a eurrent adjaeent node, for requesting the eurrent adjacent edge and the eurrent adjaeent node 
as weB for eonstrueting a new adjaceney iterator whieh iterates over the adjaeeney of the eurrent 
adjaeent node. 

In our eontext, we want to hide the eonerete representation of our surface graph. For example, 
the dient of an instanee of a surface~raph should not know whether the adjaceney list of a 
pseudo-node is built explieitly as a list or if it is only implicitly available by an iteration through 
the eontained nodes. " 

In general, our adjaeeney iterators are implemented as skip iterators which run through the whole 
adjaceney of anode, decide for each edge whether it is "present" in the current graph or not, and 
show an edge only in the affirmative ease but skip it otherwise. The decision whether an edge is 
present or not is based on an evaluation of the predicate (redueed eosts == 0) or (outer(u) =I 
outer(v)) for an edge e = (u, v). This me ans that we have different adjaceney iterators for each 
specifie view of anode onto its adjaeeney. 

RecaB that the surfaee graph eontains two different types of nodes, namely original nodes and 
pseudo-nodes. This implies that one needs two different types of adjaeeney iterators. To be more 
preeise, we use ä pair of adjaeeney iterators, one for pseudo-nodes and one for original nodes. For " 
each node of the surfaee graph, only one of them is valid. This pair of iterators is eneapsulated in 
such a way that the dient sees only a single iterator. 

Data accessors. The data accessor pattern, introdueed by Kühl & Weihe [14], provides a solution 
for the design problem to eneapsulate an attribute of an objeet or a mathematical funetion and to 
hide the real representation or eomputation from the dient. 

There are several applieations of this pattern in our eontext where it appears to be useful to 
hide the underlying representation of the data. A first example is the treatment of the deficit of a 
node: Possible choices are to store and to update the node deficit explicitly, or to calculate it when 
it is needed from the current matching x and the node eapacity bv . A second example coneerns the 
maintenance of the cost of an edge if the edge costs are induced by some metric distanee funetion 
between coordinates of its end points. Here, it might be useful to ealeulate edge costs only on demand. 

Finally, it is a good idea to encapsulate the caleulation of reduced eosts. One reason is that 
there are severallinear programming deseriptions of the b-matehing problem which can be used as 
alternatives in our algorithm. For simplicity, we only presented the blossom deseription, but the 
so-called odd-cut description [5, 6} can be used with minor changes. One concrete difference lies in 
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Figure 5: Experimental results for different strategies within the candidate search (strategy 1, strategy 3, and 
strategy 2 comhined with strategy 3 and 4) for a test-suite on graphs with an Euclidean distance function , 
The 'charts show the run-time dependency of these strategies in seconds of CPU time for an increasing 
number of nodes (left) , increasing density (middle), and increasing node capacities (right). Each data point 
is the average over runs on twenty independent instances. 

the calculation of the reduced costs. Hence, in order to evaluate which description is superior to 
the other, one would like to exchange silently the internal calculation of the reduced costs. (For a 
replacement of the linear description a second small change is necessary in the dual update.) 

Exchange of subalgorithms. The strategy pattern encapsulates each subalgorithm and defines 
a consistent interface for a set of subalgorithms suCh that an algorithm can vary its subalgorithms 
independently from the user of the algorithm. To apply the sirategy pattern rigorously for subalgo
rithms of the framework it is helpful to implement each algorithm (and subalgorithm) as aseparate 
algorithmic class. Thus, Fig. 2 which gives an overview on the structure of the primal-dual algorithm 
also represents our algorithmic classes. (A number of lower level classes are omitted for brevity). 

We elaborate on the use of different strategies taking the example of the candidate search for 
edges in the tree growing part of the algorithm. (It should be noted that such candidates can 
effectively be determined within the dual update.) 

1. The direct approach to find candidate edges for the growing of the current forest F is to 
traverse all trees of F and to examine iteratively all edges adjacent to even nodes. 

2. Ball & Derigs [5] proposed to keep a partition of the edge set into subsets according to the 
labels of endpoints. This gives some overhead to update these lists , but avoids to examine all 
those edges for which one endpoint is labeled even and the other is labeled odd. 

3. A refinement of both previous strategies is to mark no des as safe after the examination of their 
adjacency. As long as the label of anode does not change, the node remains safe and can 
be ignored for the further candidate search. An application of the observer pattern (which we 
describe below) ensures that any change in the state of anode label triggers an appropriate 
update, i. e. no des become unsafe and will be considered in the candidate search. 

4. As shrinking and expanding of blossoms is computational very expensive it is useful to avoid 
shrinking operations heuristically. Bach time a blossom forming edge has been detected, we 
do not shrink the blossom but store the edge instead. Only if no other candidate edges are 
left, we request the first blossom forming edge and shrink the corresponding blossom. 

5. It is a fundamental strategie question whether one should perform the growing of trees simul
taneously in a forest (as we did in our description) or to grow only a single tree. Whereas a 
forest version leads to shorter augmenting paths, a single tree version has the advantage of a 
reduced overhead. 
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Note that some of these strategies can also be used in combination. Figure 5 shows the impact 
of the different strategies on the run-time for a test-suite of b-matching problems on Euclidean graphs. 

Exchange of data structures. We have already diseussed the strategie question whether one 
should keep a partition of the edges according to the labels of their end points in the current forest 
or not. Computational results strongly indieated that explieitly maintaining such a edge partition 
is worth doing. But it is not at all dear which data structure to keep these edge sets is most effi
cient. Should we use simply a doubly-linked list strueture whieb allows cheap insertion and deletion 
operations in 0(1) per edge but requires linear time to find the edges with minimum reduced costs 
in the update step? Or is a priority queue like a d-heap or some Fibonacci heap the better choiee 
because of the 0(1) time to perform the minimum operation at the expense of more expensive insert 
and delete operations? Note that we usually have to perform much more insert/delete operations 
than minimum operations. Hence, an answer to these questions ean only be given by computational 
testing. The important point from the software engineering perspective is that exchanging the data 
structures is an easy task. 

Reusability of algorithms. We give one concrete example for a reuse of the blossom framework, 
namely fractional b-matching. Reeall that fractional b-matching is the relaxation of b-matching 
which drops the integrality constraints on the matching x. 

The adaption of our 'implementation to fractional b-matching becomes extremely easy. The only 
necessary modification is to exchange the data type of the matching x from integer to double, 
for example; (It is easy to see that one can keep the fractional matching half-integral throughout 
the algorithm). This change suffices because the caleulation of the maximal value by whieh we can 
augment after some forest growing step now returns a value of ~ in those cases where the integral 
version would round down to an integer and therefore return a ,zero whieh invokes a shrinking step 
afterwards. As shrinking is not necessary in a fractional algorithm, it is suitable for reasons of 
efficiency to start the algorithm with an instance of the graph dass unshrinkable,graph instead of 
using the graph dass surface,graph as the latter requires extra overhead for handling the outer 
information. Moreover, as the shrinker is nevercalled in anormal execution cif the algorithm it 
can be replaced by a dummy -shrinker which does not hing but returns an exception if it is called 
because this indicates an implementation bug. 

Recall that fractional b-matching can be transformed into a Hitchcock transportation problem 
and therefore, in principle, be solved by any implementation for minimum cost flow problems, in 
partieular by the network simplex. However, if we want to use the solution of the fractional matching 
problem as an improved basis for the integral matching algorithm, there is one pitfall. The problem 
is that if we use an algorithm for fractional matching as a black box, this algorithm certainly does 
not know that the input of the integral matching algorithm requires additional structural proper
ties of the b-matching as preconditions. As a consequence, it is necessary to implement additional 
conversion algorithms which transform an integral matehing obtained from rounding an optimal 
fractional b-matching into ~ starting matching fulfilling the requirements of Pulleyblank's algorithm. 
(This subtle detail is ignored in Anstee's paper [3].) We put emphasis on thispoint as the fractional 
algorithm obtained as an adaption of the integral one gives us the desired structural properties of 
the b-matching almost for free. 

Initialization. Pulleyblank's algorithm can be decomposed into an initialization phase, the primal
dual loop, and a final expanding phase. As there are many different possibilities for a concrete 
initialization it is useful to separate these parts strietly form each other. 

The benefit from an exchange in the initialization phase can be dramatic. The "jump start" with 
a fractional matching solver is one example which we dis,cussed earlier. Strengthening of the initial 
dual solution such that for each node at least one adjacent edge lies in the initial equality subgraph 
also proved to be useful. Sim~lar experiences have been reported. by Miller & Pekny [17]. 
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For cardinality matching problems, the first author's experiments with several greedy starting 
heuristics showed that it is often possible to do almost all work in the initialization phase. In fact, 
our heuristics have been so powerful that the loop kernel of the algorithm often only works as a 
checker for optimality in non-perfect maximum cardinality problems [18]. 

Observer pattern. The observer pattern defines a dependency between an observer dass and an 
observing dass such that whenever the state of the observed object changes, the observing dass is 
notified about the change. We have already discussed one nice application of the observer pattern 
as a prerequisite of an advanced strategy for the candidate search. 

In addition, observers allow us to get additional insights into the course of the algorithm by 
collecting data on function calls. Profilers such as gprof or quantify of Rational Software Corporation, 
could be used to count the number of function calls as weIl as to measure the time spent inside the 
functions. However, this gives only the overall sum of ~alls to a certain function and requires that the 
data we are interested in can be expressed in the number of function calls. Beyond mere operation 
counting observers can deliver much more detailed information. For example, we can determine the 
maximum nesting level of blossoms. This parameter is nö operation and therefore not available to 
profilers, but is a valuable indicator for the hardness to salve some problem instance. For example, 
the nesting level is observed to be much lower in randomly generated instances than in structured 
instances. . 

Moreover, we may want to know how certain quantities change over time, in particular, we want 
to sampie data from every iteration of the primal-dual loop (here we use also another pattern, the 
loop kernel pattern [12]). For example, we collect aseries of data from each dual update to find 
out which updates are most expensive. This can even be used to control the selected strategy on
line. It has been observed [6) that the final ten augmentations usually require most of the overall 
computation time. Hence, ifwe can recognize with the help of an observer that the algorithm slows 
down it might be advisable to change the strategy. Cook & Rohe propose to switch from a single 
tree growing strategy to a forest growing strategy. 

5. Summaryand Outlook 

We presented a case study oriented to weighted b-matching with emphasis on design problems. 
Our approach followed proposals of Weihe and co-workers to apply design patterns like graph iter
ators and data accessors in order to achieve a flexible design. The examples given in the previous 
section proved that we successfully realized flexibility with respect to several modifications. 

Flexibility has its price. Applying all the desired design patterns requires excellent expertise 
in advanced programming teclmiques, at least to a much higher degree than traditional concepts. 
Hence, ease of use may be a critical issue. 

We decided to take C++ as the programming language for our implementation, in particular, 
we heavily used templates (static polymorphisrn). Today, the main . disadvantage of templates is 
that this feature is not fully supported by most compilers. In principle, compilers should be able 
to handle templated code as well as code without templates, and to optimize away the additional 
overhead imposed by encapsulation. However, the current compiler technology of gcc/g++ of the 
Free Software Foundation Inc., version 2.8.1, as weIl as its offshoot egcs, version 1.0.2, does not 
seem to achieve this satisfactorily. Therefore, it is quite remarkable, that the current version of our 
code is already significantly fast er than the code of Miller & Pekny [17), see Figure 6. This was 
definitely not true for the first prototype ofour framework. However, through experiments we have 
been able to identify the bottlenecks of our implement at ion , and by exchanging subalgorithms and 
data structures the speed-up was made possible by the flexibility of our framework. And we believe 
that there is still potential for further improvements of efficiency. For an in-depth discussion of our 
compu~ational results we refer to [21]. 

The fact that our code is already superior to the only b-matching executable available for a 
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Figur~ 6: A comparison of the code from Miller & Pekny with ou,r b-matcher on a test-suite of graphs with 
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10. 

comparison (of Miller & Pekny) encourages hopes that the design concepts is suitable for high 
performance computations. At least, we got an implementation which is mature enough to solve 
even the hardest instances of the . mesh refinement application in less than 13 seconds for a sparse 
graph with more than 17000 nodes on a SUN UltraSPARC2 with 200 MHz running under Solaris 
2.6. The solution for associated b-matching problem to die example shown in Figure 1 took only 

. 3 seconds. Future work will show .whether the flexibility also pays off for further specializations or 
extensions of the b-matching problem. . 
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ABSTRACT 

Modern machines present two challenges to algorithm engineers and compiler writers: They have 
superscalar, super-pipelined structure, and they have elaborate memory subsystems specifically 
designed to reduce latency and increase bandwidth. Matrix multiplication is a classical bench
mark for experimenting with techniques used to exploit machine architecture and to overcome 
the limitations of contemporary memory subsystems. 

This research aims at advancing the state of the art of algorithm engineering by balancing 
instruction level parallelism, two levels of data tiling, copying to provably avoid any cache 
conßicts, and prefetching in parallel to algorithmic operations, in order to fully exploit the 
memory bandwidth. Measurements show that the resultant matrix multiplication algorithm 
outperforms IBM's ESSL by 6.8-31.8%, is less ~nsitive to the size of the input data, and scales 
better. 

The techniques presented in this paper have been developed specifically for matrix multipli
cation. However, they are quite general and may be applied to other numeric algorithms. We 
believe that some of our concepts may be generalized to be used as compile-time techniques. 

1. Introduction 

98 

As the gap between CPU and memory performance continues to grow, so does the importance 
of effective utilization of the memory hierarchy. This is especially evident in compute intensive 
algorithms that use large data sets, such as most numeric problems. The problem 'of dense matrix 
multiplication is a classical benchmark for demonstrating the effectiveness of techniques that aim at 
improving memory utilization. Matrix multiplication involves O(N3) scalar operations on O(N2) 
data items. Moreover, this ratio can be preserved when performing the multiplication operation as 
a sequence of operations on sub-matrices. This feature of the problem, which is shared by other 
numeric problems, allows efficient utilization of the memory subsystem. 

The efficient implemEmtation of compute-intensive algorithms that use large data sets present 
a unique engineering challenge. To allow the implementation to exploit the fuH potential of the 
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program's inherent instruction level parallelism, the adverse effects of the processor-memory perfor
mance gap should be minimized. A weH engineered compute-intensive algorithm should: 

• Manage with smaH caches; 

• A void cache conflicts; 

• Hide memory latencies associated with "cold-start" cache misses. 

A broad set of techniques has been suggested to adapt numeric algorithms to the peculiarities 
of contemporary memory subsystems .. These techniques include software pipelining (8), blocking 
(tiling) (9) and data copying [9, 17).Each of these techniques was designed as a solution to one of 
the first two engineering challenges presented above. The relatively new method of selective software 
prefetching [2, 11, 12) aims at the third challenge. Software prefetching attempts to hide memory 
latencies by initiating a prefetch instruction sufficiently early, before the data item is used. However, 
the implementation should be carefully designed to avoid cache pollution by the prefetched data (see 
(10)). If the prefetch instruction is non-blocking, the memory access will be executed in parallel with 
the computations carried out by theCPU. Previous attempts toimprove the performance of BLAS-2 
routines are reported in [1). Similar work on BLAS-3 routines is presented in [13). Both these efforts 
employ a variety of techniques in order to overcome the memory hierarchy limitations. However, so 
far, they do not meet all three challenges simultaneously. 

We propose a new cache-aware O(N3) matrix multiplication algorithm which builds upon known 
techniques to meet aH of the three .engineering goals. Our algorithm is based on two observations: 
(i) The fact that in matrix multiplication the ratio between the number of scalar operations and 
the data size remains high, even when the problem is divided into a sequence of multiplications of 
sub-matrices. (ii) The system bus is a valuable hardware resource that should be taken into account 
in the algorithm design. 

Our algorithm uses a new blocking scheme that divides the matrices into relatively small non
square tiles, and treats the matrix multiplication operation as aseries of tile multiplication phases. 
The data required for each phase is designed to completely fit in the cache. In addition, our scheme 
maintains a high ratio of scalar operations to the number of data items for each phase. 

To maintain conflict-free mapping of the data regardless of the associativity level of the cache, 
the algorithm restructures the matrices into an array of interleaved tiles. The copying operation can 
be carried out during the multiplication process, using only a small copying buffer. 

To cope with memory latency, all data required during phase i must be prefetched into the 
data cache du ring phase i-I. This is done simultaneoUsly with the actual computation. The two 
activities must be weH balanced. In particular, the smaller the latency and the higher the memory 
bandwidth - -the smaller the portion of the cache needed. The order and timing of the prefetch 
instructions is designed to make sure that relevant data is not flushed from the cache. When doing 
so, the associativity level of the cache must be taken into account. 

Our cache-aware O(N3) matrix multiplication algorithm does not suffer memory latency when 
running on an architecture that fits the assumptions of our machine model. The performance of 
our algorithm is not influenced by the size or layout of the input matrices. Assuming that the data 
set fits in the main memory of the machine, our algorithm maintains its behavior regardless of the 
data set size. In addition, unlike traditional blocking based algorithms, our algorithm shows little 
sensitivity to small changes in the input size. 

We implemented our algorithm on an IBM RSj6000 PowerPC 604 based workstation. Ov.r 
implementation · allows instruction level parallelism by using tHing at the register level, combined 
with loop unrolling and software pipelining . . The scheduling of machine instructions builds on the 
fact that in our algorithm, memory access operations in the inner-most loop are always serviced 
by the cache. Our implementation outperforms IBM's BLAS-3 matrix multiplication function by 
roughly 21.5%, on the average, for double precision data. For some values of N, our implementation 
runs 31.8% faster. 
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In this work we demonstrat memory hierarchy oriented optimizations for the O(N3 ) matrix 
multiplication algorithm. However, the same ideas can be used to achieve similar improvements in 
many other linear algebra algorithms that exhibit similar features (see [16]). 

In the following section we describe the assumptions that we make on the machine architecture. 
In Section 3 we outline our techniques and their application for matrix multiplication, while in 
Section 4 we present our implementation for the mM RS/6000 platform. 

2. The Machine Model 

When optimizing an algorithm, it is important to pr9perly choose a simple, but sufficiently 
accurate mamine model. The objective is then to define an abstract model such that an algorithm 
optimized for it will perform weIl in practice. 

In our case, we deliberately decide to ignore the effects of the virtual memory subsystem (see, 
for example, [7]). Specifically, we ignore the paging mechanism, the use of virtual versus physical 
addresses for cache indexing, and the use of a Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) to shorten the 
address translation process. As a consequence, the negative effects of page faults and TLB misses ate 
not taken into account. Furthermore, we assume a virtually-indexed data cache. This assumption is 
required to allow the algorithm to use virtual addresses when it restructures data in a manner that 
will assure confiict-free mapping into the cache. However, the algorithm may be adapted, under 
certain circumstances, to use physically-indexed data caches. Indeed, out implementation uses such 
a cache. 

Other assumptions that we make regarding the target machine are: 

• The memory subsystem includes at least one level of data cache. Our optimization techniques 
target only the first level (LI) data cache. We assume that slower caches do not degrade the 
performance of the LI cache. Specificaly, we require that they do not affect the LI replacement 
policy. 

• The LI data cache write policy is copy-back. 

• The LI data cache replacement policy is Least Recently Used (LRU). 

• The processor supports a non-blocking cache fetch instruction. This may be a specialized 
, prefetch instruction, or a simple non-blocking load instruction [4]. 

• The CPU follows a load/store (register-register) architecture. 

We use the following parameters in the description of our algorithm: The LI data cache holds G 
bytes arranged in lines of size L. The cache is K -way set associative: We denote by M the number 
of machine cycles required to fetch a complete cache line from memory (contemporary machines 
have 20 SM S 100). 

3. The Algorithm 

Our algorithm is designed to carry out matrix multiplication of the form 

C=A·B 

where A, B,and C are real matrices of sizes NI x N2 , N2 X N3 and NI x N3 , respectively. We 
denote by I the matrices' element size, in bytes. We make no assumption regarding the layout, 
or relative 10cation, of the input matrices in memory. In the following subsections we outline the 
algorithm, describing the use of each of the optimization techniques and the way in which the 
algorithm combines them. We end up with a matrix multiplication algorithm, that by consttuction, 
does not suffer memory l~tency when running on an architecture that fits the asstimptions of our 
machine model. 
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Figure 1: Tile multiplication 

3.1. Tolerating Capacity and Cold Start Misses 
In this subsection we assume that the cache is fully associative. We postpone the discussion on 

eliminating cache conflicts and pollution to the following subsections. 
The algorithm partitions the input matrices into tiles (see Figure 1). The matrix C is divided 

into tiles of size PI x P3 . Each one of these tiles is generated by a sum of products of a horizontal 
stripe of A-tiles and a vertical stripe of B-tiles. The matrix A is thus divided into tiles of size PI x P2 

while B is divided l into tiles of size P2 x P3. Denoting by Mi,j the (i,j)th tile ofthe matrix M, we 
have: 

N2/ P2-I 

Ci,k = L Ai,j. Bj,k 

j=O 

Since we have N I N3 /(PI P3 ) C-tiles to compute and since the computation for each tile requires 
N2/P2 tile multiplications, we have a total of (NIN2N3)/(PIP2P3) tile multiplication phases. In 
each phase we multiply an A-tile of size PI x P2, by a B-tile of size P2 x P3, updating a C-tile of 
size PI x P3, using PIP2P3 scalar multiplications and HP2P3 scalar additions. The number of data 
items accessed in each phase is PI P2 + P2P3 +- PI P3 • . 

In order to achieve optimal performance, all data used in a specific phase must be present in the 
data cache at the beginning of the phase. If this condition is indeed met, the system bus remains 
unused by the tile multiplication code and can instead be used to bring the data required for the 
next phase into the cache. Let W denote the number of machine cycles it takes to multiply an A-tile 
by a B-tile and store the result in C. Then: 

The total amount of data (in bytes) required for each phase is: 

I· (PIP2 + P2P3 + PIP3) 

Assuming that each prefetch instruction fills a single line of the cache, the number of prefetch 
instructions we must issue is 

If 
(1) 

1 Naturally, this implies that Pl, P2 and Pa must all divide the respective dimension, Ni. Padding of the matrices 
may be used to meet this requirement. 
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for (i = 0 ; i < NI/PI ; i++) 
for (j = 0 ; j < N3/P3 ; j++) 

for (k = 0 ; k < N2/P2 ; k++) { 
ci,j = ci,j + Ai,k . Bk,j; 

} 

Figure 2: The algorithm's outer loops. 
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then a single phase runs long enough to allow us to prefetch all the data required by the next phase 
on time. Note that in Equation (1) the size of the C-tile is multiplied by 2. This is because C-tiles 
are modified and therefore must be written back to memory, occupying the system b~s. 

To allow for the latency-free operation of the algorithm, the cache must be large enough to 
concurrently hold all the data required for a certain phase (i.e., one tUe of each matrix: A, Band 
C) as weIl as the data that will be used in the next phase. All in all, the cache must be able to hold 
two tile triplets, so the total cache size must be at least 

2I . (P1P2 + P2P3 + P1P3) ~ G. (2) 

Note that Equation (2) places an upper bound on P1,P2 and P3, while the timing considerations of 
Equation (1) place a lower bound on these values. 

For machines with a large CPU-memory performance gap, it might happen that Euqations (1) 
and (2) cannot hold simultaneously for anyvalue of PI, P2 and P3 • However, in Equation (1) we 
calculated the number of prefetch instructions required in a single phase assuming that all three 
tiles should be replaced. The number of prefetch instructions required may be reduced by ordering 
the phases so that one of the tiles 'is reused, The code in Figure 2 replaces C-tiles only once in every 
Nd P2 phases. The reuse of C-tiles is beneficial, since these tiles are the only ones that are modified 
and therefore must be written back to memory. Using the scheme presented in Figure 2, the number 
of prefetch instructions needed in a single phase is reduced to: 

I I' (P1P2 + P2P3 + HP2P
3 u ) . 

This means, that the condition of Equation (1) may be relaxed to: 

I P1 P2P3 
MI,(PIP2+P2P3+2 N

2 
)~W (3) 

In case this does not yield feasible values of Pb P2 and P3, the implementation's performance may 
degrade. 

Assuming a memory bus that does not allow for pipelined memory access or outstanding requests, 
all prefetch instructions must be spaced at intervals of at least M units of time,.to prevent stalling the 
CPU. With a more advanced bus that allows multiple outstanding memory requests, this requirement 
can be relaxed, as long as the request queue never overflows. For buses that allow pipelined memory 
access, a more detailed calculation of the effective value of M should be carried out. 

3,2, Avoiding Cache Confticts 
Our algorithm is based on the assumption that any two triplets of tiles (one from each matrix) 

that are used in two consecutive tile multiplication phases can simultaneously reside in the cache. 
So far, we have assumed full associativity of the cache. Most practical caches have a limited degree 
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of associativity. Restructuring the data by copying it to properly designed locations can be used to 
avoid cache confiicts. [17] discusses the utilization of copying to avoid cache confiicts. In the case 
of matrix multiplication, copying is potentially beneficial, as it takes only O(N2) time while the 
computation takes O(N3) time, assuming that every data element is copied only once. 

When using a K-way set associative cache (K > 1, K is even2), the following condition allows 
any two triplets of tiles to be mapped into the cache simultaneously: 

Condition 3.1. Associate with each 01 the three matrices a multi-set 01 cache set indices 01 size 
sufficient to hold one tile 01 that matrix. Use copying to map each tile 01 a specific matrix to the 
multi-set 01 cache sets that is associated with that matrix. The mapping is conftict-free il the multi-set 
union 01 the multi-sets lor the three matrices does not contain any index more than K /2 tim es. 

This condition is sufficient but not necessary, since it is equivalent to having any two trip lets fit in 
the cache, and not just the (N1N2N3)/(P1P2P3) triplets used in matrix multiplication. Note that 
a scheme that complies with Condition 3.1 may be easily designed to copy each data element only 
once. 

When using a 2-way set associative cache, Condition 3.1 may be met by mapping the tiles so 
that all tiles of a single matrix are mapped to the same sets in the cache, and each cache set is 
mapped only once. Such a mapping may be formed by interleaving the matrices' tiles, so that the 
offset between two tiles of the same matrix is a multiple of the way size of the cache. Since the cache 
is assumed to have two ways, we can have two tiles from each of the matrices resident in the cache 
simultaneously. 

For a direct mapped cache, Condition 3.1 cannot be satisfied. To allow confiict-free mapping 
for direct mapped caches, we must use the fact that not every combination of three tiles from the 
matrices A, 13 and C is used. Each matrix will have two possible sets of cache set indices for its 
tiles, with half of the tiles using one set and the other half using the second set. The tile mapping is 
chosen so that whenever a tile is replaced by a tile from the same matrix, the two tiles use different 
sets, and therefore, do not confiict. 

To design such a mapping, we divide the cache lines into two equal-sized subsets: a "black" 
subset and a "white" subset. Each of these subsets is designed to hold one tile from each matrix. 
Each of the matrices will have half of its tiles mapped to black cache sets and the other half mapped 
to white cache sets. For the sake of this explanation, we assume that each dimension of the matrices 
isdivided into an even number of tiles (i.e., NI/PI, N2/P2 and N3/P3 are all even). The matrix 
A is copied so that all even-numbered vertical stripes of tiles are mapped to the black part of the 
cache and all odd-numbered vertical strip es of tiles are mapped to the white part of the cache. The 
matrices 13 and C are copied so that all even-numbered horizontal stripes of tiles are mapped to the 
black part of the cache and all odd-numbered horizontal strip es of tiles are mapped to the white 
part of the cache. It can now be easily verified, that when multiplying tiles in the order of Figure 2, 
whenever a tile is replaced by atile from the same matrix, the tile replacing it is colored "differently, 
and therefore the two tiles do not confiict. Note that this method can also be implemented while 
copying each data element only once. 

While it is possible to copy the matrices to their new locations before engaging in the multipli
cation process itself, it is also possible to interleave the copy operation with the computation. For 
an elaborate discussion of copying on the fiy, see [16]. 

3.3. Cache Pollution 
As observed in [10, 13] care must be taken, when performing prefetch operations, in order to 

assure that essential data is not fiushed out of the cache. Similarly, we have to assure that fresh 
prefetched data is not fiushed out before it is used for the first time. Therefore, we have to examine 

2This assumption on K is used for simplicity. If it does not hold, use LK/2J instead of K/2 in the discussion that 
folIows. 
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what cache lines are chosen for flushing by the replacement policy when.a new cache line is brought 
into the cache. Since the replacement policy is applied to each set separately, we limit our discussion 
to a single set. . 

Consider a K-way set associative cache. Recall that K/2 lines of each set are being used by the 
active triplet of tiles, and the other K /2 lines are used to fetch the next triplet before the current 

phase is over. Let {pt} ~:-l be the sorted time instances in which prefetch instructions have been 

executed during the jth phase, U!}~02-1 be thesorted time instances in which the first access 
. K/2-1 

to each line holding data for the jth phase has been executed, and {ln i=O be the sorted time 
instances in which the last access to each suchline during the jth phase took place. 

Let us now describe the conditions on the access pattern that will allow pollution-free prefetching. 
The first condition govems the prefetching code: 

Condition 3.2. Every block of the tiles used in the jth phase is accessed (prefetched) only once 
during phase j - 1. 

Assuming thatthe above condition holds, the following condition is sufficient and necessary for 
pollution-free prefetching: 

Condition 3.3. For every 0 ~ i ~ K /2 - 1 and f!very phase j, denote by r the least index for which 
ft > p{ and by s the least index for which it holds that ~-l > 1t-1

• If no such r exists , the prefetch 

instruction p{ is pollution-free. Otherwise, denote by F the cache lines accessed by Ul} ~:~ and by 

P the cache lines accessed by {Pi-l}::~ . The prefetch is pollution-free iff P ~ F. 

4. Implementation 

To experiment with our approach, we implemerited our matrLx multiplication algorithm for both 
single and double precision square matrices. The target platform was a 133MHz PowerPC 604 based 
IBM RS/6000 43P Model 7248 workstation: The algorithm was implemented in C and was compiled 
using the IBM XL-C compiler [15]. Where necessary, hand-tuning of the resulting machine code 
was carried out. To gauge the performance improvements over known techniques, we compared our 
results to IBM's Engineering Scientific Subroutine Library (ESSL) [3], which is the state of the art 
implementation of BLAS provided by IBM for this platform. 

4.1. Platform Description 
The PowerPC 604 [14] is a superscalar, super-pipelined RISC processor. The CPU contains 

one floating point unit (FPU) arid one load-store unit (LSU). It has 32 architectural floating point 
registers and 32 architectural integer registers. The processor has a 16KB on-chip instruction cache 
and aseparate 16KB on-chip data cache (C = 16384). Both caches are physically indexed, four-way 
set associative (K = 4), and have a line size of 32 bytes (L = 32). The write policy for the on
chip data cache is write-back and the replacement policy is LRU. Access to the cache is done via 
non-blocking load/store instructions. Note that the PowerPC 604 processor adheres to all of the 
assumptions of our machine model, except for the use of a physically indexed LI data cache. 

In addition to the LI cache the machine has an off-chip L2 directly mapped and physically indexed, 
unified cache of size 512KB. The line size of the L2 cache is 32 bytes. The L2 cache controller 
implements full inclusion of both on-chip LI caches. Note that this L2 cache design contradicts our 
assumption that slower caches do not interfere with the replacement policy of the LI cache. 

The AIX operating system uses the PowerPC 604's MMU to implement demand paged virtual 
memory. The page size is 4KB, the same as the size ofa way of the LI data cache. This allows us 
to ignore the page-number part of the virtual address when mapping data to the LI cache, making 
the distinction between physically and virtually indexed caches irrelevant. 
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To complete the picture, let us now examine the features of the PowerPC 604 instructions, 
which are relevant to our work. The PowerPC architecture supports a floating point multi-add 
(fma)instruction which performs two floating point operations: a multiplication and an addition. 
This instruction has four register operands and performs the following calculation: fp1 f- fp2 . 
fp3 + fp4. The pipelined structure of the PowerPC CPU supports issuing one independent floating 
point instruction in every cycle. The usage of the fma instruction is most appropriate for matrix 
multiplication, since it allows the PowerPC 604 to complete two floating point operations in every 
cyde. By implementing the tile multiplication code using fma instructions, that use the FPU while 
loads and stores execute in parallel in the LSU, we assume that the value of W (the amount of work 
for a single tile multiplication phase) is roughly equal to P1P2P3 machine cydes. 

Floating point load instructions that hit in the on-chip LI data cache usually complete in 3 
cycles. Since the LI data cache access"is pipelined, one load/store instruction may complete in every 
cycle. ' 

A load instruction that misses the LI data cache but hits in the L2 data cache completes in 
approximately 20 cydes. A load instruction that misses both caches takes roughly 80 cycles (we 
therefore assurne that M = 80). While the PowerPC 604 may have up to four outstanding load/store 
instructions, memory access is not pipelined. 

As far as prefetching is concerned, the PowerPC 604 supports a special Data Cache Block Touch 
(dcbt) instruction that fetches the cache line which corresponds to its virtual effective address (VEA) 
into the cache. While our algorithm seems to be designed to use such an instruction, we decided to 
use a standard non-blocking register load instruction instead (see [16] for a discussion of this issue). 

4.2. Implementation Details 
We implemented the algorithm for both single and double precision floating point numbers, As 

described in Section 3,1, when breaking up matrix multiplication into phases, the algorithm designer 
can sequence the phases to maximize tile reuse. Since our target platform suffers from high memory 
latency, we indeed took advantage of this observation. In P?Iticular, we choose to reuse every C-tile 
in every N / P2 consecutive phases .before replacing it. For the single precision implementation, we 
choose the following values for the tile-size parameters: PI = P3 = 32 and P2 . = 16. 

Proposition 4.1. For single precision implementation on the IBM RS/6000 43P Model 7248, the 
choice PI = P3 = 32 and P2 = 16 complies with both Equations (2) and (3), assuming the input 
matrices are at least 0/ size 6 x 6. 

Proor. Each A-tile and each B-tile have 512 elements (or 2KB in size), while each C-tile has 1024 
elements (or 4KB in size) . We see that a triplet has 2KB + 2KB + 4KB = 8KB. Since the cache is 
16KB in size, Equation (2) is satisfied. 

The total amount of work per .phase is W = P1P2P3 = 32 · 16 ·32 = 16384. Plugging in Equation 
(3) the values for M, PI, P2 , P3 , I , and L, we have: 

This inequality holds for all N ~ 16/3. Since we assurne N ~ 6, Equation (3) is satisfied. • 

When choosing toreuse C-tiles the frequency of prefetches is dependent on N. Since N is an 
input parameter of our algorithm, prefetching data from C at the correct frequency would have 
required the use of code that checks, at relatively high granularity, whether a prefetch should be 
executed. For the efficiency of implementation, we design C prefetch code to execute outside of the 
inner loops, prefetching only A- and B-tiles inside the inner-most loop. Since we have 4KB of data, 
which fills 128 cache lines, to prefetch during 16384 cycles, a line should be prefetched once every 128 
cycles. Ta efficiently interleave the prefetch instructions in the tile multiplication code, we unroll the 
inner-most loop so that its computations take 256 cycles, lang enough for one prefetch of A and one 
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struct Triplet { 

}; 

float A_tile [Pi] [P2] ; 
float C..halfl [Pi] [P3/2] ; 
float B_tile [P2] [P3] ; 
float C..half2 [Pi] [P3/2] ; 

Figure 3: Conflict free mapping 
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prefetch of B. As the processor supports outstanding memory requests, the timing of the relatively 
few prefetch instructions for the next C-tile, executed outside of the inner loop, is not crucial. 

To allow conflict-free mapping of two tile triplets into the cache, the matrices are first copied 
into a page-alignedarray of the Triplet structure, as shown in Figure 3. 

Proposition 4.2. For single precision implementation on the IBM RS/6000 49P Model 7248, copy
ing the tiles olthe three matrices to a page-alignedarray of.ihe Trip~et structure satisfies Gondition 
9.1. 

Proof. The array is page-aligned, each structure is exactly the size of two pages, and the page size 
is the same as the LI way size. This implies that every A-tile is mapped into sets 0 to 63 of the 
cache, exactly once, and so is every B-tile.For sets 64 to 127 of the cache,there are two lines of 
each C-tile mapped into each set. As the cache is 4-way set associative, Condition 3.1 is satisfied, 
allowing the simultaneous mapping of any two triplets of tiles into the cache. • 

To implement the tile multiplication code, we used tiling at the register level. We divided B-tiles 
into sub-tiles of size 4 x 4 elements each. A- and C-tiles are divided accordingly into vertical stripes. 
In our inner-most loops we load a single sub-tile of B into 16 registers and then traverse a 4-element 
wide vertical stripe of both A and C. In each iteration, we multiply four elements of A by a sub-tile 
of B, while updating four elements of C, totaling 16 scalar multiplications (this loop is unrolled 16 
times, so that it runs in 256 cycles). 

Mapping of elements within the tile storage area is designed such that first access made by the 
tile multplication code occur in increasing address order. A and C-tiles are copied in vertical stripes, 
four element wide. Each such 4-element sub-row occupies consecutive memory addresses, and these 
sub-rows are ordered in column-major order. B-tiles are copied such that every sub-tile of size 4 x 4 
occupies a contiguous area of memory. These sub-tiles are again arranged in column-major order 
within the tile. 

Prefetches are carried out according to the tiles' layout in memory, Le., in order of increasing 
addresses. The prefetches of A and B are interleaved within the inner-most loop; one from A and 
then one from B. Prefetches for the two halves of C are interleaved, with each half accessed in 
increasing adderss order. Every blocl\ is prefetched only once, satisfying Condition 3.2. 

Proposition 4.3. For single precision implementation on the IBM RS/6000 49P Model 7248, our 
implementation complies with Gonditio~ 9.9. 

For a complete proof of Proposition 4.3, see [16]. 
For double precision data, the bandwidth requirements are higher by a factor of 2 as compared 

to single precision. In addition, the space taken up in the cache is also doubled. This aggrevates the 
problem of hiding the memory latency. No values for PI, P2 and P3 allows us to hold two triplets 
of tiles in the cache simultaneously and to hide memory latency completely. Therefore, we lorgo the 
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Figure 4: Performance of double precision matrix multiplication on the RS/6000 43P Model 7248: (a) In 
MFLOPS, (b) Relative to ESSL 

pre/etching 0/ data /rom C, relaxing Equation (2) to require that the cache be large enough to hold 
two pairs of A- and ß-tiles and a single C-tile simultaneously, and relaxing Equation (1) to require 
that a single phase runs long enough to prefetch one A-tile and one ß-tile. 

For the double precision implementation we choose the following values for the tile size parame
ters: PI = P3 = 32 and P2 = 8. Given these tile parameters, each A-tile and each ß-tile is 2KB in 
size, while each C-tile is 8KB in size. The total space required by two pairs of A- and ß-tiles and 
one C-tile is therefore 16KB, the same as the cache size. · . 

The total amount of work per phase is W = P1P2 P3 = 8192. During this time we prefetch only 
one A-tile and one ß-tile, totalling in 128 cache lines. This means that prefetch instruetions should 
be executed once every 64 cycles. Since memory latency is M = 80 machine cycles, the prefetch 
instruction hide only 80% of the memory latency for accesses to A.and ß. 

To provide partial remedy to the performance penalty observed in the double precision case, we 
developed a variant that departs from our generic cache-aware matrix multiplication algorithm. We 
took advantage of the fact that C is used for output only, and therefore the initial values of C are 
all zeros. We therefore used a single memory buffer to hold C-tiles, which is always resident in the 
cache. Whenever a new C-tile is required, the old one is saved ioto the original C matrix and the 
buffer is cleared. By using a single, cache-resident, buffer to hold C-tiles, we compensate for our 
inability to prefetch the data from C. However, since the LI cache uses allocate on write policy, 
copying back of the C-tiles allocates cache lines to hold the modified data of the C matrix. This 
allocation may cause flushing of prefetched data from A- and ß-tiles that is intended for use in the 
next tile multiplication phase . . Since the combined size of an A-tile and of a ß-tile is only 4KB, 
compared to 8KB for a single C-tile, the saving of delays for access to C-tiles is advantageous. 

4.3. Results 
Figure 4 (a) shows the performance in MFLOPS of our EDCU (Enhanced Data Cache Utilization) 

single C-buffer double precision matrix multiplication vs. IBM's BLAS-3 (shown as ESSL). Figure 4 
(b) shows the relative performance of these two implementations. 

For double precision data we get the following average performance figures for the sizes of inputs 
we checked: IBM's ESSL implementation achieves 115 MFLOPS, our standard implementation 
achieves 130 MFLOPS, and oursingle C-buffer implementation achieves 140.8 MFLOPS, a 21.5% 
average advantage over ESSL. Another feature of our algorithm that can be clearly seen from Figure 
4 is that, performance-wise, our design is less sensitive to changes in the size of the data in comparison 
to ESSL. The performance instability evident in ESSL allows the single C-buffer implement at ion to 
outperform the ESSL implement at ion by up to 31.8% on some. double precision matrices. 
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For single precision data, the tile sizes we use are sufficient to aHow prefetching of all the required 
data. However, the memory bandwidth is not taxed as heavily in thesingle precision implementation, . 
as it is in the double precision implementation, and so the potential for performance improvement 
via memory latency hiding is smaller. This is clearly demonstrated by the performance achieved by 
the naive 3-loop O(N3 ) matrix multiplication algorithm. While for double precision the naive 3-loop 
implementation achieves only 13.6 MFLOPS on average, allowing us to achieve 935% performance 
increase over it, its performance is almost doubled to 23.7 MFLOPS on average for single precision 
numbers; For the single precision implementation, we got the foHowing average performance figures 
for the sizes of input we checked: IBM's ESSL implementation achieves 154.9 MFLOPS while our 
EDCU implementation achieves 165.5 MFLOPS, a 7% average increase over ESSL, and up to 13% 
for some single precision matrices. 

The main reasons for not reaching the full potential of the CPU are related to the specific machine 
wh ich does not fit the assumptions taken by the algorithm. First, the machine has a relatively 
small LI cache, when considering its memory latencies. Our double precision implementation could 
not prefetch the C-tile, forcing us to use instead, a single C buffer that is copied back on every 
N / P2 tile multiplication phases. The copy back operation pollutes the cache, causing delays in 
subsequent accesses to A- and B-tiles. In addition, since the tile sizes we useallow only 64 cycles 
between prefetch instructions, we cannot fuHy hide memory latency, which is as high as 80 cycles. 
Therefore, the inner-most loop of the double precision implementation is prolonged by roughly 25% 
(the difference between 80 and 64). Second, the direct mapped L2 cache forces a fuH inclusion policy 
on the instruction and data LI caches. Therefore, some data may be flushed out of the LI cache 
because of conflicts in the L2 cache, which may even result from instruction access. Third, as noted 
in Section 3.2, before engaging in the actual multiplication process, we copy our.input matrices into 
an array of interleaved tiles. For the sake of simplicity, we choose to carry these copying operations 
off-line. These copying operations take time and our measurements indicate that the overhead for 
the input sizes we used is at least 14% of the peak for double precision data. Clearly, since this 
overhead is O(N2 ) its relative influence on performance diminishes as the size of the data increases. 

5. Conclusion 

To achieve good performance, numeric algorithms should balance computation with data move
ment. We have presented a new cache-aware O(N3 ) matrix multiplication algorithm. This algorithm 
can be proven to suffer no memory latency when running on an architecture that fits the assump
tions of the machine model introduced. Furthermore, this algorithm uses only the smallest part of 
the cache that can still balance the memory bandwidth. Using a larger cache than the minimum 
required will have no further impact on performance. . 

Our experiments show that, even for platforms that are not idealy suited for the suggested 
techniques, the Implementation of the matrix multiplication algorithm we present is competitive: It 
achieves performance that is higher by 6.8-31.8% than that attained by the vendor's state of the art 
implementation, which also uses advnaced memory hierarchy oriented optimizations [5]. 

While the technique presented in this work was demonstrated for O(N3 ) matrix multiplication, 
generic guidelines and conditions for cache-aware design of compute intensive algorithms were for
mulated and are presented in fuH in [16]. Furthermore, insight regarding effective exploitation of 
modern hardware has been gained. We believe that some of our concepts may be generalized for use 
as compile-time techniques. 
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ABSTRACT 

A setof points 9 is a K-guarding set for a set of objects 0, if any hypercube not containing a 
point from 9 in its interior intersects at most K objects of O. This definition underlies a new 
input model, that is both more general than de Berg's unclutteredness, and retains its main 
property: a d-dimensional scene satisfying the new model's requirements is known to have a 
linear-size binary space partition. 

We propose several algorithms for computing K-guarding sets, and evaluate them experi
mentally. One of them appears to be quite practical. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently de Berg et al. [4] brought together several of the realistic input models that have 
been proposed in the literature, namely fatness, low density, unclutteredness, and small simple-cover 
complexity (see definitions below). They showed that these models form a strict hierarchy in the 
sense that fatness implies low density, wh ich in turn implies unclutteredness, which implies small 
simple-cover complexity, and that the reverse implieations are false. 

For each of the models above, data structures and algorithms were proposed [1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], 
that perform better than their more general counterparts. Assurne an eflicient algorithm exists for 
some problem under one of the models, say, M l . A natural question that arises is: Does there also 
exist an algorithm for the same problem under the more general model M 2 , that is more or less 
comparable to the former algorithm in terms of efficiency. Clearly, it would be useful to have such 
an algorithm. 

In [1] de Berg presents an algorithm for computing a linear-size binary space partition (BSP) for 
uncluttered d-dimensional scenes, wh ich enables hirn (see [2]) to construct a linear-size data structure 
supporting logarithmic-time point loeation for such scenes. We have defined a new input model 
which is both more general than unclutteredness, and retains the property that a d-dimensional 
scene satisfying the new model's requirements is known to have a linear-size BSP, and consequently 
a linear-size data structure supporting logarithmic-time point location. However, in order to compute 
a linear-size BSP for such a scene, using de Berg's algorithm, we must first compute a linear-size 
guarding set for the scene (see definition below). This paper deals primarily with the problem of 
computing a small guarding set for such scenes. We describe three algorithms for this task and 
evaluate them both theoretfcally, but mainly experimentally. (We suspect that the problem of 
computing a smallest guarding set for such scenes is NP-complete.) 

The notion of guarding sets was introduced very recently by de Berg et al. [3]. They showed that 
having a linear-size guarding set is essentially equivalent to having small simple-cover complexity, 
and used this result to prove that the complexity of the free space of a bounded-reach robot with f 
degrees of freedom moving in a planar uncluttered scene or in a planar scene with sm all simple-cover 
complexity is 0(nf/2 ). 

2. Preliminaries 

We first define the two more general input models in the hierarchy of [4]. Unclutteredness was 
introduced by de Berg [1] under the name bounding-box-fitness condition. The model is defined as 
folIows. (Throughout the paper, whenever we mention a square, cube, rectangle, etc., we assume it 
is axis-par allel. ) 

Definition 2.1. Let 0 be a set of objects in ~d. We say that 0 is I\:-cluttered if any hypercube 
whose interior does not contain avertex of one of the bounding boxes of the objects in 0 is intersected 
by ~t most I\: objects in O. The clutter factor of 0 is the smallest I\: for which it is I\:-cluttered. 

We sometimes call a scene uncluttered if it is I\:-cluttered for a small constant 1\:. 

The following definition of simple-cover complexity is a slight adaptation of the original definition 
by Mitchell et al. [7], as proposed by de Berg et al. [4]. Given a scene 0, we call a ball eS-simple if 
it intersects at most eS objects in O. 

Definition 2.2. Let Obe a set of objects in ~d, and let eS > 0 be a parameter. A eS-simple cover 
for 0 is a collection of eS-simple balls whose union covers the bounding box of O. We say that 0 has 
(s, eS)-simple-cover complexity if there is a eS-simple cover for 0 of cardinality sn. 

We say that a scene has small simple-cover complexity if there are small constants s and eS such that 
it has (s, eS)-simple-cover complexity. 
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We elose this preliminary section with a description of a variant of the first phase of de Berg's 
BSP-decomposition algorithm [1]. The algorithm has as inputa set P of m points in !Rd . Its output 
is a partitioning of abounding cube of P into O(m) hypercubes and L-shapes, with the property 
that they do not have a point from P in their interior. (An L-shape is the geometrie difference of a 
hypercube (j with a hypercube (j' ~ (j of less than half its size and sharing a vertex with it.) The 
partitioning is constructed with a recursive algorithm, whose plan ar version is given below. 

Suppose we have a square (j at some stage in the subdivision process; initially (j can be any 
square containing all points from P. Let Pq denote the subset of points from P contained in the 
interior of (j. The square (j is handled according to the following rules. 

1. H P q = 0 then (j is a cell in the final partitioning . 

. 2. If P q '" 0 and not all points of P q lie in the interior of a single quadrant of (j, then (j is 
subdivided into four quadrants, which are handled recursively. 

3. If Pq '" 0 and all points of Pq lie in the interior of a single quadrant of (j, then (j is subdivided 
as follows. Let (j' be the smallest square containing the points from P q that shares a vertex 
with (j. Note that (j' has a point from Pq on its boundary. Now (j is handled recursively, and 
the L-shape (j \ (j' is a cell in the final partitioning. 

By charging each such sub division step to either a partitioning of the set P or to a point from P 
falling onto a cell boundary, one can show that the number of cells is at most 2d lPI + 1; see [1] for 
details. (This bound is slightly different from the bound reported by de Berg because he further 
subdivides the L-shapes into d hyperrectangles to obtain a BSP decomposition.) We obtain the 

. following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. (de Berg [1]) Let P be a set 0/ points in ~, and let (jp be a hypercube containing all 
points from P. Then there exists a partitioning 0/ (jp into O(IPI) hypercubes and L-shapes without 
points /rom P in their interior. 

3. Guarding sets 

A guarding set for a collection of objects is, loosely speaking, a set of points that approximates 
the distribution of the objects. More precisely, guarding sets are defined as follows. 

Definition 3.1. Let 0 be a set oE objects in ~, let n be a Eamily ofsubsets oE ~ called ranges, 
and let I'i, be a positive integer. A set 9 oE points is called a I'i,-guarding set for 0 against n, iE any 
range from n not containing a point Erom 9 in its interior intersects at most I'i, objects Erom O. 

We often call the points in 9 guards, and refer to ranges not containing guards as empty ranges. 
Let us give an example. Suppose the set 0 is a set of n pairwise disjoint discs in the plane, and 

that the family of ranges is the family of all axis-parallel squares. For ~ disc D, define GD to be 
the set of the following five points: the center of D plus the topmost, bottommost, leftmost, and 
rightmost point of D. When a square (j intersects D , and (j does not contain a point from GD in 
its interior, then D contains a vertex of (j. (We assume all geometrie objects are open.) Hence, the 
set .G = {GDID E O} is a 4-guarding set of size 5n for (:) against the family of squares. 

From now on, we assume that the family of ranges consists of all axis-paraHel squares (in !R2
) and 

all axis-parallel hypercubes (in ~). This is justified by a theorem proven in [3] that implies that it 
does not matter (from an asymptotie point of view) whether we study guarding against axis-parallel 
hypercubes, against balls, or against convex fat objects. 

We are especially interested in scenes for wh ich there exists a I'i,-guarding set of size cn, where I'i, 
and c are small constants. We say that such scenes are guardable. Let 0 be a guardable scene and 
let 9 be a I'i,-guarding set for 0 of size m = O(n). Then according to Lemma 2.1, it is possible to 
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compute a set S of O(m) empty hypercubes and L-shapes covering the scene. Any hypercube in S 
intersects at most K- objects from 0, and any L-shape in S intersects at most (2d - 1)K- objects from 
o (since it can be covered by 2d - 1 hypercubes that are contained in it). Thus, loosely speaking, 
by cutting each of the hypercubes and L-shapes in Sinto a constant number of simple pieces, we 
obtain a linear-size BSP for 0; see [1]. This final phase however requires the objects to be either 
polyhedra of constant complexity or convex. We conclude that guardable d-dimensional scenes have 
a linear-size BSP, and therefore also a linear-size data structure for logarithmic-time point location 
(by using a balanced version of th~ 'underlying BSP tree [2]). In the next section we focus on the 
problem of computing small K--guarding sets for guardable scenes. (We do not claim however that 
the best way to compute small BSPs for guardable scenes is by computing a small guarding set and 
applying de Berg's algorithm.) 

Next we establish the relation between guardable scenes and uncluttered scenes, and between 
guardable scenes and scenes with small simple-cover complexity. (Recall that an uncluttered scene 
has small simple-cover complexity, but there exists scenes with small simple-cover complexity that 
are not uncluttered.) A scene is K--cluttered if and only if the bounding-box vertices of the objects 
form a K--guarding set (this is the definition of unclutteredness). Figure 1 shows that there exists 
scenes that are guardable but not uncluttered. Assume that we add to a given uncluttered scene 
m = ..;n horizontal line segments, each of length 1 + e, that do not intersect the bounding box of 
the original scene. (In Figure 1 the original scene consists of the m x m = n tiny cubes). Then 
the new scene is not uncluttered, since the unit square B is empty (of bounding-box vertices) and 
is intersected by m objects. However, by placing O(m) equally-spaced guards between each pair 
of consecutive line segments, we 'obtain (together with the bounding-box vertices of the m2 + m 
objects) a linear-size K--guarding set for the new scene, for some small constant K-. Thus the new 
scene is guardable. 

Actually, a (somewhat surprising) theorem appearing in [3] shows that in the plane a scene is 
guardable if and only if it has small simple-cover complexity. 

4. Computing guarding sets 

Let 0 be a set of n objects in the plane, and assume that 0 has a finite K--guarding set against 
axis-parallel squares. We describe threealgorithms for computing a K--guarding set, g, for O. 

Let So be a smallest bounding square of the input scene. All three algorithms construct a quad 
tree T, through which a guarding set is computed. Each node of T represents a square that is 
contained in So, where the root represents So itself. The collection of squares associated with the 
leaves of T forms a sub division of So into squares. 

Algorithm I: In the first algorithm, Al, we construct the tree in the standard way, except that the 
stopping criterion is adapted to our purpose. Initially T consists of a single (root) node representing 
the bounding square So, and 9 is empty. Now, for anode v representing a square Sv, we check 
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Figure 2: The neighborhood of anode u associated with square s" is shown in grey 

whether Sv is intersected by more than LK/2J objects of O. If the answer is negative, then we do 
not expand V; it becomes a leaf of T, and we add the four corners of Sv to the guarding set g. If the 
answer is positive, then we continue expanding the tree by creating four new nodes corresponding 
to the four quadrants of Sv and attaching them as the children of v. 

Claim 4.1. The set g, eomputed by Al, is a K-guarding set for 0 against squares. 
Proof. Let e be a square and assume that cn 9 = 0. If x is a corner of a square S associated with 
a leaf of T, then x does not lie in the interior of e (since x E g). Therefore, e can be covered by at 
most two squares associated with leaves of T. Since each of these at most two squares is intersected 
byat most LK/2J objects of 0; we conclude that cis intersected by at most K objects of O. (Note 
that if cis not fully contained in So, then c n So is covered by a single square associated with a leaf 
of T, so, in this case, cis intersectedby at most LK/2J objects of 0.) • 
Algorithm 11: The second algorithm, A2 , differs from Al in (i) the stopping criterion and (ii) the 
rule by which points are added to g. We stop expanding anode V associated with a square Sv, if 
Sv is intersected by at most LK/6J objects of O. The guarding points are.the corners of the squares 
associated with the intemal no des of T (rather than the corners of the squares associated with the 
leaves, as in Al). 

Claim 4.2. The set g, computed by A2, is a K-guarding set for 0 against squares. 
Proof. Let c be a square and assume that eng = 0. If Sv is a square associated with a leaf v of T, 
then it isimpossible that Sv is fully contained in (the interior of) c (because the corners of sp, the 
square associated with the parent of v, are in g, and Sv shares a corner with sp) . Moreover, it is easy 
to verify that the number of vertices of the subdivision of So (formed by the squares associated with 
the leaves of n that lie in the interior of c cannot exceed 2. Therefore, since c is a square, it can be 
covered by at most six squares associated with leaves of T. Each of these squares is intersected by 
at most LK/6J objects of 0, hence cis intersected by at most K objects of O. • 

Algorithm 111: The third algorithm, A3, is completely different; it is based on the notion of 
neighborhood. 

Definition 4.3. Anode v associated with square Sv is a neighbor of anode u associated with square 
su, if Sv is at least as large as su, and either an edge of Su is contained in an edge of Sv, or Sv shares 
a ver tex with Su . 

Definition 4.4. The neighborhood of anode u in T is the set of a1l its neighbors (see Figure 2). 

In the third algorithm, A 3 , the quad tree is not constructed in the standard way; it is constructed 
as follows. Initially, as in the standard way, T consists of a single node representing the bounding 
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Figure 3: A "winning' scene for each of the algorithms 

square So and 9 is empty. Now, for each node u in level i, associatedwith square su, we check 
whether the union of Su and the squares associated with the nodes in the neighborhood of u is 
intersected by more than K objects of O. If so, we add the four corners of Su to g, and expand u 
by creating four new nodes corresponding to the four quadrants of Su and attaching them as the 
children of u. After applying this check to all nodes in level i (in arbitrary order), we move to level 
i + 1 and apply this check to all nodes in level i + 1, and so on. We stop when a level is reached for 
which none of the nodes needs to be expanded. Note that all neighbors of anode u of level i are 
leaves of the current tree (Le., the tree consisting of levels 0 to i), and their number is at most 8. 

Claim 4.5. The set g, computed by A 3 , is a K-guarding set for 0 against squares. 
Proof. Let c be a square and assume that eng = 0. We know (see proof of Claim 4.2) that since 
the guarding points are the corners of the squaresassociated with the internal no des ofT, c can be 
covered by at most six squares associated with leaves of T. But, the neighborhood of one w (out 
of two) of these six leaves covers c. Since w is a leaf, its neighborhood is intersected by at most K 

objects of 0 and therefore c is intersected by at most K objects. • 

Let us discuss theadvantages and disadvantages of the three algorithms above. Figure 3 shows 
that for each of the algorithms there exists a scene for which it is better than the other two, in 
the sense that it produces a smaller guarding set. The left column corresponds to Al, the middle 
column to A2, and the right column to A3 . 

In the first scene that we consider, each of the quadrants of So contains exact1y K/2 objects. In 
the top line of Figure 3, the three sub divisions obtained for such a scene (assuming K = 32) are 
shown. The numbers in the middle sub division are the numbers of objects intersecting the cells of 
the subdivision. (Their sum is greater than n = 64, since an object can intersect more than one 
cell of the &ubdivision.) In the left sub division each of the quadrants contains exact1y 16 objects. 
The appropriate numbers for the right sub division are easily obtained from those for the middle 
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one, assuming each of the tiny cells is intersected by a single object. The size of the guarding set 
computed by Al is 9, while the sizes for A2 and A 3 are 17 and 25, respectively. 

The second scene we consider consists of 16K/6 small objects that are distribl,lted uniformally in 
so. Assuming K = 72, the three subdivisions that are obtained for such a scene are shown in the 
middle line. The size of the guar ding set computed by A2 is 9, while the sizes for Al and A 3 are 25 
and 17, respectively. 

The third scene consists of 4K small objects that are concentrated near the corners of so. The 
bottom line corresponds to the three sub divisions that are obtained for such a &cene, assuming 
K = 32. The size of the guar ding set computed by A 3 is 9, while the sizes for Al and A2 are 45 and 
41, respectively. 

Scenes such as triangulations in which there exist points that lie on the boundaries of several 
objectsmight be problematic, especially for the first two algorithms. We call such scenes degenerate 
scenes. For adegenerate scene, it is possible that one or more of these special points must be present 
in any K-guarding set that is computed for the scene. (Otherwise we could place a small enough 
square around such a point that is both empty and is intersected by more than K objects.) On the 
other hand, since the guarding points generated by our algorithms are corners of squares associated 
with nodes of a quad tree, it is possible that these special points will never arise as potential guarding 
points. 

The advantage of A 3 , with respect to the above problem, becomes more evident when dealing 
with 3-dimensional scenes. The stopping criterion of Al and A2 deteriorates, when moving to 3-
space, while the stopping criterion of A3 does not change (although it becomes more difficult to find 
the set of neighbors of anode). 

We omit from this version (theoretical) observations concerning the size of the guarding set that 
is computed by algorithm Al (alternatively, A2 ). In the full version of this paper, we also discuss 
the effect of incorporating into our algorithms a so-called shrinking step, similar to the last step in 
de Berg's algorithm (described at the end of Section 2) . 

5. Experimental evaluation 

We have implemented the three algorithms described in the preceding section, using the CGAL 
software library of geometric data structures and algorithms [5], and have performed various exper
iments in order to learn about their suitability in practice. 

Our primary goal was to evaluate the algorithms, according to the sizes of the guarding sets thl;l.t 
they produce. Recall that the size of the guarding set is dosely related to the size of the BSP and 
data structures that are subsequently constructed for the input scene, assuming de Berg's algorithms 
[1, 2] are being used. 

We also applied our algorithms to unduttered scenes with dutter factor K, and checked (i) 
whether the K-guarding sets that are obtained tend to be smaller than 4n (recall that, by definition, 
the set consisting of all 4n bounding-box vertices is a K-guarding set for such scenes), and (ii) 
assuming the answer is positive, what is the smallest value, KO :5 K, for which the scene still has a 
Ko-guarding set. 

We considered two types of scenes: polyhedral terrains and randomly generated collections of 
triangles. Polyhedralterrains are often used to represent pieces ofthe earth's surface in Geographic 
Information Systems. Most of the polyhedral terrain algorithmswork with the terrain's projection 
on the xy-plane. Thus our terrain test scenes were generated from DEM files of certain areas in 
Canada and the U.S. as follows. A DEM file specifies the elevation of a set of sampie points in the 
underlying area, where the sampie points form a regular grid. Using the so-called VIP method [6] 
the m most important points were extracted for various values of m. The terrain test scene was 
then generated by computing the Delaunay triangulation of th~ extracted sampie points. 

The random scenes were generated by repeating the following step until the desired number of 
triangles was reached: Generate a random triangle within a fixed square, and, ifit does not intersect 
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Death Valley San Bernardino 

n clutter K- AI A2 A3 n clutter K- AI A2 ~ 
factor factor 

202 25 72 62 147 56 202 16 60 49 119 40 
25 307 x 232 20 278 x 172 
24 307 x 251 16 x x 271 
22 x x 291 15 x x 271 
20 x x 328 13 x x 364 
18 x x 391 11 x x 529 
17 x x 412 10 x x 677 
16 x x 433 402 18 100 40 92 42 
14 x x 492 66 75 198 74 
13 x x 564 22 462 x 286 
12 x x 685 18 x x 399 
11 x x x 16 x x 505 

402 29 66 100 284 105 14 x x 636 
29 427 x 307 
22 610 x 439 
20 x x 485 

Table 1: Two Death Valley scenes and two San 13ernardino scenes 

Random scenes 
n clutter K- AI A 2 A3 

factor 
52 9 20 34 116 25 

9 184 1317 93 
8 18.4 1317 109 
7 315 1317 139 
6 315 1317 183 
5 669 x 265 

100 9 12 159 525 110 
10 217 x 171 
9 307 x 195 
8 307 x 227 
7 601 x 264 
6 601 x 349 
5 1347 x 518 

150 16 20 126 425 89 
16 173 1148 124 
12 315 1148 195 
10 401 x 240 
8 597 x 398 
6 1115 x 662 

Table 2: Three random scenes 
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any of the triangles in the current collection of triangles, add it to this collection. 
The results of some of our tests are presented in the following two tables. The left part of Table 1 

corresponds to two "Death Valley" scenes, consisting of 202 and 402 triangles, respectively. The 
clutter factors of these scenes are 25 and 29, respectively. The right part of Table 1 corresponds to 
two "San Betnardino" scenes, and Table 2 to three random scenes. An 'x' entry in the columil of 
algorithm Ai means that for the appropriate value of "-, A failed to produce a guarding set, before 
some halting condition was fulfilled (indicating that A would probably never terminate without the 
halting condition). 

For each of the test scenes, we apply the three algorithms for various values of "-, beginning 
with rather high values and ending around the smallest value "-0 for which one of the algorithms 
still succeeds in producing a guarding set. As expected (see discussion at the end of the previous 
section), the first two algorithms begin to fail once the values are less than 2"-0 and 6"-0, respectively. 

Consider for example the first Death Valley scene ' (see Figure 4 left). Since the number of 
. objects in this scene is 202 and the clutter factor is 25, we can obtain a 25-guarding set of size at 

most 4n = 808, by taking all bounding-box vertices (see Figure 4 right). However, both Al and A 3 . 

produce much smaller 25-guarding sets (see Table 1). For this scene, the value "-0 is about 12, and 
algorithm ~ produces a 12-guarding set of size 685, which is stilliess than 4n. Since "-0 is about 12, 
it is not surprising that algorithm A2 fails for values below 24, and that algorithm A3 fails for even 
higher values. Figures 5-6 show both the guarding set and the partition computed by algorithm A3 

for ,,--values 25 and 16. . 
In general, the sizes of the guarding sets produced by A 2 are much larger than the corresponding 

sizes of Al and A3 , and the sets produced by A 3 are usually smaller than those produced by Al. In 
conclusion, algorithm A3 seems to perform quite weIl in practice. 

All tests were performed on a SPARC Ultra-Enterprise machine. The running time for small 
scenes never exceeds a few seconds (e.g., Al computed a 9-guarding set for the second random scene 
in 0.7 seconds), and for large scenes a few tens of seconds (e.g, A3 computed a 21-guarding set for 
a Death Valley scene consisting of more than 2000 objects in 50.77 seconds). 
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ABSTRACT 

We give an experimental study of a new O(mna(m,n))-time implementation of Edmonds' 
algorithm for a maximum-cardinality matching in a sparse general graph of n vertices and 
m edges. The implementation incorporates several optimizations resulting from a depth-first 
order to search for augmenting paths, and we study the iteraction between four heuristics, each 
with the potential to significantly speed up the code in practice, th{ough experiments with 
all sixteen possible variants. The experiments indicate that the simplest heuristic, an early
termination test for the depth-first search, reSults in the greatest performance gain, and yields 
an implementation that on graphs with large degree actually finds an optimal solution in less 
time than a standard greedy heuristic. The resulting code appears to be the fastest among 
those publicly available on the classes of random, k-regular, union-of-k-cycle, and Euclidean 
k-nearest-neighbor graphs for tests with up to 100,000 vertices and 500,000 edges with average 
degree from 1 to 10, achieving a maximum speedup of 50 over the two LEDA codes, and 4 and 350 
over two of the DIMACS implementation challenge codes, while never taking longer than these 
implementations. 

1. Introduction 

121 

One of the classic problems of combinatorial optimization is maximum-cardinality matching in 
general graphs [15]. A matching of an undirected graph G = (V, E) is a subset of the edges M ~ E 
such that no two edges in M touch a common vertex. A maximum-cardinality matching is a matching 
with the maximum number of edges. 

Among the fundamental polynomial-time results in combinatorial optimization is Edmonds' al
gorithm for maximum-cardinalty matching in general graphs [8]. This paper gives an experimental 
study of a new O(mn a(m, n))-time implementation of Edmonds' algorithm on large sparse graphs 
with n vertices and m edges. Our motivation comes from the problem in computational biology 
of large-scale DNA sequence assembly [14], which can be approximated in the presence of error 
using maximum-weight matchings in sparse nonbipartite graphs [13]. For this problem, our ul
timate goal is an implementation of the O(mnlogn)-time weighted-matching alg~rithm of Galil, 
Micali and Gabow [12], but to understand this intricate algorithm at the level of detail necessary 
to produce a good implementation, we found ourselves forced to first understand the special case 
of cardinality-matching, and hence the present initial work of implementing an efficient, sparse, 
cardinality-matching algorithm. 

There have been several studies of cardinality-matching algorithms, notably from the first Dl
MACS algorithm implementation challenge [6, 17]. Crocker [6] and Mattingly and Ritchey [17] give 

1 Research supported in part by aNational Science Foundation CAREER Award, Grant DBI-9722339. 
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implementations of the O(m.fii)-time algorithm of Micali and VaziraIii [20} and study its perfor
mance experimentally. Rothberg [25] gives an implementation of Gabow's 0(n3)-time version [10] 
of Edmonds' algorithm. LEDA, a library of combinatorial and geometrie data structures and algo
rithms designed by Mehlhorn and Näher [18], provides an O(mno:(m,n))-time implementation [19] 
of Edmonds' algorithm. Möhring and MüIler-Hannemann [22} and Magun [16} experimentally study 
several O(m + n)-time heuristics for cardinality matching. 

In the next section we sketch Edmonds' algorithm. Section 3 foIlows with a discussion of our 
implementation, highIighting the optimizations and heuristics that we examined. Section 4 presents 
results from experiments on random and structured graphs with our implementation and those of 
Crocker [6], LEDA [19], and Rothberg [25}, which suggest that the new code is among the fastest 
available for large sparse graphs. Section 5 summarizes our results. 

2. Edmonds' algorithm 

We now briefly sketch Edmonds' algorithm [8}. As the algorithm is involved, we defer to readers 
familiar with its basic implementation to meet space gwdelines. Good expositions may be found in 
Tarjan [27], Ahuja, Magnanti and OrlinJ1], and Moret and Shapiro [21]. 

Avertex v is said to be unmatched with respect to matching M if no edge of M touches v. An 
alternating path in G with respect to a matching M is a path whose edges alternate between being 
in and out of M. An augmenting path is an alternating path that begins and ends at an unmatched 
vertex. A blossom is an alternating path that forms a cyde of odd length; note that on any such 
cyde there must be a vertex incident to two unmatched edges on the cyde; this vertex is called the 
base of the blossom. 

The essential step of the algorithm is to find an augmenting path with respect to a current match
ing M, which may initially be the empty matching. If M has an augmenting path, its cardinality 
can be increased by one, while if M has no augmenting path, it is optimal [1.5]. Aphase of the 
algorithm consists of searching for an augmenting path, and terminates on finding such a path or 
determining that there is none. . 

An augmenting path may be found by exploring along search trees rooted at unmatched vertices. 
As edges at successive levels ofthese trees alternate between being in and out of M, they are called 
alternating trees. Vertiees at even depths from the roots are called even, and vertices at odd depths 
are called odd. During the search a blossom may be discovered, at which point all vertices on the 
cycle are shrunk into a single supervertex that is identified with the base of the blossom. The key 
observation ofEdmonds is that the shrunken graph has an augmenting path if and only if the original 
graph has one [8]. 

With suitable data structures, aphase can be implemented to ron in O(m o:(m, n)) time, which 
Tarjan [27} credits to Gabow, where o:(m, n), a very slowly-growing inverse of Ackermann's function, 
is the amortized time per operation for the disjoint-set data structure [27}. As there are at most 
n/2 phases, this gives an O(mn o:(m, n))-time algorithm. Due to the form oft he set unions performed 
by the algorithm, it is possible in theory to reduce the factor of o:(m, n) in the ronning time to 0(1) 
using the disjoint-set result ofGabow and Tarjan [ll}; the resulting O(mn) time algorithm is unlike1y 
to be better in practice, however, since for all conceivable inputs, already 0:( m, n) 'S 4. 

3. Implementation 

The data structures in our O(mn o:(m, n))-time implementati6n of Edmonds' algorithm are as 
foIlows. Edges in the undirected graph Gare assigned an arbitrary orientation, so that each undi
rected edge is represented by one directed edge that may be traversed in either direction. We access 
the neighborhood of a vertex by maintaining with each vertex a list of in-edges and out-edges. When 
detecting a blossom, the graph is not actually shrunk, but the partition of vertices in the original 
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graph into blossoms is maintained via the disjoint-set data structure; we use the disjoint-set path
halving variant of Tarjan and van Leeuwen [27]. The recursive structure ofblossoms is recorded 
using the bridge representation described by Tarjan [27J. 

Perhaps the most significant choice for an implementation is the order in which to explore edges 
of the graph when searching for an augmenting path. We chose to explore them in depth-first search 
order, so that we grow altemating trees one at a time until we discover an augmenting path or that 
there is none starting from the currentroot. This choice permits several optimizations in the code, 
some of which are not discussed in standard presentations of Edmonds' algorithm [27, 1], and which 
we detail next. 

3.1. Optimizations 
The implementation incorporates the following three ideas. As each js guaranteed to speed up 

the code, we call them optimizations. Later we ex amine four more ideas which may or may not 
speed up the code, and whlch we call heuristics. 

3.1.1. One-pass shrinking 
A key advantage of examining edges in depth-first search order is that on encountering an 

edge e = (v, w) betweentwo even-Iabeled vertices, it is not hard to show that e always forms a 
blossom, and furthermore that one of v and w must be an ancestor of the other in the altemat
ing tree. Thus the algorithm can avoid performing the standard interleaved walk to (1) determine 
whether e forms a blossom or an augmenting path and (2) find the nearest common ancestor of 
v and w in the alternating tree if e forms a blossom. 

To identify the ancestor weassign an age to each vertex from a global counter that is incremented 
as vertices are reached by the depth-first search. The nearest common ancestor of v and w is the 
younger of the two, so we can shrink the discovered blossom while walking directly to the ancestor 
in one pass. 

3.1.2. Avoiding expansion and relabeling 0/ unsuccessful trees 
On returning from a search of an altemating tree that does not lead to an augmenting path, 

we leave all blossoms in the unsuccessful tree shrunken, and the labels of all vertices in the tree 
in their current state: Since the depth-first search is exhaustive, no future augmentations will ever 
pass through the tree. Tarjan [27] credits this observation to Edmonds; in the context of bipartite 
matching, Chang and McCormick [4] and Cherkassky, Goldberg, Martin, Setubal and Stolfi [5] study 
this heuristic, and others, experimentally. 

3.1.3. Finding the next search root quickly 
On completing the search of an altemating tree, the next root for a search must be found. Instead 

of scanning the vertices of the graph to find an unreached unmatched vertex for the next search root, 
we maintain one list across all phases of the algorithm of unreached unmatched vertices. When an 
unmatched vertex is first reached by a search, we unlink it from this list; the vertex will never be 
placed back on the list, since if it is reached on an unsuccessful search it will always remain reached 
and unmatched, while if it is reached on a successful search it will be relabeled as unreached but 
will always remain matched. To find the next search root, we pop the next vertex from this list. 

3.2. Heuristics 
We now describe four heuristics that have the potential to significantly speed up the algorithm 

in practice. 
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3.2.1. Initializing with a greedy matching 
While Edmonds' algorithm is usually described as starting from the empty matching, it can be 

started from any matching. The conventional wisdom is that starting from a near-optimal matching 
should speed up the algorithm in practice since this reduces the number of augmentations. (In 
truth, though, the situation is unclear, since after performing as many augmentations as there are 
edges in the initial matching, the algorithm started from the empty matching proceeds for the final, 
difficult-to-find augmentations on a cöntracted graph, which could bepreferable to proceeding from 
the initial matching on an uncontracted graph.) . 

We consider starting from an initial matching obtained by the followingstandard heuristic [21]. 
Form a maximal matching by repeatedly selecting avertex v that has minimum degree in the 
subgraph G induced by the currently un.:natched vertices, and select an edge (v, w) to an unmatched 
vertex w that has illinimum degree in G over all vertices incident to v. This greedy procedure can 
be implemented to run in O(m + n) time using a discrete, bucketed heap of unmatched vertices 
prioritized by degree in G. Since the resulting matching is maximal, it is guaranteed to have at 
least half the edges of a maximum matching, and as shown by Shapira [26], the size of the smallest 
matching found by this heuristic over all graphs on n vertices and m edges is the size of the .smallest 
maximum matching on a graph with n vertices and m edges.· 

3.2.2. Stopping success/ul searches early 
In the depth-first . search, unexplored edges are pushed onto a search stack and later popped as 

they are explored. Edges are pushed when firstencountering a vertex that gets labeled even, or 
when shrinking a blossom into an even Supervertex. In both situations, when pushing an edge e we 
can test whether its other end touches an unreached unmatched vertex. If so, edge e completes an 
augmenting path, and pushing other unexplored edges onto the stack will simply bury e; if instead 
we leave e exposed on top of the stack, the next iteration of the search will pop e and immediately 
discover the augmenting path. This simple stopping test Can halt a potentially lengthy successful 
search early. In the context of bipartite matching, Chang and McCormick [4] appear to have also 
used this heuristic, which they call "look-ahead," ind attribute to Duff [7]. 

3.2.3; Delayed shrinking 0/ blossoms 
We also consider asuggestion öf Applegate and Cook [2], originally made in the context of 

weighted matchings. Since the algorithm performs work when shrinking and later expanding blos
soms, it may be worth postponing the fomtation of blossoms for as long as possible. Before pushing 
unexplored edges onto the search stack, we can test whether or not an edge forms a blossom. Edges 
that do not form blossoms are given precedence and placed on the stack above edges that create 
blossoms. We implement this by maintaining a list of cycle-forming and a list of non-cycle-forming 
edges when scanning the neighborhood of a vertex; after completing the scan, these two lists are 
concatenated onto the search stack in the appropriate order. 

3.2·4· Lazy expansion 0/ blossoms 
As observed by Tarjan [27], on finding an augmenting path P in a successful search of an alter

nating tree T, the only blossoms we need to immediately expand and relabel are those on path P. 
Blossoms in T not on path P can remain shrunken; when a later search encounters a vertex in a 
blossom B of T that is not on P, B can at that moment be expanded lazily and its vertices treated 
as having been labeled unreached. 

We implement this idea as follows. On an unsuccessful search, we delete all vertices in the 
alternating tree from the graph. At the start of a new search, we record the age that will be 
assigned to the next vertex that is reached, which we call the current epoch. When a vertex is 
encountered during a search, we first examine its age. If its ageis from a prior epoch, we first lazily 
expand its blossom, consider its members as having been labeled unreached, and proceed as before. 
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4. Experimental results 

We now study the performance of implementations resulting from different combinations of the 
heuristics of Section 3.2, together with several publicly available codes from other authors, through 
experiments on random and structured graphs. 

4.1. Implementations 
In our experiments we tested the following implementations. 

• An O(mna(m,n))-time implementation, written in C by the first author, of the general ap
proach described by Tarjan [27] with the optimizations described in Section 3. To decide 
which of the heuristics of Section 3 toincorporate, sixteen variants of this basic implemen
tation were written, comprising all 24 combinationsof the four heuristics. After testing 
these variants as described below, the variant with the most robust combination of heuris
tics overall was selected (namely, start from the greedy initial matching and use the stopping 
test). In the experiments, this implementation is called Keeeeioglu, and may beaccessed at 
http://vww.es.uga.edu/-keee/Researeh/software.html. 

The implementation is part of an object-oriented library offundamental string and graph al
gorithms being developed by the first author,called DALI for "a discrete algorithms library." 
DALI, which will be freely released, currently contains general implementations of several 
commonly-used data structures, including lists, multidimensional arrays, search trees, hash 
tables, mergeable heaps, disjoint sets, and undirected and directed graphs, as weil as efficient 
algorithms for shortest paths, minimum spanning trees, maximum ßow, minimum unrestricted 
cut, maximum weight branchings, and nearest common ancestors; under development are im
plementations of suffix trees, splitable heaps, and maximum-weight matchings. DALI'S design 
emphasizes code reusabllity, portability, and efficiency; the · implementation, written in C, is 
designed to be lightweight, with low operation overhead and small object-code size, while 
presenting a uniform, consistent interface. 

The maximum-cardinality matchings code, with comments, comprises about 1200 lines 
of C, and is built on top of a general list library of roughly 650 lines, a disjoint-set library of 
roughly 350 lines, and a directed graph library of roughly 1150 lines. 

While the libraries are not designed with space efficiency in mind, to give an idea of the 
space consumption DALI uses 3 words per list, 3 words per list element, 3 words per disjoint-set 
element,l1 words per graph vertex, and 15 words per graph edge. The cardinality-matchings 
code uses at most an additional 17 words per vertex, and at most an additional 3 words per 
edge, for a total of 112 bytes per vertex and 72 bytes per edge. 

To a limited extent DALI performs memory management by maintaining for each dynam
ically allocated datatype a pool of free objects; when a new object is requested and the cor
responding pool is empty, a whole block of objects of that type is allocated with one call to 
malloe, and all the objects in the block are added to the pool; this reduces the number of calls 
to malloe and free. 

• Stefan Näher's O(mn a(m, n))-time implementation [19] of Tarjan's approach [27], written 
in C++ .as part of the LEDA library of efficient data structures and algorithms developed by 
Mehlhorn and Näher [18]. The implementation comes with two heuristics for constructing an 
initial matching: the first finds a maximal matching by examining vertices in arbitrary order, 
and the second, attributed to Ma~kus Paul, examines vertices in order of decreasing degree in 
the input graph and attempts to find .all augmenting paths of length at most three. In the 
experiments the two resulting codes are called LEDA 1 and LEDA 2. 

• Steven Crocker's O(mJTi)-time implementation [6], written in Pascal, of Micali and Vazirani's 
algorithm [20]. The code augments from the empty initial matching. In the experiments this 
implementation is called Croeker. . 
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• Ed Rothberg's O(n3)-time implementation [25], written in C, of Gabow's version [10] of Ed
monds' algorithm. The code augments from a maximal initial matching found byexamining 
vertices in arbitrary order. In the experiments this implementation is called Rothberg. 

4.2. Graph generators 
These codes were compared by the second author [23] across five classes of graphs. 

• Random graphs on n 'vertices with medges. To test the codes on large-scale inputs it is 
important to generate a randoni. graph in O(m +n) space. To do this we generated a random 
subset of size m from {I, ... , (;)} usingFloyd's algorithm [3], translating the chosen integers 
into unordered pairs of vertices by a bijection. Since for large n, (;) can easily exceed the 
machine representation, we also implemented an arbitrary integer arithmetic package. The 
resulting generator allowed us to generate large sparse random graphs in O(n + m log n) time 
in O(m + n) space. 

• Union~of-k-cycle grophs on n vertices with at least m edges. For a given n, m, and k, form 
a graph on n vertices by repeated choosing a random subset of k vertices, connecting them 
with a random cycle, eliminating parallel edges, and taking the union of such cycles until 
the graph contains at least m edges. (The number of edges in the resulting graph is between 
m and m+k-I inclusive.) Since blossoms are odd-Iength cycles andcreate work for augmenting 
path algorithms, we considered k = 3,5,7,9,11, arid 21 in our experiments;" the results we 
report are for k = 3, as this produced the hardest instances for the codes. 

• Near-regular grophs of degree at most k on n vertices. For a given n and k, form a graph 
on n vertices as folIows. Maintain an array of length n representing a list of vertices and 
their unused degree-capacity. Initialize all vertices in the array to degree-capacity k. Then 
repeatedly pick the leftmost vertex v from the array, delete it, and generate a random subset 
of size min {k', n'} over the remaining vertices, where k' is the unused capacity of v and n' is 
the number of remaining vertices. Add an edge from v to each vertex in the subset, decrement 
the capacities of these vertices, and delete from the list any vertex with capacity zero. 

In contrast to the standard regular-graph generator, the graphs generated by this procedure 
do not contain self-Ioops or parallel edges."" On the other hand, they are not guaranteed to be 
k-regular, though there are at most k vertices in the generated graph with degree less than k. 
The generator can be implemented to run in O(nklogk) time using O(n) working space. 

• Euclidean nearest-neighbor graphs of degree k on n points in the plane. For a given k, we 
formed a graph by choosing a point set from Reinelt's TSPLIB library [24] of Euclidean traveling 
salesman problems, and connecting each point to its k nearest neighbors. 

• Gabow's graph [10] on 6n vertices. This dense graph is a worst-case input constructed by 
Gabow for his O(n3 )-time version Edmonds' algorithm augmenting from an empty matching 
and examining vertices in numericalorder. The graph is the union of the complete graph K 4n 

with a matching connecting the odd-numbered vertices of K 4n to the empty graph N2n . 

4.3. Experiments 
We now present results from experiments on these five classes of graphs. All experiments were 

run on a dedicated Sun Ultra 1 workstation with 256 Mb of RAM and a 200 MHz processor. In the 
experiments on random graphs, each data point represents an average over ten graphs, where care 
was taken to perform comparisons across codes on the same ten inputs. Times reported are user 
times In seconds obta~ned by the UNIX time command under the Bourne shell. The time measured 
is the amount of time taken to read in the graph, compute a matching, and output its cardinality. 
C codes were compiled under gcc version 2.7.2.1 with the -03 option, and C++ codes were compiled 
under g++ version 2.7.2.1 with the -0 option. 
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To meet space guidelines, we only display results from experiments on the largest graphs; plots 
of all experiments are available at http://www.es . uga.edu;-keee/Researeh/papers/KP98.ps . Z. 

4.3.1. Combining heuristics 
In the first set of experiments, shown in Figure 1, we tested the sixteen variants of our imple

mentation on random graphs with 5,000 to 50,000 vertices, and average degree 1 to 20. Figure 1 
shows results with n = 50,000. The top four plots divide the sixteen variants into four large groups 
of four variants each, according to whether they start from a greedy initial matching (G) or use the 
stopping test for a successful search (8). From each ofthe four groups we selected a variant with the 
best running time arid these four winners are displayed in the bottommost plot, except that we do 
not include the winner from the initial group not containing the G and 8 heuristics, as this group's 
times are much slower than all other groups; instead we include two representatives, G and GD, from 
the second group. 

The most striking feature of Figure 1 is that incorporating just the G or 8 heuristic alone gives a 
speedup of a factor of 30 to 35 on the largest graphs. The improvement with the G variant supports 
the conventional wisdom that to speed up an exact matching procedure one should start from an 
initial approximate matching. The next most striking feature of Figure 1 is that on graphs with 
large degree, it is laster to start from an empty matching and use the stopping' test than to start 
from a greedy matching (which can be seen by comparing the 8 and G curves in the bottom plot). 
It came as a surprise that the greedy heuristic actually slows down the 8 variant (which can be 
seen by comparing the 8 and G8 curves in the bottom plot), especially since this heuristic runs in 
O(m+n) time. To understand this better we compared the 8 variant, which finds an exact matching, 
to the greedy heuristic alone, which finds an approximate matching, and found that the exact 8 code 
was in fact faster: the greedy heuristic must examine every edge in the graph to compute the degree 
ofeach vertex, while with the stopping test the 8 code could avoid looking at every edge on graphs 
with higher degree. Nevertheless, of the sixteen variants, we chose the G8 variant as the overall 
winner for further comparison (even though it sometimes loses to the 8 variant) as the G8 code was 
the most robust across a wide range of vertex degrees. In the experiments that follow, this G8 code 
is called Keeecioglu. 

4.3.2. Comparing codes 
Figures 2 and 3 compare this G8 code to LEDA, Rothberg, and Croeker across four classes of 

random and nonrandom graphs with number of vertices n fixed and number of edges m varying. 
We performed experiments on the random classes with n varying from 1,000 to 100,000, but only 
display results for the largest graphs; performance on the smaller graphs is similar. 

The plots on the left display all codes together, while the plots on the right display only the two 
fastest codes for easier visual comparison. On the random graphs, the fastest code is Keeecioglu, 

. followed by Croeker. Its speedup compared to other codes generally increases with graph size (except 
compared to LEDA 2, which improves on larger graphs), with a maximum speedup of 50 versus 
LEDA 2, 350 versus Rothberg, and 4 versus Croeker. The near-regular graphs appear to be somewhat 
easier than the corresponding random graphs for the same n and m. On the union-of-3-cycle graphs, 
it is interesting that the times for Rothberg and Croeker increase with graph size, while the times 
for LEDA and Keeecioglu (which both implement the approach of Tarjan [27]) after a critical size 
tend to remain constant or decrease. . 

Table 1 gives variances in running times on random graphs. As suggested by the prior plots, 
the variance of Rothberg is quite high, while the variance of Croeker appears to be generally the 

. lowest, with Keeeeioglu roughly comparable. 
Figure 3 compares the codes on Euclidean nearest-neighbor graphs derived from TSPLIB prob

lems [24] on roughly 12,000 and 34,000 points. These graphs appear somewhat harder than the cor
responding random graphs with the same m and n, but the ranking of codes is essentially unchanged. 
(On the nearest-neighbor graphs, Croeker crashed on problem pla3381Q. tsp with 9 neighbors; for 
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Figure 1: Running times for all combinations of heuristics on random graphs on 50,000 vertices. Eis for no 
heuristics, L is for lazy expansion, D is for delayed sh~inking, G is for greedy initial matching, and S is for the 
stopping test. The string labeling a curve denotes the combination of heuristics used by the variant. 

this input, Figure 3 reports the time to failure.) We also performed experiments on the Gabow 
worst-case graphs, which are shown in the fuller version of this paper referenced earlierj the ranking 
of codes is similar. . 
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Figure 2: Running times for all codes on random, near-regular, and union-of-3-cycle graphs on 100,000 ver-
tices with number of edges varying_ . 

Figure 4 plots results for experiments on random and union-of-k-cycle graphs with number of 
edges m fixed and number of vertices m varying_ Again the general ranking of codes observed above 
tends to continue, with Kececioglu and Crocker remaining the fastest_ 
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Figure 3: Running tim es for all codes on nearest-neighbor graphs generated from TSPLIB Euclidean traveling 
salesman problems. 

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of running time on random graphs of 100,000 vertices. Times are in 
seconds, and are computed for 10 trials. 

LEDA 1 LEDA 2 Rothberg Crocker Kececioglu 
edges mean dev mean dev mean dev mean dev mean dev 

50,000 . 436.21 10.92 149.90 7.88 909,07 1.50 22.27 2.35 3.27 0.10 
100,000 1334.85 16.11 489.09 12.27 1142.09 313.78 30.29 1.16 19,06 2.39 
250,000 1518.15 16.70 183.02 5.87 1583.15 1783.58 42.98 2.08 13.05 2.88 
500,000 924.66 10.88 119.83 3.32 1513.85 2142.98 73,59 4.15 18.30 6.14 

5. Conclusion 

We have presented computational experience with a new O(mn er(m, n»-time implementation 
of Edmonds' algorithm for maximum-cardinality matching in sparse general graphs, studying sev
eral heuristics for speeding up the code in practice. The new code with the greedy matching and 
stopping test heuristics appears to be among the fastest currently available on large sparse graphs 
for several classes of random and nonrandom inputs, achieving a maximum speedup of 4 to 350 
compared to other published codes. Interestingly, the greatest performance gains were obtained not 
by the more sophisticated heuristics but by incorporating a simple early-termination test for suc
cessful augmenting-path searches. On graphs with large degree, the resulting exact-matching code 
started from an empty matching was even faster than a linear-time approximate-matching heuristic, 
and hence was actually slowed down when started from the corresponding near-optimal matching; 
on graphs with small degree; however, the stopping test by itself gave uneven behavior, and the 
most robust variant across all degrees was a combination of the greedy matching and stopping test 
heuristics. 
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ABSTRACT 

New dynamic search data structures developed recently guarantee constant execution time per 
search and update, i.e., they fulfil the real-time requirements necessary for interactive walk
through in large geometrie scenes. Yet, superiority or even applicability of these new methods 
in practice was still an open question. 

Their prototypical implementation presented in this work uses common libraries on standard 
workstations and thus represents a first strut to bridge this gap. Indeed our experimental results 
give an indication on the actual performance of these theoretical ideas on real machines and 
possible bottlenecks in future developments. By special algorithmic enhancements, we can even 
avoid the otherwise essential preprocessing step. 

1. Introduction 

133 

Scientific visualization as weIl as computer tomography in medical diagnosis, computer aided 
design (CAD), and architectural construction are examples of applications which display large ge
ometrie data (virtual scenes) by interactive user contro!. If this control supports arbitrary changes 
of the virtual camera's position and orientation, this process is called walkthrough.In dynamic 
walkthrough, the user can insert and delete objects in the scene (modification). 

Today three-dimensional (massive) objects are most commonly represented by their boundary, 
approximated and decomposed into surface polygons enclosing the object. These polygons (usually 
cut further into triangles) are stored as their vertices' and edges' coordinates together with anormal 
vector, color information, and text ure data. 

From this model representation, the computer generates a picture by performing the steps of 
projection, hidden-surface removal, and shading [6]. This time consuming process is called rendering 
and supported by hardware (e.g., z-buffer algorithm). The cost for rendering can be estimated by 
O(n + a) [9] and depends on two parameters: the number n of polygons and the sum a over all 
pixels and all polygons needed for drawing these polygons (without considering their visibility). For 
simplification, we will regard n as dominant. 

In order to get a movie-like smooth sequence of images, as weIl as responsive navigation, a fixed 
frame rate of at least 20!ps (frames per second) has to be computed. This strict real-time condition 
raises severe problems, since even high end graphic systems cannot guarantee such rates for very 
large scenes (n ~ 1,000,000). 

'Partially supported by EU ESPRlT Long Term Research Project 20244 (ALCOM-IT), and DFG Grant Me872/7-1. 
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The walkthrough problem: Let C(M) denote the complexity of scene M in the above .cost 
measure (number of polygons), and let Co be the maximum complexity for which some specific 
rendering machine can still guarantee 20jps. Then the problem is to compute a model Mr with a 
complexity C(Mr ) ~ Co for eVer}r interval of time t. For 20jps, time intervals are as short as 50ms. 

This problem is diflicult to solve because from thevisitor's position, model M r should resemble 
scene M as much as possible. Additional severity arises for very large scenes which do not fit into 
to main memory (swapping) where access to secondary storage media can easily spoil the real-time 
requirements, if not performed carefully. 

General approach: Most graphic systems pursue a similar approach to this problem (they differ 
in the kind {)f approximation and their rendering strategies): 

M A-t M, 

model ----.. approximation ----.. rendering rendering 
database culling model pipeline 

Figure 1: General approach 

They compute a model M a (See Fig. 1) including data structures for culling and polygonal model 
approximations of the scene M. Hence the complexity of M a is larger than that of M. But during 
interactive walkthrough, the system needs only apart M r of the scene M a for an approximately cor
reet view; e.g., large and very distant objects will be rendered using their approximations contained 
in M a . Both approximations and culling information can be computed in a preprocessing phase 
(e.g., level of details models [7), visibility: graph [12, 81) or dynamically during walkthrough (e.g., 
repeated use ofpreviously rendered objects via texture mapping [11) or visibility computations [31). 

The search problem: In this general approach, computation of the rendering poses the problem 
of deciding wh ich objects are to be approximated (or to be rendered with fuH qua:lity). For each 
frame, the system will have to search M a for the sub-scene M r presented to the visitor, choose - or 
even compute - approximations for all objects in M r , and then render these approximations together 
with the rest of M r • 

This search problem is crucial for both visual impression and immediate responses to user in
teraction. In particular it should be really fast. Otherwise the costs for searching lets say some 
cluster of objects might consume most of the rendering time we intended to save by displaying 
approximations instead of the cluster itself. 

In order to achieve high quality pictures, the processor should spend most of its time with 
rendering, not with searching. 

[4} presents a very fast data structure for this goal. Other common approach es use a hierarchical 
structure based on ideas from Clark [2}. As an example consider the sequence of sub-scenes "world 
- country - town - house" organized in a tree. In existing systems, this concept is implemented with 
different data structure like BSP Trees (Binary Space Partiti<jns) or Octrees. 

Goals of this paper: This work is a major step towards a prototypic implementation of the ideas 
described in [5}. In particular, the authors' theoretical investigation on abstractly modeled dynamic 
walkthrough .animation with several distributed visitors appears to yield a praetically applicable 
system. In conjunction with methods from [4), this results in a network-based non-hierarchical data 
structure for solving the search problem in a scene. 

Section 2 presents abrief description of this abstract animation system and its data structures. 
The current state of implementation is described in Section 3, and in Section 4 we describe an 
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evaluation of its performance. These experimental results are of importance to identify possible 
bottlenecks in future developments. In Section 5, we suggest an extension of the system considered 
in [5] to get rid of preprocessing by exploiting the advantage of locality. 

2. A short survey of our system 

Our model: Presume scene S consists of an arbitrary number of simple objects (e.g., balls) iden
tified by their centers. The balls can be arbitrarily distributed over the scene, but they must not 
overlap. 

Several visitors are sitting at their graphics workstations (rendering machines). They - or more 
precisely: their counterparts in this virtual world - can walk to arbitrary positions of the scene. For 
an approximately correct view, every visitor only needs the part Vi(x) C S of the scene. The set 
Vi(x) = {b ES: d(b,x) $ t} consists of all objects with Euclidean distance at most t from x. We 
call the set Vi(x) the t-environment 01 x. The distance t is chosen so that the rendering complexity 
of the objects in vt(x) is at most Co, Le., the rendering machine can render the objects with a 
fixed frame rate (e.g., 20Ips). The scenes we have in mind are very large and have a great spatial 
extension so that most of the scene is stored on disks. 

The scene can be modified by amodeler. Like the visitor he can walk to arbitrary positions of 
the scene. At any time he may insert or delete objects from the scene. These updates should occur 
in real-time and immediately affect the visitors' views. 

Arclütecture: The very large scene description cannot be kept entirely in memory but must 
be fetched from secondary storage media. Since disk access is slow we introduce a two level access 
scheme for therendering machine. Like a buffer the rendering machine will store a larger environment 
VT(y) for a position y and T » tin the rendering machine's main memory so that the t-environment 
vt(x) can be extracted very fast. 

To disburden the rendering processor, we assign this work to a third machine, the manager. 
This concept is introduced in [10], we adopt the approach here. The manager has access to the 
scene stored at disko He computes the T-environment VT(y) for the rendering machine at fixed time 
intervals (steps). In every time interval i + 1 the rendering machine will send the position Xi of its 
visitor to the manager \'iho in turn computes VT(Xi) and sends this to the visitor. 

The data sentshould be a differential update of the fonn VT(Xi) \ VT(Xi-d and VT(Xi-l) \ VT(Xi) 
that allows easy computation of VT(Xä) out of VT(Xi-d. 

Let v be the · maximal speed of the moving visitor and ti nt the length of a time interval. If 
T $ 2vtint + t, then the visitor cannot in one step leave the t-environment VT(X), Le., for an 
arbitrary successor position x' to x: vt(x') ~ VT(x). 

Data structures: For computing VT(x) or vt(x), we have to answer the following queries: 
Given an arpitrary number rn of balls. For position x in the scene (this position is known in data 

structure, too), SEARCH(x,T) reports all balls as a data structure D(x) so that for each position Y 
with d(x,y) $ T - t the t-environment Vi(y) of Y can be computed from VT(x) very fast . The last 
property is important since the rendering machine has to do this at least 20 times per second. More 
explicitly, we require SEARCH(X, T) to be of output sensitive running time in the sense that it has 
computational complexity 0(1 + k) where k = ISEARCH(X, T)I. 

UPDATE(X, T, y) reports all balls in VT(x)\ VT(y)and VT(y)\ VT(x) such that - gi:ven D(x) - the 
update D(y) can be computed very fast. 

INSERT(X) and DELETE(X) insert and delete a ball at the actual position X. Again, output 
sensitive running time is of high importance in order to respect the real-time requirements. 

In [5], a data structure called 'Y-angle graph is presented that fulfils our requirements with the 
following additional properties: Let c be constant, m the number of balls, 1 := IVT,(x)l, II := 
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IVT' (x)\ VT(y)l, and 12 := IVT' (y)\ VT(x)l· Then 

• the data structure needs space O(m) 

• SEARCH(x,T) can be done in time 0(1 + (~)2) = 0(T2 ) 

• UPDATE(X, T, y) can be done in time 0(11 + 12 + T(rc+C)) = O(T· (r + c)), if VT(X) is given. 

• DELETE(X) can be done in time 0(2Iog(c)) with high propability (w.h.p.) 

• INSERT(X) can be done in time 0(2) w.h.p. 

For an exact description of the data structures, see [5]. A derandomized improvement with lower 
constants for both space and time requirements can be found in [4]. 

3. Implementation 

Modeler/Visitor: Through the user interface the modeler/visitor can control three parts of the 
program: 'navigation', 'scene manipulation', 'measurements tools' (See Fig. 2). 

Figure 2: Implementation visitor Figure 3: Implementation manager 

The modeler/visitor controls navigation through the scene with the keyboard and mouse devices. 
She looks to the scene like a camera and can change the cameras' position and orientation arbitrarily. 
The modeler may insert and delete objects at every position. 

In order to get reproducible experiments, we need some means to make the visitor move along the 
same path in the same scene several times. Therefore, we implemented a tool for recording, saving, 
and loading fixedcamera positions and orientation. After loading these positions the computer will 
automatically move along them like the vi si tor did before. 

Basis of the modeler/visitor program are the dasses Rendering, tgRender, and communication. 
The data structure Vi(x) for the ')'-angle graph is controlled by the tgRender dass, whereas dass 
communication handles the communication with the manager and the Rendering dass' task is to 
manage the polygonal scene description and to finally render the scene. 

Manager: Like the modeler and visitor, the manager can be controlled via a graphical user inter
face. The basis for the manager is the dass tgManager. The ')'-angle graph is stored in this dass as 
a static member. For every instance of a visitor/modeler that wants to walk through the scene, an 
object of the dass tgManager is defined. In the example, we have a modeler and a visitor. Therefore, 
two objects are defined (cf. fig. 3). 

For tests and evaluation of our implementation, a monitor is implemented which shows the 
')'-angle graph graph and the positionand t-environment of every visitor/modeler (See Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4: Screenshot Manager Figure 5: Screenshot Visitor /Modeler 

For dipping the -y-angle graph in this window, we have a third instance of dass tgManager. The 
t-environment of this object consist of the graph in the monitor window. The communication to the 
visitor and the manager is handled by an instance of the communication dass. 

Libraries and Communication Protocol: The implementation of the manager should run on 
a workstation without special graphics system (SUN Ultra Spare, 200 MHz), therefore we used 
only standard libraries for Unix based systems. Our idea is to perform expensive computations on 
inexpensive computer systems. The special graphics system should be disburdened. 

For the graphical user interface of the modeler, visitor, and manager, we use Xll, XToolkit, and 
Motif. The implementation of the visitor and modeler runs on a special graphics workstation (SGI 
02, 180Mhz). The rendering process of the scene is implemented with the standard libraries OpenGI 
and Openlnventor and for the graphical user interface Viewkit (See Fig. 6). 

Openlnventor 

OpenGI Xll 

Figure 6: Libraries used 

The communication between the modeler, visitor, and manager is based on the TCP /IP protocol 
(socket library). Therefore we can test our system onarbitrary systems, that are connected via 
Internet. Our aim is to test the system on different communication networks (e.g., ATM, Ethernet" 
etc.). A further advantage is the smaller communication overhead compared with other high level · 
communi.cation libraries (MPI, PVM, etc.). Some special data structures are implemented with LEDA 
[1]. 

4. Experimental ResuIts 

The objects of our scene are represented by unit size balls. A search data structure is responsible 
for reporting all balls within distance t. The scene will in general be very large, so it has to be stored 
on disko The task of a furt her machine, the manager, is to access this disko At fixed time intervals, 
the rEmdering machine receives updates from the manager to its locally stored part of the scene. 

The goal of this work is to determine how fast the visitor can walk through the scene and how 
many balls can be rendered (number of balls). These parameters are crucial since they determine 
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practical applicability of our system. As it turns out, its performance is primarily limited by two 
factors: One bottleneck is the communication channel between manager and rendering machine. 
The second one arises from applying updates to the visitor's part of the scene. Therefore we explore 
the effect of these two constraints onto the speed of the visitor and the number of balls. 

One surprising result of our research is that insertion of new objects to the scene graph reveals 
to be rat her time consuming; much more expensive than deletion or moving. The problem occurs 
when, resulting from a visitor'~ movement, new balls of the t-environment VT(Y) become part of 
the subscene handled by the rendering machine. Due to caching-like optimizations in the graphics 
library's internal data structures, the process of introducing new objects each time induces some 
kind of preprocessing or reinitialization. Emphasis lies on insertion of new objects: Deletion from 
the library data base is fast, and so is re-insertion of the same ball. 

To the "Y-angle graph, inserting and removing are sXJIlffietric and inexpensive operations. But 
the library's internal behavior is beyond our control. This has the following consequences for us: 
Updates of VT(y) of the rendering machine will be time consuming, but the update of vt(x) does 
not cause a great time demand. So we have to concentrate on the update of VT(Y). · 
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Figure 7: Running time for initialization 
in dependence of the ball complexity 
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Figure 8: Running time for initialization 
per polygon in dependence of the ball com
plexity 

The cost for the initialization of a ball depends of the number of triangles used for the representing 
its surface. Typically, in order to get a impression of a good approximation of a sphere, we need 
roughly 200 triangles. With the complexity of the ball we denote the number of triangles used for 
its representation. In Fig. 7 (figures are rotated), we have shown the initialization cost for balls of 
complexity from 4 to 1000 triangles. As we can see, the initialization time is nearly linear in the 
number of triangles. Since the curve did not cross the origin, the tiine cost per polygon of a ball is 
a little greater for very sm all balls. In Fig. 8, we can see this. We have drawn the initialization cost 
per triangle in dependence of balls with complexities from 4 to 1,000 triangles. 

With this measured data we can compute how many balls we can initialize per second for balls of 
different complexities. In Table 1 we have shown the ratio balls/sec for balls of different complexity. 
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In order to get this values we need the rendering processor's full computational power (100%), i.e., 
it does not have any time for rendering. 

Table 1: Initialization ratio for baUs of different complexity (triangles) 

So at this point, we are confronted with the question how much time of the rendering processors 
computation power we will use for rendering computations and for initialization of the balls. This is 
a problem since the goal is not to disburden the rendering machine so that it can render the scene. A 
typically rendering capacity of our graphics workstation (SGI 02) can render up to 16,000 triangles 
(e.g., 80 balls each of 200 triangles ); if theprocessor is not loaded with other work. In the following, 
we will describe that the practical measured values lead to satisfactory results. Furthermore we will 
show that there are two tradeoffs which are convenient for our model. 

In Table 2, we have shown the maximum speed of the visitor for a scene consisting of balls having 
a complexity of 100 triangles. 

percentage tor 
ini tialization size of t maximum speed 

10% 100m 1.32 ~ 
10% 500m 6.61 !!! 

s 
20% 100m 2.97 ~ 
20% 500m 14.86 !!! 

Table 2: An example for scenes cODsisting of balls with a complexity of 100 triangles 

H we allow 10% of the rendering machine's computation power for initialization, we get a max
imum speed of 1.32 ~ for a scene of 100m radius, and a maximum speed of 6.61 ~ for a scene of 
500m radius. In the other case, if we allow more time for initialization computation, e.g., 20% we 
get a maximum speed of 2.97 ~ for a scene of 100m radius, and a maximum speed of 14.86 ~ for 
a scene of 500m radius. 

Here we have two tradeoffs: One between speed and size of the scene and the other between 
speed and the percentage for initialization computations. H we enlarge our scene, we can get a 
higher speed of the visitor. Future versions of our system will take advantage of this tradeoff, since 
in a small scene with a high density of balls the visitor walks slowly to see every part of the scene. 
Otherwise, in larger scenes with a lower density of balls, the visitor walks faster in order to reach 
the next ball. 

We can get a higher speed if we enlarge the percentage for initialization computations. In this 
case, the remaining scene will have a less density, and so the visitor tries to reach the next object 
with high speed. We will exploit this in our implementation so that the rendering machine tries to 
initialize more balls if the visitor walks slowly .. The absolute values of the maximum speed seem 
usable for a practical application. 

For the communication bottleneck, we get similar satisfying results. We will describe them in 
our final report. 
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5. An extension of our architecture 

At this point, our architecture will be extended in comparison to [5]. Our second problem 
induced by the management of large scenes is the expensive space requirement for the search of data 
structures of the objects. Because of locality, the visitor sees similar t-environments vt(x) of objects 
in consecutive steps of a few time intervals, i.e., she needs not a search data structure that manages 
all objects of the scene. We want to exploit this locality for saving memory of the manager and for 
saving time of the QUERy-operations of the rendering machine. Therefore, we use a two level search 
data structure of the manager. We distinguish a coarse grained level and a fine gmined level (See 
Fig.9). 

coarse grained level I I 111 I 1"'1 I J.I I J.I I I / 
empty square 

I 7 7 .' f . , 7 - acuve square ";''!l ~' I . r; i!!E:;:.li / square with balls 

~ environment VT(Y) 

fine grained level 

Figure 9: Two level access for the manager 

At the toarse grained level, we divide the scene into squares. We denote squares with at least 
one ball as juli and those without balls as empty. All balls of the same full square at the coarse level 
are stored on disk in a list. This list is represented by the center position of the full square and the 
unsorted list of elements. At each time, there is exactly one square that is active (See Fig. 9). This 
square contains the visitor's position. For this square, all balls from the disk are loaded into the 
main memory of the manager. These balls are contained in the so called fine gmined level. 

For each of the two levels, we have an (arbitrary) search data structure DCOARSE and D FlNE • 

Such a search data structure should have the operations QUERY and BUiLD. BUiLD builds the 
data structure for a given input from scratchand QUERY is query-operation (e.g next neighbor 
or range query) on the data structure. The input for DCOARSE consists of the positions of the full 
squares (we do not store the mesh explicitly) and the input for D F1NE of all balls of the active 
square. In our system, QUERY is one of the operations SEARCH, UPDATE, DELETE, and INSERT. 
The manager computes for balls of the active square the t-environment VT(Y) as described above 
with the DF1NE data structure. 

A walk of the visitor through the scene results in the following operations for this two level 
hierarchy: At every time we have a data structure D F1NE for the balls of the active square. The 
manager computes from this data structure the set VT(y) for the rendering machine. When the 
visitor leaves the active square, the manager has to search the next neighboring fuH square in the 
DCOARSE data structure (with QUERY operation of DCOARSE)' If the directly neighboring square is 
an empty square there is nothing to do. Otherwise, the manager loads all balls of the new active 
square into the main memory and computes with the BUILD operation of D F1NE the data structure 
for the fine grai,ned level from scratch. The data structure DFJ.NE and all balls of the previously active 
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square are removed from memory. Now the manager can compute the t-environments VT(Y) with 
the QUERY operations of D FiNE and so on. The dimension of the mesh should be chosen in a way 
that it takes a lot of time for the visitor to cross a square. So the time for computing D FiNE from 
scratch and loading the balls will be expensive. Therefore it is recommended to hold permanently 
the data structures D F1NE for the at most 8 neighboring full squares of the active square. More than 
the 8 neighbors are not necessary since we as$ume the squares very large so it will gö by a lot of 
time for moving across the active square. 

We have a tradeoffbetween the dimension of the mesh and the number of balls of a square. The 
question is how is the optimum size of the mesh? Let m be the number of balls, s the distance of 
two consecutive moves of the visitor, d the dimension of the mesh (d x d mesh), and e· s be the size 
of the scene. Let T~~~y be the time for a query of D FINE and let T8,g::;E be the time for a query of 
DCOARSE (for BUILDanalogue). For a walk of the visitor of length k· s, we get a total runtime Tmove 
of ' 

T (k d) - kr.F1NE (m) k (r,COARSE (m ) r.COARSE ( _.2)) 
move , m, , e - QUERY cF + eid BUiLD cF + QUERY a- . 

For the following example, we assume the runtime for DCOARSE and D F1NE to be equal to TQuERY = 
q. mlog(m) and TBulLD = P ·log(m), and the balls are randomly distributed over the scene. Then 
we get for T move 

The minimum of T move depending on d is the solution the following equation for d 

m 
k (2qed + mpln(cF) - qln(cP) cP + 2mp - 2qcP) 

0= - - cF eln(2) 

If we solve this equation for, e.g., m = 106 balls, k = 1,000 steps of the visitor, e = 1,000 (area of 
the scene), a.nd p = q = 1 (constants for runtime), then we will get a minimum of Tmove for d = 543. 
Important is the question where T move attains _ its minimum. If it does at the extreme points need 
not this two level structure. As we can see in some examples, the minimum depends strongly on 
constants p and q. 

If a visitor walks more than twice through the entire scene, then our permanent process of 
computing and removing the fine grained level data structure will be more time consuming than 
computing the data structure for all objects of the scene once. But we have in mind that our 
scene has a large spatial extension, so we can save memory for the manager since he has a coarse 
data structure for the entire scene. A furt her advantage is that the data structure of the rendering 
machine for computing the t-environment vt(x) will have an O(mlcP) input size instead of O(m). 
For our strict real time requirements, this constant factor is important for data structures with 
O(log(n)) QUERY-time (e.g., trees) since computing of the rendering machine is more critical as for 
the manager machine as we discussed above. 

6. Ongoing Work 

At the next step we will test search data structures in practice and compare them with other 
standard data structures. In a further step, we will implement the two level access for the manager 
and give an evaluation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Goldberg and Rao recently devised a new binary blocking fiow algorithm for computing maxi
mum fiows in networks with integer capacities. We describe an implementation of variants of 
the binary blocking fiow algorithm geared towards practical efficiency and report on preliminary 
experimental results obtained with our implementation. 

1. Introduction 

. Despite intensive research for more than three decades, problems related to fiows in networks 
still motivate cutting-edge algorithmic research. In arecent development, Goldberg and Rao [4] 
combined elements of thealgorithms of Dinitz [2] and Even and Tarjan [3] with new arguments to 
obtain a simple algorithm, the binary blocking ftow (EEF) algorithm, for computing maximum fiows 
in networks with integer capacities. On networks with n vertices, m edges, and integer capacities 

. bounded by U, the algo~ithm runs in O(mAlog(n2 Im) 10gU) time, where, here and in the foIlowing, 
A = min{m1/ 2 ,n2/ 3 }. 

The running time mentioned above places the BBF algorithm among the theoretically fastest 
maximum-fiow algorithms, and our work was motivated by curiosity as to whether the new algorithm 
is fast in practice as weIl as in theory. In order to investigate this question, we implemented the 
algorithm in e++ using the LEDA library [8, 9], introducing a nurnber of modifications intended 
to make the algorithm run faster in practice, while preserving the theoretical bound on the running 
time. This paper describes our implementation and reports on preliminaryexperimental findings. 
Our results are as yet inconclusive, but seem to indicate that variants of the BBF algorithm can 
indeed solve problem instances drawn from some frequently considered families with a much smaller 
number of blocking-fiow computations than its ancestor, Dinitz' algorithm. Together with an effi
cient blocking-fiow routine it sometimes even outperforms highly developed prefiow-push algorithms. 
However, much remains to be done to make the algorithm more robust. 
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2. The binary blocking flow algorithm 

In this section we describe and analyze the BBF algorithm. We start With a generic formulation 
that encompasses the original formulation of Goldberg and Rao as a special case. The generic 
algorithm is analyzed in Section 2.2, and Section 2.3 describes a number of possible instantiations of 
the generic algorithm. We assume famiIiarity with some of the basic definitions pertaining to ftows 
in networks. 

2.1. A generie formulation 
The task is to compute a maximum s-t-ftow in a network N = (G = (V, E), c, s, t), where 

c: E -? IN maps each edge to its capacity. We take n = lVI, m = lEI, and U = maxeEE c(e) and 
assurne without loss of generality that E is symmetrie: Whenever E contains an edge (u, v), it also 
contains the reverse edge (v,u). The residual eapacity of each edge e E E with respect to a ftow f in 
N is defined, as usual, as Tj(e) = c(e) - I(e) (f is assumed antisymmetric; i.e., I(u,v) = -I(v,u) 
for all (u, v) E E), and the residual network of N with respect to I is Rj = ((V, Ej), Tj, s, t), where 
E, = {e E E I Tj(e) > O}. The value of a ftow I will be denoted by 111, and the value of a maximum 
ftow in R j will be called the residual value of I. The capacity of a path in a network is the minimum 
capacity of an edge on the path. 

Figure 1 shows the top-level structure ofthe generic BBF algorithm. Similar to Dinitz' algorithm, 
it operates in rounds, each of which comj>Utes a blocking -flow (g') in an auxiliary acyclic network 
(C'), called the acyclie eore, and updates a ftow (f) in N accordingly. The differences lie in the 
construction of C', carried out by the routine 'acyclicCore', and in the meaning of "accordingly", 
which is embodied in the routine 'transferFlow'. The auxiliary network used in Dinitz' algorithm 
consists of all s-t-paths with a minimal number of edges in the current residual network, and the 
blocking ftow is simply added to the current ftow edge by edge. The construction of the acyclic 
core, on the other hand, depends on a real parameter ß, which is essentially chosen proportional 
to an upper bound F on the current residual value, computed by the routine 'estimateFlow'. The 
constant of proportionality is a/ A, where a is a positive constant, and the value of ß is kept fixed 
until the estimate of the residual value has dropped to ß times its original value, where ß is another 
positive constant. The rounds executed with a common value of ß constitute a phase. 

Function maxFlow(N = (G = (V,E) , c, s, t)): Flow 
1:= 0 
while estimateFlow(R) ~ 1 do 

F := estimateFlow(R) 
ß := raF/Al 
while estimateFlow(R) ~ ßF do 

C' := acyclicCore(R, ß) 
g' := blockingFlow(Ci

) 

I := 1+ transferFlow(gl,C',N) 
return I 

Figure 1: Top-level structure of the BBF algorithm. 

(* current ftow *) 
(* aphase *) 

(* ftow bound *) 

(* a round *) 

The acyclic core C' is derived from a (fuH) eore of Rj, a concept that we define next. For 
conciseness, we suppress a dependence on the current value of ß . First, let L : IN -? {O, I} be the 
function with L(x) = 1 for x < 3ß and L(x) = 0 for x ~ 3ß. Wedefine the length of each residual 
edge e E Ej as lj(e) = L(T,(e)) and the height of each v E V, d,(v), as the length of a shortest 
path from v to t in the residual graph 'R-, with this length function (00 if there is no such path) . We 
say that an edge (u,v) E Eisdownward if d,(v) < d,(u), upward if d,(v) > d,(u) , and horizontal 
if d, (v) = d, (u). A (fuH) eore or R, (with respect to ß) is a subnetwork or R, that contains aH 
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vertices in V, all downward edges, no upward edges, and a subset of the horizontal edges in Rf that 
includes at least every edge of length 0 and every edge e with rf(e) > 2ß whose reverse edge e 
belongs to the core; moreover, no edge on a cycle in the core is of capacity less than 2ß. Goldberg 
and Rao do not introduce the notion of a core, but their aIgorithm can be viewed in our setting as 
using a minimal core, one whose set of horizontal edges includes only the residual edges of length 0 
and the reverses with residual capacity at least 2ß of such edges. 

The generic BBF algorithm leaves some flexibility in exactly which core to use. Even more 
flexibility is present in the derivation of the acyclic core from the fuH core. Goldberg and Rao 
construct the acyclic core C' by contracting each strongly connected component (SCC) of the fuH 
core to a single vertex. The algorithmically most interesting generalization in our approach is that 
we replace each strongly connected component K of the fullcore by an acyclic network C'(K), 
called the acyclic component (AC) corresponding to K ~ For each vertex v in K we designate (not 
necessarily distinct) nodes innode(v) and outnode(v) in C'(K), and the acyclic core C' consists of 
the union of all acyclic components together with all inter-component edges, all edges of the form 
(outnode(u), innode(v)), where (u, v) is an edge of the fuH core and u and v belong to different SCCs. 
Every inter-component edge (outnode(u),innode(v)) inherits its capacity from the edge (u,v), and 
we generally identify it with (u,v). 

The generic algorithm requires the routines 'acyclicCore' and 'transferFlow' to satisfy the fol
lowing properties: 

Capacity property: For each sec K of the core and all vertices u and v in K, there is a path in 
C'(K) from innode(u) to outnode(v) of capacity at least ß. 

Transfer property: For every blocking flow g' in C', the call 'transferFlow(g', C', N)' returns a flow 
9 ,in the corresponding fuH core C with Igl ~ min{lg'l, ß} and g(e) ~ min{g'(e), ß} for every inter
component edge e. 

Anticycle property: For every blocking flow g' in C', if the call 'transferFlow(g', C',N)' returns a 
flow 9 with Igl < ß, then g(e) < 2ß for every edge e in C, and g(e) < ß for every inter-component 
edge e in C. 

2.2. Analysis 
In the following series of lemmas, we always consider a round that starts with the flow f and 

ends with the flow f + gj Le., 9 is the flow returned by the call of 'transferFlow' in the round under 
consideration. C and C' denote the (full) core and the acyclic core used by the round. Changes of 
ß are considered to take place between rounds, not within rounds. 

In an execution of Dinitz' algorithm, no node height ever decreases. As shown in the first ' part 
of the following lemma, this is also true of the BBF algorithm, as long as ß is not changed. 

Lemma 2.1. For all u E V, df+g(u) ~ df(u) . Furthermore, suppose that df+g(u) = df(U) < 00 

and let 'Ir be a shortest path /rom u to t in R f+g . Then for all nodes v on 'Ir, d f+g (v) = d f (v) . 

Proof. Since a core contains no upward edges, adding 9 to f cannot create a new edge that is 
downward with respect to f or shorten such an edge. If follows that d f+g (u) ~ d f (u) for all u E V. 

Suppose now that df+g(u) = df(U) < 00 and that 'Ir is a shortest path from u to t in Rf+g. 
Assuming that 'Ir contains at least one node W with df+g(w) < df(w) , let W be the first such node 
on 'Ir . By assumption, w :f. u. Let v be the node on 'Ir immediatelybefore w. Then lf+g(V, w) < 
l f (v , w), w hich implies that (v, w) is not downward with reSpect to f and that (v, w) is upward with 
respect to f + g, contradicting the fact that no shortest path to t can contain an upward edge. • 

Lemma 2.2. 1f Igl < ß then 9 is a blocking ftow in C. 

Proof. Assurne that some s-t path 'Ir in Cis not blocked by g. Replacing each edge on 'Ir within an 
SCC of C by a path of capacity at least ß according to the capacity property, we obtain a walk 'Ir' 
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in C'. At least one edge e on 'Tr' is saturated by the blocking fiow g' in C' from which g is derived. 
He is an inter-component edge, we must have Ig'l ;::: g'(e) > g(e}, but the transfer and anticycle 
properties show that this cannot be the case 'if Igl < ~. Therefore the capacity of e is at least ~, 
and it follows that Ig'l ;::: ~ and that Igl ;::: ~. • 

The following theorem plays the same central role in our analysis as does Theorem 4.3 of [4] 
in the analysis of Goldberg and Raa. Our proof is more detailed and works for the generic BBF 
algorithm. 

Theorem 2.3. 1f d/+g(s) = d,(s) < 00, then Igl ;::: tl. 

Proof. Assume that d/+g(s) = d,(s) < 00 and let 'Tr be a shortest path from s to t in 'R/+g. By 
Lemma 2.1, d,(u) = d,+g(u) for all nodes u on 'Tr. Define a noncore edge as an edge in 1?-" but not 
in C. Suppose that e is a noncore edge on 'Tr. Since e lies on a shortest path in 1?-/+g, it cannot be 
upward. As a noncore edge, it is also not downward. Therefore, e is horizontal. Since e lies on a 
shortest path in 1?-/+g and is horizontal, we must have l/+g(e) = O. On the other hand, since e is 
noncore, l,(e) > O. This is possible only if the reverse e of e belongs to the core C and an increase 
in the Bow over e in the round under consideration increases the residual capacity of e to at least 
3~. Since e is noncore, r,(e) < 2~. Hence the fiow over e increases by at least ~. 

H ~he reverse of some noncore edge on 'Tr is an inter-component edge, we can conclude from the 
anticycle property that Igl ;::: ~. Assume the opposite. Then the endpoints of every noncore edge 
e = (u, v) on 'Tr belong to the same SCC of C, Le., the core contains a path from u to v, called the 
detour of e, of capacity at least2~. Consider the walk 'Tr', identical to 'Tr, except that every noncore 
edge is replaced by its detour. 'Tr' goes from s to t and belongs entirely to C. Assume that Igl < ~. 

Then, by Lemma 2.2, some edge on 'Tr' is saturated by g. This edge cannot belong to 'Tr ('Tr is a path 
in 1?-/+g) , and hence must be an edge e' on adetour. We have g(e' ) = T,(e' ) ~ 2~, and the anticycle 
property implies that Igl ~ ~. • 

As observed by Goldberg and Raa, the fact that every edge in the residual graph joining two 
adjacent layers is of residual capacity less than 3~ means that one can use the arguments of Even 
and Tarjan [3] to show that after er A 1 rounds, the residual value of f has dropped below ßF: 
Here c is a positive constant that depends on Cl: and ß. In a very simple implementation of the 
BBF algorithm, one could therefore end a phase after cr A 1 roundsand choose ~ := Lß~J for the 
next round. Since the residual value is certainly bounded by nU initially, a maximum fiow can be 
computed in O(A 10g(nU» rounds, abound that was reduced to O(A 10gU) rounds by Goldberg and 
Raa. Assuming that the acyclic core C' has O(n) vertices and O(m) edges and that the time bound 
of O(mlog(n2 Im» of [5] for computing a blocking fiow in C' dominates the remaining computation 
of a round-two very mild assumptions-the simple BBF algorithm achieves the same running time 
of O(mA log(n2 Im) log U) as the algorithm described by Goldberg and Raa. 

Practically more effi.cient instantiations of the generic BBF algorithm need to use more intricate 
routines 'estimateFlow' that return the minimum of several upper boun@ on the residual fiow value. 
The capacity of every s-t cut in the current residual network is such an~per bound. It can be seen 
that the time bound established above holds for any variant that takes into account at least the cut 
({s}, V\{s}) and the canonical cuts (Sk, V\Sk), for k = 1, .. . ,d,(s), where Sk = {v E V I d,(v) ~ 
k}. Note that the canonical cut values can be found (almost) as a byproduct of the computation of 
the distance function d, . Our implementation additionally uses the cut (V\ {t}, {t}) and the upper 
bound F - Igl on the residual fiow value, where F is the upper bound of the previous round and 9 
is the fiow added to f in that round. 

We mention briefiy that the worst-case analysis of Goldberg and Rao can be improved in terms 
of constant factors . Let us say that a variant of the binary blocking fiow algorithm achieves a 
leading factor of C if the number of rounds necessary · to compute a maximum fiow is bounded 
by CAlogU + O(A + 10gU). Inspection of [4] shows that the authors prove their algorithm to 
achieve a leading factor of 7 for m ~ n4

/
3 (the sparse case) and of 6 for m > n4

/
3 (the dense 
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case). This is done by ending aphase when half of the remaining flow is known to have been 
routed and by choosing 6. = maxHF/ml / 21, rF/n2/ 31}, Le., Q = 1 and ß = 1/2. ([4] specifies 
6. = minHF/ml / 21, rF/n2/ 31}, which we assurne tobe a simple error). By choosing smaller values 
for Q and ß we achieve leading factors of approximately 2.98 in the sparse case and 2.51 in the dense 
case. It appears that both leading factors of Goldberg and Rao can be lowered to 5 by using the 
wheels-within-wheels construction of Knuth [7], but this will benefit our analysis as weIl. 

2.3. Some instantiations 
The original algorithm of Goldberg and Rao can be viewed as an instantiation of our generic 

BBF algorithm as folIows: Each see of C is replaced by a single vertex. H the value of the blocking 
flow g' exceeds 6., the function 'transferFlow' first returns Ig'l - 6. units of flow to s. Transferring 
the remaining flow to C is a matter of routing "within" the sees. Since, .by construction, each edge 
within an see is of capacity at least 26. and a total of at most 6. units of flow is to be routed, 
this can be done in the following two-step manner: The flow entering the see is routed to an 
arbitrarily chosen root via a spanning intree, Le., a spanning tree of edges leading to the root. Then 
the flow is distributed as appropriate via a spanning outtree (which is not necessarily disjoint from 
the intree-hence the factor of 2). 

The simplest variant ofour approach incorporates the tree-routingidea described above into the 
construction of the acyclic core. For trivial components K consisting of a single node, C' (K) simply 
is a copy of K. Otherwise, each node v E K of an see is replaced by two copies Vin and Vout such 
that innode( v) = Vin and outnode( v) = Vout. An arbitrary node W E K is chosen as a root and the 
nodes of the form innode( u) are connected to Win via an intree such that an edge (Uin, Vin) in this 
tree corresponds to an edge (u, v) in K. Analogously, the nodes of the fo~ outnode( u) are reached 
from Wout via an outtree. The intree and the outtree can be constructed in various ways. We use 
breadth-first traversal of K. The root nodes Win and Wout are connected by an infinite-capacity edge. 
Edges in K corresponding to both an intree edge and an outtree edge have their residual capacity 
split evenly among these two edges. The remaining intree edges and outtree edges get the entire 
residual capacity from the corresponding edge in K. The function 'transferFlow' simply maps the 
flow on edges in C' to the corresponding edges in C. 

It is easy to see that the capacity, transfer, and anticycle properties hold for this way of construct
ing acyclic components: C' has linear size and 'makeAcyclic' and 'transferFlow' can be implemented 
to run in linear time. For any two nodes U and v in an see K there is a path of capacity at least 

. 6. from innode(u) over the intree and the outtree to outnode(v). The transferred flow is legal since 
it cannot exceed the residual capacity ofany edge in K and because any flow on a path in C'(K) is 
mapped to a corresponding path in K. The capacity of an edge from Cis split between at most two 
edges in C', and even that only for edges in an see, Le., on a cycle in C. 

The main advantage of our approach is that a round may increase the s-t-flow by considerably 
more than 6.. This does not yield a better worst-case bound, but our experiments show that it 
is crucial to achieving a good performance in a practical setting. We note a number of additional 
measures that mayincrease the flow found in blocking-flow computations. 

a) We can introduce infinite-capacity edges between any pair (Vin, Vout). 

b) An edge (u, v) E K that has no correspondence in the intree or the outtree can be used to 
introduce a corresponding edge (Uin, Vout) in C'(K), since no cycles are introduced. 

c) Some edges (u, v) E K as in b) can also be translated into (Uin, Vin) or (uout, Vout) edges without 
incurring cycles. For example, we have implemented a variant which assigns BFS-numbers k( v) 
to nodes of C'(K) and allows edges with k(Uin) < k(Vin) in the intree 'as weIl as edges with 
k(uout) < k(vout) in the outtree. 

d) The definition of a core is quite flexible and, for example, allows those horizontal length-1 
edges thatdo not iritroduce cycles into C. We have implemented a variant which allows edges 
that do not violate a topological order of the sees. 
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3. Experimental results 

In this section we present a preliminary experimental evaluation of the binary blocking flow 
(BBF) algorithm. We will mainly compare it to an implementation of Dinitz' algorithm that uses 
the same algorithm for computing blocking flows. In most cases we have used a simple O(mn)
time DFS-based routine as in Dinitz' 'original presentation [2]1. We have also experimented with 
an O(n2 )-time implementation of Tarjan's wave algorithm [10], which sometimes (though rarely) 
yields better results. In a11 cases, all nodes in the acyclic core from which t is not reachable are first 
eliminated. This is crucial to the performance of certain blocking-ftow algorithms. 

In addition, we make comparisons with two implementations öf preflow-push algorithms, namely 
the LEDA MAX_FLOWO function and the highest-Iabel preftow-push code h_prf by Cherkasskyand 
Goldberg, which performed best in the study [1]. When not otherwise stated, we have used a 
"standard" variant of the BBF algorithm with Q = 2, ß = 1/2, and the refinements a) and b) 
from Section 2.3. This choice may be somewhat arbitrary, yet we believe it to reflects a reasonable 
compromise between simplicity, sophistication, and overhead for refinements not needed by the 
worst-case analysis. 

We have experimented with the same problem families as in [1]. For the families whose instances 
are generated randomly, the figures reported are averages over five problem instances. A more 
detailed description ofthe problem families can be found in [6, Appendix A]. To keep the computation 
times within limits, we most often used smaller instances than in [1], ensuring a certain overlap to 
facilitate direct comparison. Experiments were carried out on a 200 MHz Sun Ultra-2 using GNU 
C++ 2.8.1 with compiler setting -06 and LEDA 3.7. 

Table 1 lists the running times for th~ four codes. These times give a rough idea of the strengths 
arid weaknesses of the individual algorithms.We stress that a direct comparison between the per
formance of the four implementations is not very meaningful; one should take into account that 
h_prf is carefu11y coded in C and uses many we11-tuned heuristics, whereas the other codes put more 
emphasis on ease of implementation and accept some library overhead by using LEDA. Since our 
prime motivation with this study is to gain first insights into the behavior of the BBF algorithm, 
compared to Dinitz' algorithm and preftow-push algorithms, we feel that the LEDA implementations 
suffice at this point; for the same reason we do not include running times for available C code for 
Dinitz' algorithm, which can be found, for example, in [1]. 

Table 2 is intended to give a more implementation-independent picture . by providing counts of 
important operations that can be compared more directly. For the Dinitz and BBF algorithms a 
key parameter is the number of edges scanned while searching for augmenting paths in the blocking
flow computation, an operation commonly known as "Advance". This number roughly accounts 
for the time spent in computation of blocking flows and plays a similar role as the number of push 
operations in preflow-push algorithms. We also count the number of rounds performed, which is 
indicative of where the time is spent, since the Dinitz and BBF algorithms in each round construct 
acyclic networks of size O(m). For the BBF algorithm, we alSo count the number of phases, as well 
as the total number of SCCs encountered. The effect of allowing more than ß units of flow per 
round is estimated by assuming that a blocking ftow of value B > ß saves L B / ß J rounds. Since 
blocking ftows are not unique and, in particular, since the blocking ftow for the next round depends 
on how the B - ß units of excess ftow are routed back to s in the original BBF algorithm of [4], 
this estimate is not always accurate. Nevertheless, we believe it to give a good idea of how many 
rounds are saved over the original algorithm and present these numbers in the column "Saved". In 
all experiments conducted, a significant number of rounds were saved in this sense. We take this as 
a vindication of OIlr alternative to contraction of SCCs as originally proposed in [4]. 

We observe that for the rmf instances, the BBF algorithm needs only a single round. Although it 
performs about as many advance operations as a11 blocking-ftow computations of Dinitz' algorithm 
put together, the BBF algorithm ismuch faster (10-40 times). This is because Dinitz' algorithm 

1 We would like to thank Thomas Erlebach for providing us with a LEDA implementation. 
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n m I LEDA h_prf Dinitz BBF 
Genrmf-Long (rmf -Long) 

675 2810 0.01 0.01 1.16 0.48 
1152 4956 0.03 0.01 2.47 0.43 
2205 9716 0.06 0.03 8.24 0.77 
4096 18368 0.14 0.05 22.79 1.90 
9000 41300 0.38 0.14 92.34 6.02 

15488 71687 0.66 0.26 200.31 15.00 
30589 143364 1.62 0.58 695.96 40.30 

Genrmf-Wide (rmf-Wide) 
507 2210 0.03 0.01 0.96 0.11 

1024 4608 0.07 0.03 2.85 0.24 
2205 10164 0.21 0.09 9.45 0.62 
3920 18256 0.56 0.20 25.78 1.28 
8664 40964 2.11 0.57 91.69 3.48 

16807 80262 5.11 1.70 285.35 8.18 
32768 157696 14.09 4.25 783.04 19.32 

Acyclic-Dense 
64 2016 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.15 

128 8128 0.06 0.01 0.23 0.47 
256 32640 0.33 0.04 1.08 2.92 
512 130816 2.00 0.45 5.02 16.43 

AI< 
518 775 0.01 0.01 2.36 0.21 

1030 1543 0.03 0.04 9.37 0.46 
2054 3079 0.13 0.13 37.14 1.12 
4102 6151 0.50 0.47 151.02 3.13 
8198 12295 2.04 1.77 709.29 9.91 

16390 24583 8.39 6.74 3090.65 38.77 
32774 49159 34.08 27.49 12942.90 151.59 

Washington-RLG-Long (RLG-Long) 
4098 12224 0.18 0.04 6.16 63.13 
8194 24512 0.39 0.10 22.53 229.95 

16386 49088 0.81 0.21 81.76 719.52 
Washington-RLG-Wide (RLG-Wide) 

8194 24448 0.49 0.14 19.15 171.29 
16386 48896 1.08 0.29 44.48 482.81 

Washington-Line-Moderate (Illm) 
514 3007.4 0.01 0.00 0.35 4.51 

1026 8069.6 0.05 0.01 1.16 34.08 
2050 22293.6 0.14 0.01 3.11 165.10 
4098 65020 0.46 0.05 9.94 829.28 

Table 1: Running times (in seconds) for the four implementations: LEDA preßow-push, Cherkassky
Goldberg highest-Iabel preßow-push (h_prf), Dinitz, and the binary blocking ftow algorithm (BBF) with 
~ = 2F/A and ß = 1/2. 

spends time repeatedly scanning the entire graph when building layered networks. Although the BBF 
algorithm alm ost matches the LEDA prefiow-push algorithm for the rmf-Wide instances, the overall 
running times are disappointing compared to h_prf. For the rmf-Long instances the blocking-flow 
computation takes so long that an implementation of an O(mlogn)-time blocking-flow algorithm 
using dynamic trees might be worth considering. The wave algorithm performs even worse here. 

For the acyclic dense graphs, Dinitz' algorithm performs quite weIl; it needs only 3-4 rounds, 
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n m 
Dinitz l Binary blocking fiow 

Advance Rnd I Comp Advance Ph Rnd Saved 
Genrmf-Long (rmf-Long) 

~ 

675 2810 2685 15418 37 99 21663 2 4 29 
1152 4956 5088 35007 50 51 45098 2 2 38 
2205 9716 12286 109671 89 45 132939 2 1 54 
4096 18368 21039 271421 122 64 357868 2 1 74 
9000 41300 51619 922269 207 90 1271902 2 1 112 

15488 71687 92775 2026817 249 177 2962492 2 1 146 
30589 143364 196330 6125112 428 181 9560940 2 1 208 

Genrmf-Wide (rmf-Wide) 
507 2210 6684 12735 46 3 5917 2 1 25 

1024 4ti08 14399 34591 67 4 17436 2 1 36 
2205 10164 40295 101495 99 5 54783 2 1 54 
3920 18256 88670 252345 139 5 124296 2 1 73 
8664 40964 220348 732811 199 6 389819 2 1 109 

16807 80262 595050 1970327 294 7 1050095 2 1 152 
32768 157696 1165655 4795368 387 8 2705728 2 1 214 

~ ~ - --

Acyc1ic-Dense 
64 2016 356 365 3 4 342 3 4 16 

128 8128 770 720 3 _ 0 718 3 3 23 
256 32640 1856 1801 3 1 1772 3 4 42 
512 130816 5757 7626 4 2 7190 3 5 74 

AI< 
518 775 13823 42184 193 2539 17773 6 6 37 

1030 1543 48369 166280 385 5083 68312 6 6 47 
2054 3079 177819 660232 769 10179 267712 6 6 66 
4102 6151 658507 2631176 1537 20387 1059749 6 6 108 
8198 12295 2492647 10505224 3073 40821 4216690 6 6 131 

16390 24583 9478275 41981960 6145 81716 16822070 6 6 220 
32774 49159 36597865 167849992 12289 163545 67198.678 6 6 263 

Washington-RLG-Long (RLG-Long) 
4098 · 12224 33783 199145 26 62245 184646 12 116 205 
8194 24512 74506 758686 47 254355 649599 12 197 289 

16386 49088 138184 2857194 82 480664 2119305 14 278 430 

8194 24448 13 152 239 
16386 48896 45 14 203 344 

Washington-Line-Moderate (vIm) 
514 3007.4 1310 9303 8 1570 5547 11 51 166 

1026 8069.6 2432 29952 9 7145 20392 16 134 361 
2050 22293.6 4499 70984 8 7490 36209 19 221 632 
4098 65020 8745 196558 8 7572 92485 19 336 971 

Table 2: Operation counts for the h_prf, Dinitz, and BBF algorithms. "Push" is the number of pushes 
performed by h_prf, and is roughly comparable to the number of "Advance" operations performed by the 
blocking-fiow algorithm. Columns "Rnd" give the number of blocking-fiow computations. "Comp" is the 
total number of SCCs identified by the BBF algorithm. "Ph" is the number of phases required. The column 
"Saved" estimates the number of rounds saved over the original Goldberg-Rao algorithm. 

each of which is quite fast. The BBF algorithm behaves similarly, but suffers somewhat from the 
more complex construction of the acyclic core in each round. The h_prf implementation is an order 
of magnitude faster than the Dinitz implementation. Much smaller differences are reported in [1] 
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(less than a factor of 1.5 for small instances ). Implementation details therefore seem to play a 
significant role, at least for this family of graphs. 

The AK instances of [1] were specially designed to be difficult for the Dinitz and preflow-push 
algorithms. For the instances tried here, the BBF algorithm needs only six rounds. With our 
default blocking-flow algorithm, at least one of these computations needs quadratic time. The wave 
algorithm works very weH and solves the instances in a single wave, Le., in linear time. 

The instances generated by the washington generator (RLG-Long, RLG-.Wide and wlm) are very 
difficult for our BBF algorithm. In most rounds, the blocking ßow is only slightly larger than a, 
so that the number of rounds comes elose to the worst case predicted by the analysis. This is in 
fact much slower than even Dinitz' algorithm, which in turn is considerably slower than both of the 
preßow,.push algorithms. 

Table 3 summarizes our experiments with the refinements from Section 2.3. We give results (run-

Austere 
Rnd I Large AC (abc) I Large core (abd) I All refinements 

Time . Advance Time Advance Rnd Time Advance Rnd Time Advance Rnd 
Genrmf-Long (rmf-Long) n E {675, ... ,30589} 

0.37 54307 4 0.37 22431 4 0.16 17254 1 0.15 17057 1· 
0.47 138082 1 0.32 43780 1 0.31 42948 1 0.29 42116 1 
1.26 446549 1 0.67 125951 1 0.77 132939 1 0.72 125951 1 
3.75 1351338 1 1.66 330119 1 1.88 357868 1 1.69 330119 1 

15.53 · 5249763 1 5.22 1171796 1 6.05 1271902 1 5.36 1171796 1 
49.20 14015360 2 12.84 2761991 1 13.69 2948817 1 12.00 2743935 1 

165.15 47303533. 1 35.01 8651479 1 41.53 9560940 1 36.52 8651479 1 
Genrmf-Wide (rmf-Wide) nE {507, ... ,32768} 

0.09 7943 1 0.09 6204 1 0.11 5917 1 0.11 6204 1 
0.21 · 30307 1 0.22 17754 1 0.23 17436 1 0.24 17754 1 
0.60 119225 1 0.53 54260 1 0.59 54783 1 0.58 54260 1 
1.32 279440 1 1.12 122971 1 1.23 124296 1 1.18 122971 1 
4.31 993331 1 3.00 379599 1 3.37 389819 1 3.28 379599 1 

13.41 3240827 1 7.21 1030765 1 8.00 1050095 1 7.67 1030765 1 
38.27 9107654 1 16.77 2573170 1 18.74 2705728 1 17.58 2573170 1 

Acychc-Dense, n E {64, 128,256,512} 
0.14 342 4 0.15 430 4 0.19 342 4 0.19 2292 4 
0.46 718 3 1.29 738 6 0.61 718 3 1.64 4562 6 
2.61 1772 4 2.62 1809 4 3.70 1772 4 3.13 15479 4 

13.99 7190 5 24 .03 7999 6 20.75 7189 5 33.09 350873 6 
AK, n E {518, . . . , 32774} 

0.19 17773 6 0.20 17773 6 0.23 17771 6 0.23 17771 6 
0.42 68312 6 0·.42 68312 6 0.52 68310 6 0.50 68310 6 
1.09 . 267712 6 1.07 267712 6 1.26 267710 6 1.31 267710 6 
3.13 1059749 6 3.07 1059749 6 3.38 1059747 6 3.32 1059747 .6 

10.31 4216690 6 10.15 4216690 6 10.48 4216688 6 10.13 4216688 6 
38.79 16822070 6 38.21 16822070 6 38.42 16822068 6 36.50 16822068 6 

157.63 67198678 6 158.75 67198678 6 162.25 · 67198676 6 152.86 67198676 6 
Washington-RLG-Long (RLG-Long) , nE {4098, 8194, 16386} 

57.14 188044 138 47.80 223810 93 77.42 252822 111 43.72 505970 61 
175.85 671742 201 150.16 749208 138 248.47 867272 170 130.33 1779247 89 
524.61 2139227 271 416.75 2553156 167 770.71 2287125 250 355.17 5728522 108 

Washington-RLG-Wide (RLG-Wide), n E {8194, 16386 
135.78 441360 159 115.46 485229 112 181.22 601157 132 94.27 1100676 71 
344.52 911538 189 258.49 971222 123 429.23 1171136 158 1300.68 2849692 108 

Washington-Line,-Moderate (\11m), n E {514, 1026, 2050, 4098 } 
3.42 5573 50 1.19 16880 14 4.46 10200 40 0.70 16157 6 

24.33 19841 135 5.73 25694 25 30.82 31507 100 4.99 49010 14 
116.65 35935 217 13.33 54853 18 111.65 88762 126 12.05 110839 11 
482.42 91895 328 22.25 169688 9 403.67 321261 157 11.61 377980 3 

Table 3: Alternative AC and large-core constructions. 
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ning time, number of advance operations, and number of rounds) for four variations on this theme. 
An austere algorithm without any of the refinements; an algorithm with larye acyelic components 
wh ich encompasses refinements a), b) and c); avariant with enlarged core using refinements a), b) 
and d), and finally a variant using all the refinements described in Section 2.3 plus the following 
heuristic that is not covered by the analysis given here: We translate horizontallength-1 edges within 
SCCs into edges of the acyelic components in the same way as described in the refinements b) and . 
c). 

The austere variant potentially allows less flow through SCCs than the standard (and large) 
construction, and thus a larger number of rounds is to be expected. This effect is most manifest 
for the rmf instances and especially striking for the Washington-Line-Moderate (wlm)-elass, where 
the "large" construction gives an improvement of a factor of more than 20 for the largest instance 
over the austere variant. For these instances, the standard construction is slightly better than 
the austere one. The gain from using large ACs comes (solely; the number of advance operations 
increases somewhat) from a dramatic reduction in the number of rounds, which, for the instances 
tried hete, even decreases as the instance size increases. 

The two variants with larger cores shown in the two rightmost columns seem to yield the most 
for the Washington-Line-Moderate (wlm)-family, although for the larger core construction alone, 
the effects are by no means as significant as for the large AC construction. Combining the two 
constructions brings the performance of the BBF algorithm very elose to that of Dinitz' algorithm 
for the Washington-Line-Moderate (wlm)-instances. The RLG-families remain difficult for our vatiants 
of the BBF algorithm. 

Dinitz' algorithm can be viewed as adegenerate version of the BBF algorithm with ß == 00, 

so that all edges have length 1. It might therefore be conjectured that a larger ß (that is, a 
larger factor 0) is better for the washington instances. We conducted a few experiments concerning 
possibly better choices of ß. Table 4 shows the effect of making ß a factor of two smaller (ß = F / A) 
and a factor of two larger (ß = 4F / A) than the choice made for the other experiments. In addition, 
it shows measurements for the other extreme, ß = o. A larger ß improves the bleak situation for 
the RLG and wlm instances somewhat. This is not so sl,lrprising since it makes the BBF algorithm 
more Dinitz-like. A larger ß has no adverse effect onthe other inst~ces. ß = F / A correspondingly 
worsens the situation, and, more significantly, the rmf-Long instances now take a long time to solve. 
In fact, from the definition of these instances it seems likely that sufficiently "long" families of rmf 
instances are not solvable in a single round with ß = oF / A for any fixed o. The choice ß = 0, 
which has the effect of assigning all edges length 0 and is not allowed by the generic algorithm, 
has quite striking effects. Although it does not perform weIl for the acyelic-dense family or the RLG 
families, now not only the rmf instances but also AK instances and larger wlm instances are solved 
in a single round. The AK instance with 215 nodes is solved in 3.87s if we use the wave blocking-flow 
algorithm. This is more than seven times fast er than the h_prf code. 

4. Discussion 

Compared to the original algorithm of Goldberg and Rao [4], our variant offers a number of 
advantages. First, our algorithm potentially allows the flow from s to t to increase by substantially 
more than ß in a single round, which appears from experiments to be crucial to a good performance. 
In contrast, Goldberg and Rao route flow in excess of ß back to the source. SecoIid, we do not need 
subroutines for routing flow within strongly connected components or for routing excess flow back 
to the source. Third, we can establish better worst-case bounds, by constant factors, on the number 
of rounds needed to compute a maximum flow. And fourth, our definition of an acyelic core is quite 
flexible. As a consequence, it is possible to experiment with a number of different heuristics for 
constructing the acyclic core without jeopardizing the worst-case bound on the running time. 

Many further experiments as weIl as refinements of the algorithm and its analysis suggest them-
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Time Advance Rnd I Time Advance Rnd I Time Advance Rnd I Time Advance Rnd 
Genrmf-Long (~-Long) nE {675, ... ,30589} 

0.16 17254 1 9.03 13762 108 0.48 21663 4 0.16 17254 1 
0.31 42948 1 29.03 30979 186 0.43 45098 . 2 0.33 42948 1 
0.79 132939 1 93.41 81177 286 0.77 132939 1 0.81 132939 1 
1.88 357868 1 269.32 208976 413 1.90 357868 1 1.95 357868 1 
6.03 1271902 1 6.02 1271902 1 6.12 1271902 1 

13.30 2948817 1 15.00 2962492 1 13.38 2948817 1 
40.98 9560940 1 40.30 9560940 1 40.89 9560940 1 

Genrmf-Wide (~-\{ide) nE {507, ... ,32768} 
0.10 5917 1 0.11 5917 1 0.11 5917 1 0.12 5917 1 
0.25 17436 1 0.25 17436 1 0.24 17436 1 0.25 17436 1 
0.61 54783 1 0.63 54783 1 0.62 54783 1 0.63 54783 1 
1.25 124296 1 1.30 124296 1 1.28 124296 . 1 1.29 124296 1 
3.40 389819 1 3.47 389819 1 3.48 389819 1 3.47 389819 1 
7.94 1050095 1 8.16 1050095 1 8.18 1050095 1 8.21 1050095 1 

19.06 2705728 1 19.35 2705728 1 19.32 2705728 1 19.24 2705728 1 
Acyclic-Dense, nE {64, 128,256, 512} 

11.12 6179 217 0.18 344 5 0.15 342 4 0.11 333 3 
133.55 28766 664 0.49 718 3 0.47 718 3 0.48 720 3 

2.99 1772 4 2.92 1772 4 2.59 1767 4 
16.74 7190 5 16.43 7190 5 14.25 7178 5 

AK, n E {518, .. . ,32774} 
0.Q7 17162 1 0.19 17665 5 0.21 17773 6 0.24 17839 7 
0.20 67082 1 0.43 68088 5 0.46 68312 6 0.54 68497 7 
0.59 265226 1 1.06 267244 5 1.12 267712 6 1.33 268126 7 
1.97 1054730 1 2.93 1058781 5 3.13 1059749 6 3.21 1059620 6 
7.43 4206602 1 9.62 4214725 5 9.91 4216690 6 10.07 4216516 6 

34.88 16801802 1 40.27 16818087 5 38.77 16822070 6 39.87 16821830 6 
145.49 67158026 1 151.52 67190647 5 151.59 67198678 6 150.70 67198351 6 

Washington-RLG-Long (RLG-Long), nE {4098, 8194, 16386} 
1028.85 267962 1732 143.67 172621 235 63.13 184646 116 44.95 187974 88 
4423.69 1045270 3499 452.72 569092 340 229.95 649599 197 138.35 688417 131 

719.52 2119305 278 
Washington-RLG-Wide (RLG-Wide), n E {8194, 16386} 

384.79 418544 307 171.29 429112 152 90.52 445529 92 
482.81 909273 203 

Washington-Line-Moderate (v1m), nE {514, 1026,2050,4098,8194, 16386} 
0.60 16325 6 7.33 . 7178 74 4.51 5547 51 2.21 7378 26 
1.24 57043 4 38.33 27314 140 34.08 20392 134 15.35 22362 61 
1.43 151221 1 114.05 78619 148 165.10 36209 221 78.07 53690 103 
4.54 457669 1 646.62 215525 302 829.28 92485 336 434.65 130904 201 

12.76 1151407 1 
40.37 3564981 1 

Table 4: Different choices for the constant Q in the formula for ß for the binary blocking How algorithm. 
Entries are left blank for instances that take too long to complete. 

selves. In our experiments, we have not looked at how the parameter ß should be chosen or how 
the maximum edge weight U infiuences the practical execution times. More experiments on how 6. 
should be chosen are needed since we have seen that this can have a significant effect. Can we even 
come up with a more adaptive way to choose 6., e.g., as a function of df{S) or of the value of the 
canonical cuts? Are there better alternatives for constructing a larger core? The experiments indi
cate that the possibility to route more fiow through the strong components is always advantageous. 
Thus, it might be interesting to try out more possibilities for constructing the acyclic components. 

One could also come closer to the original algorithm of Goldberg and Rao: After a blocking fiow 
through the contracted graph is found, one would try to route as much fiow as possible through 
the components. Only the remaining excess fiow needs to be returned to s. We did not implement 
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this variant since it appears to be slightly more complicated than our algorithm and because the 
"capacity" of the vertex representing a component is invisible to the blocking-ftow routine, a fact 
that can decrease the amount of flow that we actually get through. On the other hand, for instances 
with most nodes in large components, the contracted graph of the original algorithm is much smaller 
than the acyclic core constructed in our implementation. In such cases, significant savings in the 
blocking-flow computation can be expected. For example, for appropriate ß the rmf instances 
collapse to a single path and routing the required flClw within the components is easy, so that the 
overall running time of the algorithm would be linear. 
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ABSTRACT 

The set covering problem is a well-known NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem with 
wide practical applications. This paper introduces a novel heuristic for the uni-cost set covering 
problem. An iterated approximation algorithm (lTEG) based on this heuristic is developed: in 
the first iteration a cover is constructed, and in the next iterations a new cover is built by 
starting with part of the bes,t solution SO far obtained . . The final output of the algorithm is the 
best solution obtained in all the iterations. l;TEG is empirically evaluated on a set of randomly 
generated problem instances; on instances originated from the Steiner tripIe systems, and on 
instances derived from two challenging combinatorial questions by Erdös. The performance of 
lTEG on these benchmark problems is very satisfactory, both in terms of solution quality (Le., 
small covers) as weIl as in terms of running time. 

1. Introduction 
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The set covering problem (SCP) is one of the oldest and most studied NP-hard problems (cf. 
[13]). The SCP consists of covering the rows of a m-row, n-cohllnn, zero-one matrix (aij) by a 
minimal subset of the columns, where a row i is covered by a column j if the entry aij is equal to 
1. This problem can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem as folIows: 

j = 1, ... ,n, 
minimize subject to the constraints 

i = 1, ... ,m. 

The variable Xj indicates whether column j belongs to the solution (Xj = 1) or not (Xj = 0). 
The m constraint inequalities are used to express the requirement that each row be covered by at 
least one column. In the weighted version of this problem, the objective function is E;=l CjXj for 
some weights Cj > 0 specifying the cost of column j. Therefore the SCP is sometimes referred to as 
the unicost SCP. 

The SCP has a wide number of applications, such as construction of optimal logical circuits, 
scheduling (e.g., aircrew scheduling), assembly line balancing, and information retrieval. Recent 
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results in computational complexity provide a theoretical quantification of the difficulty of this 
problem. In particular, Feige in [11] has proven that for any e > 0 no polynomial time algorithm 
can approximate SCP within (1 - e) In m unless NP has slightly superpolynomial time algorithms. 
Due to these negative results, many approximation algorithrris for the SCP have been developed 
(e.g., [7, 6, 14]). In particular, in [14] Grossman and Wool perform a comparative experimental 
study of nine effective approximation algorithms proposed by researchers in the field of combinatorial 
optimization, like the simple and randomized greedy algorithrris, a randomized rounding algorithm, 
and an algorithm based on neural networks. The performance of these algorithrris is tested on a large 
set of benchmark problems, and the results show that the multi-start randomized greedy algorithm 
outperforms the other algorithms in almost all of the problem instances. The heuristic used in 
the randomized greedy algorithm is rather simple: a cover is constructed starting from the empty 
set of columns (that is, all x;'s are equal to zero). At each step of the algorithm the actual set 
of columns is extended by adding one column which is randomly chosen amongst those that cover 
the largest number of (not yet covered) rows (in other words, at each step of the algorithm the 
variable Xj that appears in the larges~ number of unsatisfied inequality constraints is set to one). 
This process is repeated until all rows are covered. Observe that the obtained cover may contain 
redundant columns, which can be removed from the set without destroying the property of being a 
cover. Therefore, the cover is refined by removing the redundant columns in a random order, one at 
a time because removing one redundant column may affect the redundancy of other columns. The 
resulting procedure can be summarized as follows: 

Random_Greedy 
BEGIN 

END 

5 <- { }; 
WUILE (5 is not a cover ) DO 

Add best column to 5 breaking ties randomly; 
ENDWHlLE 
remove redundant columns from 5 in a random order; 
RETURN 5 

In this paper, we enhance Rand_Greedy (RG) as follows: a suitable rule is used for breaking ties 
in the 'add' step; moreover, a 'removal' step is introduced in the while loop, which makes it possible 
to discard columns from the partial cover so far constructed, and wh ich also takes care of removing 
redundant columns; finally, an optimization step is introduced after the while loop, which tries to 
improve the obtained cover by means of a suitable optimization procedure. The resulting heuristic 
is called Enhanced Greedy (EG). 

Often, the basic algorithm Rand_GreedY is run a number of times and the best solution found 
in all the runs is returned (multistart approach). An alternative to the multistart approach is the 
so-called iterated approach (cf., e.g., [1]), in which the starting point of the next run is obtained by 
modifying the local optimum of a previous run. For a greedy heuristic for the SCP, this approach 
amounts to starting each run with a partial cover instead of the empty set. It turns out that a 
'good' partial cover can be obtained by restoring apart of the best cover found in all the previous 
iterations. By applying this latter approach to EG, we obtain a very powerful algorithrri, called 
I terated Enhanced Greedy Algori thm (ITEG) , which produces cOvers of very good quality in a 
competitive amount of time. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the EG heuristic. 
In section 3 the lTEG algorithm i~introduced. The computational experiments are treated in Section 
4, while Section 5 contains a discussion on the iterated approach applied to RG and EG. We conclude 
with some final remarks on the present investigation and on future work. 
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2. EG: Enhanced Greedy Heuristic 

In order to enhance Random_Greedy, we use a more advanced selection criterion for choosing a 
best column to be added. Moreover, we allow also for the removal of columns which have been 
previously added to the partial cover so far constructed, even if they are not redundant. The 
motivation for this latter step is that as more columns are added, a previously added column may 
become 'almost' redundant, hence it is discarded in the expectation that better alternative columns 
exist. The idea of incorporating a step for removing columns is also used in other variants of the 
greedy algorithm (see e.g. alternating greedy in [14]). However, we use a novel criterion, which is 
similar to the one we employ for adding columns. 
When the construction of a cover is completed by means of this add-remove strategy, we apply a 
suitable optimization procedure in order to improve the cover. 

Our set covering algorithm is described in pseudo-code below. Lines starting with "/ /" are 
comments. EG constructs asolution (a cover), starting from a (possibly empty) set 5 of columns. 
Then columns areadded to 5 until 5 covers all the rows. 

// extend S until it is a cover: 
FUNCTION EG ( var S ) 
BEGIN 

END 

WHlLE ( S is not a cover ) DO 
// select and add one column to S 
S <- S + select_add(); 
// remove 0 or more columns from S 
WHILE ( remove_is_okay() ) DO 

S <~ S - select_rmvO; 
ENDWHILE 

ENDWHlLE 
// S is a cover, without redundant columns 
/ / apply local optimization . 
S <- optimize(S); 
return S; 

Below we explain the key functions of this algorithm. 
cover value: For every column ewe define the cover value cv(c) to be the number of rows that are 
covered by c, but that are not covered by any column in 5 \ {cl. Note that cv(c) is defined both if 
cE 5 and if c rt 5, and that cv(c) does not change if cis removed from, or added to 5. A column 
c in 5 is redundant ifcv(c) = O. The first criterion for selecting a column in both select...add and 
selecLrmv is its cover value. 

select~dd: This function returns the next column that is to be added to 5. 
Let Candidates = {c E S I cv(c) = k}, where k = max{cv(c) I cES}, and S denotes the set of 
columns which are not in 5. Every column c in Candidates is evaluated by means of a merit criterion 
specified by the function ~Ladd(c) which computes the so-called add_value of c. Possible choices of 
w_add are discussed in the next subsection. Then, one column is randomly selected amongst those 
having highest add_value. However, with low probability param.add_rand (with typical value 0.05) 
the columns are not evaluated, and selecLadd randomly selects a column in Candidatesj this turns 
out to be useful for escaping from local optima. 
The size of the set Candidates is bounded by a constant param.max_candidates (typical value 
400). In case the number of candidates exceeds this threshold, a subset of Candidates containing 
param.max..candidates elements is randomly chosen. This situation typically occurs if selecLadd 
is called when S is (almost) empty. 
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remove...is_okay: This function returns a boolean value. It determines whether columns should be 
removed from S. H S is empty it returns I alse; if S contains at least one redundant column then 
it returns true; otherwise, with low prob ability param.p_rmv (typical value 0.1) it returnstrue, 
otherwise lalse. 

select..rmv: This function returns a cohimn that is to be removed from S. The definition is very 
similar to that of select...add. Let Candidates = {c ES I cv(c) = k}, where k = min{cv(c) I cES}. 
Every column c in Candidates is evaluated by means of a merit criterion specified by the function 
w...rmv(c) which computes the so-called remove_value of c. Possible choices of w...rmv are discussed in 
the next subsection. Then, one column is randomly selected amongst those having highest rmv._value. 
However, with low probability param.rmvJand (with typical value 0.05) the columns are not eval
uated, and select...rmv randomly selects a column in Candidates. 

optimize: This function tries to improve a cover, by identifying and replacing 'inferior' columns, 
defined as folIows. Given a cover S, we call a column c f/. S superior if the addition of c to S renders 
at least two (other) columns of S redundant. Then a column c in S is called inferior if there exists a 
superior column which, if added to S, would make c redundant. First, the set Inf of inferior columns 
is identified; next, all elements of Inf are removed from S; finally, adcLselect is called repeatedly 
to select and add a column, until a cover is obtained. Note that the function optimize operates on 
a cover containing no redundant columns. 

2.1. The Merit Functions w_add{} and w_rmv{}. 
The merit functions w_addO and w...rmvO specify the rule to be used for breaking ties in the 

selection of the best column amongst those having equal maximum (resp. minimum) cover value. H 
w_add(c) returns a high value, then it means that it is convenient to add c to S; similarly, a high 
value of w...rmv(c) means that cis a good column to be removed from S. Two alternative definitions 
of w_addO and of w...rmvO are intoduced: 

• The first w_addO function is based on the idea that it is good to add a column c to S if c covers 
rows that are not yet covered by 'too inany' other columns in S. Ha row is already covered by 
several other columns ip S, the extra covering due to c has no relevant effect; however, if a row is 
covered by only one column of S, say x, then adding c to S helps to make column x redundant. 

For a row riet xcover(r) denote the number of columns in S that cover r, Note that every c in 
Candidates covers the same number of rows for which xcover(r) = 0, namely cv(c). For a column 
c let R(c) denote the set of rows that are covered by c. Then the w_addO and the corresponding 
w..rmvO functions are defined below in pseudo-code: 

FUNCTION w_add1(e) 11 eolumn e is ,not in S 
BEGIN 

w (- 0; 
FOR all rows r in R(e) DO 

W (- W + 1/( xeover(r)+1 )-2; 
ENDFOR 
return w; 

END 

FUNCTION w_rmv1(e) 11 eolumn e is in S 
BEGIN 

END 

w (- 0; 

FOR all rows r in R(e) DO 
w (- w +' 1/( xeover(r) )-2; 

ENDFOR 
return -w; 

• The second merit function is based on the idea of directly trying to make columns in S redundant 
or almost redundant. To this aim, it considers the effect of adding column c to the partial cover 
S with respect to the cover values of the columns in $. The corresponding w_addO and w..rmvO 
functions are defined as folIows: 
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FUNCTlDN v_add2(c) 11 column c is not in S 
BEGlN 

END 

S <- S + {c}j 
v <- Oj 
FOR all columns u in S DO 

v <- v + 1/( cv(u) + 0.01 )j 
ENDFOR 
S <- S - {c}j 
return Vj 

3. ITEG: Iterated Enhanced Greedy 

FUNCTlON v_rmv2(c) 11 column c is in S 
BEGlN 

END 

S <- S - {c}j 
v <- Oj 
FOR all columns u in S DO 

v <- v + 1/( cv(u) + 0.01 )j 
ENDFDR 
S <- S + {c}j 
return -Vj 
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The performance of EG is reasonably satisfactory. Nevertheless, it can be improved by applying 
a suitable iterated technique. Roughly, in ihe first iteration EG constructs a cover starting from 
the empty setj in the following iterations, EG builds a cover starting from a subset of the best 
cover found in all the previous iterations. The final result is the best cover found in all iterations. 
The corresponding algorithm is illustrated below in pseudo-code, where I SI denotes the number of 
elements of the list (or set) S~ 

FUNCTION lTEG 0 
BEGlN 

END 

Sbest <- { 1 .. ncol}j 11 best solution so far 
S <- { }j 11 current partial solution 
FOR 1 .. param.number_of_iterations DO 

choose_add_strategy()j 
choose_remove_strategy()j 
S <- EG(S)j 
11 if S better than Sbest, replace Sbest by S 
lF ( ISI <= ISbestl ) !BEN Sbest<- Sj ENDlFj 
II malte S a "random" subset of Sbest, 
S <- random_selection(Sbest)j 
II ready for the next iteration 

ENDFDR 
RETURN Sbest 

Every iteration starts with a partial solution S. First, anadd/remove strategy is selected: one 
merit function for the column addition is randomly selected between wAdd10 or wAdd20, and 
analogously for the column removal. Next, EG is applied starting with partial cover S, and with the 
previously chosen merit functions. The cover S produced by EG is used to update the best solution 
Sbest so far obtained: if S has smaller or equal size than Sbest than it becomes the new Sbest. Note 
that we replace Sbest with S even if S and Sbest have the same size, in order to exploit different 
covers. Finally, S is initialized for the next iteration, where we will start with a subset of Sbestj 
every column of Sbest is selected to be in S with prob ability p, the restore-jraction. Every iteration 
the value of p is randomly chosen from the interval [param. rcv ~ow , par am . rcv.high ], with typical 
value [0.6,0.8]. The idea is that Sbest, being the best solution so far, possibly contains a subset of 
'relevant' columns which can be crucial to build a minimum cover. Section 5 we investigate the 
effect of using different (fixed) values for the restore fraction. 
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Problem Iter 1 Iter 10 Iter 100 Iter 1000 Best Best 
Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) ITEG Known 

STS.135 106.9 (0.3) 105.5 (0.5) 104.9 (0.3) 104.0 (0.0) 104 103 
STS.243 209.7 (1.2) 203.2 (0.4) 203.0 (0.0) 202~2 (1.5) 198 198 
STS.27 19.0 (0:0) 18.2 (0.4) 18.0 (0.0) 18.0 (0.0) 18 18· 
STS.45 . 32.0 (1.0) 31.0 (0.0) 31.0 (0.0) 30.7 (0.5) 30 30· 
STS.81 65.0 (0.0) 62.2 (1.0) 61.2 (0.6) 61.0 (0.0) 61 61· 
Seymour _~."34 __ QJ~2) 429.6 (1.3) 425.5 (1.3) 423.7 (0.6) 423 423 

Table 1: Results on Combinatorial Problems (STS and Seymour) 

4. Computational Experiments 

In. this section, we evaluate empirically the performance of the EG heuristic algorithm on the set 
oftest problems for the unicost SCP taken from the OR-libraryl maintained by J.E. Beasley. These 
problems provide a valuable source for testing the performance of algorithms for SCP, because they 
arise from various different applications. Almost all the problem instances we consider have also 
been used in [14] for cornparing nine heuristic algorithms for SCP. More specifically, the following 
problem instances are considered: . 
• Random Problems These are 70 randomly generated problems from the OR-library (see Tables 
4 and 5) . The instances of families 4-6 are from [3], those of families A-E are from [4], and those of 
families NRE-NRH are from [5]. As in [14], the original instances have been modified by discarding 
the costs of the columns, since we are dealing with the unicost SCP. Thus the results obtained are 
not comparable with those reported in the above-mentioned papers (except for the E family, which 
is also originally produced for the unicost SCP) . 
• Combinatorial Problems We have considered 16 problem instaricesarising from four different 
combinatorial questions (see Tables 3, 1). The CYC and CLR sets are from [14], and are described in 
more detail there. They are available in the OR-library. The STS-set consists of 5 problems from 
a dass of set systems known as Steiner triple systems, introduced in [12]: these instances are known 
to be rather difficult for any branch and bound algorithm (cf., [2, 15]), and they have been often 
used as benchmark problems to test the performance ofheuristic algorithms (cf., e.g., [17, 16]). 
Finally, the Seymour problem instance 2 is provided by P. Seymour. It specifies an SCP arising from 
work related to the proof of the 4-Color Theorem. 

Characteristic parameters of the above problem instances, like number of rows and columns, are 
described in Table 2. . 

The lTEG algorithm has been implemented in C++. Parameters, like those specifying the prob
abilities of addition and removal, or the size of the portion of a cover to be restored at each iteration 
of lTEG have been set to a suitable value for each dass of problem instances. For instance, for 
the CYC instances, param.add.rand is set to 0.15, param.rmv.rand to 0.10, param.p.rmv to 0.25, 
param.max_candidates is set to 500, and the restore-fractionis every iteration randomly selected 
in the interval [0.4,0.7]. . 

The algorithm was run on a multi-user Silicon Graphics IRIX Release 6.2 IP25 ( 194 MHZ MIPS 
R10000 processor, Main memory size: 512 Mbytes). The results of the experiments are based on 10 
runs of lTEG on each problem instance, using a different initial seed for the random-generator in every 
run. The results are summarized in Tables 1-5. In each table, the first column contains the name of 
the problem instancej columns with label of the form Iter k Avg (StDv) indicate the average of 
the results of the 10 runs of ITEG obtained after k iterations (Le., param. iterations:::k), and the 

lavailable via WWW at http://msClllga.~s.ic.ac.uk/jeb/orlib/scpinfo.html 
2 available electronically at ftp:!/ftp . caam. rice. edu/pub/peoplejbixby Imiplib/miplib31 seymour 
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Problem Rows Columns Density Avg CPU 
(m) (n) (%) (sec/iter) 

4 200 1000 2 0.01 
5 200 2000 2 0.01 
6 200 1000 5 0.06 
A 300 3000 2 0.03 
B 300 3000 5 0.06 
C 400 4000 2 0.04 
D 400 4000 5 0.11 
E 50 500 20 0.01 
NRE 500 5000 10 0.34 
NRF 500 5000 20 0.66 
NRG 1000 10000 2 0.26 
NRH 1000 10000 5 0.61 
CYC.6 240 192 2.1 0.00 
CYC.7 672 448 0.9 0.01 
CYC.8 1792 1024 0.4 0.05 
CYC.9 4608 2304 0.2 0.19 
CYC . l0 11520 5120 0.08 1.10 
CYC.ll 28160 11264 0.04 5.00 
CLR.l0-4 511 210 12.3 0.01 
CLR.11-4 1023 330 12.4 0.02 
CLR.12-4 2047 495 12.5 0.05 
CLR.13-4 4095 715 12.5 0.11 
STS.27 117 27 0.1 0.001 
STS.45 330 45 0.06 0.002 
STS.81 1080 81 0.04 0.011 
STS.135 3015 135 0.02 0.015 
STS.243 9801 243 0.01 0.100 
Seymour 4944 1372 0.5 0.018 

Table 2: Details of Problem Instances and Average CPU Times 

Problem Iter 1 Iter 10 Iter 100 Iter 1000 Best Best Best 
Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) ITEG RG GW 

CYC.6 63.2 (0.9) 61.8 (0.7) 61.4 (0.8) - 60 64 60· 
CYC.7 155.8 (1.8) 151.2 (0.9) 148.0 (2.1) - 144 160 144 
CYC.8 371 .0 (1.3) 360.6 (4.2) 351.8 (2.6) - 348 385 352 
CYC.9 862.5 (3.1) 839.0 (3.1) 827.6 (1.6) - 825 907 816 
CYC.l0 1973.3 (6.1) 1893.6 (17.1) 1860. 7 (2~9) - 1858 2081 1916 
CYC.ll 4450.0 (11.7) 4262.8 (15.7) 4218.3 (9.1) - 4202 4710 4268 
CLR.l0-4 28.6 (1.6) 25.8 (1.1) 25.1 (0.3) 25.0 (0.0) 25 28 28 
CLR.11-4 28.8 (0.6) 26.9 (1.8) 24.0 (1.6) 23.0 (0.0) 23 27 27 
CLR.12-4 27.2 (1.0) 24.7 (1.3) 23.0 (0.0) 23.0 (0.0) 23 27 27 
CLR.13-4 30.9 (0.5) 29.9 (0.3) 28.2 (1.0) 25.3 (2.4) 23 31 29 

Table 3: Results on Combinatorial Problems (CYC and CLR) 
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Problem Iter 1 Iter 10 Iter 100 Iter 1000 Best Best Best 
Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) Avg (StDv) ITEG RG GW 

4.1 40.8 (0.8) 39.6 (0.8) 38.9(0.3) 38.0(0.0) 38 41 41 
4.2 39.1 (0.9) . 38.3 (1.0) 37.1(0.3) 37.0(0.0) 37 38 38 
4.3 40.7 (0.6) 39.3 (0.6) 38.2(0.4) 38.0(0.0) 38 41 40 
4.4 42 (0.9) 40.6 (0.6) 39.9(0.5) 39.1(0.3) 39 41 41 
4.5 40.4 (0.5) 39.6 (0.5) 38.8(0.4) 38.0(0.0) 38 40 40 
4.6 39.9 (0.7) 38.9 (0.7) 37.9(0.3) 37.8(0.4) 37 40 40 
4.7 41.4 (0.6) · 40.0 (0.4) 38.7(0.7) 38.4(0.5) 38 41 41 
4.8 40.4 (0.6) 39.6 (0.6) 38.1(0.5) 37.7 (0.4) 37 40 40 
4.9 40.7 (0.4) 39.7 (0.4) 39.0(0.4) 38.1 (0.3) 38 40 40 
4.10 41.2 (0.7) 40.1 (0.5) 39.2 (0.4) 38.6 (0.5) 38 41 41 
5.1 37.0 (0.7) 36.1 (0.7) 35.3 (0.4) 34.9 (0.3) 34 35 35 
5.2 36.6 (0.5) 35.9 (0.5) 35.0 (0.0) 34.7 (0.4) 34 35 35 
5.3 36.1 (0.7) 35.5 (0.8) 34.5 (0.5) 34.0 (0.0) 34 36 36 
5.4 36.0 (0.6) 35.4 (0.5) 34.2 (0.4) 34.0 (0:0) 34 36 36 
5.5 36.0 (1.0) 35.2 (0.6) 34.3 (0.4) 34.1 (0.3) 34 36 36 
5.6 36.5 (0.5) 35.7 (0.4) 34.8 (0.4) 34.5 (0.5) 34 36 36 
5.7 36.0 (0.9) 35.3 (0.4) 34.6 (0.5) 34.0 (0.0) 34 36 35 
5.8 37.5 (0.8) 36.7 (0.6) 35.1 (0.3) 34.9 (0.3) 34 37 37 
5 .9 37.7 (0.4) 36.4 (0.6) 35.6 (0.5) 35.0 (0.0) 35 36 36 
5.10 37.0 (0.6) 36.2 (0.6) 35.4 (0.6) 34.6 (0.5) 34 36 36 
6.1 22.0 (0.0) 21.8 (0.4) 21.2 (0.4) 21.0 (0.0) 21 21 21 
6.2 21.4 (0.5) 21.0 (0.0) 21.0 (0.0) 20.3 (0.4) 20 22 21 
6.3 22.1 (0.3) 21. 7 (0.4) 21.0 (0.0) 21.0 (0.0) 21 22 22 
6.4 22.2 (0.4) 22.0 (0.4) 21.5 (0.5) 21.0 (0.0) 21 22 22 
6.5 22.5 (0.5) 21.9 (0.5) 21.3 (0.4) 21.0 (0.0) 21 22 22 
Al 41.6 (0.6) 40.5 (0.7) 39.5 (0.5) 39.1 (0.3) 39 40 40 
A2 41.9 (0.3) 41.4 (0.5) 39.8 (0.6) 39.1 (0.3) 39 40 41 
A3 41.2 (0.7) 40.3 (0.6) 39.6 (0.5) 39.0 (0.0) 39 40 40 
A4 39.6 (0.8) 39.0 (0.6) 38.3 (0.4) 38.0 (0.0) 38 40 40 
A5 40.7 (0.7) 40.1 (0.5) 39.0 (0.0) 38.7 (0.4) 38 40 40 
Bl 23.7 (0.6) 23.4 (0.5) 22.2 (0.4) 22.0 (0.0) 22 23 23 
B2 23.1 (0.3) 22.9 (0.3) 22.2 (0.4) 22.0 (0.0) 22 22 22 
B3 23.3 (0.4) 23.0 (0.0) 22.3 (0.4) 22.0 (0.0) 22 22 22 
B4 23.7 (0.4) 23.3 (0.4) 22.7 (0.4) 22.0 (0.0) 22 23 23 
B5 23.4 (0.5) 23.0 (0.0) 22.5 (0.5) 22.2 (0.4) 22 23 23 
Cl 45.7 (0.4) 44.9 (0.5) 44.0 (0.4) 43.5 (0.5) 43 45 45 
C2 46.0 (0.7) 45.4 (0.6) 44.1 (0.3) 43.5 (0.5) 43 45 45 
C3 45.7 (0.6) 45.2 (0.6) 44.1 (0.3) 43.6 (0.5) 43 45 4Ji 
C4 45.6 (0.6) 44.9 (0.9) 44.1 (0.7) 43.1 (0.3) 43 46 46 
C5 45.8 (0.9) 45.0 (0.7) 44.0 (0.0) 43.5 (0.5) 43 45 45 
Dl 26.5 (0.5) 26.2 (0.4) 25.3 (0.4) 25;0 (0.0) 25 26 26 
D2 26.2 (0.4) 26.0 (0.4) 25.5 (0.5) 25.0 (0.0) .25 26 25 
D3 26.2 (0.4) 25.8 (0.4) 25.4 (0.5) 25.0 (0.0) 25 25 25 
D4 26.3 (0.7) . 26.1 (0.7) . 25.5 (0.5) 25.0 (0.0) 25 26 26 
D5 26.6 (0.5) 26.1 (0.3) 25.5 (0.5) 25.0 (0.0) 25 26 26 
El 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5 5 5 
E2 5.0 (0.0) · 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5 5 5 
E3 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5 5 5 
E4 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0 .0) 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5 5 5 
~5 ____ 5.QjO.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0.0) 5.0 (0 .0) 5 5 5 

Table 4: Results on Random Problems 
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. Problem Iter 1 Iter 10 Iter 100 Best Best Best 
Avg Avg Avg ITEG RG GW 

NREl 17.9 (0.3) 17.7 (0.5) 17.0 (0.0) 17 17 17 
NRE2 17.2 (0.4) 17.1 (0.3) 17.0 (0.0) 17 17 17 
NRE3 17.2 (0.4) 17.1 (0 .3) 17.0 (0.0) 17 17 17 
NRE4 17.2 (0.4) 17.1 (0.3) 17.0 (0.0) 17 17 17 
NRE5 17.8 (0.4) 17.6 (0.5) 17.2 (0.4) 17 17 17 
NRFl 11.0 (0.0) 10.8 (0.4) 10.3 (0.5) 10 10 10 
NRF2 11.0 (0.0) 11.0 (0.0) 10.4 (0.5) 10 11 11 
NRF3 11.0 (0.0) 11.0 (0.0) 10.6 (0.5) 10 11 11 
NRF4 11.0 (0.0) 11.0 (0.0) 10.5 (0.5) 10 11 11 
NRF5 11.0 (0.0) 10.9 (0.3) 10.7 (0.5) 10 11 11 
NRGl 64.2 (0.6) 63.4 (0.7) 62.4 (0.5) 62 - -
NRG2 64.0 (0.8) 63.4 (0.7) 62.5 (0.5) 62 - -
NRG3 64.1 (0.7) 63.4 (0.7) 62.8 (0.6) 62 - -
NRG4 64.4 (0.5) 63.7 (0.8) 63.2 (0.6) 62 - -
NRG5 64.4 (0.5) 64.0 (0.4) 62.7 (0.5) 62 - -
NRBl 35.5 (0.5) 35.2 (0.6) 34.8 (0.4) 34 - -
NRB2 35.5 (0.5) 35.0 (0.4) 34.7 (0.5) 34 - -
NRH3 35.5 (0.5) 35.2 (0.6) 34.8 (0.4) 34 - -
NRB4 35.5 (0.5) 35.2 (0.6) 35.0 (0.4) 34 - -
NRH5 35.5 (0.5) 35.3 (0.6) 34.6 (0.5) 34 - -

Table 5: Results on Random Problems 

corresponding standard deviation (written between brackets). We consider the value obtained after 
1 iteration, after 10 iterations, and so on, until the maximal number of iterations considered, which 
is set to 1000, or to 100 for bigger instances like the eye ones. This is useful for illustrating the values 
of the best solutions found during the iterations made by lTEG. A column labeled Best RG contains 
the best result found by RandolILGreedy when run 100 times, and Best GW contains the best result 
found by aIl the nine algorithms considered in [14]. Finally, Best Known is the best known solution. 
Values are labeled with a ,*, if they have been proven (bymeans of exact algorithms) to be global 
optima. Entries containing only the symbol '-' indicate that the relative problem instance is not 
considered in [14] . 

The quality of the n;sults found by lTEG on these problem instances is very satisfactory. 
On the random problems the best cover found by lTEG is always betteror equal to the best cover 
found by all the nine algorithms considered in [14]. In 45 cases out of 60 instances it is strictly 
better. 
On the eye instances (Table 3) lTEG finds better solutions on 3 out of 6 instances, and equivalent 
best solutions on other two instancesj however, on eye. 9 it does not perform very weIl if compared 
with the best result reported in [14]. The random Greedy algorithm RG finds solutions of rather 
poor quality on all the eye instances. However, the simple Greedy algorithm, where ties are broken 
lexicographically instead of randomly, is one of the algorithms in [14] which is performing very weIl 
on the eye instances. This suggests that for the cye problems the lexicographical order as used in 
simple Greedy is favourable. 
On all the eLR instances (Table 3) lTEG finds better solutions than all the algorithms in [14] . 
Finally, on the other six instances of combinatorial problems (Table 1) lTEG finds the best known 
solution for all but one instance, namely STS. 135, where. the best known solution is 103, while 
lTEG can only find 104. The best known solution for STS .135 has been found in [17]: the authors 
develop a heuristic algorithm for solving the Steiner tripIe covering problem based on GSAT [18] (a 
popular method for solving satisfiability problems) . Unfortunately, a rather poor discussion of their 
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experiments is reported, which makes it difficult to judge the performance of their algorithm. 
The effectiveness of the heuristic EG employed in ITEG can be evaluated by considering the column 

corresponding to the results for 1 iteration. It can be seen that the quality of the solutions found by 
EG is satisfactorily. However, as illustrated by the results of the experiments, the iterated application 
of EG starting with a portion of the best solution found so far, yields a substantial improvement of 
the quality of the solutions, especially when applied to 'hard' instances like those relative to the 
combinatorial optimization problems. In the next section, we shall study in more detail the effect . 
of the iterated approach also on the Random_Greedy algorithm. 

It is difficult to perform a fair comparison between lTEG and Random..Greedy based on the re
sults givE!O in [14] and here reported in the columns labeled RG, because those results are based on 
100 independent runs of Random..Greedy (multistart approach). A rough indication of the relative 
performance of these algorithms can be obtained by comparing the column for 100 iterations and 
the column labeled RG for getting an impression about the quality of the solutions. Table 2 contains 
the average running time per iteration of lTEG on the considered problem instances. RG is about five 
times slower, since it always starts from the empty set. 

5. Discussion 

The choice of the restore-fraction in the iterated EG is relevant for the quality of the results. In 
general, the optimal value for this parameter depends on the specific problem .instance considered. 
However, the experiments we have conducted on the considered problem instances seem to indicate 
that good values of the restore-fraction are between 0.40 and 0.75, where for smaller problems it is 
better to choose a rat her low value for the restore-fraction. 

In order to illustrate the effect of different values for the restore-fraction, we have plotted in 
Figure 4 the courses of lTEG and of the iterated Rand_Greedy (ITRG) on three specific problem 
instances, when the restore-fraction is fixed at 0.0 (that is multistart approach), 0.5 and 0.75. This 
is also useful for comparing the iterated Rand_Greedy with lTEG . On each case we had 50 runs with 
different random seeds. The x-axis represents the number of iterations (up to 1000), and the y-axis 
represents the average number (over 50 runs) of columns contained in the best solution computed 
at a given iteration of the algorithm. On all the problem instances we have that , for a fixed value 
of the restore-fraction, iterated EG outperformsITRG Rand_Greedy. This is not surprising, because 
EG employs a more sophisticated heuristic. As a consequence, we have that ITRG is roughly three or 
four times faster than iterated EG. 

On the problem instance 4. 1 of the random generated problems, we see that the multistart 
version of both EG and Rand_Greedy performs rather poorly, while the best results are obtained by 
considering a restore-fraction equal to 0.5. 
A rather different behaviour is illustrated in the second pair of plots concerning the CLR problem 
instance CLR. 12-4. Here Rand_Greedy gives better results when run using the multistart approach, 
while the EG gives better results when a high restore-fraction of 0.75 is used. This shows that the 
choice of a good restore-fraction depends also on the heuristic used. 
Finally, on the Seymour instance we see that Rand_Greedy and EG follow a similar course, with a 
performance that dramatically improves when a restore-fraction of 0.0 is replaced with on'e of 0.5. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we have introduced a novel iterated heuristic lTEG for the set covering problem, 
and have studied its performance on a large set of benchmark problems. The results indicate that 
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lTEG can produce covers of very good quality in competitive running time. 
Future work concerns the study of a sirnilar iterated heuristic for the weighted set covering 

problem. Various papers are dedicated to this problem (e.g., [6, 8]. In particular, the method 
introduced in [8] also uses the iterated approach. However, It differs from the one used in lTEG in 
two main aspects: it uses a specific rule for selecting the subset of the best solution, and it replace 
the best cover with a new one only if the latter is stric'tly smaller than the former. Instead, in lTEG 
the subset of the best solution is selected randomly, and abest cover is replaced by a new one also 
if they have the same size, which helps escaping from local optima. This is substantiated by the 
experiments we have conducted. . 
Acknowledgements We would like to thank Mark Goldberg, Carlo Mannino, and Avishai Wool 
for useful observations related to the subject of this paper. 
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ABSTRACT 

We carry out an experimental analysis of a number of shortest path (routing) algorithms 
investigated in the context of the TRANS1MS (TRansportation ANalysis and SIMulation Sys
tem) project. The main focus of the paper is to study how various heuristic as weIl as exact 
solutions and associated data structures affected the computational performance of the soft
ware developed especially for realistic transportation networks. For this purpose we have used 
Dallas Ft-Worth road network with high degree of resolution. The following general results are 
obtained. 

1. We discuss and experimentally analyze various one-to-one shortest path algorithms. These 
include classical exact algorithms studied in the literat ure as weil as heuristic solutions that 
are designed to take into account the geometrie structure of the input instances. 

2. We describe a number of extensions to the basic shortest path algorithm. These extensions 
were primarily motivated by practical problems arising in TRANS1MS and ITS (Intelligent 
Transportation Systems) related technologies. Extensions discussed include - (i) Time 
dependent networks, (ii) multi-modal networks, (iii) networks with public transportation 
and associated schedules. 

Computational results are provided to empirically compare the efliciency of various algo
rithms. Our studies indicate that a modified Dijkstra's algorithm is computationally fast and 
an excellent candidate for use in various transportation planning applications as weil as ITS 
related technologies. 

1. Introduction 

TRANSIMS is a multi-year project at the Los Alamos National Laboratory and is funded 
by the Department of 'Transportation and by the Environmental Protection Agency. The main 
purpose of TRANSIMS is to develop new methods for studying transportation planning ques
tions. A typieal example of a question that can be studied in this context would be to study 
the economie and social impact of building a new freeway in a large metropolitan area. Concep
tually speaking, TRANSIMS decomposes the transport system into three time scales - a long 
time scale associated with land use and demographie distribution as they pertain to characteri
zation of travelers, an ' intermediate time scale associated with intermodal trip chain route plan
ning (called the intermodal route planner) and a very short time scale associated with driving 
and other modal execution of trip plans in the transport system. At each time scale, a traveler 
activity is simulated. Due to lack of space, we refer the reader to [CS97, TR+95a) and the web
site http://wvw-transims . tsasa .lanl. gov /research_team/papers/ for more details about the 
TRANS1MS project. ' 
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The basic purpose of the intermodal route planner is to use the demographie and other relevant 
characteristics of a traveler to determine specific mode choiees and travel routes for an individual 
traveler. The module uses the results of disaggregated household and commercial transportation ac
tivity module. As pointed out in [CS97, TR+95a], this module is intended to enhance and integrate 
the Modal Split and Trip Assigllment phases of standard Urban Transportation Modeling System. 
The main goal of this paper is to describe the computational experiences in engineering various path 
finding algorithms specifically in the context of TRANSIMS. Most of the algorithms discussed here 
are not new; they have been discussed in the Operations Research and Computer Science community. 
Although extensive research has been done on theoretical and experimental evaluation of shortest 
path algorithms, most of the empirical research has focused on randomly generated networks, special 
classes of networks such as grids. In contrast, not much work has been done to study the compu
tational behavior of shortest pathand related routing algorithms on realistie traffic networks. The 
realistie networks differ with random networks as weIl as homogeneous (structured networks) in the 
following significant ways: 

(i) Realistic networks typically haye a very low average degree. In fact in our case the average degree 
of the network was around 2.6. Similar numbers have been reported in [ZN98]. In contrast random 
networks used in [Pa84] have in some cases average degree of up to 10. 

(ii) Realistic networks are not very uniform. In fact, one- typieally sees one or two large clusters 
(downtown and neighboring areas) and then small clusters spread out throughout the entire area of 
interest. 

(iii) For mostempirical studies with random networks, the edge weights are chosen independently 
and uniformly at random from a given interyal. In contrast, realistic networks typieally have short 
links. 

With the above reasons and specific application in mind, the main focusof this paper is to carry 
out experimental analysis of a number of shortest path algorithms on real transportation network 
and subject to practieal constraints imposed by the overall system. 

The rest of the report is organized as follows. Section 2 contains probeIm statement and related 
discussion. In Section 3, we discuss the various algorithms evaluated in this paper. Section ref
sec:summary summarizes the results obtained. Section 5 describes our experimental setup. Section 6 
describes the experimental results obtained . . Section 7 contains a detailed discussion of our results. 
Finally, in Section 8 we give concluding remarks and directions for future research. 

2. Problem specification and justification 

The problems discussed above can be formally described as follows: let G(V, E) be a(un)directed 
graph. Each edge e E E has one attribute - w(e). w(e) denotes the weight of the edge (or cost) 
e. Here, we assurne that the weights are non-negative floating point numbers. Most of our positive 
results can in fact be extended to handle negative edge weights also (if there are no negative cycles). 

Definition 2.1. One-to-One Shortest Path: 
Given a directed weighted, graph G, a source destination pair (s, d) find a shortest (with respect to 
w) path p in G !rom s to d. 

Note that our experiments are carried out for shortest path between a pair of nodes, as against to 
finding shortest path trees. M uch of the literat ure on experimental analysis uses the latter measure to 
gauge the efficiency. Our choiee for using one-t.o-one shortest path time as the measure is motivated 
by the following observations: 

1. We wanted the route planer to work for roughly a million travelers. In highly detailed net
works, most of these travelers have different starting points (for example, for Portland we 
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have 1.5 million travelers and 200000 possible starting locations). Thus, for aIlY given starting 
loeation, we could re-use the tree computation only for ab out ten other travelers. 

2. We wanted our algorithms to be extensible to take additional elements into account. For 
example, each such traveler typieally bas a different starting time for his/her trip. Since we 
use our algorithms for time dependent networks (networks in which edge weights vary with 
time), the shortest path tree will be different for each traveler. Another example in this 
context is to find paths for travelers in network with multiple mode choiees. In this context, 
we are given a directed labeled, weighted, graph G representing a transportation network with 
the labels on edges representing the various modal attributes (e.g. a label t might represent 
a rail line) . The goal is typically to find shortest (simple) paths subject to certain labeling 
constraints on the set of feasible paths. In general, the criteria for path selection vary so much 
from traveler to traveler that it becomes doubtful that the additional overhead for the "re-use" 
of information will pay off. 

3. The TRANS1MS framework allows us to use paths that are not necessarily optimal. This 
motivates investigation into the possible use of heuristie solutions for obtaining near optimal 
paths (e.g. the modified A" algorithm). For most of these heuristics, the idea is to bias a 
more focused search towards the destination - thus naturally motivating the study of one-one 
shortest path algorithms. 

4. Finally, the networks we anticipate to deal with contain more than 80000 nodes and around 
120000 edges. For such networks storing shortest path trees amounts to huge memory over
heads. 

3. Choice of algorithms 

Important objectives used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms include (i) time taken 
for computation on real networks, (ii) quality of solution obtained, (iii) ease of implementation and 
(iv) extensibility of the algorithm for solving other variants of the shortest path problem. A number 
interesting engineering questions were encountered in the process. We experimentally evaluated 
a number of variants of basic Dijkstra's algorithm. The basic algorithm was chosen due to the 
recommendations made in Cherkassky, Goldberg and Radzik [CGR96] and Zhan and Noon [ZN98]. 
The algorithms studied were: 

• Dijkstra's algorithm with Binary Heaps [CGR96], 

• A" algorithm proposed in AI literature and analyzed by Sedgewick and Vitter [SV86], 

• a modification of the A· algorithm that we will describe below, and alluded to in [SV86]. 

We also considered a bidirectional version of Dijkstra's algorithm described in [Ma, LR89]. We 
briefly recall the A· algorithm and the modification proposed. When the underlying network is 
Euclidean, it is possible to improve the average case performance of Dijkstra's algorithm. Typically, 
while solving problems on such graphs, the inherent geometrie information is ignored by the classieal 
path finding algorithms. The basie idea behind improving the performance of Dijkstra's algorithm 
is from [SV86, HNR68] and can be described as follows. In order to build a shortest path from s to 
t, we use the original distance estimate for the fringe vertex such as x, Le. from s to x (as before) 
plus the Euclidean distance from x to t. Thus we use global information about the graph to guide 
our search for shortest path from s to t. The resulting algorithm typieally runs much faster than 
Dijkstra's algorithm on typieal graphs for the following intuitive reasons: (i) The shortest path tree 
grows in the direction of t and (ii) The search of the shortest path can be terminated as soon as t 
is added to the shortest path tree. 
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We can now modify this algorithm by giving an appropriate weight to the distance from x to 
t. By choosing an appropriate multiplicative factor, we can increase the contribution of the second 
component in calculating the label of a vertex. From a intuitive standpoint this corresponds to 
giving the destination a high potential, in effect biasing the search towards the destination. This 
modification will in general not yield shortest paths, nevertheless our experimental results suggest 
that the errors produced are typically quite small. 

4. Summary of Results 

We are now ready to summarize the main results and conclusions ofthis paper. As already stated 
the main focus of the paper is towards engineering weH known shortest path algorithms in a practical 
setting, Another goal of this paper is also to provide reasons for and against certain implementations 
from a practical stand point. We believe that our conclusions along with the earlier results in [ZN98, 
CGR96] provide practitioners a useful basis to select appropriate algorithmsjimplementations in the 
context of transportation networks. The general resultsjconclusions of this paper are summarized 
below. 

1. We conclude that the simple Binary heap implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm is a good 
choice for finding optimal routes in real road transportation networks. Specifically, we found 
that certain types 6f data structure fine tuning did not significantly improve the performance 
of our implementation. 

2. Our results suggest that heuristic solutions using the geometrie structure of the graphs are 
attractive candidates for future research. Our experimental results motivated the formulation 
and implementation of an extremely fast heuristic extension of the basic A· algorithm that 
seems to yicld near optimal solutions. 

3. We have extended this algorithm in two orthogonal and important directions; (i) time depen
dent networks and (ii) multi-modal networks. These extensions are significant from a practical 
standpoint since they are the most realistic representations of the underlying physical net
work. We perform suitable tests to calculate the slow down experiencedas a result of these 
extensions. 

4. Our study suggests that bidirectional variation of Dijkstra's algorithm is not suitable for trans
portation planning. Our conclusions are based on two factors: (i) the algorithm is not exten
sible to more general path problems and (ü) the running time of the algorithm is more than 
A· algorithm. 

5. Experimental Setup and Methodology 

In this section we describe the computational results of our implementations. In order to anchor 
research in realistic problems, TRANS1MS uses example cases called Case studies (See [CS97] for 
complete details). This allows us to test the effectiveness of mir algorithms on real life data. The 
case study just concluded focused on Dallas Fort-Worth (DFW) Metropolitan area and was done in 
conjunction with Municipal Planning Organization (MPO) (known as North Central Texas Council 
ofGovernments (NCTCOG». We generated trips for the whole DFW area for a 24 hour period. The 
input for each traveler has the following format: (starting time, starting location, ending location).l 
There are 10.3 million trips over 24 hours. · The number of nodes and links in the Dallas network is 
roughly 9863, 14750 respectively. The average degree of anode in the network was 2.6. Weroute 
all these trips through the so-called focused network. It has all freewaylinks, most major arterials, 

IThis is roughly correct, the reality is more complicated, [NB97, CS97J. 
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etc. Inside this network, there is an area where all streets, including local streets, are contained in 
the data base. This is the study area. We initially routed all trips between 5am and lOarn, but 
only the trips which did go through the study area were retained, resulting in approx. 300000 trips. 
These 300000 trips were re-planned over and over again in iteration with themicro-simulation(s). 
For more details, see, e.g., [NB97, CS97]. A 3% random sampIe of these trips were used for our 
computational experiments. 
Preparing the network. The data received from DFW metro had a number of inadequacies from 
the point of view of performing the experimental analysis. These had to be corrected before carrying 
out the analysis. We mention a few important ones here. First, the network was found to have a 
number of disconnected components (smalI islands). We did not consider (0, cl) pairs in different 
components. Second, a more serious problem from an algorithmic standpoint was the fact that for 
a number of links, the length was less than the actual Euclidean distanc.e between the the two end 
points. In most cases, this was due to an artificial convention used by the DFW transportation 
planners (so-called centroid connectors always have length 10 m, whatever the Euclidean distance), 
but in some cases it pointed to data errors. In any case, this discrepancy disallows effective im
plementation of A· type algorithms. For this reason we introduce the notion of the "normalized" 
network: For all "too short" links we set the reported length to be equal to the Euclidean distance. 

We also carried out preliminary experimental analysis for the following network modifications 
that could be helpful in improving the efficiency of our algorithms. These indude: (i) Removing 
nodes with degrees less than 3: (Includes collapsing paths and also leaf nodes) (ii) Modifying nodes 
of degree 3: (Replace it by a tri angle) 
Hardware and Software Support. The experiments were performed on a Sun UltraSparc CPU 
with 250 Mhz, running under Solaris 2.5. 2 gigabyte main memory were shared with 13 other CPUSj 
our own memory usage was always 150 MB or less. In general, we used the SUN Workshop CC 
compiler with optimization Hag -fast. (We also performed an experiment on the inHuence of different 
optimization options without seeing significant differences.) The advantage of the multiprocessor 
machine was reproducibility of the results, as the operating system has no need to interrupt since 
requests by other processes were delegated to other CPUs. 
Experimental Method We used the network described earlier. 10,000 arbitrary plans were picked 
from the case study. We used the timing mechanism provided by the operating system with gran
ularity .01 seconds (1 tick). Experiments were performed only if the system load did not exceed 
the number of available processors, Le. processors do not get shared. As long as this condition was 
not violated during the experiment, the running times were fairly consistent, usually within relative 
errors of 3%. 

We used (a subset) of the following values measurable for a single or a specific number of com-
putations to condude the reported results 

• (average) running time exduding ijo 

• number of fringejexpanded nodes 

• pictures of fringejexpanded nodes 

• maximum heap size 

• number and length of the path 

Software Design We used the object oriented features as weIl as the templating mechanism of 
C++ to easily combine different implementations. We also used preprocessor directives and macros. 
Virtual methods were not used (even so it is tempting to create a purely virtual "network" base 
dass) to avoid unnecessary function calls (by this enable inlining of functions). There are classes 
encapsulating the following elements of the computation: 

• network (extensibility and different levels of detail lead to small, linear hierarchy) 
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• plans: (0, d) pairs and real paths, starting time 

• heap 

• labeling of the graph and using the heap 

• storing the shortest path tree 

• Dijkstra's algorithm 

As expected, this approach leads to an overhead of function calls. Nevertheless, the compiler 
optimization can take care of this fairly weH. {There is a factor of 2-3 difference in running time 
between debugging flag and fuH optimization.) 

6. Experimental Results 

Design Issues about Data Structures We begin with the design decisions regarding the data 
structures used. 

A number of alternative data structures were considered to investigate if they results in sub
stantial improvementin the running time of the algorithm. The alternatives tested included the 
following. (i) Arrays versus Heaps , (ii) Deferred Update, (iii) Hash Tables for Storing Graphs, (iv) 
Smart Label Reset (v) Heap variations, and (vi) struct of arrays vs. array of structs. We found, 
that indeed goodprogramming practice, using common sense to avoid unnecessary computation and 
textbook knowledge on reasonable data structures are useful to get good running times. For the 
alternatives mentioned above, we did not find substantial improvement in the running time. More 
precisely, the differences we found were bigger than the unavoidable noise on a multi-user computing 
environment. Nevertheless, they were all below 10% relative difference. 

Analysis of results. The plain Dijkstra, using static delays calculated from reported free flow 
speeds, produced roughly 100 plans per second. Figure 1 illustrates the improvement by the obatined 
by A- . The numbers shown in the corner oft he network snapshots tell an average (100 repetitions) 
running time for this particular O-D-pair, (destroying' cache effects between subsequent runs) in 
system ticks. It also gives the number of nodes expanded and fringe nodes. Note the changed scale 
of the depictions due to the different nodes expanded. Overall we found that A - is faster than basic 
Dijkstra's algorithm by roughly a factor of 2. Also, recall that for the original network Sedgewick 
and Vitter's heuristic was not applicable: it turned out that there exist some links that have re
ported length much smaller (factor 100) than the Euclidean distance of the endpoints. To be able 
to conduct any reasonable experiment, we modified ("normalized") the network as reported above: 
If necessary the reported length was changed to Euclidean distance, to ensure the correct inequality. 

Modified A- (Overdo Heuristic) Next consider the modified A- aJgorithm - the heuristic is 
parameterized by the multiplicative factor used to weigh the Euclidean distance estimate to the 
desitnation. We caH it the overdo parameter due to obvious reasons. As a result it is natural to 
discuss the time/quality trade-off of the heuristic as a function of the overdo parameter. Figure 2 
summarizes the performance, In the figure the X-axis represents the overdo factor, being varied 
from 0 to 100 in steps of 1. The Y-axis is used for multiple attributes which we explain below. 
First, it is used to represent the average running time per plan. For this attribute, the scale is .02 
seconds per unit. As depieted by the solid line, the average time taken without any overdo at all is 
12.9 mieroseconds per plan. This represents the base measurement (without taking the geometrie 
information into account). Next, for overdo value of 10 and 99 the running times are respectively 
2.53 and .308 microseconds. On the other hand, the qualityof the solution produced by the heuristic 
detiorates as the overdo factor is increased. We u!led two quantities to measure the error - (i) the 
maximum relative error incurred over 10000 plans and (ii) the number of plans with errors more 
than a given threshold error. The maximum relative error (plot marked with *) ranges from 0 for 
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Figure 1: Figure illustrating the number of expanded nodes while running (i) Dijkstra (ii) A· algorithms. 
As the figures c1early show the A· heuristic c1early is much more efficient in terms of the nodes it visits. In 
both the graphs, the path is outlined as 'a dark line. The fringe nodes and the expanded nodes are marked 
as dark spots. The underlying network is shown in light grey. 
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Figure 2: Figure illutrating the trade-off between the running time and quality of paths as a function of the 
overdo-parameter. 
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overdo factor 0 to 16% for overdo value99. For the other error measure, we plot one curve for each 
threshold error of 0%, 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%. The following conclusions can be drawn from our results. 

1. The running times improve significantly as the overdo factor is increased. Specifically the 
improvements are a factor 5 for overdo parameter 10 and almost a factor 40 for overdo param
eter 99. 

2. In contrast, the quality of solution worsens much more slowly; Specifically, the maximum error 
is no worse than 16% for the maximum overdo factor. Moreover, although the number of 
erroneous plans is quite high (almost all plans are err;neous for overdo factor of 99), most of 
them have small relative errors. To illustrate this, note that only around 15% of them have 
relative error of 5% or more. 

3. The experiments and the graphs suggest an "optimal" value of overdo factor for which the 
running time is significantly improved while the solution quality is not too bad. Thus our 
experiments are a step in trying to find an empirical time/performance trade-off as a function 
of the overdo parameter. 

4. We also found that the near-optimal paths produced were visually acceptable and represented 
a feasible alternative route guiding mechanism. This method finds alternative paths that are 
quite different than ones found by the k-shortest path algorithms and seem more natural. 
Intuitively, the k-shortest path algorithms, find paths very similar to the overall shortest path, 
except for a few local changes. . 

7. Discussion of Results 

First, we note that the running times for the plain Dijkstra are reasonable as weIl as sufficient 
in the context of the TRAN SIMS project. Quantitatively, this means the following: TRANS1MS 
is run in iterations between the micro-simulation, and the planner modules, of wh ich the shortest 
path finding routine is one part. We have recently begun research for the next case study project for 
TRANSIMS. This case study is going to be done in Portland, Oregon and was chosen to demonstrate 
the validate our ideas for multi-modal time dependent networks with public transportation following 
a scheduled movement. OUl; initial study suggests that we now take.5 sec/trip as opposed to .01 
sec/trip in the Dallas Ft-Worth case. All these extensions are important from the standpoint 

of finding algorithms for realistic transportation routing problems. We comment on this in some 
detail below. Multi-modal networks are an integral part of most MPO's. Finding optimal (or near
optimal) routes in this environment therefore constitutes a real problem. In the past, solutions for 
routing in such networks was handled in an adhoc fashion. In [BJM98], we have proposed models 
and corresponding algorithms to solve such problems. Next con~ider another important extension 
- namely to time dependent networks. In this case the edge length is assumed to be a function of 
time. We make an important modeling assumption, namely it does not pay a person to wait. This 
need not be true in general but is adequate for most purposes. This implies that the edge length 
function is monotonically non-increasing. Time dependent networks can also be used to models 
publictransportation systems with fixed schedules. By using an appropriate extension of the basic 
Dijkstra's algorithm, one can calculate optimal paths in such networks. Our preliminary results on 
these topics in the context of TRANS1MS can be foundin [JM98]. The Portland network we are 
intending to use has about 120000 links and about 80000 no'des. Simulating 24 hours of traffic on 
this network will take about 24 hours computing time on our 14 CPU machine. There will be about 

. 1.5 million trips on this network. Routing all these trips should take 1.5 . 106 trips · 0.5 sec/trip ~ 
9 days on a single CPU and thus less than 1 day on our 14 CPU machine. Since re-routing typically 

. concerns only 10% of the population, we would need less than 3 hours of computing time for the 
re-routing part of one iteration, still significantly less than the micro-simulation needs. 
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Figure 3: Figure illutrating two instances of Dijkstra's algorithms with a very high overdo parameter start 
at origin and destination respectively, One of them really creates the shown path, the beginning of the other 
path is visible as a "c1oud" of expanded no des 

Our results and the constraints placed by the functionality requirement of the overall system 
imply that bidirectional version of Dijkstra's algorithm is not a viable alternative. Two reasons for 
this are: (i) The algorithm can not be extended in a direct way to path problems in a multi-modal 

\ and time dependent networks, and (ii) the running times of A* is better than the bidirectional 
variant; the modified A* is much more faster. 

8. Conclusions 

The computational results presented in the previous sections demonstrate that Dijkstra's algo
rithm for finding shortest paths is a viable candidate for compute route plans in a route planning 
stage of a TRAN SIMS like system. In fact, even more interestingly, the results demonstrate that the 
algorithm that has. optimized weH compares weH (or even sometimes better) than several heuristics 
proposed in the literat ure. Thus such an algorithm should be considered even for ITS type projects 
in which we need to find routes by an on-board vehicle navigation systems, 

In the context of the TRANS1MS project, we are faced with the problem of routing many millions 
of trips in iteration with a micro-simulation, Most trips have entirely different characteristics, such as 
different starting locations, different starting times, and different preferences towards mode choice. 
This leads to the consideration of one-to-one shortest path algorithms, as opposed to algorithms 
that construct the complete shortest-path tree from a given starting (or destination) point. As 
is weH known, the worst-case complexity of one-to-one shortest path algorithms is the same as of 
one-to-all shortest path algorithms. Yet, in terms of our practical problem, this is not applicable. 
First, a one-to-onealgorithm can stop as soon as the destination is reached, saving computer time 
especially when trips are short (which often is the case in our setting). Second, since our networks 
are roughly Euclidean, one can use this fact for heuristics that reduce computation time even more. 
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One heuristic, the Sedgewick-Vitter or A* algorithm (denoted SVjA*), generates results that are 
provably optimal, but is a heuristic in the sense that the worst-case complexity does not get any 
better although practical computing times decrease. One can extend the approach of SV jA" towards 
a "true" heuristic where routes are no longer optimal but computation time goes down even more. 
The above approaches were evaluated in the context of the TRANS1MS Dallas-Fort Worth case 
study. The underlying road network was a "focussed network" , with all streets including the loeal 
ones in a 25 square mile study area, with increasing number of streets left out when going away 
from the study area. For that case, SV jA" turns out to be about a factor of two faster than regular 
Dijkstra; the second heuristic could save, for example, another factor of 5 while generating results 
within 1% of the optimal solution. 

Making the algorithms time-dependent in all cases slowed down the computation by a factor 
of at most two. Since we are using a one-to-one approach, adding extensions that for example 
include personal preferences (e.g. mode choice) are straightforward; preliminary tests let us expect 
slow-downs of not more than a factor 30. This significant slowdown was caused by a number of 
factors including: (i) increase in the network size by a factor of 4 eaused by nodejedge splitting 
and adding public tranportation, (ii) complicated time dependency functions representing scheduled 
buses and (iii) different type of delays inducing a qualtitatively different exploration of the network 
by the algorithm. Extrapolations of the results for the Portland case study show that, even with 
this slowdown the route planning part of TRANS1MS still uses significantly less computing time 
than the micro-simulation. 

Finally, we not~ that under certain circumstances the one-to-one approach chosen in this paper 
. may also be useful for ITS applieations. This would be the case when customers whould require 

customized route suggestions, so that re-using a shortest path tree from another calculation may no 
longer be possible. 
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ABSTRACT 

A major computational problem in Biology is the reconstruction of evolutionary trees forspecies 
sets, and accuracy is measured by comparing the topologies of the reconstructed tree and the 
model tree. One of the major debates in the field is whether large evolutionary trees can 
be even approximately accurately reconstructed from biomolecular sequences of realistically 
bounded lengths (up to about 2000 nuc1eotides) uSing standard techniques (polynomial time 
distance methods, and heuristics for NP-hard optimization problems). Using both analytical 
and experimental techniques, we show that on large trees, the two most popular methods in sys
tematic biology, neighbor-joining and maximum parsimony heuristics, as weil as two promising 
methods introduced by theoretical computer scientists, are alllikely to have significant errors in 
the topology reconstruction of the model tree. We also present a new general technique for com
bining outputs of different methods (thus producing hybrid methods), and show experimentally 
how one such hybrid method has bett er performance than its constituent parts. 

1. Introduction 

179 

Evolution of biomolecular sequenees is modeled as a Markov proeess operating on a rooted binary 
tree. A biomoleeular sequenee at the root of the tree "evolves down" the tree, eaeh edge of the tree 
introducing point mutations, thereby generating sequenees at the leaves of the tree, eaeh of the same 
length as the root sequenee. The phylogenetic tree reconstruction problem is to take the sequenees 
that oeeur at the leaves of the tree, and infer, as aeeurately as possible, the tree that generated the 
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sequences. In this paper, we focus on the topology estimation problem, which is the major objective 
of systematic biologists (that is, biologists whose research is the evolutionary history of different 
species sets). 

The importance of accurate (or at least boundedly inaccurate) reconstruction of evolutionary trees 
to systematic biologists is reflected in the heated debates in the field about the relative accuracies · 
of different phylogenetic reconstruction methods. This has been explored in the systematic biology 
literature through experimental performance studies which simulate biomolecular (DNA, RNA, or 
aminoacid) sequence evolution on model trees (see, for example, [12, 24, 18, 27, 25, 15, 16, 13, 
28]). One df the most important limitations on performance turns out to be that real biomolecular 
sequences are not particularly long; those used for phylogenetic tree reconstruction purposes are 
typically bounded by 2000 nucleotides, often by much smaller numbers, and sequence .1engths of 5000 
nucleotides are generally considered to beunusually long [19]. The majority of these experimental 
studies have focused on small trees containing at most 20 leaves (many studies have addressed only 
four-Ieaf trees [14, 16, 15]), and very few have examined performance on large trees (having more 
than 50 taxa) . . 

This paper has two major contributions. First, we provide an experimental performance study 
of four phylogenetic tree reconstruction methods: the two major phylogenetic tree reconstruction 
methods (a heuristic used to "solve" the NP-hard maximum parsimony problem, and the polynomial 
time "neighbor-joining" method ), and two polynomial time methods introduced by the theoretical 
computer science community (the "Single Pivot" algorithm of Agarwala etal. [1] and the Buneman 
Tree [4, 3) method). We show, using both experimental and analytical techniques, that the polyno
mial time distance methods have poor accuracy when the model tree has high divergence (that is , 
when the model tree contains a path on which a random site changes many times). This suggests 
that datasets that have high divergence may need to be analyzed using computationally expensive 
techniques (such as mroamum parsimony heuristics) rather than polynomial time techniques, in 
order for even approximately accurate reconstructions to be Qbtained. This observation, although 
preliminary, is new to the systematic biology literature; no other experimental study has explicitly 
studied the effect of varying divergence on degrees of accuracy of recönstructions of large trees. 

The other contribution of the paper is the introduction of Hybrid Tree Reconstruction Methods. 
Our experimental results indicated that methods differed according to the types of topological errors 
they made. This discovery led us to propose a new approach to phylogeny reconstruction, in which 
outputs of different methods are combined (in a hybrid approach), so as to obtain the best of each of 
the methods. We experimentally explore the performance of a particular hybrid method, and show 
it obtains better results than its constituent parts (parsimony, neighbor-joining, and the Buneman 
Tree) over a significant portion of the "hard" part of the parameter space we explore. 

2. Basics 

Poisson Processes on Trees: Our performance study is based upon simulations of sets of 
DNA sequences und er the Jukes-Cantor model of evolution [17} on different model trees. 

Definition 1. Let T be a fixed rooted tree with leaves labelled 1 ... n. The Jukes-Cantor model 0/ 
evolution describes how a site (position in a sequence 0/ nucleotides) evolves down the tree T, and 
assumes that the sites evolve identically and independently (iid). The state at the root is drawn /rom 
a distribution (typically uni/orm), and each edge e E E(T) is associated with a mutation prob ability 
p(e) , which is the probability that a given site will have different states at the endpoints 0/ the edge. 
Given that a change occurs on an edge, then the probability 0/ obtaining state j at the child 0/ the 
edge, given that the state 0/ the pcirent 0/ the edge is i, is given by the iph entry 0/ a matrix M. 

In our study, we will assume that the substitution matrix for each edge is homogeneous, and the 
underlying tree is binary. Let )..ij denote the expected number of mutations on the path Pij between 
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leaves i and j in T, for a random site. We will call Aij the expected evolutionary distance, or 
true distance between i and j. 

Definition 2. We define the divergence 0/ the tree T to be Amaz = maXij {Aij}. 

The divergence can be unboundedly large, even if the number of leaves is held constant, since sites 
canchange many times on an edge, even though only one change can possibly be observed for any 
site, betWeen any pair of leaves. 

Because the matrix A is additive (it fits an edge-weighted tree exactly), given A the tree T can 
be constructed in polynomial time using a number of different distance-based methods [32, 4J. The 
basic technique used in distance methods is as follows: First, an approximation d to the matrix 
Ais computed; then, dis mapped, using some distance method M, to a (nearby) additive matrix 
M(d) = D. H D and Adefine the same unrooted leaf-labelled tree, then, the method is said to be 
accurate, even if they assign different weights to the edges of the tree. 

While complete topological accuracy is theobjective, partial accuracy is the rule. Systematic 
biologists quantify degrees of accuracy according to the shared bipartitions induced on the leaves of 
the model tree and the reconstructed tree. 
Character encodings of trees: Given a tree T leaf-labelled by S and given an internal edge 
e E E(T), the bipartition induced by e is the bipartition on the leaves of T obtained by deleting e 
from T. We denote this bipartition by IIe . It is clear that every S-labelled tree T is defined uniquely 
by the set C(T) = {IIe : e E Eint(T)}, where Eint(T) denotes the internal edges of T (i.e. those 
edges not incident to leaves). This is called the character encoding of T. The character encoding 
of trees is useful in many ways. For example, we say that a tree T re fines tree T' if T' can be 
obtained from T by contracting certain edges in T (and similarly, T' is a contraction of T). It 
follows that T refines T' if and only if C(T') ~ C(T). We also say that a set Co of bipartitions of a 
set S is compatible if and only if there is a tree T such that C(T) = Co. 
Comparing trees: If T is the model tree and T' is an approximation to T (obtained using some 
method, perhaps), then the errors in the reconstructed tree T' can be classified into two types: 
false positives: edges e E E(T') such that IIe f/ C(T). false negatives: edges e E E(T) such 
that IIe f/ C(T'). The false positive rate is then the number of false positives, divided by n - 3, 
the number of internal edges in a binary tree on nieaves (evolutionary trees are typically presumed 
to be binary, even if attempts to reconstruct them have a hard time obtaining all edges). Similarly, 
the false negative rate is the number of false negatives divided by n - 3. 
Tree reconstruction methods: The two perhaps · mostfrequently used methods in systematic 
biology are heuristic parsimony and neighbor-joining. Given a set S of sequences, and given 
a tree T leaf-labelle<;l by S ~ Zk and internally labelled by vectors in Zk, the parsimony cost of 
T is the sum of the Hamming distance between the endpoints of the edge (where the Hamming 
distance between x and y H(x, y) = I{ i : Xi :f: Yi}l) . Finding the most parsimonious tree (i.e. 
the tree of minimum cost) is the "maximum parsimony" problem, and is NP-hard [l1J. Heuristics 
used for maximum parsimony are based upon hill-climbing through tree space, and return the strict 
consensus of all the best trees that are found during the search. (The strict consensus is the (unique) . 
tree T strict defined by C(Tstrict) = niC(Ti ), where the best trees found are Tl, T2 , ••• , Tp .) Heuristic 
parsimony is a computationally intensive method which has, on at least one real 500 taxon data set 
[21), taken several years of CPU time without finding an optimal tree. 

Distance methods are very popular as weil, and have the advantage over maximum parsimony 
of being very fast (almost all are O(n3 ) or O(n4 ), where n is the number of taxa). Furthermore, 
provided that properly corrected distances are given as input, most distance methods are prov
ably statistically consistent throughout the parameter space of i.i.d. site evolution, meaning that 
they are guaranteed to recover the model tree topology (with arbitquily high probability) given long 
enough sequences (see [31, 6J for the conditions that suffice to guarantee statistical consistency). By 
contrast, maximum parsimony has no such guarantee (it is not consistent on all trees under the 
general Markov model, and will, in fact, converge to the wrong tree given infinite length sequences 
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under some model conditions [8]). The most favored distance method is probably neighbor-joining 
[23], a simple polynomial time agglomerative clustering heuristic which performs surprisingly weH, 
especially considering that it does not claim to solve or approximate any known optimization prob
lem. The Buneman Tree method [4] and Single Pivot algorithm [1] are two other polynomial 
time distance methods which have been introduced by the theoretical computer science community, 
and which do solve or approximate optimization problems related to tree reconstruction. These 
three distance-based methods are each statistically consistent for the Jukes-Cantor model of site 
evolution. 

An analysis of thesequence length needed for a completely accurate reconstruction (with high 
probability) of the topology of a tree under the general Markov model was given in [5). In this 
section, we extend the analysis in [5] to derive upper bounds on the error rates of these methods. 

We will say that an edge e E E(T) is reconstructed by a method M given input d if the tree 
T' = M(d) contains an edge inducing the same bi partition as induced by e. Let Eint(T) denote the 
internal edges of the tree T. We give an analysis of the sequence length that suffices for recover 
all long enough edges, under. the Jukes-Cantor model. (The proof of the following theorem uses 
techniques similar to thöse for the corresponding theorem in [51, and is omitted.) 

Theorem 1. Let T be a Jukes-Cantor model tree, let Aii be the expected number 01 mutations in 
the path I1i 01 a random site, and let A * = max{ Aii }. Let € > 0 be given. 11 we use either AddTree 
(a variant 01 neighbor-joining), the Single Pivot algorithm, or the Buneman Tree method, then with 
probability at least 1 - € we will reconstruct all edges e E Eint (T) such that p( e) ~ 1 il the sequence 
length exceeds 

clog ne°(>"·) 

where cis a constant that depends upon I, the method, and upon€. 

This theorem pI aces an upper bound on the sequence length that suffices for these methods 
to reconstruct (with high probability) all edges above a given threshold of length, but does not 
imply correspondingly bad performance if shorter sequences are used. However, the theorem is an 
upper bound, and although discouragingly high, may be pessimistic-ally large (in other words, actual 
performance may be better than this upper bound would suggest). In the foHowing section, we 
explore the performance of these methods by simulating sequence evolution on trees with varying 
degrees of divergence. Note also that the theorem does not imply any bound for neighbor-joining; 
the convergence rate of neighbor-joining is unfortunately still an open problem (see [21 for the result 
on AddTree, and a discussion about neighbor-joining.). 

3. Performance Study 

3.1. Methods and procedures: 
Model trees and simulations: Our two basic model trees are both subtrees of the 500 rbcL 
tree from [21]; one has 35 taxa and the other has 93 taxa. The two trees were reconstructed using 
parsimony analysis [21], and the substitution rates on the edges in each tree were set to be the 
proportion of change on that edge, on the basis of a most parsimonious assignment of sequences 
to the internal nodes. We then scaled the rates both up and down to explore the effect of how 
different rates at different sites would affect the performance of these different methods. We used 11 
different settings for the maximum mutation probability on any edge in each model tree (denoted 
in our study by p(e», ranging from .005 to .64, and maintained the ratios between different edges. 
This technique also allowed us to generate sets of sequences with va.rying degrees of divergence (i.e . . 
the maximum distance between pairs of leaves), while still having small enough data sets to do a 
significant number of experiments. In the high end of the range (Le. when p(e) = .64, the maximum 
we tested), there is significant divergence and "homoplasy" (Le. many sites change many times). 
The average number of times asite changes on the 35-taxon tree at that setting is 12, and the 
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average number of times a site changes on the 93-taxon tree at that setting is 30. Since there are 
almost three times as many edges in the 93-taxon tree as in the 35-taxon tree, these trees have 
approximately the same amount of homoplasy for their sizes. However, the 35-taxon tree has not 
quite as wide a range of mutation probabilities: the ratio between the "longest" and the "shortest" 
branches is about 17, while on the 93-taxon tree the ratio is about 30 (these ratios are calculated 
on the basis of the mutation probabilities, not upon corrected distances). Thus, for every maximum 
p( e) setting, the 93 taxon tree contains shorter edges than the 35 taxon tree. 

We varied the length of the sequences we generated, using 12 different lengths in the 200 through 
3200 range, and including longer sequences (up to 12,800) on the hardest model trees. For each 
combination of tree, sequence length, and maximum mutation probability p(e), we generated 100 
sets of sequences, using different seeds for the random number generator. Each of these datasets 
was then given as input to each of the tree reconstruction methods we studied. 

Tree reconstruction methods The tree reconstruction methods we compared in this study were: 
neighbor-joining [23], the Buneman Tree [4], heuristic ,search parsimony combined with the strict 
consensus (which we call the HS-strict tree), and the Single Pivot algorithm. The implementations 
of neighbor-joining was obtained from Phylip [9], and the HS-strict method was obtained from PA UP 
[29]; both of these are standard phylogenetic software packages. We implemented the Buneman 
Tree method and the Single Pivot algorithm ourselves, selecting a random pivot for the Single Pivot 
algorithm. While the parsimony search is generally improved significantly by allowing many random 
starting points for the heuristic searches, for the sake of the experimental study, we only permitted 
one random starting point for each experiment. In practice, real data sets are often analyzed with 
thousands of different random sequence addition orders, so as to explore more of the tree space; this 
restriction mayresult in poorer performance predictions for parsimony than mightbe achievable. 

Experimental procedure: We used ecat [20] to simulate sequence evolution on each of the model 
trees we used. We then computed Jukes-Cantor distances [17] dij = -3/4Iog(1-4/3Hij ), where H ij 

is the Hamming distance. For those pairs i,j in which Hij ~ 3/4, we set dij to a very large value, 
significantly exceeding the other values in the matrix, so as to permit each of the distance methods 
to reconstruct trees instead of simply failing to return any tree at all (this is a standard adjustment 
to Jukes-Cantor distances used in these cases). We gave the same distance matrices to each of the 
three distance methods, and the original set of sequences to the heuristic for maximum parsimony 
analysis. We then compared the outputs of each method to the model tree, and computed false 
positive and false negative rates. Because the lengths of sequences in realistic datasets are typically 
bounded by 2000 or perhaps 3000 nucleotides (and are often only a few hundred), we will focus on 
performance results on short sequences, although we will report results for longer sequences as weIl. 

3.2. Experimental results 
Here we report onthe results of our experiments on the four basic methods we studied. At the 

low end of this setting, except under exceedingly high sequence lengths (not explored here), many 
edges will have no changes on them - and hence be impossible to reconstruct for any method (except 
by guesswork). Thus, we will expect to see (and will see, in fact) high false ,negative rates for all 
methods when the mutation rates are very low. The important distinctions in performance will be 
obtained for mutation rates in the moderate to high range. 

Each point in each figure represents the mean of 100 sampies. This number of sampies gives 
us a 90% confidence of having an absolute error of no more than 3%, across all of our parameter 
space. We provide error bars in the first figure, indicating the 25th and 75th percentiles. These 
representations of the distribution are omitted from later figures as they make it difficult at times 
to see the pattern and are not particularly informative. 

In the figures below, HS-strict (or simply HS) refers to Heuristic Search Parsimony combined 
with the Strict Consensus, and NJ refers to the neighbor-joining method. 
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Figure 1: (a) Max p(e) vs. FN, by sequence lengtb, Jor Buneman on tbe 35-taxon tree, (b) Max p(e) vs. 
FN/FP, by sequence lengtb, for NJ on tbe 35-taxon tree 

35-taxon tree In Figures 1-4, we examine the false negative rates for the four methods on the 
35-taxon tree, as we vary the maximum divergence (by modifying the setting for p(e), the largest 
mutation rate on any edge in the tree) and the sequence length. 

The false negative curves for the four methods have a characteristic shape - initial decrease in the 
false negative rate as edges start to have enough "hits" to be reconstructible, followed by aperiod 
in which the method performs well, and then an increase in the false negative rate. It is worth 
noting that shapes of the three curves for the distance methods are consistent with Theorem 1, 
and that while the curve for parsimony has a comparable shape, we have no analytical result which 
would predict this. A comparison between the four methods in terms of the false negative rate' for 
the high divergence settings is also worth noting. The Buneman Tree has the worst false negative 
rate of the four methods at allsequence lengths, and the Single Pivot algorithm fits between the 
Buneman and neighbor-joining method at all sequence lengths. The comparison between parsimony 
and neighbor-joining is more interesting. For short sequences (that is, for sequences of length 200, 
400, and 800) and high divergence,parsimony has a lower false negative rate than neighbor-joining, 
but the relative performance shifts for longer sequences. 

We now compare the false positive rates for these four methods. See Figures 2 and 3 for the 
neighbor joining and Single Pivot algorithms, whose false positive rates and false negative rates are 
essentially identical (since both almost always produce binary trees), and Figures 3(a) and 3(b) for 
heuristic parsimony and the Buneman Tree method. The Buneman Tree method has the best false 
positive ra~e of all four methods on this tree, obtaining actually no false positives at all sequence 
lengths; thus, the Buneman Tree method pro duces a contraction of the model tree. Following elose 
behind the Buneman Tree is Heuristic Parsimony, which obtains elose to 0 false positives for a wide 
range of the different p( e) settings at most sequence lengths. The other two methods, neighbor
joining and Single Pivot, have generally higher false positive rates, and of these two, Single Pivot's 
is worse Uust as the Single Pivot false negative rate is higher than that of neighbor-joining). 

Comparing more carefully between the neighbor-joining method and heuristic parsimony's false 
positive rates is interesting; for short sequences (below 1600), parsimony has a lower false positive 
rate than neighbor-joining, but the relative performance changes at longer sequences. 

93-taxon tree Figures 4-5 give the same types of results as Figures 1-3, but on the 93-taxon tree. 
We have omitted the figures for the Buneman Tree performance, because they are comparable to the 
performance on the 35 taxon tree: as before, the false positive rate is almost always zero, although 
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Figure 2: (a) Max p(e) vs. FN/FP, by sequence length, for Single Pivot on the 35-taxon tree, (b) Max p(e) 
vs. FN, by sequence length, for HS-strict on the 35-taxon tree 

the false negative rate climbs even faster to 100%. We show figures for the other three methods. 
The false positive rates are as before: low for heuristic parsimony and exceptionally low for 

the Buneman Tree method, and not as uniformly low for the neighbor-joining and Single Pivot 
algorithms. With respect to the false negative rates, we see the same "bowl-like" pattern we saw 
before: an initial decline, followed by an increase in false negative rates as the divergence of the tree 
is turned up. The Buneman Tree method (not shown) does very badly with respect to false negative 

. rates, and Single Pivot does almost as poorly; neighbor-joining and parsimony do much better than 
the other two methods. 

Perhaps the most striking aspect of this study is that the relative performance between neighbor
joining and parsimony is quite different here than on the 35-taxon tree. Whereas on the 35-taxon tree 
there wereportions of the parameter space where each method outperformed the other, on this tree 
parsimony is significantly better throughout the parameter space. In fact, examining performance 
on "short" sequences (consisting of at most 800 nudeotides), parsimony's average false negative rate 
is less than 30% that of neighbor-joining! The major reason for ihis distinction in performance is 
probably that the 93-taxon tree contains many very short edges (moreover, the "longest" branch is 
30 times as long as the shortest - calculations based upon p(e) values, not corrected distances). On 
such trees, neighbor-joining would have a difficult time, according to Theorem 1, and indeed this is 
refiected in the shape of the false negative curve for neighbor-joining. The false negative rate for 
neighbor-joining starts its climb upwards earlier on this tree than it did on the 35-taxon tree, and 
it dimbs higher here than it did in the 35-taxon tree, forevery sequence length. 

Although not shown in these figures, we explored the performance of these four methods for 
'extremely long sequences(12,800 nudeotides), and even at such lengths the two distance methods 
still had very high false negative rates: neighbor-joining still missed more than 40% of the edges, 
and the Buneman Tree missed dose to 100%. However, parsimony's performance on this tree 
was relatively good. Although the false negative rate climbed (and indeed, parsimony may not be 
consistent on this tree - shorter trees than the model tree were found with regularity at high mutation 
settings), the false negative rate for parsimony fell below 10% for sequences of length 800 and more, 
even at the highest p(e) setting we examined (.64). Parsimony's false positive rate showed a similar 
improvement over neighbor-joining at the high end of the p( e) settings, at all sequence lengths we 
examined (Le. up to 12,800 nucleotides). 
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Figure3: (a) Max p(e) vs. FP, by sequence length, ror Buneman on the 35-taxon tree, (b) Max p(e) vs. FP, 
by sequence length, ror HS-strict on the 35-taxon tree 

3.3. Conclusions 
The comparative analysis of the four methods reveals certain clear trends. First, the Buneman 

Treehas exceptionally low false positive rates in all the cases we examined, and this is as predicted 
in [3}; unfortunately, it hasthe worst false negative rates, and is therefore not really acceptable. The 
Single Pivot algorithm's performance falls between that of the Buneman Method and the neighbor
joining method on all the trees we examined, and is therefore not competitive with neighbor-joining. 
Therefore, the major competition is between neighbor joining and heuristic maximum parsimony. 

The conditions under which parsimony and neighbor joining will outperform each other is of 
great interest to systematic biologists, and has been the focus of many experimental studies (as we 
have already discussed). Our study contributes the following two observations to this discussion: 

First, when the model tree has at most moderate divergence (Le. when >.. is not particularly 
large), then both maximum parsimony and neighbor-joining do weIl. There is a slight advantage in 
using maximum parsimony over neighbor-joining when the sequences are short and the divergence 
is low, but this reverses when the sequences are longer. 

Second, when the model tree has high divergence, both methods can do poorly. Even under 
high divergence, neighbor-joining will converge to the model tree given long enough sequences, but 
on sequence lengths that are typical in real data (up to about 2000 or 3000 nucleotides) it is likely 
tohave very poor accuracy. Maximum parsimony may not converge to the true tree at all, under 
high divergence, but tends to do better (on these trees) than neighbor-joining, when given realistic 
sequence lengths. 

In summary, then, we find that divergence (Le. the maximum distance in the evolutionary tree) 
has impact on all the methods we examined, but has more impact on neighbor-joining than it has 
on maximum parsimony. 

4. Hybrid Tree Methods 

Our experimental study of the four phylogenetic methods we examined indicates that the Bune
man and HS-strict trees are almost always very elose to being contractions of the model tree, and 
that the Buneman Tree is a true contraction more than 99% of the . time, even on realistic length 
Sequences (Le. bounded by length 1000). Our experimental study also indicates that neighbor
joining trees typically have a lower incidence of false negatives than parsimony, except from very 
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Figure 4: (a) Max p(e) vs. FN/FP by sequence length, for NJ on the 93-taxon tree, (b) Max p(e) vs. FN/FP 
by sequence length, for Single Pivot on the 93-taxon tree 

short sequences, or when the tree has high divergence. These experimental results suggest a hybrid 
approach for tree reconstruction, in which outputs of different methods are appropriately combined 
so as to get better estimates than either of the methods. Here we describe how we accomplish this 
combination step. 

Let Tl be a tree which is presumed to have a low false positive rate (and which may be a 
contraction of the model tree). Let T2 be a tree which is presumed to have a low false negative 
rate, so that it may include many of the bipartitions of the model tree. Our objective is to refine 
Ti to include as many of the bipartitions of T2 as possible, thus creating a hybrid T3, of Tl and T2. 
Creating T3 from Tl and T2 is very easy to do, and can be done in linear time: 

Lemma 1. The tree T3 defined by C(T3) = C(Td u {c E C(T2) : cis compatible with C(Td} is 
'Imique, always exists, and can be reconstructed /rom Tl and T2 in O(n) time. 

For the definition of "compatible" , see Section 2. The proof follows easily from characterizations of 
when binary characters are compatible, material that can be obtained from [30]. Two observations 
should be dear. If Tl is a contraction of the model tree, then this technique cannot yield a worse 
estimation than T2, but if in addition Tl is not a contraction of T2, this technique provably pro duces 
a tree strictly closer to the model tree than T2! 

We have tested this technique on various combinations, and have found a particular combination 
of methods which works very weH. We first refine the Buneman Tree to incorporate as much of 
the HS-strict tree as possible, and then further refine this tree to incorporate as much as possible 
fromthe neighbor-joining tree. We call this the Hybrid Tree. (We do not include the Single Pivot 
algorithm, because it does not have either the low false positive rate of the Buneman Tree method, 
nor the low false negative rate of the neighbor-joining ~ethod.) 

Note that this hybrid method is a statistically consistent method for inferring trees, since its 
starting point, the Buneman Tree method, is statistically consistent. Furthermore, by constraining 
the amount of time permitted to the Heuristic search for the most parsimonious trees, the Hybrid 
Tree is constructible in polynomial time (althoughwe would expect greater accuracy to arise by 
permitting more time to the heuristic search). 

4.1. Comparison 0/ Hybrid Tree to other methods 
We now present the results of our experiments in which we compare the Hybrid method to its 

three component methods (neighbor joining, the Buneman Tree method, and heuristic parsimony). 
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Figure 5: (a) Max p(e) vs. FN, by sequence length, for HS-strict on the 93-taxon tree, (b) Max p(e) vs. FP, 
by sequence length, for HS-strict on the 93-taxon tree 

Although not shown in these results, we also compared Single Pivot on the same data sets. We 
found the same performance as before: its performance lay very clearly between that of neighbor 
joining and the Buneman Tree method, and hence was not competitive with either neighbor joining 
nor with heuristic parsimony. 

In the figures below, we will let HY refer to the Hybrid method, BT referto the Buneman Tree 
method, NJ refer to neighbor joining, and HS refer to heuristic parsimony. 

Performance of Hybrid on the 35-taxon tree In Figures 6(a) and 6(b) we show the false 
negative and false positive rates for these four methods under different levels of divergence, when 
given short sequences (200 nucleotides). 

The Hybrid's false negative rate is often much better than its constituent methods. On the 
shortest sequences, for example, the Hybrid has consistently lower false negative rate than any of its 
constituents. On longer sequences, the Hybrid is sometimes worse (with respect to the false negative 
rate) than neighbor-joining, but always better than the HS-strict tree. The false positives rate of 
the Hybrid Method falls between the rates for the HS-strict and neighbor-joining methods, and so 
it is moderate with respect to false positives. 

In Figure 7(a) we present the false negative rates for all these methods on the 35-taxon tree for 
the maximum mutation setting p(e) = .64, as we. let the sequence length increase. At this setting, 
there is a fair amount ofhomoplasy (each site changes about 12 times on the tree). We see that when 
the sequence length is below 1600, the fewest false negatives are obtained from the Hybrid method, 
but that for longer sequences, neighbor-joining does better than these twomethods (although the 
Hybrid continues to outperform - albeit slightly - the HS-strict method). The performance with 
respect to false positives is similar, and is omitted, though the Hybrid obtains as many or more false 
po'sitives than the HS-strict tree throughout the range of sequence lengths. 

Performance of the Hybrid on the 93-taxon tree We present in Figures 7(b) and 8 the same 
analysis for the 93-taxon trees we gave in Figures 11 and 12. 

On the 93 taxon tree, the Hybrid Method has either the same or better false negatives rates 
than any of the constituent parts throughout the range. This relative performance advantage with 
respect to the false negative rate over its constituent parts is most visibly noticeable on the short 
sequences, bounded by at most 800 nucleotides, where the Hybrid's average false negative rate is 90% 
that of HS-strict's and only 27% that of neighbor-joining, but this pattern is consistent throughout 
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Figure 6: (a) Max p(e) vs. FN, sequence length = 200, on the 35-taxon tree, (b) Max p(e) vs. FP, sequence 
length = 200, on the 35-taxon tree 

the sequence lengths we examined (i.e. up to 3200 nucleotides). The false positive rate is acceptably 
low, as well, throughout the range of mutation settings; except at low mutation rates, it is elose to 
that of maximum parsimony, and is much lower than that of neighbor joining under high divergence. 

5. Comparison to previous experimental studies 

There have been many previous experimental studies published in the systematic biology litera
ture, which have addressed the same basic question: how accurately does a given method reconstruct 
the topology of the model tree, under various conditions. Almost. all of these studies have used the 
same basic methodology: a model tree is constructed on the basis of an analysis of areal biological 
dataset, sequences are generated at the leaves of that model tree, and performance is evaluated 
with respect to how weH the reconstructed topology compares to the model tree tqpology. One 
major difference between our study and most previous studies is that our study has examined large 
trees (most previous studies have examined trees on at most 20 or so taxa). Another major differ
ence between our study and most others (however, see [22]) is that we have explicitly varied the 
mutation settings on the trees, so as to explore how evolutionary rates affect the performance of 
different phylogenetic methods. Consequently, our discovery that the accuracy of neighbor-joining 
and other polynomial time distance methods degrades quickly with increasing divergence, has not 
been reported in the systematic biology literat ure. 

We now specifically address the two other papers that have experimentally addressed performance 
on large trees: one is by Hillis [12], and examined a 228 taxon tree, and the other is by Rice and 
Warnow [22], and examined the conditions under which exact accuracy in topology estimation 
could be recovered by various methods. Our study here extends the results of Rice and Warnow, 
by considering degrees of accuracy (i.e. not considering failure to recover the topology precisely 
as complete failure). We find that although the major phylogenetic methods may fail to recover 
exactly correct topologies under similar conditions (notably under high divergence); they fail in 
different ways: maximum parsimony and the Buneman Tree method will tend to have low false 

. positives, even when they fail to recover the true tree, and neighbor-joining will tend to have lower 
false negative rates than maximum parsimony. This relative performance holds, except when the 
tree has high divergence and the sequences are not particularly long, in which case neighbor joining 
may have worse false negative rates than maximum parsimony. 

A comparison to the Hillis study is also very interesting. Hillis compared neighbor-joining and 
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Figure 7: (a) Sequence length vs. FN, max p(e) = 0.64, 35-taxon tree, (b) Max. p(e) vs. FN, sequence 
length = 200, 93-taxon tree 
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maximum parsimony on a 228 taxon biologieally based tree, and observed that both methods recov
ered the model tree topology from 5000 nucleotides. He concluded that many large trees should be 
reconstructible using either neighbor-joining or parsimony, provided that aH edges are short enough 
(that is, there is not too much evolution happening on any single edge of the tree). However, our 
experiments, although preliminary, suggest otherwise. Large divergence in a tree can be obtained 
with enough short edges, and our experiments suggest that the performance of neighbor-joining is 
compromised under highdivergence. It is also worth noting that the model tree used in Hillis's study 
had very low divergence (the average number of changes of a random site on that tree was 2.3, whiC;h 
is exceptionaHy low, as was commented upon by Purvis and Quicke [19}); hence, Hillis' finding that 
neighbor joining and maximum parsimony performed weH on his tree is completely consistent with 
our study. Our study also tends to confirm his observationabout intensive taxonomie sampling (to 
reduce edge lengths) will improve parsimony's performance, to the degree that parsimony's perfor
mance on the 93 taxon tree was exceptionally good, and it had on average shorter edges than the 
35 taxon tree, for each mutation setting. However, we do not agree with Hillis' summary conclusion 
that neighbor joining would do weH under any model condition, provided that the edge lengths were 
small enough. Our experiments simply do not support that. Instead, our experiments suggest that 
large divergence in itself causes problems for neighbor joining to a much greater extent than it causes 
to maximum parsimony. 
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6. Summary 

Our experimental study examined four promising phylogenetic tree reconstruction methods, in
cluding the two major estimation methods in systematic biology (the polynomial time distance 
method neighbor joining, and the heuristic used to "solve" the NP-hard optimization problem, max
imum parsimony) , and two polynomial time methods introduced by the theoretical computer science 
community. Our experimental performance study involved simulating sequence evolution on differ
ent model trees, and demonstrated that high divergence in a model tree significantly impairs the · 
accuracy of the three polynomial time distance methods we studied, but does not have as extreme . 
an effect upon the accuracy of heuristic maximum parsimony. A more detailed examination of the 
types of topological errors these methods had revealed that the neighbor joining method had the 
lowest false negative rates, while the maximum parsimony heuristic and the Buneman Tree method 
had the lowest false positive rates, under conditions of high divergence. 

We used this observation to develop a method based upon combining outputs of these three 
methods, thus creating a hybrid method, and demonstrated the performance of this new method 
experimentally. Our experimental study showed that this hybrid has either the same number or 
fewer false negatives than the best of its component methods more than 98% of the time, over 
the parameter space we explored. It has a distinctly better false negative rate than any of its 
constituent parts on over 60% of the datasets generated on the93-taxon tree, and over 30% of 
the datasetsgenerated on the 35-taxon tree. Moreover, the Hybrid Tree is statistically consistent 
throughout the parameter space of trees under the general Markov model, because the underlying 
Buneman Tree method is consistent. 
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ABSTRACT 

A number of algorithms for fundamental problems such as sorting, searching, priority queues 
and shortest paths have been proposed recently for the unit-cost RAM with word size w. These 
algorithms offer dramatic (asymptotic) speedups over classical approaches tci these problems. We 
describe some preliminary steps we have taken towards a systematic evaluation of the practical 
performance of these algorithms. The results that we obtain are fairly promising. 

1. Introduction 

193 

In classical data structures and algorithms for manipulating sets of ordered keys, it is common to 
assume that the relative order of two keys can only be determined by comparing them in unit tune. 
While this assumption makes for generality, real computers have many other unit-time operations 
besides comparisons. Indeed, the hash table, another common data structure, applies unit-time 
operations other than comparisons to a key (e.g. arithmetic operations to evaluate a hash func
tion). In order to support unit-time (arithmetic and logical) operations on word-sized operands, 
a "sequential" processor needs parallelism at the level of hardware circuits, which we refer to as 
word-Ievel parallelism (WLP). Some processors available nowadays support operations on 
64-bit operands, and it is expected that this will become the norm in the near future. If so, this 
would be a substantial amount of WLP, which can be exploited in far more imaginative ways than 
simply performing comparisons, especially if the keys are integers or floating-point numbers. ; 

A formal framework for exploiting WLP is provided by the random-access machine (RAM) 
model, by including the word size w of the machine as a parameter of the model, and charging a 
unit cost for standard operations on w-bit operands. There has been a great deal of recent interest 
in developing algorithms for fundamental problems such as sorting, searching and priority queues 
on this model: a recent survey [13] cites over 20 papers which have been published since 1995 on 
these topics. This research has resulted in fundamental new ' insights regarding the power of this 
model. By exploiting WLP in ingenious ways, several novel algorithms for core problems have been 
obtained, which are significantly faster than their classical counterparts: e.g., searching, insert ions 
and deletions in a set of n integer or floating-point keys can be accomplished in O( .jlog n) time 
per operation [2, 3, 11, 16, 13] and priority queue operations in O(log logn) time [18]. Bycontrast, 
classical solutions to these problems require 9(logn) time per operation. Striking improvements over 
comparison-based approaches have also been obtained for sorting [3, 5, 16] and computing shortest 
paths [9, 18, 19, 16] . . 

These results are related to an older tradition of RAM algorithms (see e.g. [21, 15]) and follow 
a direction first taken by [11, 12]. One way to view the difference between the 'old' and 'new' 
algorithms is that the old algorithms have a complexity which increases with w, but are quite fast 
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if w is relatively smalli . The new algorithms by and large complement the older ones by offering . 
speed ups for larger values of w, that is, when the amount of WLP becomes large. 

However, with a few exceptions, there have not been very many experimental evaluations of 
the new algorithms. What we would hope to achieve in a systematic programme of experimental 
evaluation of these algorithms is to (i) determine the word size at which (simplified and streamlined) 
versions of the new algorithms outperform existing ones (ii) experimentally study the techniques used 
in the new algorithms with a view to obtaining hybrid algorithms which will provide speedups in real 
life (if not for the current generation of mass-market CPUs, then at least for the next generation). 

It should be said that we do not expect that the new algorithms-even in suitably simplified 
form-will lead to improvements when run on the current generation of CPUs. This is because most 
current mass-market CPUs only fully support operations on 32-bit data, with limited support (of 
varying effectiveness) for 64-bit data, and the new algorithms need fairly large amounts of WLP to be 
effective (e.g. the main algorithm of [11] required w to be of the order of a few thousand bits before 
it improved on comparison-based algorithms). On the other hand, we believe that recent hardware 
developments should make it much easier to translate these advances into practical speedups. The 
new algorithms mentioned above first reduce the original data structuring problem, which is defined 
for word-sized data, to one on much shorter data. Then, multiple data are packed into a single word 
and processed in a SIMO manner, by using standard instructions in rather elaborate ways. However, 
this may be greatly sped up by making use of built-in SIMO instructions with which many current 
processors (e.g. HP PA-ruSC, Intel Pentium MMX and Sun Ultra-Spare) are equipped. 

In this abstract we describe some preliminary steps towards the goals outlined above. First we 
describe a simulator which allows an algorithm to be simulated on a (virtual) RAM with word size 
w, for any w ~ 32 specified by the user. The objectives of the simulator and the approach to its 
implementation are described in Section 2. 

In Section 3, we describe a simplified implemeritation of the Kirkpatrick-Reisch (KR) sorting 
algorithm [15J. This algorithm has a running time of O(n(1 + logrlo~n 1)) as compared to the 
running time of radix sort [7], which is O(nrlo~n 1). Our results indicate, e.g., that for a few million 
keys and w ~ 256, KR is superior to radix sort on a RAM with word size w. Our results also suggest 
that a hybrid KR sort, which switches to radix sort when appropriate, would outperform both KR 
and radix sort for a few million keys when w ~ . 128 both on a RAM and on real-life CPUs. Since 
KR is generally considered an impractical algorithm, we feel theseconclusions are surprising. 

In Section 4, we discuss a 'packed' merging algorithm introduced in [1]. We are given two 
sorted lists of n keys, where each key is at most w / k bits long. Assuming a sorted list of n keys is 
represented in n/k words, with k keys packed to a word, the algorithm of [1] merges the two lists 
in O((n log k)/k) time. An experimental study with packing 8 iteros to a word on a 64 bit machine 
revealed that although the packed merging algorithm was clearly inferior to the standard merging 
algorithm on a RAM with wordsize 64 bits, in reallife (using long long ints, a 64-bit integer type 
supported by Gnu C++) the difference was much smaller. We believe this result highlights some 
advantages of algorithms which use WLP which might not be apparent from operation counts. 

All timing results given here were obtained on an UltraSpare 2 x 300 MHz with 512 Mb memory 
running SunOS 5.5.1 and using the Gnu C++ compiler (gcc 2.7.2.3).This machine is normally 
lightly loaded. 

2. Simulator 

In this section we describe a (software) simulator which allows us to experimentally evaluate . 
the performance of algorithms which use WLP on machines with larger word sizes than currently 
available. The main objectives of the simulator are: 

a. To be as transparent as possible, · 

1 We consider w to be 'relatively small' if w < clog n for a small constant c. 
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b. To provide an indication of the performance of an algorithm on a hypothetical w-bit machine, 

c. To be efficient, defined as: 

For sufficiently large n, n successive executions of an operation on w-bit integers on 
the simulator, running on a w'-bit machine, should take not much more than w/w' 
times the time taken by n executions of the corresponding operation on the native 
integer type of the w' -bit machine. 

We are aiming for a maximum simulation overhead of 1 (this number is somewhat arbitrary) 
for most operations, where . 

SlmuatlOn over e = - . . . h· ad ( average time for w-bit operation . ) 1 
average time for w'-bit operation· (w/w') 

Objeetive (c) is not meant to be a formal goal as it dearly cannot be achieved in general (e.g. 
operations such as multiplication require time which is super-linear in the size of the input) . Instead 
it is an indication of the criterion we will use for evaluating the efficiency of the simulator. Note 
that (c) implies one solution to (b) as well-divide the running time of the simulated algorithm by 
w / w' to get a rough measure. 

Apart from the obvious reason for wanting the simulator to be efficient - i.e. to run simulations 
quickly - property (c) may enable the use of an algorithm running on a virtual machine with 
large wordsize to efficiently solve a problem in the real world. As an example, we mention a string
matching problem which arose in musical pattern-matching [8] . A naive algorithm for this problem 
runs in O(mn) time where m is the length of the pattern and n the length of the text, and nothing 
better is known for parameter values of real-life interest, and a variant of this algorithm, which 
uses WLP, runs in O(n r m/w 1) time on a machine with wordsize w. The current implementation 
of the WLP variant is an order of magnitude faster than demanded by the application, but has the 
restriction that m ::; 32 since integers are 32 bits 10ng.Although this restriction does not matter at 
the moment,an efficient simulator would offer a simple way to weaken it as andwhen needed, while 
maintaining acceptable performance. 

2.1. The dass Longint 
Our current simulator is simply a dass Longint in C++ which behaves like w-bit integers, where 

w is fixed at the time of compiling the class2
• All standard operations which C++ allows on integers 

will be provided in the dass induding · arithmetic, bitwise logical, comparison, shifts, automatic 
conversion of ints, eh ars etc. to Longint, other mixed-mode expressions, overloading of the input 
and output stream operators etc. The current status of the implementation is described in Appendix 
A.1. Due to the operator overloading mechanism in C++, it is only necessary to make minor changes 
to a standard program written in C++ which operates on (say 32-bit) int data, and get a program 
which operates on Longints. See Appendix A.2 for so~e of the mmor changes which may have to 
be made. 

At the time of compiling·the dass can be made to maintain counts of all operations performed on 
instances of dass Longint. The operation counts thereby provided can be used as rough indicators of 
the performance of a simulated algorithm. Note that C++ compilers are not permitted to optimise 
expressions involving objects, so the source code has to be hand-optimised to e.g. eliminate common 
subexpressions3 . Hence the operation counts are only an approximate indicator of the number of 
instruCtions performed on the virtual w-bit CPU, and of course they are probably an even cruder 
indicator of the actual running time on areal w-bit CPU (if and when that becomes a reality) as 

2 A cleaner approach might be to malte a class template Longint<Il>, but this seemed to incur an overhead, at least 
using Microsoft Visual C++. 

30ur experiments also incJude counts of operations on ints, this warning applies to those counts as weil. 
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several architectural optimisations e.g. instruction pipelining, instruction-Ievel parallelism, locality 
of reference etc. are ignored. Nevertheless, we believe that since algorithm designers primarily use 
the RAM model, operation counts are a useful indicator of algorithm performance. 

Alternative methods of simulation were considered, and rejected for various reasons including 
port ability, "future-proofing" and ease of construction induding building anemulator for say 686 
or Ultrasparc assembly code produced by a compiler, and constructing a language, compiler and 
virtual machine. 

2.2. Related W ork 
LEDA provides the dass integer, which allows arbitrary-precision integer arithmetic. We cannot 

use this dass directly as rules of arithmetic are usually different for the int and unsigne'd int 
types supported by C++ (e.g. all arithmetic on unsigned int is done mod 2W

). Also, by fixing the 
wordsize at compile time we are able to get much faster object creation, destruction and copying, 
significantly reducing the overhead. Even the current version of the simulator, where the code for . 
the indivi<l.ual operations is not optimised, seems comparable in speed with the LEDA integer dass 
for most operations (not including multiplication) when dealing with comparable-sjzed numbers. We 
have done some pilot experiments with tail6ring the code specifically for each 'reasonable' wordsize, 
for the crucial shift operation. These suggest that the optimised version would perform shifts on 
128-bit integers about 3 to 3.5 times faster than in LEDA, and with an overall simulation overhead 
of just over 100%. Further improvements might result ft:om coding in assembly language. 

Gnu C++ compilers also support the type long long int (64-bit integers) which the compiler 
translates into 32-bit assembly code if necessary. Microsoft Visual C++ also has a similar data type. 
The simulation overhead(as defined in (c)) seems tobe small: about 25% on an UltraSparc and 
perhaps ab out 50% on a Pentium 11. Unfortunately, larger integers are not supported, and nor is 
addressing using long long ints. 

3. KR sort 

In this section, we describe a simplified implementation of the Kirkpatrick-Reisch (KR) sorting 
algorithm [15]. This algorithm has a running time of O(n(1 + logr1o;n 1)), and works roughly as 
folIows. In O(n) time, the problem of sorting n keys of 2t bits each is reduced to the problem of 
sorting n keys of t bits each (initially t = w/2). When the keys to be sorted are O(logn) bits long 
(i.e. after log er low n 1) levels of recursion) they are sorted using radix sort. While we use the same 
general idea, our ~mplementation differs in several respects. 

3.1. Implementation overview 
In the following discussion, assurne n is the number of items, w is the initial wordsize of our keys, 

and 2t is the size of the keys input to the current recursive level. As in KR we consider each key of 2t 
bits as consisting of a range (its top t bits) and a value (its 'bottom t bits). In each level of recursion, 
we group together some keys with the same range, and choose one of them as a representative of the 
group. Thus, in each level of recursion, each key either becomes a representative at that level (i.e. is 
promoted) or is not a representative at that level. An important aspeet of our implementation is to 
explicitly maintain the promotion histories of each key in the input, Le, we maintain with each key 
a sequence of bits which records, for each level of recursion, whether the key was a representative at 
that level or not (KR does this implicitly) . 

At each level of recursion, keys wh ich share the same promotion history PH entering this level 
of recursion, belong to a common sorting sub-problem. This set of keys is denoted by k(PH). Each 
key in the original input contributes a consecutivesequence of 2t bits (which sequenceis determined 
by its promotion history) to be sorted at this level. A key x is a representative from the group of 
keys k(PH) if, among all the keys in k(PH) with the same range as x, it has the maximum value. 
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A vg op count per item, W = 64 Avg op count per item, W = 128 A vg op count per item, w = 256 
n KR Radix sort n KR Radix sort n KR Radix sort 

11 16 22 11 16 22 11 16 22 
IOK 124 76 254 lOK IOK 158 1.52 507 20K lOK 191 303 1K 40K 

lOOK 78 67 65 1K lOOK 110 134 130 2K lOOK 143 267 260 4K 
1M 70 66 46 136 1M 102 132 92 267 1M 133 264 184 534 
2M 70 66 45 86 2M 102 132 90 166 2M 133 264 180 333 
4M 70 66 45 61 4M 101 132 89 116 4M F 264 178 232 
8M 70 66 45 49 8M F 132 88 91 8M F 264 177 182 

Figure 1: Experimental evaluation of KR sort vs radix sort on RAM simulator. F denotes the test failed 
because we ran out of memory; experiments limited to 400Mb of virtual memory. 

All representatives at this level are promoted, and contribute their ranges to the recursive sorting 
problem, while all other key~ are not promoted, and contribute their values to the recursive sorting 
problem. All promotion histories are updated appropriately . . 

In the recursive sorting problem, we sort each key by the promotion history, as well as by the 
t bits it contributed, with the promotion history being the primary key. H t is sufficiently small 
(t = 16 currently), we solve the recursive problem by two passes of counting sort-one for the t bits 
and one for the promotion histories. 

When the recursive call finishes, the keys with the same promotion history at the start of this 
level of recursion are ina contiguous segment, sorted by the t bits they contributed to the recursive 
call, with the representatives at the end of the segment. We now count the number of keys which 
have the same range as their representative, and using this information, we permute the keys in this 
contiguous segment so that they are sorted according to their fuH 2t bits. 

We highlight some features of our algorithm: 

L Keys are not moved while going down recursive levels, but are moved on the way up. Fur
thermore, on the way up the keys are moved within (hopefully small) localised segments. We 
believe this would contribute to a greater efficiency in the real world. 

iL In contrast to KR, no data is saved on the stack-the 'state' of the algorithm is encoded in 
the promotion histories, which are passed to the recursive call. 

iii. The actual implementation discards the promotion histories on the way up and instead main
tains an implicit representation to avoid moving promotion histories and thus saving on oper
ations. (This implicit representation is of size 2r where r is the number of levels of recursion j 
since r ~ log w this is of size at most w). 

9.2. Experimental Results 
We have performed many experimental evaluations of the above KR sort . variant, as well as of 

other variants, both on the simulator and on 32- and 64-bit integers on a Pentium II (using Microsoft 
Visual C++) and Ultra Sparc (using GNU C++) . We have a fairly complete set of data on the 
simulator and the Ultra Sparc at present. 

Figure 1 summarises the experiments we have performed with the KR sort version described in 
the previous section on the simulator. Both algorithms were tested on n random w-bit data, for 
n = lOK, lOOK, 1M, 2M, 4M and 8M and w = 64, 128 and 256 (K = 1000, M = 1000K). The table 
shows per-item total operation counts, Le., the total of all the operations on Longints and ints, 
divided by n. Radix sort was tested with radix 11,16 and 22. These radix values minimised (locally) 
operation counts for w = 64 and were retained for larger values of w. For a RAM with wordsize w 
our conclusions are basically as folIows: 
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Time(s) per pass 
n KR KR Radix sort 

(hash) (no hash) 
11 16 22 

lOK 0.01 0.01 0.002 0.01 0.76 
lOOK 0.19 0.11 0.03 0.05 0.87 

1M 2.45 1.56 0.48 0.64 2.09 
2M 5.05 3.28 0.95 1.40 3.49 
4M 10.04 6.68 1.91 2.64 6.26 
8M 2Ui2 13.91 4.09 5.84 11.75 

----

Figure 2: Experimental evaluation of 64-bit KR sort vs radix sort . 

• H, for a given wordsize and input size, we choose the radix which minimises the number of 
operations, then with this radix, each pass of radix sort requires between 11 to 12 instructions 
per item being sorted. For example, for w = 128, we need 88 operations per item for 8 passes 
when n = 8M and 92 operations per item for 8 passes when n = 1M . 

• Except for small values of n, each range reduction pass-of KR sort requires 31 to 32 instructions 
per item being sorted. These numbers were obtained by comparing the per-item operation 
counts for word sizes k and 2k for a given value of n. Sorting 2k-bit keys requires one pass 
more than sorting k-bit keys. For example, 133 operations per item for w = 256 and n = 
2M vs. 102 operations per item for w = 128 and n = 2M gives the cost of one KR pass as 
133 - 102 = 31. 

We therefore conclude that on a RAM with wordsize w, one pass of KR sort halves the number 
of bits to be considered, but costs between 2.8 and 2.9 times the number of operations, compared 
to one pass of radix sort. Hence, running KR sort all the way to 16 bits may not be the optimum 
choice. For example, going from 64 to 32 bits only eliminates about 2 passes of radix sort, but costs 
upto 2.9 times as much. The following hybrid KR-radix sort will match or outperform either KR 
or radix sort alone: apply KR sort until the wordsize is such thatradix sort beats KR sort, then 
switch to radix sort. We intend to perform further experiments with hybrid KR-radix sort. 

Figure 2 summarises experiments performed on the Ultra Sparc with 64-bit integers (using GNU 
. C++ lang lang int). Since KR sort requires a large array of size 2w / 2 words to group keys, for 

w ?: 64 we are forced to implement this array using some form of hashing - we use double hashing [7) 
with a universal hash function [10) and a hash table density of at most 0.5. The results indicate that 
the overhead of hashing causes KR sort to perform poorly for w = 64. In order to determine the 
performance of the algorithm without the overhead of hashing - i.e. without the cost of computing 
a hash function and of collision resolution - Figure 2 also details timings for KR sort where every 
access to a hash table is replaced by an access to an arbitrary (random) address in an array of size 
O(n). Of course, in this case the data is not actually sorted. We again detail results for radix sort 
with radix 11,.16 and 22. The experiments were on n random 64-bit data, for n = lOK, lOOK, 1M, 
2M, 4M and 8M (K=1000, M=1000K). 

We conclude that except for sm all values of n, with hashing each pass of KR sort takes about 3.6 
to 3.8 times as long as each pass of radix sort. Without hashing each pass of KR sort takes ab out 
2.4 to 2.8 times as long as each pass of radix sort. 

For real machine integers, the results suggest that for 128-bit integers KR sort will be competitive 
with radix sort if we can group keys without using a hash table. Using hashing KR sort will 
outperform radix sort for 256-bit integers. We believe the hybrid KR-radix sort will outperform 
radix sort on 128-bit integers even if we use a hash table - since 1 KR range reduction pass can be 
used to replace 4 radix sort passes at a lower cost. 
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4. Packed Operations 

We now consider the packed merging algorithm of [1]. The input to this algorithm is two sorted 
packed lists, each containing n (w/k)-bit unsigned keys. Each list is in packed format, i.e., consists 
of n/k words, each containing k keys stored in equal-sized fields. (When refetring to the order of 
bits in a word, 'left' i5in the direction of the most significant bit and 'right' is in the direction ofthe 
least significant bit.) The lists are assumed to be in nonincreasing order, i.e~, the keys in a word are 
nonincreasing from left to right, and all keys in a word are no smaller than all keys in the next word 
in the list. The packed merging algorithm of [1] pro duces a packed merged list in 0(( n log k) / k) 
time from this input. Packed merging plays an important role in the new WLP algorithms: 
(a) It is used extensively as a subroutine, e.g., a priority queue of [18] is based on packed merging. 
(b) Repeated packed merging leads to an O( n log nklo

g k) time packed merge-sorting algorithm for 
w/k-bit keys. This is a key ingredient in the AHNR sorting algorithm [5]. Essentially the 
AHNR algorithm applies flog log n 1 passes of the KR range reduction, at which point the keys 
to be sorted are O(w/logn) bits long. Switching to packed merge sort at this point terminates 
the recursion at O( n log log n) cost. Since each of the passes of the KR range reduction takes 
O(n) time we get an O(nloglogn) sorting algorithm. 

However, we should not expect AHNR to simultaneously beat a hybrid KR algorithm and 
a fast compariwn-based algorithm like quicksort, even for'moderately large wordsizes. Suppose 
AHNR switches to packed sorting when the keys are b 2: 16 bits long, ba power of 2, and suppose 
this costs e'n log nklog k steps, where k = w /b 2: 2 is the packing factor. If we were to use radix sort 
(with radix 16) to finish off the sorting we would incur a cost of e· (b/16) . n steps. Therefore, if 
packed sorting is better than radix sort at this point, we conclude that w 2: 16· (c' / e) . log n log k. 
Conservatively estimating c' /e 2: 2- radix sort has very low constants, while packed sort is 
based on merge sort, not the fastest of. comparison-based sorts - and k 2: 4 - otherwise it 
seems likely that the cost of sorting the original inputusing quicksort will be less than the cost 
of just the packed sorting phase - we conclude that we should not expect AHNR to beat hybrid 
KR sort and quicksort simultaneously unless w 2: 6410gn. 

4·1. Implementation 0/ paeked merge 
The calculation above led us to study the packed merge in isolation (without the additional 

overhead of merge sort). The two main primitives used by the packed merge are: 

bitonic..sort: Given abitonic sequence of k keys (each of w/k bits) packed into a single word, this 
implements Batcher's bitonic merge to output a word which contains the keys in sorted order, 
in O(log k) steps. The sorting can be either non-increasing or non-decreasing order. The ideas 
used are slightly optimised versions of those described in [1] . Perhaps the main difference is 
that [1] assumes that the keys are really w / k - 1 bits long, so that they can be stored in fields 
of w/k bits each leaving the leftmost bit in each field free(the test bit); we allow keys to be 
as large as the field size allows. This reduces the operation count. 

word..merge: Given two words, each containing a sorted sequence of k keys of w / k bits, with one 
word sorted in non-decreasing order and the other in non-increasing order, this outputs two 
new words, the first containing the k. largest keys in the input and the second containing the 
k smallest keys in the input. Again, the user may choose if the keys in an output word are to 
be in non-increasing or non-decreasing order. 

The two mainhigh-Ievel optimisations we made to the algorithm as described by [1] were to 
use the word-merge primitive within a sequental merging algorithm rather than within a parallel 
algorithm, and secondly, to avoid the use of the Reverse operation by judiciously choosing the sense 
in which each sorted word is output by word..merge. The pseudocode is given in Appendix B. One 
optimisation that we could make regards the 'componentwise comparison' operation shown in Fig 3, 
which is essential for bitonic sorting. We compute it as: 
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z 10 01 F F! F FI 0 01 F FI 0 01 F FI 0 01 
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Figure 3: Pairwise comparison operation. The contents of fields in words X and Y are shown in hexadecimal, 
and are to be regarded as unsigned integers. The word Z contains all Is in a field if the corresponding field 
in X is greater than or equal to the one in Y, and all Os otherwise. 

Op Counts (x 10") Timings (s) 
2n normal packed normal packed packing normal 

merge merge (random) merge time (skewed) 
512K 3.66 35.98 0.09 0.10 0.03 0.07 

1M 7.33 71.96 0.18 0.20 0.07 0.13 
2M 14.68 143.91 0.36 0.41 0.14 0.26 
4M 29.36 287.82 0.73 0.83 0.28 0.51 

Figure 4: Experimental evaluation of packed vs normal merge 

z = «X 1 maskl) - (Y i mask2» i -(X - Y) 1 (X & -y) i maskl; 
Z 1= (z - (Z » (f-l»); 

where f is the width of a field and maskl is a mask which has Is in the leftmost bit of each field and 
zeros elsewhere. However, one instruction ("Packed Compare for Greater Than" [14]) in the Intel 
MMX instruction set suffices to achieve this. 

4.2. Experimental results 
We performed experiments comparing normal merge with packed merge. Normal merge was 

tested on two kinds of inputs: 

random: two sorted lists each consisting of n random 64-bit integers, and 

skewed: two sorted lists of size n, one containing the values: 3, 3, ... , 3, 0 and the other the values 
2,2, . .. , 2, 1. 

Packed merge was tested on two sorted packed lists containing n random 8-bit integers4 • Hence a 
packing factor of 8 was allowed, and the input consisted of n/8 words for each list. These tests were 
perfomed on four input sizes: n = 262K , 512K, 1M and 2M (where K = 1024 and M = 1024K) and 
with two different data types: 

Longint: experiments were run on the simulator. The results shown are the sum of Longint and 
int operations. Under the simulator, the normal merge produced virtually identical results 
for skewed and random data, so only one result is shown. 

41n fact the integers were 7 bits long since we do not yet support unsigned Longints so the test in line (9) of the 
packed merge in Appendix B would not work. 
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Gnu C++ long long int: experiments were run on the UltraSparc. Results shown are the average 
running times over three runs. 

The results of the experiments are given in Fig 4. It is interesting to note that despite a factor 
of 10 difference in the operation counts for packed merge and normal merge on random data, the 
difference in 'real' running time is only 10-15%. One factor may be that the packed algorithm only 

• reads and writes 2n bytes from memory while the normal algorithm reads and writes 16n bytes. In 
order to compensate for this we separately measured the time to pack the input assuming it was 
given as 8-bit values in in unpacked format (i.e. as 2n long long ints). Even adding this in twice 
(for packing and unpacking) still leaves packed merge no worse than a factor of 2 off from normal 
merge. Note that the cost of packing and unpacking is not included in the operation counts for 
packed merge. 

Possibly one of the gains made by the packed algorithm is the lower frequency of branch instruc
tions, wh ich are usually expensive. One way to quantify this may be to assume that a predictable 
branch has a similar cost to no branch. With the skewed data as input, the branches become very 
predictable and the running time of merge on skewed data is about 30% faster, and we could use 
this figure as a rov,gh indicator of the cost of a branch. Another factor might be the granularity of 
the computation: once a long long int is loaded into registers, manyoperations are performed on 
it before it is stored back into main memory. 
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A. Simulator details 

A.l. Porting C++ code to the simulator 
In addition to changing dedaration of variables from ints to Longints only the following changes 

need to be made: 

• Constants may have to be explicitly cast to Longint. For example if X is a Longint of 128 
bits, the expression 

X = 1 « 30 « 30; 

will not store 260 in X. Since 1 is a constant of type int the expression on the RHS will 
evaluated as an int. (The expression 1 «60 will be be flagged by the compiler.) 

• Arrays indexed by a Longint have to be dedared as instances of a separate dass (similar to 
the h_array dass in LEDA). This is implemented as a hash table using double hashing, with 
a universal hash function and a density that can be specified at compile time. 

• Obviously the programmer should ensure that expressions wh ich rely on a 32-bit word size 
continue to work as intended. (e.g the expression (X « 1) » 1 applied to a 32-bit value will 
shift out the left 1 bits of X on a32-bit machine, but may leave X unchanged if it is a 32-bit 
value on a 64-bit machine) . 
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A.2. Implementation Status 
At the time of writing the following features had not been implemented: 

• Overloading of « and » for input/output streams, 

• Integer division and modulus, 

• Unsigned Longints, 

• A complete suite of inward and (where possible) outward conversion utilities, and mixed-mode 
operators. For instance, 0.5 * i where i is a Longint, is currently illegal. 

Optimising the simulator is also a task we are currently addressing. 

B. Pseudocode for packed merge 

The code on the left is the normal code for merging. The one on the right is for packed merging 
and uses the representation and functions described in Section 3. 

(1) illt i = j .. I< = 1; 
(2) 

(3) while«i <= q) II (j <- r» 
(4) { 
(5) 1f (A(i] >- B(j]) 
(6) C(I<++] - A(i++]; 
(7) else 
(8) C(I<++] - B(j++]; 
(9) } 

(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 

if(i > q) 
vhile (j <- r) { 

C[I<++] = B(j++]; 
(14) } 
(15) else 
(16) while (i <= q) { 
(17) C[I<++] ~ A[i++]; 
(18) } 

(1) int i = j - I< = 1; 
(2) 

(3) I· A[i++]. T = B[j++]; 
(4) ascending_bitonic_sort(T); 
(5) word_merge(I. T. DESCENDING. ASCENDING); 
(6) C[I<++] .. I; 
(7) 

(8) vhile«i < .. q) II (j <- r» { 
(9) if(A[1] >s B[jr) // unsigned cosparision 

(10) I = A[i++]; 
(11) else 
(12) I = B[j-]; 
(13) word_merge(X. T. DESCENDING. ASCENDING); 
(14) C[I<++] = X; 
(15) } 
(16) 
(17) 1f(i > q) // items in A exhausted 
(18) wh11e (j <= r) { 
(19) X = B[j++]; 
(20) vord_merge(X. T. DESCENDING. ASCENDING); 
(21) C[I<++] - I ö 
(22) } 

(23) else 
(24) // 1tems in B exhausted. symmetric 
(25) 
(26) descending_b1tonic_sort(T. M. f); 
(27) B(I<++] = T ö 
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ABSTRACT 

We present "market research" for the field of combinatorial algorithros and algorithm engi
neering. attempting to determine which algorithmic problems are most in demand in applica
tioIlS. We analyze 249.656 WWW hits recorded on the Stony Brook Algorithms Repository 
(http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/ ..... algorith). to determine the relative level of interest among 75 al
gorithmic problems and the extent to which publicly available algorithm implementations satisfy 
this demand. 

1. Introduction 

204 

A primary goal of algorithm engineering is to provide practitioners with well-engineered solutions 
to important algorithmic problems. Our beliefs as to which problems are important to practition
ers have been based primarily on anecdotal evidence. To provide more objective information, it 
seems useful to conduct "market research" for the field of combinatorial algorithms, by determining 
which algorithmic problems are most in demand in applications, and howwell currently available 
implementations satisfy this demand. 

This paper is an attempt to answer these questions. We present an analysis of 249,656 WWW 
hits recorded on the Stony Brook Algorithms Repository over a ten-week period, from February 10 
to April 26, 1998. The Repository (http:j jwww.cs.sunysb.eduj ..... algorith) provide a resource where 
programmers, engineers, and scientists can go to find implementations of algorithms for fundamental 
problems. User feedback and WWW traflic statistics suggest that it has proven valuable to people 
with widely varying degrees of algorithmic sophistication. 

The structure of the Algorithms Repository makes it well suited 'to measure the interest in 
different algorithmic problems. For each of 75 fundamental algorithm problems, we have collected 
the best publicly available implementations that we could find. These problems have been indexed 
in major web search engines, so anyone conducting a search for information on a combinatorial 
algorithm problem is likely to stumble across our site. Further , special indexes and hyper links 
aboard our site help guide users to other relevant information. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the structure of the Algorithms 
Repository in more depth, to provide better insight into the nature of the data we present below. 
In Section 3, we analyze WWW traflic to determine the most popular and least popular algorithmic 
problems. In Section 4, we report on what our users are fuJ,ding. Each implement at ion available on 
the Repository has been rated as to its usefulness for the corresponding problem. By studying these 
ratings, we can assess the current state of the art of combinatorial computing, and see how weIl it 
matches user demand. Finally, in Section 5, we attempt to get a handle on where the interest in 
algorithms is located, both geographically and professionally. 

Any polling-based research is subject to a variety of bias and ambiguities. I make no grand claims 
as to how accurately this data measures the relative importance of different algorithmic research 
to society. I found many of the results quite surprising, and hope they will be of interest to the 
algorithmic community. 
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Problem Category Index Hits Subsection Hits Problems 
I>ata Structures 1067 2651 6 
Numerical Problems 735 2271 11 
Combinatorial Problems 539 2108 10 
Graph Problems: Polynomial 842 3955 12 
Graph Problems: Hard 729 2846 11 
Computational Geometry 1247 5398 16 
Set and String Problems 519 1898 9 
Totals 5678 21127 75 

Table 1: Hits by Major Section Index 

2.The Stony BrookAlgorithms Repository 

The Stony BrookAlgorithms Repository was developed in parallel with my book [6], The Al
gorithm Design Manual, and the structure of the repository mirrors the organization of my book. 
The world has been divided into a total of 75 fundamental algorithmic problems, partitioned among 
data structures, numerical algorithms, combinatorial algorithms, graph algorithms, hard problems, 
and computational geometry. See Table 6 or http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/,,,algorith for the list of 75 
problems. 

For each problem, the book poses questions to try to reveal the issues inherent in a proper formu
lation, and then tries to suggest the most pragmatic algorithm solution available. Where appropriate, 
relevant implementations are noted in the book, and collected on the Algorithms Repository, which . 
has been mirrored on a CI>-ROM included with the book. In total, we have identified a collection 
of 56 relevant algorithm implementations. Finding these codes required a substantial effort. Since 
many of these implementations proved applicable to more than one problem, the repository contains 
an average of three relevant implementations per problem. 

Each problem page has a link to each relevant implementation page, as weIl as to pages associated 
with closely related problems. Each implementation page contains a link to the page associated 
with each problem to which it is applicable. Further, indexes contain links to implementations by 
programming language, subject area, and pictorial representation. Together these links enable the 
user to move easily through the site. 

3. What are People Looking For? 

Out of the almost quarter-million hits recorded on this site over the ten-week interval, 58289 of 
them were to primary html and shtml files. This latter count more accurately represents the number 
of mouse-clicks performed by users than the total hits, since most of the remaining hits are on image 
files associated with these pages. Therefore, we will limit further analysis to hits on these files. 

Because user lI> information is not logged on our WWW server, it is difficult to judge exact1y 
how many different people accounted for these hits. Based on the roster of machines which accessed 
the !!ite, I estimate that roughly 10,000 different people paida visit during this 10 week study. Some 
fraction of hits came from webcrawler robots instead of human users, however I believe they had 
only a minor effect on our statistics. Observe that the least frequently clicked shtml file (containing 
the copyright notice for the site) was hit only 41 times versus 2752 hits for the most frequently 
accessed page (the front page). 2 

2By contrast, the page advertising my book was hit 1364 times, although I have no way of knowing whether any 
of them actually ordered it. 
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Programming Language Index Hits Implementations 
C language 805 37 
C++ 929 11 
Fortran 125 6 
Lisp 99 1 
Mathematica 104 3 
Pascal 272 5 
Totals 2334 63 

Table 2: Hits by Programming Language Index 

Most Popular Problems Hits Least Popular Problems Hits I 

shortest-path 681 shape-similari ty 156 
traveling-salesman 665 factoring-integers 141 
minimum-spanning-tree 652 independent-set 137 
kd-trees 611 ' cryptography 136 
nearest-neighbor 609 maintaining-arrangements 134 
triangulations 600 text-compression 133 
voronoi-diagrams 578 generating-subsets 133 
convex-hull 538 set-packing 126 
graph-data-structures 519 planar-drawing 120 
sorting 485 median 118 
string-matching 467 satisfiability 116 
dictionaries 459 bandwidth . 107 
geometric-primi ti ves 452 shortest-common-superstring 105 
topological-sorting 424 feedback-set 83 I 

suffix-trees 423 determinants 78 

Table 3: Most and least popular algorithmic problems, by repository hits, 

Table 1 reports the nu mb er of hits distributed among our highest level of classification - the 
seven major subfields of algoiithms. Two different hit measures are reported for each subfield, first 
the number of hits to the menu of problems within the subfield, and second the total number of 
hits to individual problem pages within this subfield. Computational geometry proved to be the 
most popular subfield by both measures, although outweighed by the interest in graph problems 
split across two subtopics. Data structures recorded the highest "per-problem" interest, but I was 
surprised by the relative lack of enthusiasm for set and string algorithms. 

Table 2 reports the number of hits distributed among the various programming language sub
menus. C++ seems to have supplanted C as the most popular programming language among 
developers, although there is clearly a lag in the size of the body of software written in C++. C 
remains the source language for over half the implementations available on the AlgorithmReposi
tory. User interest in Mathematica rivals that of Fortran, perhaps suggesting that computer algebra 
systems are becoming the language of choice for scientific computation. There was no submenu 
associated with Java, reflecting what was available when I built the repository. The total number 
of implementations in Table 2 is greater than 56 because seven codes are written in morethan one 
language. 

Table 3 reports the 15 most popular and least popular algorithmic problems, as measured by the 
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number of hits the associated pages received. Hit counts for all of the 75 problems appears in Table 
6. Several observations can be drawn from this data: 

• Although shortest path was the most popular of the algorithmic problems over the ten week 
time period, a preliminary study done two weeks earler showed traveling-salesman comfortably 
in the top spot (560 hits to 513). I attribute the late surge ofinterest in shortest path to coincide 
with the end of the academic year in the United States, and students from algorithms courses 
seeking an edge. Minimum spanning tree showed a similar surge in this time inter val. 

• Of the six data structure problems, only priority queues (number 17) and set union-find (num
ber 37) failed to make the top 15 cut. 

• People seem twice as interested in generating permutations than subsets (258 hits to 133 hits), 
presumably reflecting the perceived difficulty of the task. 

• Surprisingly popular problems include topological sorting (number 14), suffix trees (number 
15), the knapsack problem (number 19). These might reflect educational interest, although 
Table 5 shows that almost twice as many total .com hits were recorded than total .edu hits. 

• Surprisingly unpopular problems include set cover (number 59), planar drawing (number 69), 
and satisfiability (number 71). Such obviously commercial problems as cryptography (number 
64) and text compression (number 66) proved unpopular presumably because better WWW 
resources exist for these problems. 

It is interesting to note that only 2752 hits occured to the front-page of the site, which means 
that most users never saw the main index of the site. This implies that most users initially entered 
the site through a keyword-orientedsearch engine, and gives credenceto the notation that these hits 
measure problem interest more than just directionless wandering through the site. 

4. What are They Finding? 

The majority of visitors to the Algorithms Repository come seeking implementations of algo
rithms which solve the problem they are interested in. To help guide the user among the relevant 
implementations for each problem, I have rated each implementation from 1 (lowest) to 10 (high

. est), with my rating reflecting my opinion of the chances that an applied user will find that this 
implementation solves their problem. 

My ratings are completely subjective, and in many cases were based on a perusal of the documen
tation instead · of first-hand experience with the codes. Therefore, I cannot defend the correctness 
of my ratings on any strong objective basis. Still, I believe that they have proven useful in pointing 
people to the most relevant implementation. 3 

Table 7 records the number of hits received for each implementation, along with the problem for 
which it received the highest rating, as weH its average rating across all problems. LEDA [2] received 
almost as many hits (2084) as the two following implementations, both associated with popular 
books [4] (1258) and [1] (994). The fourth most popular implement at ion was (surprisingly) Rariger 
[3] (846), an implementation of kd-trees. This reflects the enormous popularity of nearest-neighbor 
searching in high er dimensions, as weil as the fact that I have not updated the list of implemen
tations since the publication of the book in November. Arya and Mount's recently released ANN 
(httP:J /www.cs.umd.edu/-mount/ANN/) would be a better choice. Note that these counts record 
the number of people who looked at the information page associated with each implementation. The 
actual number of ftps is unknown but presumably significantly lower. 

3 Any software developer who is dissatisfied with their ratings will perhaps be gratified to learn that my own 
Combinatorica [5] received the fourth lowest average score among the 56 rated implementations. Anybody who 
cannot better appreciate the merits of Combinatorica is clearly unfit to judge other people's software. 
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Rank by Rank by 
Most Needed Implementations Mass Hits a Least Needed Implementations Mass Hits a 
sultix-trees 57 15 -42 high-precision-anthmetlc 16 29 13 
bin-packing 74 34 -40 priority-queues 4 17 13 
knapsack 59 19 -40 edge-coloring 43 57 14 
kd-trees 42 4 -38 drawing-trees 37 53 16 
eulerian-cycle 66 31 -35 maintaining-arrangements 47 64 17 
polygon-partitioning 65 32 -33 matching 1 18 17 
nearest-neighbor 36 5 -31 unconstrained-optimization 40 58 18 
minkowski-sum 71 42 -29 satisfiability 50 70 20 
simplifying-polygons 68 44 -24 dfs-bfs 9 30 21 
motion-planning 73 55 -18 network-flow 2 23 21 
traveling-salesman 19 2 -17 random-numbers 18 40 22 
scheduling 64 48 -i6 bandwidth 48 71 23 
set-data-structures 53 37 -16 matrix-multiplication 25 49 24 
edge-vertex-connectivity 60 45 -15 planar-drawing 41 68 27 
thinning 62 47 -15 cryptography 33 63 30 
graph-parti ti on 52 39 -13 generating-graphs 12 46 34 
string-matching 24 11 -13 . fourier-transform 13 50 37 
hamiltonian-cycle 32 21 -11 generating-subsets 28 66 38 
set-cover 70 59 -11 generating-partitions' 21 60 39 
approximate-pattern-matching 34 24 -10 determinants 30 74 44 

Table 4: Most needed and least needed implementations, based on program mass and hit ranks 

.com .edu .gov .mil .net .org countries 
15310 8421 266 341 5193 183 19426 

Table 5: Hits by top level domain 

Despite their shortcomings, I believe that these ratings provide a useful insight into the state of 
the art of combinatorial computing today. Hits per, problem page measures .the level of interest in 
a particular algorithmic problem. Program mass, the sum of the rankings of all implementations 
for a given problem, provides a measure of how much effort has been expended by thealgorithm 
engineering community on the given problem. By comparing the ranks of each problem by program 
mass and the popularity, we can assess which problems are most (and least) in need of additional 
implementations. 

Table 4 presents the results of such an analysis, showing the 20 most under (and over) imple
mented algorithmic problems. Suffix trees (rank 1) and kd-trees (rank 4) are the most needed data 
structure implementations, while the dosely related problems of bin .packirig (rank 2) and knapsack 
(rank 3) are in the most need of algorithm implementations. There seems to be greater interest than 
activity in routing problems like Eulerian cyde/chinese postman (rank 5), traveling salesman (rank 
11), and Hamiltonian cyde (rank 18). On the other hand, traditional algorithm engineering topics 
like matching (rank 61) and network ftow (rank 65) have resulted in a relative abundance of codes 
for these problems. 

5. Who is Looking? 

By analyzing the domain names associated with each hit on the Algorithm Repository, we can 
see who is interested in algorithms. Table 5 records the number of hits by top-level domain. I believe 
that more hits were recorded by industrial users than educational ones, since the .com (15310) and 
.net (5193) domains together account for more than twice the number of .edu (8421) hits. Roughly 
one third of all hits came from users outside the United States, presumably similarly split between 
educational and industrial users. 

It is interesting and amusing to see the distribution of hits by country code. No less than 84 
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nations visited the Algorithm Repository during this ten week interval, suggesting a much broader 
interest in algorithms than I would have thought. Hit count per nation is summarized in Table 8. 

The most algorithmically inclined nation after the United States (presumably the source of most 
.com and .edu hits) was, not surprisingly, Germany (2340). The United Kingdom (1677), France 
(144,5), and Spain (1054) each accounted for significantly more hits than Israel (315), Japan (709), 
and the Netherlands (590) - suggesting that the interest does not completely correlate with my 
perception of the amount of algorithmic research activity in these nations. Two of the largest 
producers of graduate students in computer science, China (39) and India (89), ranked surprisingly 
low in the number of hits despite the presence of substantial software industries. Presumably this 
refiects limited WWW access within these countries. 

6. Conclusions 

Analysis of hits to the Stony Brook Algorithm Repository provides interesting insights to the 
demand for algorithms technology, and the state of the art of available implementations. It would 
be interesting to repeat this analysis at regular intervals to see how the demand changes over time. 

This most important conclusion of this work is that there is a demand for high quality imple
mentations of algorithms for several important and interesting problems. I urge members of the 
algorithm engineering community to coIisider projects for problems on the left side of Table 4, for 
these represent the real open problems in the field. Indeed, I would be happy to add any results of 
this work to the Algorithm Repository for others to benefit from. 
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All Implementation. Bellt Imp ementatlon 
Problem Hit. Imp. Count Avg Score Prosram Name Rating 
approximate .. pattern .. matching 298 3 6.3 asrep 10 
bandwidth 107 2 7.5 tom 11 9 
bin-packina: 258 1 3.0 xtana:o 3 
calendar-ealculation. 188 1 10.0 reinaold 10 
clique 248 3 5.3 diman 9 
convex-hull 538 7 5.4 qhull 10 
cryptography 136 3 5.3 PSP 10 
determinante 78 4 4.5 linpack 8 
dfs-bf. 268 7 3.9 LEDA 8 
dictionarie. 459 4 6.0 LEDA 10 
drawing-grapha 275 3 7.0 graphed 9 
drawing-tree. 189 3 ;.0 sraphed 9 
edae.coloring 169 4 4.5 stony 6 
edse-vertex·connectivity 214 3 4.0 combinatorica 4 
eulerian .. cYcle 262 2 3.0 combinatorico. 3 
feedback-aet 83 1 4.0 sraphb .... e 4 
finite-.tate-minimizatioD 290 4 5.7 sr.il 9 
fourier-trandorm 197 5 5.0 fftpaek 10 
a:eneratins-sraph. 208 5 6.8 sraphb .... e 10 
seDer.ting-partition. 163 5 6.6 wilf 8 
generatina:-permutation. 258 4 i,O rUlkey 8 
generating-Iub.et. 133 4 6.3 wilf 8 
geometrie-primitivea 452 5 5.4 LEDA 8 
graph-data-atructurea 519 6 6.7 LEDA 10 
graph-iaomorphiam 251 2 6.5 nauty 10 
srapb-partition 232 2 6.0 link 8 
hamiltonian-cycle 320 5 4.2 tomll 6 
hish-preciaion-aritbmetic 2j4 5 5.6 pari 9 
independent-aet 137 2 6.0 dimaca 7 
interaection-detection 410 5 5.2 LEDA 7 
kd-treea 611 3 4.0 ranger 8 
knapaack 341 2 5.0 toma 6 
linear-equationa 218 3 6.6 lapack 10 
linear-programmins 317 5 4.4 Ipaolve 9 
longeat-common-aubatrins 175 2 5.0 cap 8 
maintaining-arrangementa 134 2 8.0 arranse 9 
match ins 363 10 5.2 soldbers 9 
matrix-multiplication 200 5 5.0 linpack 7 
median 118 2 5.0 handbook 6 
minimum-apannins-tree 652 9 4.0 LEDA 6 
minkowaki-aum 219 1 4.0 eppatein 4 
motion-plannins 181 1 3.0 orourke 3 
neareat-neighbor 609 4 5.2 ranger 7 
network-now 312 8 5.0 goldberg 10 
planar-drawing 120 3 5.7 graphed 8 
point-Iocation 293 4 4.8 LEDA 7 
polygon-partitioning 259 1 8.0 geompack 8 
priority-queuea 398 8 4.5 LEDA 9 
random-numbeu 230 6 4.8 aimpack 7 
range-search 289 4 4.8 LEDA 8 
satidiability 116 2 8.0 poait 8 
schedulins 204 2 4.0 syslo 4 
searchlns 235 3 5.6 handbook 7 
aet-cover 168 1 5.0 ayalo 5 
aet-data-atructurea 241 3 4.3 LEDA 5 
set-packins 126 1 5.0 syalo 5 
ahape-aimilarity 156 2 6.5 snns 7 
ahortest-common-auperstrins 105 1 8.0 cap 8 
ahorteat-path 681 7 5.0 soldbers 9 
aimplifyinS-polysons 216 1 5.0 skeleton 5 
aortins 485 7 4.9 moret 7 
ateiner-tree 190 2 7.5 salowe 8 
string-matchins 467 5 4.4 wataon 7 
suffix-trees 423 2 4.0 stony 6 
text-compre .. ion 133 1 5.0 toma 5 
thinning 206 1 9.0 akeleton 9 
topolosical-aorting 424 6 3.5 LEDA 7 
transitive-cloaure 195 2 4.0 LEDA 6 
travelins-·alesman 665 5 5.0 top 8 
triansulationa 600 8 5.9 triansle 9 
unconatrained-optimization 168 3 6.3 toma 8 
vertex-colorins 328 8 5.0 dimace 7 
vertex-cover 223 3 5.0 clique 6 
voronoi-diagrama 578 6 5.3 fortune 9 

Table 6: Hits by algorithmic problem, with implementation ratings 
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Major Problem All Problems 
Software Hits Problem Name Rating Count Average 
ASA 132 uneonstrained-optimizatlon 6 1 6.0 
LEDA 2084 graph-data-struetures 10 30 6.2 
agrep 223 approximate-pattern-matehing 10 1 10.0 
arrange 87 maintaining-arrangements 9 3 7.3 
bi pm 127 matching 8 . 1 8.0 
eap 119 shortest-eommon-superstring 8 2 8.0 
clarkson 123 eonvex-hull 6 1 6.0 
clique 154 clique 6 6 5.5 
combinatoriea 603 generating-graphs 8 28 4.0 
culberson 133 vertex-eoloring 6 2 5.0 
dimaes 288 matching 9 10 5.6 
eppstein 373 minkowski-sum 4 2 4.0 
fftpack 107 fourier-transform 10 1 10.0 
fortune 368 voronoi-diagrams 9 2 8.0 
genoeop 113 uneonstrained-optimization 5 1 5.0 
geolab 146 geometrie-primitives 5 1 5.0 
geompack 187 polygon-partitioning 8 2 8.0 
gold berg 446 network-ftow 10 3 9.3 
grail 282 finite-state-minimization 9 1 9.0 
graphbaSe 569 generating-graphs 10 17 4.4 
graphed 398 drawing-graphs 9 7 6.4 
handbook 994 dietionaries 8 12 4.9 
htdig 107 text-eom pression 7 1 7.0 
lapack 120 linear-equations 10 1 10.0 
link 144 graph-partition 8 4 4.5 
linpaek 68 determinants 8 2 7.5 
linprog 76 linear-programming 4 1 4 .0 
lpsolve 354 linear-programming 9 1 9.0 
math 105 matrix-multiplieation 6 1 6.0 
moret 466 sorting 7 17 3.8 
nauty 243 graph-isomorphism 10 1 10.0 
north 209 drawing-graphs 7 2 7.0 
orourke 598 geometrie-primitives 6 8 4.4 
pari 281 high-precision-arithmetic 9 2 9.0 
pgp 44 eryptography 10 1 10.0 
phylip 89 steiner-tree 7 1 7.0 
posit 55 satisfiability 8 1 8.0 
qhull 268 eonvex-hull 10 4 7.0 
ranger 846 kd-trees 8 3 7.0 
reingold 225 ealendar-calculations 10 1 10 .0 
ruskey 206 generating-permutations 8 4 7.2 

·salowe 98 steiner-tree 8 1 8.0 
sedgewick 1258 sorting 5 11 3.2 
simpaek 286 priority-queues 7 2 7.0 
skeleton 187 thinning 9 2 7.0 
sons 189 shape-similarity 7 1 7.0 
stony 272 suffix-trees 6 3 6.0 
syslo 506 set-cover 5 11 4.1 
toms 546 bandwidth 9 24 5.0 
triangle 232 triangulations 9 1 9.0 
trick 193 vertex-eoloring 7 2 5.5 
tsp 331 traveling-salesman 8 1 8 .0 
turn 55 shape-similarity 6 1 6.0 
watson 322 finite-state-minimization 8 2 7.5 
wilf 259 generating-partitions 8 12 4 .5 
xta~o 644 sorting 6 19 3.2 

Table 7: Hits by implementation, with associated ratings 
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Count Country Code Count Country Code 
2340 Germany de 50 Thailand th 
1692 Canada ca 49 Venezuela ve 
1677 United Kingdom uk 48 Soviet Union su 
1445 France fr 48 Cyprus cy 
1054 Spain es 47 Slovakia sk 
932 Australia au 46 Yugoslavia yu 
842 Italy . it 46 Ukraine ua 
709 Japan jp 44 Indonesia id 
591 Korea kr 42 Kazakhstan kz 
590 Netherlands nl 41 Turkey tr 
528 Sweden se 39 China cn 
463 Finland fi 32 Honduras hn 
423 Brazil . br 26 South Africa za 
417 Hong Kong hk 23 Romania ro 
346 Norway no 23 Pbilippines ph 
345 Belgium be 21 Malta mt 
317 Switzerland eh 20 Great Britain gb 
315 Israel il 17 Lithuania It 
302 Austria at 17 Costa Rica er 
294 Portugal pt 12 Egypt eg 
282 Poland pi 12 Dominican Republic do 
267 Siovenia si 12 ArIIienia am 
238 Russia ru 11 Trinidad and Tobago tt 
218 Singapore sg 11 Jordan jo 
170 Denmark dk 10 Iceland is 
162 Greece gr 9 Uruguay uy 
159 Czech Republic cz 9 Bahrain bh 
148 Chile cl 7 Peru pe 
143 Mexico mx 6 United Arab Emirates ae 
137 Taiwan tw 5 Georgia ge 
125 Argentina ar 4 Belize bz 
115 United States us 3 Saudi Arabia sa 
115 Malaysia my 3 Bolivia bo 
113 Hungary hu 2 N ew Caledonia nc 
97 Columbia co 2 Mauritius mu 
89 India in 2 Moldova md 
85 Ireland ie 2 Ecuador ec 
80 Croatia hr 1 Pakistan pk 
77 Estonia ee 1 Namibia na 
60 New Zealand nz 1 Luxembourg lu 
58 Latvia Iv 1 Kuwait kw 
52 Bulgaria bg 1 Barbados bb 

Table 8: Hits by Nation 
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